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1. IA) Time Period Covered by /the Report:

July 1, 1973 through December 31, 1974

(B) Goals and Objective (41 the Project:

The goals and obje Ives of this report period were to further

develop and refine impl entation activities initiated in the first

funding period under Grant No. OEG-0-72-0747. (See pages 7 - 11)

(C) Procedures Followed:

As a result of the new funding made available March 1973, the o'

Caldwell Career Education Program was to further develop and refine. the

activities which had been attempted in the original Grant No. OEG-0-72-0747,

involving six target schools. The Advisory Board for the Caldwell Career

Education Pioject felt that it would be advisable to initiate the

development of career education activities as developed during the first

years of operation for the seventeen additional schools in Caldwell
0

County and Lenoir City. The career education staff proposed, with the

approval of the Career Education Advisory Board, that all schools

interested in implementing the concept of career education should review

the career education goals and objectives in order to develop their own

mini proposal. 1

An administrative workshop was planned which was designed to

provide all principals with the, appropriate administrative procedures

for project imp3ementation. The administrative workshop was conducted

in early summer of 1973 with,twenty-five principals attending the week-

long seminar. The purpose Of the workshop was to introduce the administrators

to the concept of career education, to discuss the procedures for

implementing career education activities into the total curriculum, to

introduce the techniques for utilizing community resource people, to
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develop methods and procedures f - taking field trips, to correlate

these activities with other subje t areas, review and discuss the

career education goals and object ves and select career education

,related materials. A copy of the workshop schedule is included in

Appendix A.

90 Results and Accomplishme t :

As a result of the expan ion of the program, fifteen, career

education mini proposals were, submitted to the Caldwell Carder

Education Advisory Board. The Ca eer Education Advisory Board reviewed

all proposals and approved fourte n of those submitted. The project

staff, working with each of the n w schools, offered assistance in

conducting inservice workshops to assist the teachers in each of the

schools in implementing career education into their instructional

program. (Copies of the mini propisals are included in Appendix B.)

(E) Evaluation:

The Caldwell Cgreer Education Advisory Board., after having

reviewed and discussed the procedures utilized for the first evaluation,

decided to award the contract to north Carolina State University for

the second phase of the evaluation of the career education program.

The second phase of the evaluation was to determine the degree to which

the project staff had corrected or implemented the recommendations made

during the first evaluation report. A complete evaluation report and,

PERT plan is included in Appendix C;

(F) Conclusions and Recommendations:-

The yearlong planning and developmental activities with the

Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute has proven to be

most effective. Through the proceL of working with the individual
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staff members as well as department heads, appropriate activities have

been defined, established, and implementation procedures are ready for

fall opening.

The program of career education at Caldwell Community College

and Technical Institute consists of the.following components which were

approved by the Career Education Advisory Board and the Executive Council

of Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute:

I. Personalized Approach to Instruction/CognitiA
Style Mapping --

II. AdvisorAdvisee Workshop
III. CVIS, a Computer Based Guidance System

IV. Evening High. School

V. Minicourses
VI. 'Developmental Guidance

In addition, two other major activities are planned involving

Orientation and-Other High School Related Activities, strengthening the

articulation between the Community College and the participating high

schools.

Additional problems were encountered as a result of reduction

of staff size and the expansion of additional schools. This would have

resulted in an overload of work conditions for staff members had they

continued 'to serve as initiators. Therefore, the staff had to move into

a position of consultants. This lack of direct effort created frustrations

on the part of some new teachers who were attempting to infuse the concept

in o their curriculum. Staff work load created situations* where - staff.

rembers were not available for appropriate help and assistance to each

of the new teachers when problems arose. The staff made every effort

to respond to teacherst requests at the earliest possible chance, but ,

in remote incidents teachers felt that adequate help was not available.

It is recommended that a ratio of not more than fifty teachers
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per each coordinator be set until teachers achieve an acceptable degree

of proficiency in implementing career activities with classroom procedure*

The staff also feels that the extended planning time utilized by the

Community College is extremely desirable and would prevent costly mistakes

in attempting certain activities with inadequately oriented teaching

staffs. 0

II. 4A) Problem,Area Toward Which the Project Was Directed:

The Caldwell Career Education Project which had, been under

operation from a federal grant (0EG-0-72) was notified in March of 1973

that they would receive additional funding effective July 1, 1973 and

continue for eighteen months until December 31, 1974. This new funding

would provide a means of continuing those activities which had been

started under the original grant. In an effort to appraise and evaluate

those activities which had been developed during the firSt funding period,

the project director, with the assistance of the project staff, developed

a proposal to include an additional seventeen schools which had not been

in'-oised in career edLcation activities. The two local Superintendents,

Mr. E. M. White, Caldwell County Schools and Mr. J. G. Hagaman, Lenoir

City Schools, -had indicated to the State Advisory Board for Career Education

that all schools should be involved for the second phase of the Caldwell

Career Education Project. The career education staff proposed that all

schools who were interested in developing mini proposals for involvement

in the second phase of the pieject operation should submit, with the

help and assistance of their instructional staff, proposals which would

demonstrate their need and methods for achievement for specific objectives

as were identified in the first fundingperiod of the project: The first

phase of expanding and planning included a workshop for all principals in
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Caldffell County. There were twenty-five principals attend'ng the

0

workshop. A copy of the workshop activities is included ii Appendix A.

-\\
Duringithis_week-long workOop, the principals were intr6uced to the

concept'of career education, methods and techniques for implementing, the

concept into the instructional program, and

mini proposal. Fiftelen mini proposals were

Advisory Board with fourtoen being approved

development of the mi i proposals permitted

to review the career

instructions on writing a

submitted to the State

on AugOt.30, 1973. The

each pAncipal and his staff

ducation goals and objectives and determine those

objectives Which would best meet their needs. Theiroproposal was to

reflect the methodology, techniques, and time schedules needed for

implementation, involvement, and achievement of these objectives.

'.In order to prepare for the expansion of project activities,

the career education staff carefully reviewed and evaluated all the

activitiy sheets which had been submitted from the six original schools.

These activity sheets covered all the major activity areas.' These

activities centered around four major covonents. (1) The selection,

procurement and development of the use of career related materials;

(2) The selection, purchase and use of.equipment; (3) The planning,

identification of sites, taking the field trip and correlating the field

trips with other subject areas; (4) The identification, selection and

use of consultant personnel to be utilized in the instructional program.

The project staff reviewed and selected career activity sheets which

had received the best results during the first phase of the program

implementation. Activity sheets which had proven successful and worth

while were duplicated and made available for distribution to the new

target schools. The equipment list and bibliography of career education
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materials utilized in the first phase of the project were reproduced

and circulated to all of the new target schools. The effort to 'encourage

non-tal-get schools in the two local educational agencies to participate in
1

0
, ..-

the second phase of the career education project produced fourteen, mini

'1

\ proposals for the second phase of the operation. This additional work
,

load on project staff dictated that they redirect their activities toward

that of, a consultant to the local schools rather than initiating

implementation techniques and procedures to each member of the instructional

staffs in the six target schools.

(B)' Goals and Objectives of the Project:

PRODUCT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

To increase awareness of the world of work

1;1 Students will show an increase in the!.r awareness of the world
of Verk. 0

1.2 Students will demonstrate knowledge of the world of work through
verbal and written communications:

1.3 Students will demonstrate awareness of the value and dignity of
work.

II. To increase knowledge of career opportunities

2.1 Students will show an increase in knowledge of the educational
requirements of careers. (grades 7-14)

2.2 Students will show an increase in knowledge of skills required
for different careers. (grades 7-14)

2.3 Students will show an increase in knowledge of career areas.
(grades 4-14)

2.4 Students will show an increase in their awareness of the world
. pf work." (1.1)* (grades K-3)

III. Tp increase ability to recognize educational and career relationships

3.1 Students Will show an increase in knowledge of the educational
requirements of careers. (2.1)* (grades 7-14)

3.2 The student will be able to apply knowledge and skills (1 arning)
acquired in the aassroom to living and making a living. (grades

9-14)

3.3 The student will demonstrate a knowledge of the interde endence
of living, learning, and working. (grades'K-8)
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JV. To increase decision - malting and proOlem-solving skills

4.1 The student will demonstrate-the ability to develop alternative
solutions to problems.

4.2 Students will be able to demonstrate growth in self-discipline
And personal responsibility.

4.3 Students will show an increase in decision-making as determined
by the percentage of 12th graders having made career, decisions
as recorded in guidance office records.

4.4 The proportion of students applying for and entering post-
secondary education and/or jobs will increase as measured by
follow-up data.

V. To achieve 100% plac,.tent and follow-up of students "ther in
additio4a1 education or work

5.1 The proportion of students applying for and entering pOst-
secondary education and/or jobS will increase asineas red by

follow-up data. (4.4) (grad s 12-14)

5.2 The school will increase the n ber of sttidentsill c id in

either additional education or work; I

5.3 The school will providelfollow up studies of all St dents

for'five years. I1 .

VI. To increase positive interaction wi hin and among the S
/

ools and
1

between the schools and the community

6.1 Positive interaction among students and between students and

faculty will increase.

6.2 Positive interaction between faculty and administration will

increase.

6.3 Curricular articulation and communication among schools will

increase.

6.4 Positive interaction between the school? and comtuniy will

increase.

VII. To enhance each individualts self-concept

7.1 Students will demonstrate xositive attitudes' towards themselves

and others:,

7.2 The positive nature of teachers! response to student achievement

will increase.
0

7.3 The teacher will demonstrate an increased knowledge of the
uniqueness of each child.

7.4 An increased number of students will be engaged in activities
which reflect individual needs.

VIII. To increase awareness of the many possibilities for the use of

leisure time

6.1 Students will increase their participation in leisure time

activities.
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IX. To increase teachers1 knowledge anti application of the career
education Concept

9.1 Teachers will show an increase in their knowledge of the
career, education concept.

9.2 Teachers will demonstrate increased application of the
career education, concept in the instructional program.

X. To reduce the drop-out rate in all target schools

* Indic1tes identical productobjectives.

PROCESS GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

I. To provide developmental guidance (grades K-14)

1.1 Guidance personnel will meet with all students in small groups)'
clusters; and/or individually.

1.2 Guidance personnel will arrange on=site observation for students.
who express specific job interests. (4.3,6,1)* (grades 6-14)

,1.3 Guidance personnel will conduct individual and/or gr-up follow-
ups of guidance activities. .

1.4 Guidance personnel will provide referral services as needed.

1.5 Faculty members and guidance personnel will establish advisory
advise relationships withda31 students. (grades 13-14)

1.6 Guidance personnel will provide inservice training on the
classroom application of developmental guidance for all
classroom teachers.

II. To provide career related materials

2.1 The project will provide and disseminate a variety of materials
for use in classrooms, libraries and guidance offices.

2.2 Teacher-made materials will be developed.

III. To provide assistance in the utilization and integration of career
related materials

3.1 The librarian and/or technician will collect materials suitable
to the maturity level of the students fo each teacher who
requests materials for use in a specific unit of study.

3.2 The project will provide for all project teachers at least
sixtythours in staff development per yea stressing the infusion
of carder edudation into the curriculum.

3:3 Teachers will provide for student use a propriate industry,
produced resource materials.

3.4 The staff will assist classroom teacher in the development of
teacher-made,materials upon request.

-IV. To provide students and teachers first-hand work exposure outside
the classroom

9



4.1 Each student will participate in at least three career oriented
field trips per year.

4.2 Teachers will visit two local industries per,year. (6.2)*

4.3 Guidance personnel will arrange on-site observation for
students who express specific job interests. (1.2, 6.1)i:

A. To infuse career education into the curriculum

51 The project will provide for all project teachers at least
sixty hours in staff development per year stressing the infusion
of career education into the curriculum.

5.2 Teachers will engage in monthly meetings for reviewing and

sharing of ideas.

5.3 Groups of teachers will meet to correlate curricular activities
at least monthly.

5.4 The staff will provide assistance to teachers as requested in
developing methods of infusing the career concept into the
curriculum.

5.5 Teacyers and counselors.will confer to correlate guidance and
classroom activities at least four times per year.

VI. To utilize community resources in providing information and
experiences concerning careers

6.1 Guidance personnel will arrange on-site observation for'
students who express specific job interests.

6.2 Teachers will visit two local industries per year. (4.2)*

6.3 Each teacher will schedule at least three resource persons
. per year.

6.4 Schools will' arrange for at least five resource people to
provide instruction in special interest areas for interested
students during unscheduled time.

6.5. Staff and schools will identify a croup of community resource
persons.

6.6 The staff will. establish four advisory committees representing
business, industry, the professions, parents, and the community

at large.

6.7 The staff and schools will identify a group of organizations
suitable for field trips.

VII. To cprovide educational and/or work placement services for all students

7.1 Principals, in consultation with guidance personnel and classroom
teachers, will place each student in the appropriate educational
setting. (grades K-9)

7.2 The staff will assist teachers in identifying/the individual
needs of students.

7.3 Guidance personnel through continued monitoring will 'assist each
student in selecting an appropriate educational or work setting.

(grades 9-14)

10
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VIII. To incorporate decision-making and problem-solving activities into
the education program

8.1 Students will engage in activities designed to build problem-
solving and decision-making skills daily.

8.2 Teachers will employ activities which build problem-solving
and decision-making skills daily.

IX. To provide students with opportunities to evaluate individual or
group behavior .

9.1 Teachers will provide opportunities for students to evaluate
individual or group behavior patterns.

X. To provide experiences.which will cause enhancedent of each
individual's self-concept

10.1 The staff will provide staff development of at least sixteen
hours to assist teachers in developing skills in enhancing
student self-concepts.

10.2 Teachers will demonstrate an increased utilization of methods
and techniques which enhance student self-concept.

XI. To provide opportunities which create an appreciation of and interest
in the cultural arts and crafts.

11.1 Eath student, will be exposed daily to at least one of the
many art forms.

11.2 Teachers will provide daily opportunities for students to,
observe the beauty of their world.

* Indicates identical process objectives.
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DIRECTORIS PROPOSAL FOR THE
CALDWELL CAREER EDLCATION PROGRAM

July 1, 1974 December 1974

Since the career education program is?now in its. final stages,

_ .

the following proposal seems appropriate-for'ttA activities during

the remaining time of our project. Therefore the director recommended

the following activities to the Career Uudation Advisory Board, July

1974.

1) All schools in the city /coorty have been involved in the

project for one or two years excep pudley Shoals Elementary, Hudson

Elementary, Whiinel lementary d Granite Falls High. It is proposed

that the career educati pro ram sponsor three inservice workshops

for these schools utilizi the -supervisorystaff for: a) primary,

b) elementary and c) high school. This workshop should be at least
1

sixteen hours in length in order to obtain renewal credit for teachers

who may need sUch,reneWal credit. The purpose of these workshops will

be to introduce the concept of career education, methods for implementation,

development of .teacher made career materials and how to utilize

community resource persons. The project has sufficient funds to pay
2 ;

each teacher a stipend of $50.00 (five z days) for participation. A
;

f

copy of the proposed workshop is included in Appendix D.

2) .41 twentyfive schools should"be able to participate in

the use of p oject funds for transportation for field trips until

December, 1974. Transportation costs averaged $123.00 per school

during the last year. The cost was somewhat higher during the 1972-73

school year when only six schools were participating. The energy

crisis greatly curtailed field trips during the 1973-74 school year,

12



but there is approximately $4,00C.00 remaining in our budget for

transportation, and the project staff feels that this is an adequate

amount for this line item until project completion date.

3) Funds for the purchase of commercial materials. will be

extremely limited this fall. The project has $600.00 remaining for

materials and some of this amount will be needed to cover office

supplies. The project has already purchased $66,000.00 in career

education materials since the project beginning. The County School

Board made a request for $65,000.00 to continue career education but

the County Commissioners approved only $5,340.00 for materials. This

cut leaves a greatly reduced amount to be-used-for career education

materials, therefore; the staff is recommending that the four new

schools who have not participated in the program be given first priority

in the use of these local funds. This recommendation will require the

approval of the Caldwell County Board of Education,

4) Consultant fees remaining in the budget amounts to $2,500.00.

The staff feels that we have had excellent response from the use of

consultants by subject teachers during the list two years and hopes that

we can continue these activities. It is recommended that approximately

$4S0.00 of these funds should be allocated for use in the three inservice

workshops. We feel that we have excellent practitioners of the career

education concept in the tar et schools and the staff proposes that we

employ six, two for each area, for not more than two half days at the

rate of $40.00 per day to assist in the introduction of the career

education concept to the four new schools. The use of the remainder of

the consultant fees should be based upon need, availability, of consultants.

foi specific' areas, and other new areas whichmay become available.

13



These activities should be closely correlated with subject areas and

Lust involve all teachers within a department.

5) Equipment expenditures are not quite as limited as materials.

The career education budget, has approximately $3,000(CO left for equipment.

It is recommended that these funds be made available for the four new

schools and the Extended Day School use. This amount will not meet the

total needs, but will go far in bringing th?se schools' needs up to par.

The above recommendations for project funds are exclusive of our

commitment to Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute. .Dr.

Don Altieri and the.staff have been working closely together in planning

for the continuation of their activities. Since they have approximately

$1.5,000.00 in unused funds, they plan to continue the same procedures

S.,

as has been followed during the past academic year. This will include:

Developmencal Guidance and Career Exploration, Personalized Instruction

and Cognitive Style Mapping, CVIS, Extended Day School and Minicourses

for Interest and Introductory Skills.

Present plans indicate that all of these activities 'Will continue

beyond project completion. Fund's will be provided.by the college and

the North Carolina Appalachian Consortium.

The project staff has now been reduced to the director, secretary,

bookkeeper and the community college coordinator who are directly involved,

with the Caldwell County Schools and three part-time persons who are

involved with the community college program. This change in personnel

dictates changes in our working relationship with the participating

agencies.

The middle-grade coordinator has left the project to become a

supervisor of elementary education with Caldwell County, and the high

14



school coordinator left to become the director of a new federally funded

program. in-cooperative-education. The other professional staff members

h4ve been employed by Caldwell County or have found other employment.

This reduction of-staff personnel and new responsibilities dictates that
-

the director functions as a consultant to the supervisory staff in

planning and developing activities to continue the career education

program. The director feels this approach will best permit the total

program to become infused with the regular curriculum program now in

operation. The directorls.responsibilities with the night school will

demand approximately half time duties with the remainder being used in

writing linal reports and assisting the supervisors in continuing to

develop and strengthen the. career education concept.

In addition, the director recommended that the Career Education

Project contract with Appalachian State University for the development

of a Junior High /Middle School program for the continuation of the

'concepts initiated during the two`years of the projectls operations

It was felt that this approach was needed since the merger of the two

school units and the decision to move toward a 6-3-3 organizational plan

instead of the 8-4 system which had been utilized. A copy Of the

,Proposed Junior High School Plan for Caldwell County is included in

Appendix E.

These preposekl-s--an&-reeommendations-iver. e-appre-ved-as-were en ted-r.
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The program of Career Education at Caldwell Community College and

Technical Institute consists of the following components which were

approved the Career Education Advisory Board and -the Execptive

Council if CaldWell Community College and Technical Institute:

I. Personalized approach to instruction/C nitive Style. Mapping
1I. Advisor-Advisee Workshop

III. CYIS, a computer based _guidance syst
Extended Day High School

Minicourses
. Developmental Guidance

In addition, this report includes two o her major activities,

St dent Orientation and Other High School R lated Activities. These

_'o.activities,_although not directly fund :d by project funds, repre-

sent important ideas and concepts related to career education.

A report for each of the activities as been prepared and is

included in this document. A similar f at was utilized in preparing

each these-reports. The format included a statement and description

of the activity or program, personnel nvolved, procedures followed,

equipment and materials utilized, resits and recommendations and costs

involved. because of'the 'nature of e activities, this format was not

followed "exactly in all cases, but e ch report istcompletemithin itself

and is self- explanatory. Some of t e activities are not complete yet

and therefore the included reports should be considered as preliminary.

A final reportof each activity 16:1 be prepared at the completion of

this school year and additional i formation may be obtained by contacting'

Dr. DQn Altieri,,Caldwell Communi y College-and Technical Institute,

P. O. Box 600, Lerioir,.North Car lina 28645.

`-
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PERSONALIZING INSTRUCTION AND C ,NITIVE STYLE MAPPING

Dr. Benjamin S. Bloom states, "Only about a third of the nation's

students really master the skil s and concepts presented to them in school,

but ninetyfive percent are ca able of doing so." One way to change this

situation is to stop using in vidual differences as a means of determining

who does well or who fails in group competition, and instead, adapt to

differences in cognitive (le rning) styles as a means of varying teaching

techniques to insure the in ividualt.s success in his educational program. '

Many students learn a a slower rate, so we should seek ways to, change

the time required for mast ry and optimum results.

Plans were formulate at a meeting of faculty and staff members of

Caldwell Community Colle e and Technical Institute in July, 1973 for the

experimental use of Cog itive Style Mapping. The committee decided that

all incoming freshmen w uld take the three hour evaluationJ This evaluation

consists of. ten tests hich are _both oral and writen, timk and untimed.'

These tests are speci ically designed to discover how the /student preceives

his world. The purpo e is to help tailor the student's education at CCC

TItto reflect the wa he learns and thereby offer him the greatest likelihood

of success in learn g.

The approach is called Cognitive Style Napping and the main proponent

of its development as an educational science is Dr. Joseph E. Hill,

President of tlak1 d Community College in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan.

Dr. Hill states, 'Education is a search for meaning. If man derives

meaning from his nvironment through symbols'and;their meaning'plan a

fundamental role in education."

.
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_Reflecting this view is the three-hour battery, of tests given to

incominff, students. The test results are sent directly to Oakland

Community College where they are fed into their IBM computer (System,

360 Model 50) to produce a tabular "map" of 64 traits that describe,'

how each student thinks and learns - his cognitive style. A profile

printout is made fdr each student. The measured traits can pr duce"

2,304 combinations that show how the student handles qualita ve and

theoretical symbols, how cultural influences affect the way a gives

meaning to sym1;o1s4 and how he derives meaning'from the s ols he

perceives. In practice, the "maps" have produced up to 19 ways of

teaching the same course materials,.each one aimed at a,p rticular kind

of learning style.

The student's map helps him and his counselors determine, fOr

example, whether he would probably be better suited to learning chemistry

in a classroom setting, by individual study with programmed materials,

through informal conferences with other students, or by combining all of

these approaches in patterns that change from unit to unit during the

course., /The result is a "personalized educational prescription" - a

suggested game plan intended to make the student's learni g process as

fruitful as possible.

Courses in the curriculum are broken down into units of a few weeks.

,These units are actually mini-courses - each having well-defined goals.

Students take tests to move from one unit to the next. They must

succeed in each unit before moving on. Successful completion of each unit

reinforces a student's positive view, of himself and of the course material.

Constant interaction with faculty, paraprofessionals, and tutors is

A;designed to guarantee performance by the student. By, analyzing his

18
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performance and modifying his presc iption, the educational progran of

each student is humanized and perOnalized.

The common negative experienee of receiving. low grades after Ting

studies is replaced by.a succession of small victories, leading to total

success in the course. The" victories, and therefore, the students

ultimate success, depend upon extraordinary, resources which are integral

to, the program.

An array of coordinated learning facilities helps broaden the

student's options. ,/A student whose cognitive style map-indicates,he will

fprogress fastest With tutorial help will find. the Advancement Laboratory

most useful. There he can use programmed texts, reading machines and
I

films. Faculty are available to help him with difficulties.

Or, a student who works best.in an informal group will find the

"carrel arcades" most conducive to learning' These offer multi-sensory

udiovisual equipment to View videotaped lerures and to listen to

other

or view slides. They also offer talk sessions with

other students guided by a student tutor. tx

Other, options open to students include seminars with instructors or

visits to' the library with its variety of instructional packages and
/

microfilms in addition to the usual librarylnaterials.

I,

the.
I i , In,/ all cases, student is free to usIe any ,or all of the resources'

\

i

available' whether his instructor is among those participating in the

Cognitive style mapping or not.

Personalizing'instruction and cognitivestyle mapping has been em loyed

in English, Mathematics, Accounting, Sociology\and Psychology during t

1973-1974 school year.
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Over three hundred students have taken the,Cognitive Style Napping

tests. One of the main problems we encountered with CSM, is the length

of time required to return the test results from Oakland Community \

College. We were faced with a twenty day average turn around time \\

which is too long a time. This problem will be corrected in the near \

future because we have been given permission by Dr. Hil to, use the

program in our computer.

.Program Content, Approach Utilized, and Evaluation

Data on the results of each curricula area (Eng

t
ish, Math, Business,

Sociology and Psychology) maybe obtained by contacting Dr. Donald Altieri,

Caldwell Community College and Technical Instutite1 P. 0. Box 600,

Lenoir, North Carolina 28645. /

/

i

/

r
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ADVI.OR-ADVISEE WORKSHOP

Statement of the Problem

The advisor-advisee workshop resulted from an expressed need by

faculty and staff who served as advisors to students. The advisors
o

indicated that there was a need to improve their skills as advisors.

This need fitted with to of the overall,project objectives: improvemen

of self concept and carer planning. A viable advisor- advisee relation-

ship would serve as an excellent vehicle for the improvement of the self

concept of students as well as provide effective career planning.

Description of Program

The plan for the program, in this case a workshop, was designed

and implemented by the director of counseling, Claudia Kincaid.,

The director of counseling has the responsibility for handling the

logistics of advisors and advisees. It vas decided that a one, day

workshop would serve the needs fo the advisors. A program was designed

and a workshop leader identified. (Appendix F)

Personnel Involved

AlltfaCulty and staff members who served or would serve as advisors

,,wei'e invited to the workshop. 'Other staff members who attended included

the director of counseling; dean of student affairs, the registrar, the

vice president, of administration and the dean of educational development.

Results and Conclusions

The workshop was judged, by those in attendance, to be successful

in that it met the felt needs of the/group. dvisors and advisees

2(1
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indicatdd that Ithe role of the advisor had been'more clearly defined

than eVer before).

Costs Involved

Outside costs included a consultant fee and expenses for the

workshop leader.

4
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The following job description of a faculty advisor was presented
by Dr. Ed Harrill, Appalachian State university.

A faculty

listening to, and

institution. The

studentts inquiry and/or to help the advisee to identify his

desire. Supplying accurate information relevant to the inquiry iw

the second task. Often included among the. information requested,

JOB DESCRIPTION OF

A

FACILTY ADVISOR

advisor receives a student as a person worth

one who has aright to at the respective

advisorts task is to learn the nature of the

are such factors as: admission policies, requirements and procedures,

specific curriculum offerings, prerequisites and requirements;

financial aid available, along with corresponding stipulations; names

of personsor offices which are responsible for specified tasks,

including counseling; relationships of curricula to jOb opportunities.

An advisor does not try " to be all things to all students" but readily

refers when appropriate, thereby saving his and the studentts time.

An advisor assists in institutional record keeping with pertinent factors

such as results, proficiencies, grades,'curricular and/or graduation

requirements. An advisor frequently participates in a liaison

capacity; his tasks concern academic emphasis and progress of his

respective advisees.
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O Conclusions and Recommendations of Faculty Members Related
To Advisor-Advisee Workshop in a Joint Meeting of Advisors
of Vocational and Technical Students Following Advisor
Workshop, August 24. Ron Kiziah, Presiding; Marischa Cooke,
Recorder.

The meeting was inthe form of informal discussion of the

workshop. The consensus was that,the workshop had been beneficial.

The feeling was that the role of the advisor had been more Clearly

defined than ever before. Those at the meeting were impressed by
0

the presentation by some of the faculty members, and they requested

that copies of the forms and other materials presented by Ledbetter,

Morgan, and Thomas be made available to them.

Dr. Flarrillls presentation was discussed. While it was felt

0

that he spoke from his own academic setting, it was also felt that his

comments were valuable and could be adjusted to our own situation.

The value of advisement was discussed, both its quantity and

quality. The qu'estion of advisement as opposed to orientation was

raised':' Several instructors wondered if the two should, in fact, be

combined or whether they arA two distinct entities.

It was noted that letters announcing the two-day orientation

had been sent to students applying for an evening program. The instructor

expressed concern that since many of these people had day jobs, they

-i,FC4IT-Zifher forget iboutcoming to CCC two-daYT-S-P75-Tin

attempting to comply with the request they attend. She was in the
0

process of calling these people to say, "This does not mean you."

The group agreed that the assignment of advisees is a vital point

in the advisement process. There is strong and almost unanimous opinion

that when vocational and technical students have advisors outside their
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curricula, they- will naturally seek advisement from instructors in their

areas. Therefore, the vocational and technical instructors strongly
,

recommend that, when possible, vocational and technical students be

assigned to instructors in their curricula. 'This problem does lot exist.

to any exter: with the college:transfer, and the group foresaw no

diffic4ty in advising them.

25
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMENDATIONS

OF

COLLEGE. TRANSFER ADVISORS

M. Greene, Leader

., i 1. The group disCussed additional ways of improving the advisement
process. Items included the use of students schedules, the
check sheet fork the AK/AS.

2. Contintied emphasis was placed on long-range planning - especially
maintaining contracts with the Senior institutions. Nuch infor-

J

mation is found in Policies on Transfer to the Senior Colleges in
North Carolina. One copy is in student services; one copy is in
the faculty office. Student services also maintains a file folder
of information received from individual senior institutions. UNC
has a transfer check-sheet available.

3. Mrs. lancaid pointed out that students do not loose any hours in /
transfer, they are counted as electives.

4. Advisors were cautioned that some of =Is relatively new courses
mai'cause some problems e.g., Art III, Pottery - may not by used
to fulfill humanities but may count as an elective. Some,of the
'new psychology courses may correspond to junior or senior level
courses elsmhere- and may transfer as electives for non-majors.
Physical geography is a natural science; regional and economic
geography are social sciences,

5. Advisors with students in pre-teaching trIsferring to-ASU-should
take physical science and Ainerican histdry.

6. Students transferring to ECU will have real problems with path -
because ECU has sb many specialized math courses. Advisors should
check this carefully. ,

7. All advisors who get news of changes from the senior institutions
should Send this information to student services - Kincaid - so
it can be distributed' to all faculty members.

Our group,dealt with very specific information. We put emphasis
on planning and on helping the student that there was
flexibility in their program.

26
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REPORT ON COMPUTER BASED GUIDANCE AND STUDENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

(CVIS)'

Statement-of the Problem

There is a need to provide junior high; senior high, and college

students with a wide range of vocational information based on a student's

interests and abilities

Description of the Program Employed

A computer based guidance system called CVIS (Computerized

Vocational Information System) has been developed at Willowbrook

Hizh School, Villa Park, Illinois by members of the guidance staff with

technical support. It was designed to proyide students with a

sophisticated tool with which to explore. information about self,

occupational, and educational opportunities." The project was

funded by the State of Illinois Board of Vocational Education and

Rehabilitation, DiVision of Vocational and, Technical Education. With

certain restrictions the project is available to educational, non-profit
0

.7

institutions and agencies. This system has been made available to

.CCC TI through TUCC from North Carolina State University; however,

only the junior high school,level (JHS) sub-system and the vocational

exploration portion (HSVE) of the senior high'school level sub-system

are operational at this time.

Personnel Involved

Ms, Sandy Duncan, data processing technician, was in charge of

researching and testing the'CVIS sub-systems for our use. Her contact

at NCSU is Mr. Mac Frye of the computer center. She is presently

assisting the high school counselorsndividuaily in becoming familiar

with the system through demonstrations in accessing the program and
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operating the terminal. To date she has worked with the counselor and

principal from Gaimewell-Collettsville High School, a counselor from

Hibriten High School, and a counselor from HudSon High School. The

counselors will'in turn instruct the high school students in these

procedures. Demonstrations hive also been held for three members of

the Career Education Project, four counselors here at CCC & TI, and

three of the administrative staff of the college.

A cathode ray tube (CRT) -terminal was purchased from Tektronix,
0

Inc. along with an acoustic coupler. This is the type of terminal for

O

which CVIS was designed and is also light enough to be transported to

the high schools. A ,WATS line was leased by Om & TI so that the

coupler can be plugged into a school's telephone at no charge to them.

There is no arrangement at present for us to enter a student's

record and number into the system. This necessitates a dependency on

the user services at NCSU computer center for fictitious student numbers

with,uhirh to access the _system, _This-also has the unfortunate effect

of having the computer relate an incorrect name, which it associates

with that number, to the person ai the terminal. Since these programs,

OHS and HSVE) have some phases which can be activated only once for

each student number, each student who is going to participate fully in

the program will need his own fictitious student number.

The CRT terminal was installed at Gamewell-Collettsville High School

on April 8, 1914 with plans for it to remain there for two weeks. The

counselor there is currently scheduling students for sessions on the

terminal. 'The CRT terminal will be used next by students at Lenoir

High School and then by Hibriten.High School and Hudson High School ,

students before the end of the year. Each participating student will
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be asked to fill out a student-reaction questionnaire which was

developed by Dr. Walter Cox of NCSU. (Appendix G)

Data collected through the CVIS Questionnaire has been forwarded

to Dr. Walter Cox, Jr., PupilPersonnel and Guidance Services, School

of Education, Poe Hail, North Carolina State UniVersity, Raleigh;

North Carolina. Inquiries concerning the. CVIS Program should be

directed to Dr. Cox, or Dr. Donald P. Altieri, CaldWeil Gommunity

College and Techni-eal-Institut tt Si

Both the above persons have complete descriptions and programs, as

utilized by the Caldwell Career Education program.
f

Costs Involved

A part-time data processing technician was employed at a cost of

$3,630.00 'to date. The CAT terminal was purchased at a+Tost of $5,800.00.

The WATS line was leased at a cost of $l25.00 for four months. These

three items were paid for out of career education funds. The acoustic

coupler was purchased at a cost of $00.00 paid for out of regular

college funds---Cost-per-student7s-ess-being estimated-new at $3.00

a session. More accurate cost figures will be available soon since the

terminal is now operational in a school setting. This item is being paid

for out of career education funds.

r
0
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REP a ON EXTENDED DAY HIGH SCHOOL .t

-- -The Extend d Day High School began operating in October, 1972 and is

continuing to date. The first

toward deve ping a program to

learning p oblems. A report

results

availa

ine mon is of operation was directed

meet' the nleeds of students with special

n the purpose, program employed, procedures,

and recommendations for the initial operation period are,

from Dr. Don,Altieri at Caldwell Community College and Technical

I

During the second year of operation further development of materials

an procedures were refined and implemented. A report on t current.

status of the Extended Day High School is available om Mr\

E. Waters, present director of the Extended Day High Sc
A

The Extended Day Program differed from the advanceme ograir

idesat Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute in th

an individualized program with tutorial assists ce, counselin

supervised instruction, job placement, and on-the job supervision.

addition, the areas of,instruction were expanded wld the four trad tionally
1/4

required for the'high school equivalency diploma (

studies, and English) to include many vocaLional and

Sample. monthly statistical reports are provided

Approximately 90% of the students are Tpl6yed, a numb

placed on jobs through the Extended Day High School.

than 106 students to complete either the high school equi

science, s

Ets
*aa. int

age 31 .

cial

st. subjects.

of whom have been

have been more

,aWency or the

high school transfer program between October, 1972 and DecTber, 1'974 with

at least 40 more scheduled to complete their program/before June a, 1975.

Most of the high school transfer students who have returned to regular

high school have made a good adjustment. Oethe high school equivalency

graduates, several are in college. There has been no teacher changes since

the program began in October, 1972.
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STATISTICAL REPORT FORM. 1974

3/2S/74, 43Enrol %lent

Actul. Number o1 New, Students in March

Average Attendance in larch

Completions in larch

Dropped (Excessive Absences)

Employed 3/204
Unemployed 3/28/74

Desiring work 3/28/74

Enrollment

3.2

22

4

2

39

4

0

STATISTICAL REPORT FOR DE0.31 ER:; 1974

12/31/74 74

Actual. Number of New Students in December 7

Average Attendance in December 41

Completions in December

Dropped (Excessive Absences)

5

-5

Additional Students Employed in December 2

;
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Statement of the Prob.

/

/

A(ZEPORT ON MINI COURSES

r

Many of the stu ents who attend CCC & TI needlito^secure part-time

and/or summer emplo ant. Whereas many of the students enrolled in the

technical,and vocational programs learn skills which aid them in finding

employment,'those enrolled- in the college transf'er pOgram do not to the

same extent.
J

Another desire was to make available to all students from an

avocational prospective some of the many'cultural enrichment and

avocational skill opportunities available At the college.

'Description of the Program Employed

It was decided that a series of mini courses which would address

themSeives to the aforementioned objectives would be, offered in the

winter and spring quarters of 1973-1974,. These Courses would be of

differing lengths depending On the Coarse objectives. the students would

register for them during the regular quarter registration period. Courses

would primarily be taught during the 11 ofclockhour on Tuesdays and

Thursdays, although other times would be c=sidered either day or,night./

Credit would be given for satisfactory completion of the course.

Personnel Involved

The objectives were explained by the vice-president of instruction to

/
the department chairmen who in turn explained them to the faculty members

in their departments. The faculty members were asked to submit a r.an for

.

\ courses which they would be willing to teach. A student questionnaire

which had beeril#anned in the initial procedures was not produced; however,

some of the instructors did solicit suggestions from their students. Each

department chairman sent the course plans of which he approved/to the

vice president of instruction for his approval.

32
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Results and Recom udations

Those classes which did not have 4pproximately eight or more students

registered were droppod from the schedule. It appears that the mini,

courses have been more sucssful in attracting vocational students to

sample avocational fields of interests than in attracting the college'

curriculum s'Idents_to sample the vocational fields of interests. The

vice-president of instruction is in favor of offering mini courses again

next year. 'He recommendlreducing the number of courses offered and

giving them increased publicity.

ft

4'
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DESCRIPTIONS., OF MINI COURSES

Auto Basic Tuneup Procedures

This course is designed-to give the student basic' knowledge and skills

needed to maintain and repaiY the automotive electrical and fuel systems,

to include operation of special equipment and basic hand tools and electrical

fuel system problem diagnosis.

Av renessRisk7Experience

This course is an experimental approach to growth; a condensed laboratory

.

of life experiences based on the theory of risk as a prerequisite to growth.

Through structured experiences. the students will take physical, social and

psychological risks in order to improve their interpersonal and intra

personal relationships.

Introduction to Backpacking and Rock Climbing

To introduce students to the growing sport of backpacking and rock climbing.

Canoeing

This course includes lectures and laboratory practices in the basic

skills of lake and river canoeing. All basic strokes will be covered, as

well as methods of boarding and debarking. Fundamentals of canoe, safety

and rescue will. be emphasized.

Car Care for, Women

This course is designed to acquaint, the student with operation and

preventatives Maintenance of an Automobile. At the end of the course the

.student should be able to determine when the automobile needs scheduled

preventative maintenance. Included will be emergency operation and basic

owner diagnosis of possible problems in the auto.
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Introduction to Furniture

Values, Design, Materials, Construction, Upholstery, and Furniture

care will be covered.
1

How: to Secure Employment

This course will include the correct method by which letters of

application) resumes,,and,follow-up letters are prepared. Interviewing

techniques will be practiced that will help in the securing of employment.

Hbw to Operate a'Ten-Key Adding Machine,

This course includes instruction in the touch system of number entries,

Which is used on all ten-key adding machines, printing calculators, and

electronic calculators.

Human Potential

The objectives Of the Seminars are an increase in self-affirmation,

self-motivation, self-determination and an empathetic regard for others

Fundamentals of Numerical Control (Coed)

This course is designed to give an understanding of the capabil tie

of Numerical Controlled equipment. Ittwill include some of the hiS ory

of N/C equipment, - general advantages and restrictions of N/C equi e t,

how to program N/C equipment and specific projects on tape preparation

and machine setup and operation. Upon completion of the course the

student will have an understanding of "tape talk".

Nursing

This course is designed to introduce the student to a mini view of

nursing. Also it is designed to give the student a workablie knowledge

of some of the`more basic nursing skills.
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i;asic MachineShop Operations (Coed)

This course is designed to give the student a basic knowledge of the

machine tools, to include selected operations on the lathe, the'milling

machine; the Brill presS.and grinders,. Upon completion the student will

not have a command knowledge of the machines but will have an operators

view of the various machines.

Sculpture Welding,

This course will include basic welding instructions in both electric

and oxyacetylene welding. The emphasis of the course will be on joining

metal with the student utilizing his own ideas for projects. All welding

equipment will be furnished, but metals such as copper, etc., will be

furnished by the student.

Introduction to Drama. Introduction to Poetry, and Introduction to Fiction

These courses taken together comprise English 103 is the study of the

Enzlisi-, language through the medium of literature, drawing from all literary

forms. As a mini-course, the student can take one section of this course

under the title listed above.
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DIFFUSIONARY ACTIVITIES CCC & TI COMPONENT

Mr. Rex Sigmon, dean of student affairs, ,has visited various high schools
0

in the areA'to inform the students about programs offered at CCC & TI. He

included in theses alks discussion of CCC & TI's role in the career education

project and (the se of cognitive style mapping at the college.

1. Lenoir High School - one group of approximately 400 students.

2.( Newton-Conqer High School - three groups of vocational students
with approximately 30 students in each group.

3. St. Stephen's High School - six groups of approiimately
3O students in each group.

Ms. Phyllis Huffstetler, developmental counselor, along,with Mr. Sigmon

presented a workshop on cognitive style mapping at the N. C. Community

College's Student Services Personnel Association meeting in Winston-Salem,

Nortil Carolina.

Ms. Huffstetler was a participant on a panel on developmental studies

at the N. C. kssociation of Developmental Studies Meeting in Charlotte,

North Carolina. The su ject Of her discussion was cognitive style mapping.

Ms. Huffstetler alSo visited a graduate class in developmental studies
,

at Appalachian State University in Boone, N. .C. to share with them some of

her experiences With cognitive style mapping.
1

Dr. Don Altieri, dean of educational development, presented the, program
\;

in conjunction with the other members of the Lenoirvand.Caldwell County

career education project at the annual meeting of District 15 of the N. C.

State School Boards Association. About 100 people attended this meeting

:1,hich was held in Lenoir, North Carolina.

There are three one day comprehensive workshops planned for disseminating,

information concerning the career education project at CCC & TI to personnel

from N. C. Community Colleges and Technical Institutes. These workshops are

3.7
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being held at locations ithich span the state: one at CCC & TT on June 4,

1974; one at Randolph Technical :institute on June 6: 1974; and one at

P

Lenoir Community College on June 13: 1974. Conducting these workshops will

be Dr. Altieri, Ms. Huffstetler, and other staff ;and faculty have been

directly involved in the career education activities at CCC TI.



REPORT ON-CAREER ilNpATIoN WORKSHOPS

FOR NORTH-CAROLINA CMMUNITI COLLEGIAND TECHNICAL INSTITUTES

Twelve members of the faculty and staff of aldwell Community College

and Technical' Institute made up the team conducting the work-Shops at. three

regional locations throughbut the state.

At the workshop on June 4, 1974 at Oaldwell CommunityCollege and

Technical Institute'the following 11 community colleges and technical

institutes were represented::

Caldwell Community College,and Technical Institute
Catawba Valley Technical Institute'
Gaston College
Haywood Technical Institute
Isothermal Community, College

McDowell Technical Institute
Rowan Technical Institute
Southwestern Technical 'Institute
Tri-County Technical Institute
Western Piedmont ComMUnity College
Wilkes Community College

At the workshop on Junefil 1974 at Randolph Technical Institute the

following 8 community colleges and technical institutes were represented:

Central Carolina Technical Iristitute
`Davidson County Community College
Forsyth Technical Institute
Guilford ,Technical Institute
Montgomery Technical Institute
Randolph Technical Institute
Richmond Technical Institute
Stahl} Technical Institute

At the workshop on June 13, 1974 at Lenoir Community College the

following 16: community colleges and technical institutes were represented:

BeaUfort County Technical Institute
Bladen Technical Institute
Cape Fear Technical 'Institute

Carteret.Technical Institute'
College of the Albemarle
HalifaN County Technical -Institute
James Sprunt Institute
Johnston Technical Institute
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Lenoir Community College.
' Nash Technical Institute,

Piedmont Technical Institute
Pitt. Technical4ristitute

Sampson lechniCal Institute
Vance-Granville Technical Institute
Wayne Community College
Wilson CoUnty Technical Institute

In all a total of 35 community, colleges and technical institutes and one

Ifouryear'university (Appalachian State University) were.represented at the

,workshops.

40
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BOX SOO / LENOIR, NORTH CAROLINA 22445,/ BOX 644 / HUDSON, NORTH'CAROLINA 214311
PHONES / LENOIR, AREA'COOE 704/7294322 / GRANITE FALLS, AREA-CODE 704/3911-3.. '

Hay 17, 1974

Oa

,Caldwell CommunityCollege,and Technical Institute has

planned a series of career'education workshops to be held in

three locations across, the, state. The purpose of these work

shops is to provide a means of disseminating career education
concepts which have been investigated during the past year.
It is felt that many of these concepts could ber beneficial in
the development of similar activities in your institution.

Enclosed you will find information regarding specific
plans for the workshops. We hope you trill name a team of

participants from your institution to include faculty,
counselors and'aministrators.

.Thank,you for your interest. We look forward to seeing

you at one of the workshops.,

"Sr

Enclosures

f

Sincerely,
c'

06Lic, \g-0.1.,L,AXO.A./(41

Ben E. Fountain, Jr., Statetreaident
Department of Community Colleges

iergi, ent

Caldwell CommLnity College
and Technical Inititute '
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CAREER EDUCATION WORKSHOPS
FOR

NORTH CAROLINA COMMUNITY COLLEGES ..

AND
'TECHNICAL INSTITUTES

9:30 10:00 a.m. Registration

10:0G 10:05 a.m. Welcome

10:05 10:45 a.m. Overview Career Education

Department of ,Community Colleges

Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute

10:45 11:CO'a.m. BREAK.

'11:00 12:00 noon Concurrent Sessions

a. Evening High School Program

b. Student Orientation/Mini Courses

c. -CVIS and Other High School Related Activities

12:00 1:00 p.m. LUNCH

1:00 2:45 p.m. ' Personalizing Instruction and Cognitive Style Mapping

2:45 3:00 p.m. BREAK

3:00 4:00 p.M. Concurrent Sessions

-a. Evening High School Program

b. StudentOrientation/MiniCourSes

June 4, 1974

June §, 1974 RanciOlph.Technical Institute
Asheboro, North Carolina

e. June 13, 1974 Lenoir Community College
Kinston, North Carolina

c. CVIS and Other High School Related Activities

WORKSHOP DATES AND LOCATIONS

Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute
Lenoir, North Carolina
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PUBLIC SCHOOL RELATED CAREER EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

EXPL0 7TECH DAY

Seniors from all of the high schools in the county were invited

to "ExploTech '74" day at Caldwell Community College and Technical

r
Institute on February 21, 1974. The counselors at the various schools

talked to their students'about the program areas they could explore

at the college and asked them to select the three arias that. they were

most interested in visiting.

The interest areas included all of those in which CCC t TT offers

a technical or vocational curricula.° General information was furnished

to the students as well. Other community colleges in the area were

invited to exhibit vocational curricula areas not available at CCC t TI.

About 300 students attended the day long event which climaxed with

a cookout sponsored by tho Student Government Association. Several

college students as well as the Hibriten High School Stage band entertained

the. -student-swith a mus--i-c-al program.--

le
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PUBLIC SCHOOL RELATED CAREER EDUCATION ACTIVITIES 1

Campus Tours

The c us is always open to groupS who are interested in exploring

the opportunit available at Caldwell Community College and Technical

Institute. If _roue is interested in -a general tour, they mightbe

guided through so all of th e following are s: business-machines-

room: data processi

automechanics shop, p

/tosietology lab; ibrary, nursing lab,
-

shop, drafting 'room, machine shop, welling

shop, and electrical shop':\,, ,there )is one area that is of particular\

:''----___
specia3,:e0prtp are made to give them a more

complete demonstration in that area.

interest to a group,
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PUBLIC SCHOOL RELATED CAREER EDUCATION ACTIVITItS

COSMETOLOGY

Ms. Myrtle Watson, instructor in cosmetology, plans Ito visit all of

the public schools inthe county before the end of the spring quarter.

She takes her students who are currently enrolled in the Cosmetology

program with her. They spend from two to three hours at a time giving

,demonstrations of combouts, scalp treatments, and manicures, and in

applying cosmetics. They try to involve the publj.c school students as

iauch as possible in these demonstrations. They discuss with the students

such subjects as personnel hygiene and grooming, and the care of the

hair and skin. The school teachers feel that,the fifth grade is none too

,early for students to be exposed to this type of program.

Another phase of the program includes students coming to visit the

CCC i TI cosmetology lab in groups of 15 to 60. While here they can watch

the CCC TI student giving permanent waves, bleachings, frostings, etc.

Some of them receiv complementary services including facials, haircuts,

and shampoos and sets. They generally spend half a day and are given a

tour of the campus in order to expose them to career opportunities in other

areas. There have been approximately 14 of these grOups .'th over 300

students participating in this phase of the career education program. In

zany cases these students go back to their schools'and give reports on

what they haye learned. Ms. Watson assisted at least one group of students

in setting up a beautyshop in their on classroom by giving them empty

squee:e bottles, permanent wave boxes, old emory boards, etc. She tries to

accommodate all who express an interest in any kind of program.
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Occasionally,a special group of high school students who are

especially interested in cosmetology will come and spend the day.

Ms. Watson assigns a "big sister" from among the CCC & TI cosmetology

students for them to observe and tall: with during the day.

Ms.' Watson feels that these activities have the added benefit of

enhancing the career education of her own students. Her studints alsO

serve the community by giving complementary beauty services at rest

homes,, omes of shut--ins, and hospitals. They also attend educational

programG away from CCC & TI such as the:North Carolina Hairdressers

'Association Convention in Charlotte and the Carolina Beauty and Harvest

Festival in Charlotte. There 'they participate in contests as well as

observe demonstrations.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL RELATED CAREER EDUCATION ACtIVITIES

Electronic Data Processing /

Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute's department of

electronic data processing currently has in operation two programs

primarily de igned tO,interest and attract talented high school students

to the colle els 'data processing,program.

One of t ese programs consists of two groups of students coming to

the college fr m 7:00 to 10:00 p.41.1 one group attending"Tuesdays and

the other group attending on Thursdays. This is a non-credit course

taught.by Orvill E. Allen, Jr., an intern student from Appalachian

State University. The cburse itself lasts for eight weeks and covers
0

the operation of the 2741 terminal and simple data processing theory.

The students are learning about computer programming through the use of

simple APL (A Programthing Language) functions designed in a mathmetics

formula. Use of a math oriented computer language has proven to be an

effective method of teaching simple computer logic.

A

The other program consists of five groups of six students each

coming to the college for two hours once a week. Three,of the groups

are from Hudson High School, one group is from Hibriten High School, and

the other group is from Granite Falls High School. This is anon- credit

course being taught by Jeff Baron, a work-study 'student. The course

will last for six weeks during which time the students will be instructed

in the basic use of the APL interactive language system. This will

involve the use of a self-instructional, computer-based program called

lapplecore (APL course in data processing),

Another project aimed at exposing high school students to the campus
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and data processing involved a demonstration to a group of high school

business students. The students were shown the manually operated

machines along with applications in the general business classroom.

They then progressed to the-data processing lab where they were shown

a portion of the bookstore inventory being printed` out on, the unit

record equipment. The IBM 1620 computer wag then used to demonstrate

a loan payment plan designed to print out the number of payments, the

amount of the principal; and the amounti of/interest. Another demonstration

\
\ involved the use of the Perry terminal and a compUter-based accounting

q)rog am. All of the demonstrations were designed to be of special interest

to th" business students.

Another project consisted of a math-applications oriented tour for

four grou s of, elementary and junior high students. There were approximately

25 students in each group. Dr. Henry Fox planned this tour to include

the machine, shop, Welding shop, to-mechanics shop, electrical shop,

nursing lab and Usiness machines roon011 addition to the data processirig
-N

,lab. Tbis ty, 4 of tour has _the added benefit of opening doors to the
-
----.-- /' ,

possibiliti s f educational goals for some students who would not`
`,

ot rwise Career oriented.

Thy processing lab has also hosted approximately six groups of

/
/approximately 30 students each this year who were taking a general tour

of the campus.
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FRESHMAN ORIENTATION PROGRAM

AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE FALL, 1973

FRESHMAN ORIENTATION PROCESS AT CALDWELL

COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

Statement of Problem

Data received from both students and faculty' indicated that the

freshman orientation process (GUI 101) was not meeting the needs of the

studentS. During the 1972 fiscal year, Caldwell County was alloted

$327,000 to implement a career education pilot program in ,the Caldwell

County Schools (K - 14). Dr. Donald Altieri, Dean of Educational,

Development, was appointed as Caldwell Community College and Technical

Institlite's Coordinator of Career Education. Dr. Altieri revised the

orientation process in the fall of 1973 to incorporate the career

education theme of career exploration.

CALDWELL COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND TECHN:fCAL INSTITUTELS. ORIENTATION-PROGRW

Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute's college

orientation, prior to the fall quarter of 1973, required all students

seeking a degree or diploma to attend a one hour class per week during

the entire quarter. In the early years of the institution, the

orientation program was handled by the counseling staff. However, as

the student population increased more class sections of-guidance were

needed. This necessitated the requiring of faculty members to teach in

this area. Many concerns became evident: 1. Instructors assigned

from the general faculty felt ill-prepdred to,teabh outside their subject

field. 2.
i

Students resented spending a full quarter in order to receive

one hourls,credit. 3. The coUrse requirements were not uniform.
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4. Student grades showed.t, wide variance among sections, and 5. Students

were unable to schedule OUT 101 until after they had attended more than

one quarter;

The Fall, 1973 Freshman Orientation Program was planned. to complete

the requirements in a concentrated one and onehalf program. The course

was divided into four major areas: 1. Welcome to the college, 2. Advisory

group meetings, 3. Library orientation, and 4. Career exploration.. In

order to refine the freshman orientation process, the authors were asked

fo evaluate the Fall, 1973 Program.

, Procedures

Each participating student, advisors, and career education group

leader was asked to complete an evaluation questionnaore. The student

ti

component (Figure 1) was designed to collect responses frOm the following

four categories: (1) welcome to the college, (2) advisory group sessions,

(3) library orientation, and (4) career exploration. The advisor instruiiient7---

(Figure 2) sought written reactions to the four major functions, a survey

of major activities attempted during the advisory group meetings, and a

listing of strengths and weaknesses of the orientation., The career area

leaders were also asked to complete a questionnaire (Figure 3). This

survey requested an inventory of strengths and weaknesi4s and/or changes

that should be made in the orientation.

Two hundred seventythree students were enrolled in the Fall,

1973 Orientation Program: One,hundred fiftythree students completed

and returned questionnaires. The,student responses for the five categories

(not helpful, helpful, very helpful, most impokant, and least important)

II/

for each major activity were tallied. A listing of additions and/or

deletions suggested by the students was assembled. A table of pertinent
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comments were prepared. Eighteenquestionnaii-es were collected from the

twenty-eight faculty and staff members who conducted advisory group

sessions. A listing was made of their comments. Twelve faculty members

were chosen as group leaders. A summary of positive and negative

responses was compiled from the eight completed instruments.

Results

Table One depicts a ranking of the four major functions in each

classificatidn (not helpful helpful: very helpful; most important, and

least important} as tallied from :the student survey. The numbers in

parentheses, reprbsent the total number of students responding per activity.

It is. important to note that the total number of responses_ reported

for each major activity was not equal. Applying the data available in

Tabile,Onel the major functions can be ordered from highest to lowest

rating as folloWs:

1. Advisory group meetings

2. Welcome to the college

3. Library orientation

4. 010feer Exploration
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410
FIGURE 1

EVALLATION

FRESHMEN ORIENTATION

I. Evaluate the following in terms of providing,help to you as a
new student at Caldwell Community College and Technical. Insti-
tute:

A. 'Welcome to the college

NOT HELPFUL HELPFUL VERY
HELPFUL

H. Advisory group meetings

C. Library orientation-

D. Career Exploration

Which d the above functions was most important to you person-
ally?

III., Which of the above functions was least important to you person-
ally?

IV. What would you add to or delete from the freshmen orientation?

V. Comments:

1
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FIGURE 2

EVAILATION

FRESHMAN ORIENTATION

I. Please make any comments which you think"pertinent or would improve
the freshman orientation in terms of the four major functions.

A. Welcome to, the College

B. Advisory Group Meetings

C. Library Orientation

D. Career Exploration

II. Please list some of the major activities which you used in your
advisory group meetings.

III. Please list the strong points of the orientation.

IV. Please list the weak points of the orientation.
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FIGURE 3

2,0fORANDUM

TO:

FROM: Don Altieri, Dean of Educational Development

DATE: September 6, 1973

Would you take a minute to evaluate the freshman orientation

from your point 'of view. I have received data from advisors and
2

students but the evaluation would not be complete without data from

you.

Please list strengths, weaknesses and/or changes that should

be made in the space given below.

COMMENTS:

/'



°TABLE I

A RANKING OF THE MAJOR

Not Helpful

FUNCTIONS BY CATEGORY (STUDENT SURVEY)

Helpful

Career Exploration 22 Welcome to College 97

Library.Orihetation 20 Career Exploration 22

Welcome to College 8 :Library Orientation 20

Advisory Group Meeting 4 Advisory Group Meeting 4
54

Very Helpful Most Important

Advisor Group Meeting 114., Advisory Group Meeting 132

Welcome to College 97 Welcome,to College 46

Library Orientation 42 Library Orientation'

Career Exploration- 39 Career Exploration 19
272

239

Least Important

Career Exploration

Libiary Orientation

Welcome to College

46

37

Advisory Group Meeting 2

145
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(D) Results: and Accomplislune ts:

Data collected on student lilt rest relatiit--to their-future plans

indicated a need for additional info ation ytgarding possible career

I

interest areas and caree _choices. This follow-UP' study was conducted

by utilizing a two-phase approach. First, each student was asked to

respond to a questionnaire (copy enclosed). During study hall or release

time, the second phast was to review with each student his responses to

the questionnaire.' The 'individual conferences were conducted by the

Career Education counselor and job coordinator.

The follow -up data reflects student responses to career interest

xe-a -3
...ba`

i d- on "thv I i. S -Offi-rp tifFriucation_rareer riuste

Lenoir Senior Nish School Percent of Students Interested
Job Cluster in Careers

Agri-Business, 2 %
Business and Office " 17 %
Communication and Media 9 %
Construction 7 %
Environmental Control 3 %
Health 10 %
Hospitality and. Recreation 8 %
Manufacturing 2 %
Marketing and Distribution _ 5 %
Marine Science f 2 %
Personal Service- i 1 %
Public Service 13 %
Transportation 6 %
Consumer and Homemaking 4 %
undecided "about career 11 %

Gamewell-Collettsville High School

Agri-Business. 3 %
Business and Office 10 %
Communication and Media 8
Construction . 17 %
Environmental Control 2

'Health 3

Hospitality and Recreation 4 %
Manufacturing 5 %

Marketing and Distribution 8 %'

Marine Science 5
Personal Service' 3%
Public Servic,e 9

Transportation -14 %

Consumer and Homemaking 5%
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CAREER EDUCATION

Questionnaire

1. Personal Information dome Room:

Nada: Age: Grade:

Sex: Release Period or Study Hall:

II. Occupational Information

Guardian's Name: Occupation:

4-year College
2-year College

Trade School:
Job or Work

Part Time College
or Work

I. Select from the following groups of'occupations those in which you
are most interested. List- in order of preference your 1st, 2nd, and
3rd choice.

Occupational Groups Typical Jobs

Agri-Business

Business and Office

Communications and Media

Construction

Environmental Control

r;salth

Hospitality and Recreation

Manufacturing

Marketing and Distributing

Marine Science"'

Personal Service

_Public Service

Transportation

Consumer and Homemaking

County agent", farmer, veterinarian

Secretary, accountant, teller

Radio, T.V., newspaper, art, repairman

.Carpenter, plumber, bricklayer

Park ranger, fire warden, soil conserver

Nurses asst., dental hygienist, lab' tech.

Airline hostess, resort employees, chef

Machine opr., welder, tool -& die maker

Sales, purchasing, clerk, cashier

Fisherman, marine engineer, boating

Cosmetologist, barber, dry cleaning

Policeman, firemen, teacher, govt. eiploye.1

Trucking, mechanic, pilot, reservation

Dietician, seamtress, child care
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In an attempt to identi career interest areas of e students
.

enrolled in the two' senior high schools participating.

a survey was conducted which provided\the stwientsthe'opti

selecting fivechoicei 'rom a list of nin ty-seven careers pre

in our locale. In addition, an attempt was made C'')\identify educa

ject,

plans for the future as well as other hobb'els\ \-'nte est areas.

survey provided the following information: 1 ttend to

-
school, 125 plan to attend college (junior college), qprid.1.1

attend a university. The number-,of students employed part

"

The-most. significant-factoria_that_not_one_studeat_chose.a .pr ticesh p_

as a means of completing their career plans.

Analysis of students' future plans are as follows:

Lenoir Senior High School Percentage of Student Responses

%Plan to attend technical school' 10.3 %
Plan to attend college 14.9 %
Plan to attend university 17.7 %
Employed part tine 16.7 %
No response 404 0 %

Gamewell-Collettsvile High School Percentage of Student Responses

Plan to attend technical school
Plan to attend college
Plan to attend university
Employed part time
No response

14.6 %
9.3 %
5.7 %

11.17
59.0 %

,The major factor indicated by the above: data is the high

percentage of students who had no response after having participated'

in project activities for more than one year.

The enclosed two-page survey instrument was administered to 649

students at Gamewell-Collettsville High School and 436 students at

`Lenoir High School.

The thirty major first-choice careers which include at least 70%

of all students enrolled are listed in priority order by school on the

following pages.
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Analysis of Student'Career Interest Area
Lenoir High-School

Ar a of Total Students
Ch ice in Area 14

Choice by Ages
15 16 17 18

Seretarial
Nu is
Te hing
Act.ng
TV & Radio

26

26

25

15
15

2

2

3

^10

11
6

6

6

6

8

15

5

6

8

5

1
3

2

Sports . 13 2 5 5 1
Social Welfare 10 7 1 2
Aviation. 10 2 4 2 2
Nursing 10 1 3 2 3
Accounting/CPA 10 3' 3 2
Painting . 9 1 3 3 2
Retail 9 1 2 4 1
Doctor 9 1 4 2 2
Auto,Mechanics 9 2 4 3
Biology 8 1 5 2
Psychology/Psychiatry 8 7 1
Attorney 8 1 3 4
Medical Technician 1 1 2 3
lqathematics/Statistic 1 2 2 1
Modeling 3 1 2 1
Baking 1 5 1
Veterinary Mediciiie 1 6
Architecture 1 4 2
Computer Program /Operating 6 1 3 2
Dental 6 1 5
Interior, Decoration 6 2 4
Cosmetology/Beautician 6 1 2 3

(1. Carving 5 1 2 1 1
Ecology 5 1 3 1
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Analysis of Student Career Interest Area

Gamewell-Collettsville High School

Area of
Choice

Secretarial
Auto Mechanics
Music
Btautioian-
.Teaching
Nursing
Police

Masonary/Bricklaying
Bookeeping
Interior Decorating,

Painting
Sports
TV /Raido

Librarian
Baking
Modeling 1

Data Processing
Social Welfare
ome Econorlics

Tailoring
Farming
Aviation
Construction
Attorney
Motel Mangement
Restaurant Service Mgt.
Drafting
Military/Armed Services
Zoology '

Cphoslstering

Tdtal Students
in Area

43
43
34

20
19
17
1/
15
15
14
14
13
13

Choice by Ages
4 15 1 17 18

6 9 20 6

15, 10 5 8
4 10 12 3 5

3 4 4 6. 2
4 6 5 3 1

6' 5 3
2 9 4 2
2 4 4 4
1 6 4 3
2 3 3 4 2
2 4 5 2 ,1

2- 2 4 3 2
1 .6 2..1

5
1 4

12
.i:

12
11 I', 2 6--,2
11 5 2 2 ''--

H 11 3 6 1 3::

11 5 4 1 , 1. ''
10 1 5 1 3
10 5 3 1 1
10 1 6 1 1
9 N 1 3 2 2
9 1 5 3
9 1 4 2 1
8 1 1 ., 1 2
8 1 5 1 1
8 3 1 3
8

.. 2 ' 4
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CAREER EDUCATION INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME - LAST, FIBET

L...LI_Jzia -1 '
ADDRESS- N ER & STREET.- ROUTE & BOX TOWN

r-7-1 rrrrIII' 11,111118i'
-4 - a-4-4-4

MALE - N I
.r

(08111.1041.1243 14)
FEMALE - F L-1 CURRENT GRADE

IL-L-

ASE

I

HOME PHONE

ZIP

r-r-r-
,

Ar -",- -1 r-r-7
1ST -i nak_L_J f_j FM I-J.-4

HIGH SCHOOL

HOW DO YCU PLAN TO COMPLETE,

YOUR CAREER PLANS?- ^^- y ^

HOMY /INTEREST - IN ORDER OF CHOICE

1 01 ARCHERY
I 02 AUTO SPORTS/AUTO RACING

03 ARTS CRAFTS
--1 BASEBALL

BASKETBALL
BILLARDS/PbOL
BOWLING
CAMPING/HIKING/MOUNT. CLIMB/CANOEING
EMERGENCY SERVICE/RESCUE

COACHING ATHLETICS
CHESS
FOOTBALL
GOLF
RIFLE/SHOTGUN/MARKSMANSHIP
HUNTING/FISHING
HELPING NEEDY,CHI LOREN/ADULTS

,

UtOVERSITY 12,1 COLLEGE 0 I 05

ri 0076TECHNICAL SCHOOL r-1 APPRENTICESHIP, La ce
I ca

HOBBIES in OTHER. 10
11

ARE YOU PRESENTLY EMPLOYED?

NO FULLTIME PART TIME

IF EMPLOYED, STATE WHERE

=NM
12

1 13
j 14
I 15

(CifcI4 .1 16

I
tm

M4149m0 1 FOR WHOM IS YOUR FATHER EMPLOYED?

(Town)

17 INDIAN DANCING/INDIAN LORE
18 MOTORBOATING/SAILING
19 MOTORCYCLING

..PUBLICSPEAKING_..._
2r---SOVAREM7NCING/FOLIC
22 MUSIC VOICE
23 MUSIC r- INSTRUMENTS/BAND
24 STAMP & COIN COLLECTING,
25 SWIMMING/DIVING
26 TRACK & FIELD
27 WATER SKIING
28 SKIING',,
29 WRESTLING.
30 WEIGHT CDN1 1k0L--
31 PHOTOGRApv-N
32 ECOLOGY/CONSERVATION
33 OTHER

TITLE?
DO YOU NOW HAVE ACCESS TO THE USE OF A CAR?

WHAT IS HIS .1011

I WHAT ARE HIS HOBBIES/SPECIAL INTERESTS/SKILLS?

YES NO ICkdel
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NAME - LAST. FIRST

r-r-tj i II; III ji 11.11 I I I

ADDRESS - NUMBER & STREET - ROUTE & BOX

sill

4

CAREER EDUCA ON INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE

ME

MALE -IA
r -1
I 1 (01011041-12-1 3.1 4)

FEMALE - F 8.....4 CURRENT GRADE

HIGH SCHOOL

L LJ
Mew

'HOME PHONE

TOWN ZIPrrtit misfit!, s I TT-I

31101-1 1 4TH L I .I 4TH 1-1-1
CAREER INTEREST (LISTED BELOW) IN ORDER OF CHOICE

MAKI I. a 800AL SERVICE

-11---CLERGW1ELIGIONNIELIGIOUS
10-111017KiscuE SERVICE

0:1 GOVERNMENTAL SERVICE
04 LAW - ATTORNEY
01 USRAR1AN
OS 61 LITA/1 WARMED FORCES
07 POLICE /LAW ENFORCEMENT

OS , Spa AL WELFARE/PEACE CORPS
01 TEACHING/EOUCATICOURECREATION
10 YOUTH.LEADERSHIP/ADMIK

11

12

13
14

17

II
IS

20
21

23
24

SUNNIS a COMMERCE

ACCOUNT1PKAPA

ADVJPUSL IC RELATIONS
SANKINGAIMESTMENTS
SOOKKEEPING

MOTEUHOTEL MANAGEMENT
INSURANCE

MANAGEMENT/SUSNESS

WIL/PRODUCTiON
tERSONNELAOMOKSTRATION

1:01CHASING/MMIKETING/SALES
REAL ESTATE

RESTAURANT SERI ACE MOT.

SAL ES-RETAIL-OISTRISUTION
SECRETARIAUSTENOGRAPHY
TRAVEL AGENT

27

30
31

32
33

34
a
37

a
4o
41

44
4$

'Ai.
60

SKILLED TRANS

ARCHAEOLOGY
ARCHITECTURE

ASTRONOMY
INOLOGY/WOCHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRYWIEVARCH

ECOLOGY/ENVIRONMENTAL SO.
ENGINEEMNG/AERONAUTICAL
ENGINEERIN13/CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING/CIVIL

ENGINEERING/ELECTRICAL
ENGINEE RING/ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERING/MECHANICAL
ENGINEER1/10/TEXTILE`

ENGINEERING/FURNITURE
ENGINEERINVAGRICULTURAL
GEOLOGY/IMMO
MATHEMATICS/STATISTICS

METEROLOGYMEATHER FORECAST

OCEANOGRAPHYAIARINE BIOLOGY
PHYSICS

ZOOLOGY/ZOO

-1

MR CONDITIONING/IMPRVERATION 71
AUTO MECHANKWAVI ATION MECHANICS 72
AVIATION/PILOT/STEWAROKIS,

itance iisaNEMO

- ANTHROPOLOGY- 1-111:60.1114

54

PLUMBING

MORTICIAN

`UPHOLSTERING/FURNITOPIVTEXTILE
43MASONRY/SMCKLAYING

1 at swam
N CASINETMOODWORKINVPURNITURE
St CARPENTRY/SUILDING
N CONSTRUCTION WORKER
N COMMTOLOGWIEAUTICIAN
ET DRESSMAKING/TAILORING

ELECTRICAUELECT. REPAIR
MACHINIST/TOOC. a DIE MAKER

INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE

ANTS

116 SROADCASTNIG/TV/RADIO
411 ACTIN0/DRAMAT1WTHEATENTV
V INTERIOR OSCORATION

JEVIELMYSEMOLOGY
MOVEUNG/FASHION

70 JOURNALIIIIMIEVIVAUTHOR
MUSIC

PAINTING/DRAMINO/ARTIST

CARVINOISCULPTUREKERAMICE

3 7

r

76
\ 7

SI

P.

42

7101110LOSY

COMPUTER PROORAM/OPERATING
DATA PROCESEING TEOt
DRAFTING/VIOL DRAMS
PRINTING/GRAPHIC
PLASTICS TECH.
PHOTOGRAPHY
ELECTRONIC!

-14

I 95 fav IEyMI

MON SUMO
DENTAL SERVICES
HEALTH SERVICES

MEDICAL TECHNICIAN/K-RAY
NURSING

!mimic/
Is P1WSICIAN/DOCTORAU1001014
IS THERAPY-MM/OCCUPATIONAL
SO PSYCHOLOGY/PV00 XV/
51 VETERINARY MEDICINE01 ...... 1014

Mal
12 PARIMPIO/AGRICULTURE
13 FLORIST/HORTICULTURE
$4 FORESTRY/CONSERVATION
N HOME ECONOMICS
EE LANDSCAPINVOMIDENINO
$7 VORTEMECREATIONKON341
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(E) ivaluation of the Project:
/

The gand third party evaluation of the Caldwell Career Educatln

Project was designed as ;a method of determing to what extent.the projet

staff, local educational agencies, and the Advisory Board implemented /the

. recommendations made by the first third party evaluation team. The second'

evaluation also include'd &comparison of the second yearts results with

those in the evaluation report of the first year of,the project.

The procedures to be utilized in the se/ cond phase of the third

party evaluation was based on the guidelines written in the contract

with North Carolina State University as approved by the Caldwell Career

A dvivary-B o a rd-csi h venirer-1-7-1 9. 1j . The hes-used-are-as --fonizAii.i

1. To determine the extent to which newly identified
processes and/or products in each of, the components
were transportable, provided that the necessary
documentation and packaging for transpoi-ting were
developed and made available to the North CaroLna
State University evaluation team

2. To determine the extent to which the recommendations
of the 1972-73 evaluation had been implemented

3.. To determine the extent to which internal and external
dissemination and diffusion of project information, had

been accomplished

4. To determine the extent to which career education
materials had been developed°and utilized

5. To determine the extent to which community resources-
,

had been utilized

To compare (within the limitations imposed by the
prOgram structure of Caldwell County and available
instruments) student performance (for each component)
with student performance of 1973 -74 for the original

six project schools

7. To compare teacher opinions with those of 1972-74 (six schools)

A complete comprehensive evaluation report and PERT plan prepared
ti

by the earner- State University Evaluation_leam_is_imbsWd_in

Appendix C.
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(F) Conclusion and Recommendations:

Proje45,activities for the past two and one-half years have

t

been well received by students, teachers and parents. Indications that

the community, businesses and industries were willing to assist in the

educational process is exemplified by their participation in all areas

of the project activities as well as their immediate response to requests

/ for resource specialists to visit the schools. Teachers in particular

feelithat the project provided a means of obtaining badly needed career

materials, field trip funds and an organized approach to utilizing.

comunity volunteers for specialarearea -they-felt-inadequate.

The articulation devqoped between the public schools and the

community college was extremely beneficial in expanding educational

options for the students. They became more aware of educational

opportunities as well as having the opportunity of using the facilities

at the community college for advancement or enrichment of curricular

courses at their respective high schools (e.g., advanced math students

used the computer facilities in problem - solving and learning, the computer

language simultaneously). Articulation in other areas are being

strengthened through student involvement and community visitation to the
0

schools. One of the most influential factors in improving the articulation

bet;,een the public schools and the community college was the CV'S

(Computdrized Vocational Information System) Program which has now been

operational for two years. The career education program purchased a

c
porttbfle computer terminal which was linked through the community college's

computer center to TUCC (Triangle University. Computer Center) in the Research

Triangle Park, Raleigh, North CarOlina. With. the help and assistance of

Dr. Walter L. Cox l Jr. Department of Guidance and Pupil Personnel Services,

65
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North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina, the CV1S

Program was restructured for both junior and senior high students in

providing a computer program which would step hy step assist the student

in investigating, exploring and determining career options. Once the

student 'has made a career selection, the program explains in detail

educationai'requirementsl: skills needed, and location of institutions

available for training.

The Community College has utilized the portable computer

terminal in. other` nearby counties with the same degree of success in

creating interest and enthusiasm for the concept.

-(0) Dissemination Activities

To Tulifill one obligation to disseminate information developed

by the Caldwell Career Education project, nine area workshops were planned

for-the Spring of l974. Three foryhe Community College and Technical

Institute and six for the Public Schools. The Community College and

Technical Institute's disseminatiOn reports are included on pages 37 - 43.

The activities for dissemination of information for the Public

Schools included presentations. to schools staffs, conddtting workshops,

news articles, and the development of a publication entitled The

Caldwell Experience:' An Infusionary Approach to Career Education.

Thig publication was presented to administrators, teachers, and counselors

at the six area workshops. A copy of the publication,, correspondence;

and workshop program is. included in Appendix H. Seventy-nine different

administrative units and representatives attended these dissemination

mini-shop, programs.

During the fall l.974, the State Advisory Board for the

Career Education Project indicated that they felt a need for the

development of an additional publication designed to provide operational
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information to administrative units who may wish to implement the

program. To comply with this request an additional publication

was written and diiteibuted to all state educational agencies.

The publication, Establishing an Infusionary Career Education

Program in a Local,Educational System is included in Appendix I.
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IN-SERVICE WORKSHOP FOR
PRINCIPALS

Implementing a Career EduCation Program'

Hibriten High School
July 9-13, 1973
General Sessions: 9:00-12:00
Special Session: July.12, 1973

8:30-2:00

lti



II1Puroose: To provide principals with assistance in mothods and procedures
for developing a career education program in their school.

PROGRAM:

Monday, July 9. 1973-PRESIDING: -DAVE PORTER

9:00 Philosophy of Career Education..Mrs. Janet Wilson, Vice-Chairman
Caldwell County Board of Education

..Mr. E. M. White, Superintendent
Caldwell County Schools

..Mr. J. G. Hagaman, Superintendent
1 I Lenoir City Schools-

9:30 Overview and Workshop,
Expectations. Mr. Charles E. Waters, Director

Caldwell. Career Education Prpject

10:00 Break

10:15 Area Overview Mrs. Rachel B. Cline, Coordinator
Caldwell Career Education Projedt

Mr. William S. Stone, Coordinator
Caldwell Career Education Project

Dr. Don Altieri Coordinator
CaldwellComiunity College and
Technical Institute

10:55 Panel on Project Objectives Mr. R. B. Whitely, Director
Caldwell County Occupational Educatic

Mrs. Gladys Sawyer, Supervisor
'Caldwell County High Schools

Miss Ruth Hoffman, Supervisor
Caldwell County, Primary

Mary Tolbert, Supervisor
Caldwell County, Elementary

Mr. M. L. DeVane
Director of Instruction,
Lenoir City'Schools

Mr. Dave Porter, Assoc. Superintende
Caldwell County Schools

Mrs. Rachel B. Cline, Coordinator
Caldwell Career Education Project



Mr. William S. Stone, Coordinator
Caldwell Career Education Project

Dr. Don Altieri, Coordinator.
Caldwell Community College and
Technical Institute

Tuesday. July 10. 1973-PRESIDING: RACHEL B. CLINE

SELF CONCEPT AND USE OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES-

9:00 Film on self-concept

9:30 Self-concept Building: an
important function for_a
principal to consider Mr. Everett-Widener Principal

Watauga High School

10:00 Break

10:15 Why Look to the Community
for Help? Mr. Nelson Brookshire Director

10:20 What is the Best Approach
for Using Community Resource
Peoole' Mr. William S. Stone, Coordinator'

Caldwell Career Education Project

10:40 Intrbduction of special guests Mr. Nelson Brookshire, Director
Special Education, Caldwell Count;

Special Education, Caldwell Count

1/4

Wednesday, July 12, 1973-PRESIDING: BRUCE WHITELY

PROBLEM SOLVING - DECISION MAKING

9:00 Why do children need problem
solving experiences at School?. .Mr. M. L. DeVane

Director of Instruction,
Lenoir City Schools

9:30 Simulation Exerciie Mr. William S. Stone, Coordinator
Caldwell Career Education Project

1C:30 Break

10:45 Building Decision Making into
the Curriculum. Mrs. Gladys Sawyer, Supervisor

Caldwell County High Schools

11:15 Walt Disney Film



III
Thursday, Jp4v 12. 1973 PRESIDING: RUTH HOFFMAN

VALUE OF FIELD TRIPS

8:30 How to introduce a Field Trip...Mra. itaty Tolbert, Supervisor
Caldwell County, Elementary__

,9:00 Board bus for Trip to Boone

10:00 Tour of Continuing Education Building,
Appalachian State University

11:00 Follow-up.of Field Trip

12:00 Lunch

1:00 Return to Lenoir

Friday. July 13, 1973-PRESIDING: GLADYS SAWYER

9:00 Techniques of Infusing
Career Education High School group

Two Elementary groups.

10:15 Break

10:30- Questions-answers, Review and
Evaluation SeL.don Staff Panel
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Evaluation Procedures foi the Principals' Workshop*

9-13, 1973

Principals' Participation'wiliiiiievalua , on the following
criteria:

1. Number of hours in attendence.

2. Submission of a written plan for the implementation of the
career education concept into the curriculum for their
school.

Each clan will be evaluated according to (1) the extent the
faculty is involved, (2) to the extent that the total
curriculum reflects the 'Career 'education concept, and to the
extent-of the feasibility for continuation of the career
education concepts beyond the fudding period.

0
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CALDWELL CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM

PROPOsED CAREER EDUCATION IMPLEMENTATION CONTRACT

The 'agreement is entered into between Caldwell Career Education Program, hereinaftvr ,

. , .

referred to as the CareeeProgram and Baton Elementary School

hereinafter referred to as the school, for tht. purpose of providing professional and

.related ,services for the period of August to May

1. The Career Program agrees:

A. To make payment to the administrative unit, upon receipt of itemized

accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $ 3025.00

for the period of school year 1973-74

1973 -74.

II. The school agrees:

45

A. To provide career education services to their students.in the following areas:

A. Awareness Program (Field Trips)
$ 960.00

B. -Career Information Program and Career Assistance '$ 345.00

D. Equipment

E.

F.

III. Source of Funds:

Materials $ 1300.00

EqUipment $ 400.00

$ 1-000.00

400.00

Budget, Caldwell Career "i,dueation iund

, Transportation $ 960.00

Services $ 365.00

TOTAL $ 3025.00

11, Attest:

'(Principal)
(Superintendent

(Advisory Board Chairman)
(Career Education Virector)

7 9.
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C3JEJTIVhS

ir7,crease a.,...renss of the world of work (1-8)

1.1 Students will show -:;11 increz:se in their awareness of the
.world of worl:.

1.2 Students will,der:onstra-,:e knowledge of the world of work
through verbal Ilnd written communications.

1.3, Students will demonstrate awareness of the value and dignity
of work.

mo increase knowledge of career opoortunities (7-8)

2.1 Students will show an increase in knowledge of the
educational recuirements of careers.

2.2 Students will show an increase in knowlethze and skills
recuireefcr different careers.

Students will show.an.increase knowledge of career areas.

i',orease abilit: to recognize educational and career rela-
(7=8)

3.1 .11he student will be able to demonstrate a knowledge of the
interlependence of living, learning, and working. (1-8)

increase decision-making and problem-solving-skills

4.1 The student will demonstrate the ability to develop
,,lte-rnative sol'..tions to problems.

4.1 Students will be ale to demonstrate croWth in self-
discipline and personal responsibility.

o incre._ze oositive interaction within c.nd among i,choolp yid

be7,:ei:n the ,,.c?,,00ls and the community.

;.1 11,5,:r,ction a.:10 students ...Ind bet:,een students
nanbe,...!s will increL,se.

jantstion between f_culty cnd
incree.

Positive interction betw.l!en the school _ne,

80
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7-o e,Ach self-ooncgt

6.1 Jtu'lets no,itive attitudes tow.:srds
thiselves 7..na other s.

6.2 The positive nacura of -;eacl.ars' response to students
..xhievement will inn scale.

teachertche will demons'Grate 2:n increased knowledg,, of
the uricueness of e_ch

6.4 An increased sunder of stuaets will be engaged in
activities which reflect individual needs.

To increase teachers' knowle,.:.Ge _.nd application of the career
edUcation concept.

7.1 Teachers *ill demonstrate incresed application of the
career education concept in the instructional program.

8. To provide career-rel&ted materials

8.1 The project will -Drovide and disseminate a variety of
materials for use in classrooms and the library.

8.2 Teacher-made materials will be developed. ,

To Provide assistance in the utilization and integration of
career-related materials

C. To rOvide students-..,.nd twazut'ersfi-r-st=h7andvsr-k-exposure
'---,,outside the cla eroom.

10.1 Each child will participate in at least two Veld trips
per year.

11. To utilize community resources in providing infor_ation and
e,..:riences concerninG c::.reers

11.1 Each teacher -All schedule and some resource persons
ech year.

11.2 Staff and sc,lool will identify 3 group of co=unity resource
- persons.

11. The staff and school identify a group of ornize-
tions suit%ble for field

12. 23 rovide olt.,c_stiol placement services for all students

1-.1 Pri=ipals, in consult_tion vith, c1-3sroom-te:3.ch:,rs will
ech in 4,-,r) 3.)ttin,7.

0



EE2HCD CR TECIENTqUE

Every teacher will be encouraged to become career education

minded and thus to teach the value and dignity of many fields of

,,ork (not just professional careers.) It is hoped that career

education will become an integral' part of our curriculum at all

grade levels. We hope to achrve this through a multi-media approach

with
t

a resource, person guiding and helping the teachers in using

pamphlets, magazines, books, instructional materials, filmstrips,

resource people, displays, field trips, library facilities and

establishment of a resource file.

Each teacher should schedule at least three resource people

per year to provide information and experiences and answer questions

on a personal level concerning various careers.

Each teacher will also plan at least two career-oriented

field. trips to help the students relate to what they have learned

in the classroom. It is hop el that these trips will help students

to become more aware of careers with which they would not normally

4..4 _iiar.

7it is planned teat the career education curriculum will not

only(ake students more a.. =re of the world of work but also enable

E,7-ients to at t'-,eir own interests end abilit s. We plan

:a a7:1-1.we this R.oal throuth awareness of education and career

incorrson.;inc: deo-L:3:ton makinP; and problem solving



All activities from gradea on throush eight. Also in gmie ei§ht, we

an to have two six wk icrms of mind-courses such 13 typin;;..,

sing, cTLentr, jewl,)ry m.Aking, painting, etc.) where e:tch

student may choose an area or areas of interest in which to begin

to learn skills for a possible future career or use of leisure time.-

It is hoped-that every student's selfl-concept will be enhanced

by Tuidance, .undorst:mding, and a bet:er knowledge of themselves.

It is our hope that career education at Baton School will

include the total school faculty and staff and all of our students,

8



TIHE SCHEDULE

Implementation,of activities to achieve objectives is Scheduled
to begin Octgber 1, 1973 with all objectives to be met by Apri1\430, 1974.
It is felt that a rigid and sPecific time schedule for meeting each
individual objective would be impossible for us to outline with any
de?ree,of accuracy at this tine. 1

a
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EXPEDITURES

1. At least two field trips T.:er class (total 100 tiles per class)
30 classes = 3960.00. Tha:se field trips are to be taken
between October and April, hopefully one in the fall and another
in the spring.

2. Two televisions plus,antennaiand wiring = $400.00

3. A resource parson, someone who will do the planning of field
trip0,1 resource peopl?,*obtain career education material
and supplies. This persoh is to be used one day a week begin-
ning in October and running through April. The pay will be
315.00 per day, 23 total days = $345.00

4. Materials - filmstrips, broclires, visual aids = $900.00

5. Miscellaneous -- for implementing_ mini-courses and other activities
3400.00.

ntr



EV:IT.TATION

Evaluation of the career-education prograffi at Baton School will

be done by two committees - one internal and one external. The

.';vernal committee will be,made up of our principal, faculty

members, staff and possibly students. The external committee

ill involve faculty, parents, community members, and at least

one menber of the Career Education staff.for Caldwell County.

These committees will_ be appointed this fall and will meet at the

end of the year to discuss, evaluate; and perhaps plan.

A auestionnaire may also be used in evaluation. This would be

'se.f.at to a rdndom sample-of faculty, stp:ff, parents, students, and

raorle in the community. .The committees could use these results

in re;orting to the school and in making sugRestions.

8



Cil.DhELL CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM

PROPOsED CAREER EDUCATION IMPLEMENTATION- CONTRACT

The aireement is entered into between Caldwell Career Education Program, hereinafter

1 /
referred to as the Career Program and

I .-e4t-,=!--(

' 4,

&:!/f le ,,
1 / /" / A

hereinafter referred to as the School. for the purpose of providing professional and

related services for the period of , 1973-74. 1

I. The Career Program agrees:

P.

A. Tomake payment to the administrative unit, upon receipt of itemized

accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $ 3163.00

for the period of nine months - Sept. 1973 - May 1974

II. The School agrees:

A. To provide career education services to their students in the following areas:
I/

A. 44;644'.7C4 tit,..A.d 4o) $ /yoo
40Do 4,....C.ZCrafC bb4e/..1,44.e 2,03) 3I

c. 37, ,..,,,ve.;, 0_ 1:176i,_ 1_,!e, e,w,..:...,_Jtf.gozf $,
D. 4 =,114td i'i-0 ' 170,..._;J t IriPe d /177 .2.1,: .&I.z.: ;17 a : $ / 9 iv

E. $

Plelie,../A,' ( .4z;f2.711A4)9 1.?"' t4i.4.1 4 pr .... , t t? 0 0
Ar

$ I A 5F .

.

C.9444A-ru-tt "4.7.5' ).11444-1-' "a 0 c
t -.

0 Budget, Caldwell Career Education FundIII. Source of Funds: '

Materials S 1300.00 a.I'', Transportation $ 668.00

C A. V-4
Equipment $ 725.00 "'. P. Services $ 470.00

It. Attest:

(Principal)

TOTAL $ 3163.G0

7- 7*l
(Date) (Superintendent

(Advisory Board Chairman) (Career Education Director)



'SWIM ST1TEMENT

The mission of career education is to provide all ,

students opportunities to develop understandings of the

possibilities for =ployment, and to build and strengthen

"knowlodge quiz 3d throughout educational experiences.

The oareer education concept will aid in developing at-

titudes for individual imorovement related to self-deter-

alined career objectives and will foster the understanding

fox tha rIald of continuous self appraisal nec(issar7 for

zri.c'zass in tfia wozld of uorlc:

O
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STATEXENT 07 PHILosdpmx

We believe that career,education.in the Caldwell Community should

provide an educational environment of stimulating learning experiences
.

for every student to the extent that he develops to the fullest his

tale.r!ts for living, learning, and working.

A basic assumption underlying the career education concept ,in the

Caldwell Community is that by increasing the relevancy of the school

environment, through 'the implementation of stated goals and objectives,

achievement in all disciplines will be enhanced.

A second'baSic Assumption is that the transportable aspect of

career education will reside in a working model of the process of

iufusing career education throughout the curriculum, rather than reaiding

in a s,pecific packaged curriculmm

8,)
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PROEUCT GOALS .21D OBJECT1VES .

I. To increase awareness of the world of work

1.1 Students will show an increase in their awareness of *.ha world of work.

1.2 Students will demonstrate knowledge bf the world Of work through verbaland written communications.

1.3 Students will demonstrate awareness of the value and dignity of work.
Il. To increase knowledge of career opportunities

1,

2.1' Students will shOw an increase-in knowledge of th educationalrequirements of careers. (grades 7-14)

2.2 Students will show an increase in knowledge of skills re Uired fordifferent careers. (grades 7-14)

2.3 Students will show an increase idknowledge of caree areas. (grade 4-14)

2.4 Students will show an increase in their awareness of the world ofwork. (1.1)* (grades K-3)

0
111. To increase ability to rdcognise educational and career' relationships

3.1 Students will shew an increase in knowledge of the educationalrequirements of careers. (2.1)* (grades 7-14)11\

3.2 The student *ill be able to apply knowledge and skills (learning)acquired in the classroom to living and making a living. (grades 9 -)4)

3.3 The student will demonstrate a knowledge Of the interde:)endence oflivingp, learning, and working. (grades x-e)

Tq increase decisiOn-making and problem-solving .sills
4.1 The student willtemonstrate th ability to develop alternativecolutiens to problems.

4,2 Students will be able to-de.menstrate growth in self-discipline andpersonal resp.onsibil.i.ty.

4.3 Students will show .-;(3 increlsz in decision-.mRing
as determitled Cythe perceazne of .1.2th graders having made career decisions as recordedin ,edanee office recor'ds

4.4 The 1..reporiion. of stvdents a'olying for and entering 1o.7t-seconderyei.Acation Lnd/or job?. ll increase as measured by folJow-up date..



. To achia,re 100-: pi.-:ement and folio',, -up of students either in additional
cducatlon or work

5.1 int prci.ortion of hzudents applying for and entering post-secondar7
d-cht.lon and/or jces I.U1 increase as measured by follow -up data.
(4.0, (graus i^ -l4)

5.2 Tile school will increase the number of students Placed in either
.

addizIonal education or wor!t. .

5.3' The school will provide follow -up studies of all students for five
years.

VI. To increase positive interaction within and among the schools and-between
the schools and the community

'6.1 Positive interaction among students and between students and faculty
will increase.,

6.2 Positive interaction between faculty and adminiitration will increase.

6:3 Curricular-articulation and communication among schools will increase.

"6.4 Positive interaction between the schools and community will increase.

.V11. To -enhance each individual's self-concept
.

. .

7.1' Students will demonstrate positive attitudes towards themselves
and other.

7.2 The positive nature of teachers' response to student achievement 'will
increase.

7.3 The teacher will demonstrate an increased knowledge of the uniqueness,
of each child.

7.4 An increased number of students will be engaged in activities which
reflect individuLl need's.

To increase awareness of the many possibilities for the use of leisure time

3.1 Students will Increase their participation in leisure time acti''fities.

. To increase teachers' knowlezIge an;11. uplication of the careereducatioa
concept

9,1 Teachers will shoe an .increase in their knowledge of the career
education conc,-,t .

9.2 Teachers wi33 dcmcnstrate increased application of the career ;:du.,:atioa
concept in the instcuctinal ilrogram.

-,- Indicates identi711 product objectives.
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FVOMS COAth AND 06.PaTDES

1. To provide developmental

1.1 Guidance personnel
clusters, and/or in

guidance (grades K-14).

will neet wi54 all students in small groups, .

diVidually.

1.2 GuidaKce personnel will arrange on-site observation for students
who express specific job interests. (.3,6.1) (grades 6-14)

1.3 Guidance personnel will conduct individual and/or group follow-ups
guidante activities.

1.4 ,Guidance,personnel will provide referral services as needed.

1.5 Yaculty n1ember3 and guidance personnel will establish advisory-
advise relationships with all students. (grades 13-14)

1.6 Guidance personnel will provide in service training on the classroom
application of developmental guidance for all classroonvttactters.

To provide career=related materials

2.1 The project will provide and disseminates variety of materials for
use in classrooms, libraries and guidandp oaices.

2.2 T-eacher-made materials will be developed}
.

.

1

To provide assistance in the utilization and 4ntegration of career-related
materials

3.1 The librarian and/or technician will coll'Fct materi:ds suitable to
the Naturity level of the students for each teacher who requests
materials for use in esPecific unit of study.,

3.2 The project c;il! provide for all project teachers at least sixty
hours in staff development car year stressing the infusion of ceroar
education into the curriculum.

a

3.3 Te,i4.hers will provide.for student kide ap.p.ropriate ind,..:stry-}r.. :dUced
resource material:,

0

3.1 The staff ll -issist'classtridsliormunt of
tcachei7s-Ile upl-recltwst.

0
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. To provide students and teachers first-hand work.exposure outside the
eiassroom,

cs
4.1 Each student wil) participate in at least three ,career-oriented

field trips per year.

4.2 Teachers will visit two local industri4s per year. (6.2)*

4.3 Guidance personnel will arrange on-site'ohservation for students
who express specific job Interests. (1.4 6.1)*

1.. To infuse career e u tion idto the curriculum

3.1 The project will provide for all project. teachers at least sixty
hours in staff d velopment per year stressing the infusion of
career' education nto the curriculum.

5.2 Teachers will engage in monthly meetings for reviewing and sharing
of ipas.

5.3 Groups of teacher will meet to correlate curricular activities at
'-least'monthlY.

5.4 The staff will provide assistance to.teachers as requested in
.developing method of infusing the career concept into the curriculum.

...
.

3.5 Teachers and coons fors will confer to correlate guidance and
classroom activiti s at least four times per year.

VI To utilize community re our ces in providing information.. and experiences

concerning careers

6.1 Guidance personnel ill arrange' on-site observation for students
,.,h6 exiiiress-specifi job, interests.

.

.5.2 Teachers will visit two local induitries pe'r year. (4;2)*

6.3 Each teacher will s heduie at least three r source persons per year.
/

6.4 Schools will arrang: for at least filie resou cepeople to provide)
instruction in si)eciai interest areas fOr interested students d.:Ii. g

\

/unscheduled time.

'6.5

.

Staff-and schools will id.:aticommunityfy a group of c rtlsOurce

,

ersos1S.

5.6 he staff will estallih fo!Ir advisory committees re2resenting-,
in 7;.'o?essions,1.:areats, :And the co;Inunity at "arse.

6.7 Tihe st. " will identify -a v'oup of or,,.anIzatio.7.3 slitable
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\II, To pLovide aducaticnal and/or work placzmant vervicas for all students

-7,1 Principals, in consultation with.guidance personnel and classroom
teachers. will place each student n the appropriate educational
setting. (grades K-9)

7.2' The staff will assist teachers in identifying the individual
noedsof students.

7.3 Guidance personnel through continued Monitoring will assist each
student in selecting,ai appropriate ucational or work setting.
(grades 9-14)

VIII. To incorporate decision-making and problem-solving activities into the
education program

5.1 Students will engage in activities designed to build ptobles-solving
and.decition,making skills daily.

3.2 Teachers will employ activities.Which build problem-solving and
decision-making skills daily.

1Y% To provide students with oppOrtunities to evaluate individual or group
behavior

9.1 Teachers will provide oppiirtunities for students to evaluate
individual or group behavior patterns.

X. To provide experiences .011i.ch,will cause enhancement of each individual's
self--4oncept

-10.1 he staff will provide staff development of at leastosixteen hours
1:o assist teachers in developing skills in enhancing student
elf - concepts.

10.2 teachers will demonstrate an increased utilistatiom of methods and
tiechniques ,,hich enhance student self-concept.

oroNide bpportunities which create an appreciation of and interest is
cz'tural, arts and,crafts

1

11.1\ t-ch student will be excused. daily to at least one of the many
t lures.

11.2 I Teachers wil provide daily opportunities for students to observe
it+ b-1:',. Duty of their tT....1d.

idiltcal process. ol)jeotives.
9
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C37ler 2WIrCr13.33 and,Cuid.3nce

3rof3.uot Cbjeolives: T

77.1oe.:; t/a:jecti-rest .0,1, 3.31 3d>) 1/* (542, 504) 35),

7 ( 6,1) 6.2, ,M.3. 6,5, 6,7), SIX, (7,11 7c2); TX,/XI

..:.:reheds.and Techniques:

\
The Aboveobjectivee will be met 'e,hrough the use of field trips,

rasource teople, guidance personnel, mLrials1 and the integration of

the awareness 'ef careers in e7ery classroom through-the aItating

currieu.lum.

The clsaaroom teacher :rill extend the work in the classrooM to include

knowledt;e the world of work uhenever possible particularly in social

st4die3 with other subjects being correlando

Resource neopliifrom the community will be asked to come into the

classroom to share the knowledge of particularskills as well as their

interests in particular areas,

Field trips by students and teacherni will be taken to enhance ther

llnowledge of the world of wmrk and the opportunities open to them :'ot

their surrounding loci:unity, The will be pxwided for teachers to
i

xtleiriato in obser7ation of other career oriented schools; businwises,

:.:d inexJ:::.ios and Se.;.T. partioinationo

'By e7c.tamtins. to 4ndiTidual needs sE students4 teichers will u:*

nTery opportunity to hen each cUld meat ::;ith success thereby helping

him to de7slop a r,os:'.t..:7e salfconcept,

Throufti the mid' le m'it'ers occupationall pToErran, it is bur li,eire

tb-At stud%ntswTll C21= an'increased knewledf3s of how to bettev ase

uortz.;4f..lu

CJI7-->er rs3J.ted mater ; -^.«.s used in sa:*t olessroom to prov:Oe

1:*7=cy fbr al zfiject areFse

I: tm,atin73 time will bb eaariag oS iteez.

to caroer

=-1d :411 ::ork the county .:1;: a:::f

. no careei-

zlf.d t:c ±.'ioJet



rTALUATION

Int=nally the program will b,-; reviewed monthly by the mri:cipal and
taohre of Collattaville 41ementary School. ors Career 2ducation staff and

Count7wide Staff will hays g:ocesa to the pregrac at Collobtoville and make
auggeationa as they see fit.

Externally tha pros rmm will be evaluated by athird party since

Collettsville i3 a target school.

ICCAL ?L SUPPORT

All the school nromerty, buildings and materials in the school are
available. Estimated Value . $6C10983.23

PI,ANS FOR CON'in2lUATICII

In the local county budget, funda will be requested for field trims so

that our nregram can be oontinVeds' We mlan to continue to use reeouzve people
in order that learning may be made more relevant. The awareneaa of the world

of work will continue to be stressed in all grades and career om3loration will
continue to receive ear:basis in the upper grades, The environmental study area
will continue to be en integral part of our school and with ooutinued local
funds we hope to make it a model area.

8



the school's setting and out begiLing of the environmental

t:uly ,:ian to expw.ie studen.:s to-the beauty of their world and use the

.re_-as a te-o:ling tool. -tudents will lez.l.rn the care ar.d use of their environ-

:tent as well as-care-rs related t) their environment.

Sidi-.-nca counselor will meet with all students in gr-odes K - 5 in order

he:: develop tositiv) scif-concep.ts, to,help provide decisio_le-making and

trc:hlem-solving skills. ti guidance counselor will meet with all students in

:-rades 6 - 8 as a part of tha middle Fr -ides occupational pro,Trom where emphasis

-;i11 be Placed of the above objectives as well.as activities of on exploratory

nature.

1 fusion in the classroom.

2.i..ginning September 1973 - Ending Nay 1974

2. Resource.people

Beginning September 1973 - Ending nay 1974

3. Field Trips

1/3 to be completed by December 1973

1/3 to be completed by arch 1974

1/3 to be completed by June 1974

"..z.:Tenditures

1. Field trips: 22 teachers, average of three trips each, approx.-2a
, -

students per teacher, approx. 30 riles per trip C 320

per mile $6C0.00

2. Environmental Study Area:

aterials - $8C0.00

3. cervices: Substitutes and travel for teachers - 3501100.00

4. Equipment: 2ecord players - $540.00

Projection Screens - ,;125.00

Casette 1%ecoyders - .

Listenin: Centers - IT2CO.00

Miscellaneous - ,3500.00

5. 4: :aterials: Filmstrips - $300.00

Liscellanaous - :;500.00

Records - a00.00

T'ooks - :,100.00

Fublioati,ms - .;50.00

Film for C.:::eras ;50.0C

,550.00

Lateri:is - ,;515.00

Total 41325.00
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TL j `, t i n. . t e tUeen1 *Ca I dye! I Carel."' Elink".1t I on 0 .1 al:e. he! I 11.11 ter'

to 1, the Carer and .DavenDort School

thit Er:" ef,r-re,.,1 to t he !" chthA 101" the put:pose pro v idi nit prof essiona 1 and"

re,,ted services for the period of August 13 to June 10 JP71-74.

I. The C.areer Prooram bgrees:

A. To 'Lake payment to the chimintsrrative unit. upon receipt of ttemi=2J

acfouhting activities and/or materials in the amount of S -3100.00

.or the peril of

The School earees:

73.

A. To provide career education serfiees to th'ir students in the followitn: areas:

A- Eiar1911._studenta_inallcurrigAlama4PA§ 7-$ 4,000

H.
C

FL

F.

;1. of Funds. Iludcet. t'allwell Career Educarlon fund .

S775.0 Transportation i_ 1125,9g

Equilment 600.0C Services '5 600.00

t t e<t

I I. i:ot y 110.1, I Ch,1 t )

TOT U. $ 3100.00

Odte) :1? eett )

( f eor i Jut 'It 1 OttFL



bAVENP RT SCHOOL
P O. BOX 620

LENOIR, NORTH CAROLINA

a

TO: CALD' Cala( EDUCATION FUND PROJECT-COMMIlitk,

FROM: J.V. Mills, Principal, Davenport School

DATE: Se ember 12, 1973

0
If the ount of the grant is greater than the $4,000

requested f r Career Education, please increase the amount on

a percen =ge basis in each of the categories of materials,

equipment,, transportation, and services.

I the event the funds are not_available and the total

grantP is less than the requested, please reduce all ex-

pen res on a uniform percentage basis in each of the

cat ories of materialp, equipment, transportation and

serfrices.
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PROPOSALS FOR A GRANT TO DEVELOP A CAREER
EDUCATION PROMRAM FOR DAVENPORT SCHOOL

FIRST OBJECTIVE:

Enable teachers 'o have a. better understanding of

Career Education and improve their ability to infuse it more
effectively in the schools entire curriculum.

A. Methods of Achieving Objective:

1. Faculty workshops

2. Faculty field trips

3. Use of resource people especially for the faculty

4. Individual and/or small group visits by teachers to

professional, business, educational and industrial

enterorizes.

5. Tuition grants for teachers who take a three -quart ex`

hour college Credit course in Career Education. /

6. Use of professional materials on Career Education.

B. Number Participation: 14 Teachers, 5 Aides

C. Beginning and Ending Date: August 13, 1973--May 30, 1974

D. Expenditure: $1,000

E. 4 Evaluation: Visit by outside agency--also by questionaires
to teachers in September, 1973 and June, 1974.

1 !



O

ND OBJECTIVE:

Enable students to hale a better understanding of the
relationship of careers and school experiences-and
`acquire general information about. career clusters and
detailed information about specific careers when so
desired by the .student.

A. Methods of Achieving Objective

1. A minimum of one field trip outside of Qaldwell County
and a minimum of two field trips inside of the county
planned and conducted to-promote career education

2. Preparation and use of student, teacher, and commercially
prepared recordings; slides, film strips, movies, career
kits, magazines, books, booklets and other material.

3. Bring community resources into the classroom.

4. A conscious effort by teachers to relate all school
experiences to 'better living.

B. ,Number of students to participate: 270

C. Beginning and Ending Dates: August 23, 1973--May 30, 1974.

D. Expenditures: $3,000

E. . Evaluation: By an outside agency and by questionaires to
students, teachers and parents.

lQq$
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THIRD OBJECTIVE:

Enable students to gain a better understanding and appreciation
of art, music, literature and other aesthetic experiences and their
relationship to careers and better living.

A. Methods of Achieving Objectives
<1,

1. Greater use of/resource people and materials in art, music
and literature.inside and outside the classroom.

2. More_pupil participation in recording, filming, observing,
hearing, seeing and reading in the fields of music, art
and literature.

3. Dates:. August 27, 1973--May 30, 1974

C. Expenditures:` Covered under Second Objective

D. Evaluation: Student questiOnnaires and evaluation by an4,outside
agency or group.

4

MOTH OBJECTIVE;

Expand learning activities into the community and bring more
community resources into the 'school.

A. Methods of achieving objective.

1. Field trips into the community

2. Greater use of community resources by the school

3. More involvement of P.T.A., civic groupsnd other organizations
in the school. 0

4. More publicity of school activities

B. Dates: September 4, 1973--May 30, 1974

C. Expenditures: Covered under Second Objective

D. Evaluation: Oral and/or written questionaires

10 1



FIFTH^OBJECTIVE:
a

0

Enable students and teachers-to become-better acquainted
with career opportunities in the community and other areas.

A. Methods of Achieving Objectives:

1. Use of prepared materials in the library and the classroom.

2. More sharing of experiences by students.

3. Field trips in the community and in the nearby areas.c

4. Use of more resource people in the school.

B. Dates: September 11, 1973--May 30, 1974

C.-Expenditure: Covered in Sedond Objective

.
D. Evaluation: 'Observation and Questionaires

,

I
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All of the schools existing facilities and equipment will be
available and used in our Career Education program. Our pre-school
inservice program for teachers included workshops, field trios and
demonstrations in Career Education. We expect tocontinue these
throughout the year.

The school system will provide a bus for field trips at the
rate,of ten cents per mile plus $2.40 per\hour for the driver.

The Davenport School P.T.A. Board of DirectOrs voted to make
Career Education their project for the 1973-74.year. They will
provide assistance on field trips, and aid in providing'community
resources within the school.

We believe that individualized instructional program at
Davenport School and Career Education will mutually enhance each
other.

We expect to use equipment, materials, knowledge and attitudes
acquired this year more effectively in Career Education next year
and many years thereafter. We expect to be more concerned with 1

Career Education when we purchase equipment and materials and provide
training and services from local anc. state allotted funds in the
future. However, we do not believe we can, or do we wish to,
separate Career Education from thetntal educatidnal program of
the school.

0

Our faculty is enthusiastic about our Career Education program.
We hope we can carry it out effectively.

Community Resources We Expect to Include in Our Career Education Program

1. Davenport School P.T.A. Board of Directors has agreed to make
Career Education their primary goal for 1973-74.

2. An up to date list of individuals, organizations, and places

within the community requested and prepared by the Davenport
School fa'Cltyv--

3. Resources currently avail in the publication: AVVIARTYZ ammo
Ira____ °TES MdUnITI, January, 1972, prepared by LENOIR CITY
SCHOOLS, Lenoir, N.C.

Jr. Woman's Club Resources in career education

5. Community Resources Availab for r
c

Career Education, January, 1973
Caldwell, Career Educes ion Project.

10



This project proposal was prepared by a committee composed of
the following faculty members of Davenport School:

Mrs. Verna DeVane, Fourth Grade Teacher

Mrs. Barbara Aldridge, Fifth Grade Teacher

Ronald Phillips, Sixth Grade Teacher

Mrs. Hazel Barlowe, Librarian

Miss Helen Miller, Special Education Teacher

J.V. Mills, Principal

This committee has worked closely with the entire faculty and
has made every effort to reflect the desires of all teachers in
this school in the program and application.

a

0

0



Et)LANATION OF PROPOSED CAREER

pUCATION EaPENDITURES

TRAVEL: 1. Student travel on field trips

2. Teacher travel to industrial, business,
educational or other entertrises to give
teachers a better understanding of career
education.

SERVICES: 1. Any expense of resource people for students
or teachers.

2. Workshop expense ortuition grants for
teachers in college credit course in Career
Education or an equivalent course.

3. Substitutes for teachers while away from
school for career education trips.

MATERIALS:

0

a

1. Slides, pictures, film strips', career education
kits, booklets, newspaper for current events
class, and other printed material.

2. Films antbdeveloping costs for super 8 MM
movie films, and film developing costs for
still slides and pictures.

3. Construction paper, cards and other materials
for students to develop career files.

6

1 0
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EQUIPMENT: ( Al]. prices on North Carolina Division of Purchase
State Contract)

17--X-35 Kodak Instamatic Cariera

1--Super 8 MM Projector

1--Super 8 MM Camera

4Portable Norelco Cassette Recorder/players with
Ni-cad battery park and charger and A..C. Adapter

@$53.44 213.76 -

1--FM-AM Radio Cassette Recorder for Recording
programs 69.98

$ 32.54

160.00

111.30

$ 587.58

We want pictures' and sounds in addition to written and

oral reports of trips and interviews. We want recordings of

concerts, sounds in nature, pictures of people and places- -

to make learning more alive, to promote appreciation ofthe

aesthetic arts and to develop worthy use of leisure time.

O

O
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0
CALDWELL CAREER EDUCATION PROORAM

PROPOSED CAREER EDUCATION 1A1.1MENTATION CONTRACT

The agreement is entered into 'betweeft Caldwell Career Education Program, hereinafter

referred to as the Career Program and Eas+ Harper School

hereinafter referred to as the school, for the purpose of providing professional arW

related services for the period of September - June , 1973-74.

I. The Career Program agrees:.

A. To make payment to the administrative unit, upon receipt of itemized

accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $ 3000.00

for the period of September - June - 1973 - 74

II. The School agrees:

A. To provide career education services to their students in the following areas:

A. Career Awareness $ 2560.00

B. Staff Development $ 1420.00

C. Exploratory $ 280.00

D.

E.

F.

III. Source of Funds: Budget, Caldwell Career Education Fund

Materials S 864.00

Equipment

II. Attest:

$ 250.00

, Transportation $ 589,00

Services $ 1297.00 -',

TOTAL $ 3000.00

(Principal)

4111

(Advisory toard Chairman)

ZUCcrLee,,

(Supe endent)-

1 1 0



EAST HARPER SCHOOL

CAREER EDUCATION PROPOSAL

1973 - 1974

OBJECTIVES AND TECHNIQUES

1. To increase students' awareness of the world of work and knowledge of

career opportunities.

A. A variety of materials will e provided for use in classrooms and

library.

B. Each student will participate in at least two career-oriented field

C. .Resource persons will be invited to the school. Each teacher will

schedule at least three.

D. Career.awareness will be correlated with other areas of the curriculum

through the use of many ty P io materials, displays, and discussions.

II. To increase teachers' knowledge; And application of the career education

concept and improve their abill'Ay to infuse career education throughout

the curriculum.

1A. All teachers. ill be invol ed in at least sixteen hours of staff

development stressing the infusion of career education into the

curriculum.

Teachers will engage in monthly meetings for reviewing and sharing

ideas.

C. Groups of teachers will meet regularly to correlate curricular activities:

D. A14 teachers will visit at least two schobls or professional, business,

otanAustrial enterprise during the year.

111. To increase students' ability to recognize educational and career relation-

ships and to,acquire genera information about career clusters.

A. Students will demonstrate knowledge of the interdependence of living,

learning, and working throug verbal, and written communication;

B. Books, materials, and Info ation will be provided to meet students' In-

terests and needs.

1 1 1



1V. To increase positive interaction between the school and community.

A. Teachers will Visit two local industries or businesses thi-s year.

B. The, school will identify a group of community resource persons with

the assistance of the PTA, Junior Woman's Club, the career educa-

tion staff and their guide of available resource persons.

C. Each teacher will schedule at least three resource persons per year.

0., The school will identify a group of organizations suitable for field

trips.

E. Each student will participate in at least two career-oriented field

trips during the year.

V. To seek to improve all teaching and learning activities by enhancing

each individual's self-concept andby providing experiences and materials

to make all areas of the curriculum more meaningful and enjoyable.

A. Daily opportunities will be provided to create an appreciation of

and interest in the cultural arts and crafts.

I. Audio-visual materials will be provided in the cultural arts.

2. Teachers All provide daily opportunities'for'students to

observe the beauty of their world.

B. Daily successful, meaningful experiences will be provided to enhance

each individual's self-concept:

C. Additional books and materials will be provided for library and class-

room use.

1
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Career awareness has been an important part of our instructional pro-

cram. With the funding of this project, it can be infused throughout the

curriculum. Other subjects can be made more meaningful. More practical

application can be made of theoretical concepts learned In school. The faculty

will make'? concerted effort to extend and enrich all areas of the curriculum

as they demonstrate increased application of the career education concept in

the instructional program. These activities and experiences will be extended

beyond the funding of the project.

Many resource persons will be sc)laduled at appropriate age levels. Members

of the PTA, Junior Woman's Club, and Career Education Staff will provide tnfora.

mation and'assistance in identifying and securing resource persons. Parents

and members of the school staff Will be used as resource perSons.

Parents will assist teachers in planning field trips and by accompanying

classes -and special interest groups' on these trips.

Ii
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EXPENDITURES

I. Materials $1313.00

A. Books

B. Filmstrips

C. Pictures (Study prints)

D. Cassettes

E. Attribute Blocks

F. Puzzles (Career oriented)

G. Puppets

H. Games

I. Woodworking

J. Cooking Supplies

11. Equipment

A. Cassette players and recorders (4).

B.' Kitchen Equipment

C. Cameras (2)

I. Instamatid Kodak

2. '8 mm (Super-8)

0.- 16 mm projector

E. Listening Center
12 additional earphones

F. Scales

G: Looms

H. Sewing Machines (3)

III, Transportation

1.000.00

A. Transportation for students 589.50

I. Eight field trips 6 80 miles per trip; 320 per
mile $204:80

,1 1 4



2. Eighteen field trips Q75 miles per trip; 10t per
mile 135.00

S. Travel

I. Teachers to schools; industries, etc. 150.50

2,, Consultants 100.00

IV. Services $1297.50

A. substitute teachers - 26 'days 020.00 per day -
(2 days per teacher) 520.00

B. Consultants 350.00

C. Staff planning and development retreat 300.00

0". Bus driver 0 hours 02.75' 127.50



EVALUATION \

A special faculty committee composed of Evelyn Anderson, Chairman, Myra

LaFevers, Tim Rayne, Dollie Keaton, and Helen Herren will schedule special

meetings to discuss and evaluate the program. The entire faculty will also

be involved in evaluation on a regularly scheduled basis.

informal discussions wiTh children will help determine change in attitude

and selfconcept. Folders will be kept of the primary children's written

work on field trips and resource people. Informal questionnaires will be

given to a sample of the students.

116
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CALDWEL CAREERSDUCA10N PROGRAM

PROPOSED CAREER EDUCATION IMPLEMENTATION CONTRACT

4.

The agreementis entered into between Caldwell Career Education Program,

hereinafter referred to as the Career Program and Gamewell-Collettsville High School

hereinafter referred to. as the school, for the purpose of providing professional

and related services for the period of August 24 - June 5

1. The Career Program agrees:

, 1973-74.

A. To make payment to the administrative unit, upon receipt of itemized
accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $ 3000.00
for the period of August 24-June 5, 1973 -74 .

II. The School agrees:

A. To provide career education services.to their students in the following
areas:

A. Career Guidance-Objectives I,II,III, IV (Materials and
Movie Projectors $ 250.00

Materials and
B. Career Awareness - Objectives I,11,111 (Transportation) 5082.40

C. Interest and Enrichment Program --Objective V 500.00

D. Services 200.00

III. SoUrce of Funds: Budget, Caldwell Career Education Fund

Materials $ 2050.00 , Transportation $ 500.00

Equipment $ 250.00

/

IV. Attest:

Services

TOTAL

A001P

Miry
dvisory Board Chairman) (Career Education Director)

$ 200.00

$ 3000.00

,7 45/!/:42)

(Date) (Superintenden0

1 1 '1



r,9.:1-,C777.-*.3 1:: '.-7:-:CAT.T.ON FOR

J..".'7.7:711.i SCHOOL 1973-1974

ircrtA/s awartness of the world ,o: work.
/-

1 4,.:dr.t..c will show an increase in their awareness of the world of
/

1.2/5 tt!dents will demonstrate knowledge of the world of work through

vA.rhal and,written comrrunicatiims.

Students will demonstrate awareness of the value and dignity of
wcrk.

1

7c increase knowledge of career opportunities.

2.1 Students will show an increase in knowledge of the educational
requirements of careers.

2.2 Students will show an
for different careers

-2.3 Students will show an
work.

increase in knowledge of skills required

increase in their awareness of the world' of

7o increase ability to recognize educational and career relationships.

1 Students will show an'increase in knowledge `.he educational

requirements of /careers. /

3.2 The student will be able to apply knowledge and skills acquired
in the classrOom o living, learning, and taking .a living.

:7. To achieve 1C.OZ placement ad follow-ups of students eipher in addi-
t.icnal education or work.

/
The proportion of students applying for and entering post-secondary,
educatiOn and/or jobs will increase.

The school will increase the number of students ,'placed in either
a.Iditponal.education or work.

-7 To increase awareness of the many possibilities for the use of leisure

Studeqs will increase their part4cipation an leisure time

118
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Method: All students and teachers will be involved

I. Career Awareness

To increase awareness of the world of'work: Guidance personnel will meet
with small group of students and explore many career areas. Classroom
teachers will attempt to make their curriculum more relevant by showing
relationships between skills taught in school and those used in the
world of work. Teachers will utilize resource speakers and field trips
where appropriate in stressing the concept of living, learning, and
making a living. Teachers will visit other schools when appropriate to
observe other approaches to the Career Education Concept.
To increase knowledge of career 'opportunities: Guidance personnel will
organize a shadow program for the purpose of taking students in small
groups to meet people in the world of work doing what they think they
would like to do. Each teacher will schedule at least one resource
person per year and each student will participate in at least one career-
oriented field trip per year.

To increase ability to recognize educational and career relationships:
Each teacher will demonstrate an increased knowledge of the uniqueness
of each child. Teachers will engage in monthly meetings for reviewing
and sharing of ideas on ways to make the curriculum more "real" for the
students. Teachers will utilize "hands on" activities, field trips,
resource speakers, group discussions, and what ever appropriate material
that Can be made available when these methods of instruction will aid
in helping the student to apply knowledge and skills acquiredin the
classroom to living, learning, and making a living.'

II, Career Guidance

To achieve 100% placeMent andfollow-up of students either in additional
education or work: a placement service will be established to assist,
students in the following ways:\ selecting and getting enrolled in
post-secondary education help infinding employment after graduation;
help in finding part time or summer employment.

III Interest and Enrichment

To increase awareness of the many possi4lities for the use of leisure
time: An interest and enrichment prograM\will be provided for students
having study hall. Students will be asked \what type of interest *courses

they desire. From this list, course offerings will be determined and
small groups will begin to take two week or shorter courses on a ro-

. tation basis. An industrial arts student teacher,will be the instructor
and will have a permanent classroom.

4
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Expenditures

I. Career Awareness:

A. Transportation - 30 teachers with five sections each for approximately
145 field trips averaging twelve miles each @ 32G per mile/for
1820 miles. $582.40

B. Materials: (See attached list for examples)

Materials for 30 teachers for Career Awareness PrOgram at $150.00
per teacher or $20.00 per section. $4500.00

Substitute teachers funds to allow 10-teachers @ $20.00 per day
to visit other schools. $200.00

Total Career Awarendss $5282.40

II. Interest and Enrichment Program materials:

These materials will be for courses such as pottery making, leather
work, silk screea printing, small engine repair, and chip carving.

Total $500.00

III. ,Career Guidance 4

There is a need of one 16mm. movie projector-to show career films.
Last year career films received from industrial and other sources
were shown to a total of 2000 students. Since there was an overload
on existing projector use by increased guidance activity, a new
projector for the guidance office is requested. Cost $250.00

Materials for Career Guidance are sufficient in hand.

Total Career Guidance $250.00

1
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T. Career Awareness:

B. Materials (Examples)
4

1. Accounting- 39 Recordings - 88 lessons - (Syllabus) -----$294.00

2. Algebra - 10 tapes - 12 units (Syllabus) 130.00

3. Business Law-3b tapes - 60 lectures (Syllabus) 200.00

\4. General Math- 6 recordings - 12 lessons (Syllabus) '130.00

5. Library Orientation - 12 tapes - 42 lectures 150.00

6. Listening - 3 recordings - 6 lessons
0

448.00

7. Dental-Medical terminology - 11 tapes - 22 lessons 141.00
0

8. Salesmanship - 15 tapes - 30 lessons 190.00,

9. Sex Education - 5 tapes - 10 lectures - (Syllabus)

10. Vocabulary Building - 4 recordings & Syllabus 55.00

11. Black Inventors in U. S. 5.00

12. Understanding Language filmstrips & Records 52.50

13. Basic English Usage Filmstrips & Records 52:00

'14. High Interest*Low Vocabulary Filmstrips --------- ------ --= 150.50
(18 different subjects)

5 (a)

The above listing is just an example of the type of materials the
fedulty members are requesting and will use in their classes.

O

a

I
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Date:

Objectives Beginning Time Completion Time

I. August 24, 1973 June 5, 1974

II: August 24, 1973 June 5, 1974

III. August 24, 1973 June 5, 1974

IV. August 24, 1973 June 5, 1974
V. August 24, 1973 June 5, 1974

Evaluation:

Internally: Principal and teachers will review objectives monthly
and.with the help of suPervisory personnel, evaluate progress.

Externally: Third Party evaluation.

Local Matching. Input

1.' Library
2. Media Center
3. All Audio-Visual equipment

a. Filmstrips machines
b. Overhead
c. Projectors
d. Cassette Recorder's and players

4. Career-Oriented Games V

5. The percent of tine spent on the Career Education program by the
secretary, librarian, and guidance personnel is difficult to
estimate at this time. All are Career-Education oriented and dp
devote a large amount of time in this,area

6. Many resource individuals and businesses (in our school community)
are willing" to work with us in Career Education and have-
volunteered their services and establishments.

Plans for Continuation:

An effort will be made to obtain enough local school funds for field

trip transportation. Materials will have or can be maintained by local

school funds. The guidance program will have to be altered slightly because
of the loss of the extra half-time counselor. The rest of the activities
can continue at the same levels of involvement.



CALDWELL CAREER EIWCATI ON PROGRAM

PROPO:)ED CAREER EDUCAT I ON 1M P LENENTATI ON CONTRACT

a,,reement is entered into between Caldwell Career Education PrOCrWh. hereinafter

referred to as the Career Program.and Gamewell Elementary School

:-.erelnafzer referred to as the school, for thy purpose of providing professional and

related services for the period of Sept. .7. June 1973-74.

1. The Career Program .acrees;

A. To make payment to the administrative unit, upon receiptof itemized

accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $ 3235.00

for the period of .ten (10) months

II. The achool agrees:

A. To provide career education services to their students in the following areas:

A. Career Awareness and Information

o

D .

.1.ouroe of Funds:

Materials

$ 52585.00

$

Budget, Caldwell Career education Fund

$ 1135.00 , Transportation $

$ 580.00
, Seln-Lces $ 550.00

.950.00

. Attest:, -,

I I/

(Principal

0

visory Board Chairman

TOTAL $ 3235.00

(Date)
leak

(Superintendent

(Career Education Director)



PRODUCT GCALS AND03JECTIVES

:o increase awareness of the world of work

1.1 Students will ,show an increase,in their awareness of the world of work.

Students will demonstrate knowledge of the world of work through verbal.
ani written communications.

1.3. Students will demonstrate awareness of the Nalue and dignity of work:

. 2o increase knowledge of career opportunities

777

2.1 Sti4dents will show as increase in knowledge of. career areas.
(graces 4=14)

2.2 Students will show an increase in their awareness of the world of work.
(1.1)* (grades K-3)

2o increase,decision-making and problem- solving skills

3.1 The student will demonstrate the ability to develop alternative solutions
to problems.

3.2 Students will be able to demonstrate growth in self-discipline and
personal responsibility.

:7. To increase positive interaction within and among the schools and between
schools and the community

Puaitive Interaction among students and between ,students and faculty
dill increase. JI

r.,.2 Positive interaction b#tween faculty and administration will increase.

3 Curricular articulation anll communication among schools will increase.

-.- Positive interaction between the schools and community will increase.

To enhance each individual's self-concept

3.' Students will demonstrate %oositive attitudes towards themselves and
others.

.2 Th positive nature of teachers' response, -to student achievement will
in:rease.

:he teacher will demonstrate an increased knowledge of the uniqueness
of each child.

5.- An inorcased number of student= will be engaged in activities, which
reflect individual needa.



_o increase awareness of the many possibllities for the use of leisure time

3.suients will inOrease their partioipation in leisure time activities.

To '=.;rease teachers' knowledge and application of the career education
-cnc*nt.

7.1 Teachers will show an increase in their knowledge of the career education
concept.

7.2 Teachers will demonstrate increased apnlication of the career education
concept in the i structional program. .

' _...._sates identical product objictives.

S.



PRO ::23 GOALS AND 03J2CTIVES

-..rAer-related materials

1.1 The.tA,ject will provide and disseminate a variety of materials for use
in classrooms, notaries and guidance offices.

L.2 Teac'her-made materials will be developed.c

:2. =c trovide assistance in the utilization and integration of career-related
caterials

2he librarian and/or technittian will collect materials suitable to the
maturity level of the students for each tek:her who requesls materials

Teachers, will provide for student
reksurce materials.

se appropriate industry-produced

2.3 The staff will assist classroom teachers in the development of teachers-
made materials upon request.

:::. 2o provide students and teachers fil-st-hand work exposure outside the
:lassroom

1

3.1 Each studeat.will participate in at least three career-oriented field
trips per year.

3.2 Teaches will visit two local industries per year. (6.2)*
ti

infuse career edUcation into the curriculum

-.1 Staff development will stress the infusion of career education into
the-curriculum.

_eachers will engage in monthly meetings-for reviewing anksharing
of 'leas.

-.3 Groups of teachers will meet to correlate curricular activities at
least monthly.

:7r.e staff will provide assistance.to teachers as requested in developing
methods of infusing the career concept into the curriculum..

corn unity resources in providing information and experiences
:_tmcerning careers

r)

7.1 Ea:h teacher will schedule at least three resource persons per year.

fl -Ltaffand schools will si:lentify a group of community resource perso*.

staff and schools will identify a group of organizations suitable
fOr\fieli trips. a

126



vile -,duoationani/or dork pla,:ement services for all students

:.:r;ncipals, in :onsultatioh with guidance personnel and classroom
will la: eh student. in tha appropriate educational

setting. (grades K-3)

S.; The staff will assist teachers in identifying the individual needs of
students.

to incorporate decision-making and problem-solyiag activities into the
education program

-.1 Students will engage in ati ties designed to build problem-solving
and decisiOn-making skills aily.

7/..-L Teachers will emoloy aci,ivities which build proolem-so
decision-making skills daily.

___
p-ovide students with opPortunities to evaluate individual or group

behavior

3.1 °Teachers will provide opportunities fc:T students to evaluate individual
or group behavior patterns.

\

a. 2° provide experiences which will cause enhancement of each individual's .elf-
\

conp.,pt

9.1 The staff will prOvide staff development of at least sixteen hours to
assist teachers in developing skills in enhancing student self-concepts.

4

.2 Teachers will demonstrate an increased utilization of methods and, ,

,techniques which enhance student 'salf-conCept.

2. to provide opportunities which .create an appreciation of and interest in the
pu-tural arts and'crafts

1C.7 z.ach student will be exposed daily to at least one of the many art
forms.

C.2 teachers will provide daily opportunities for students to observe the
beauty of their world.

tnai:.e.:es identical process objectives.



METH MS AND TE:HNI7J23

_. A ,;orkshop in career education will be conducted by the staff in order to
hell: teacher"; to become aware of the career concept and to help implement

she career concept.

17.,--achers will meet regularly to Plan and correlate activities with the

regAlar classroom instruction.

lie:7ognition of teacher and student successes will be employed to encourage
innovative ideas in order to carry out the objectives ,of this proposal.

-. Each teacher will infuse the career concept into the subject matter in their

claso-oom activities.

ie7d ,-4ps and resource people will be utilized to bring the community into
,:he classroom and to take the classroom into the community.

- lacUlty will: cooperate with the county staff in implementing the career

.concept

.Dne person wi

reople.

esignated to rake contacts for field trips and for resource

I

Brach student w 11 'be taken on at least three field trips and,eymoied to at

least five res arc_ people.

Xuch eaohasis will b
7,L.:e will be provide,

shoals, visit indust

::a ,er.als will be supp

pla e.on improving each child's self-concept. Released

for eachers to attend in-service workshops, visit other

ies a.d business o;

aid teachers in implementing the Ca2Cler concept.

DAL: objectives e in .4,enever this proposal is apprOved and they will

"ce carried on indefin'tely.

,
1 o



EXPENDITURES

?5C.00.--- 38 teachers involving 930 students, three field trips
32;A, per mile.

S,,CC.00 Mini-field trips involving 300 students (4-6), constantly
traveling to industries and businesses.

"%. ,
S630.00 --- Substitute pay for teachers to have released time to visit

dother_carams____
t s

S1,CC0.00 --- Miscellaneous. This miscellaneous money is a veryimpo taut
part of our career education program, This money wil be
used to help teachers. carry out small projects that/they
originate during the year. This serves as an added incentive
that helps encourage teachers to work and think career ed-
ucation.

3. 51 00.00

:. S100.00

-
51c5.90

- S:383.C,0

F. S=6.00

518C.00

Jo

Materials for hands-on experience for sixth grade students.
Project will include resource people and a field trip related
to the use of these materials, in addition to the actual
hancls-on experience provided for the Students.

-Materials for hands-on experience for fifth grade students.
Project will include resource people ailed an investigation
of thecareeA's 'related to this experience. The experiences
which students will gain from this project may help them make
better use of their leisure time ash well as introducing
se4feral careers to them.

Search Magazine C16 copies)

SR A Kits

Career Education Digest -- 2 subsorintions $10.0G each

filmstrip viewers (10)

li;stening cent's (10),.

c3ett? tapi players (10)(to drive the listening centers)

4 "9



EVALUATION

A

Internally: With the help of the Lx-perviao y personnel, the principal and
teachers dill review objectiv-s monthly and evaluate the career
education prozram of the school.

I:. Externally: Third party evaluators

LOCAL MATC%ING INPUT

Cassette Recorders (6)
Listening_Centers (9)

Tape Recorders (8)
,Filmstrip Projecto (16)
Filmstrip Preview (12)
Library Books (1 per child)
Overhead Projec rs (18)
Opaque Project s (')

16mm Projector.' (5) \\

Large number if businesses, industries, and resource people in
. the Lenoir area.

t

PLANS FOR -CONTINUATION

of the equipme t we are requesting maybe used long after funding of t
7,roject has stopped. With thiS equipment and with a concerted effort on the part
of the teachers, principal, and supervisors, career education can be continued/
with no additional funding. We at GamewelI Elementary School plan to continu, to
search for new and better ways of developing career, education in our school and to
carrfon after. the project has ended.

I'

/
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ON-PROC. I tAM

PROPO:)ED CAREER EDUCATION DIP LINENTATI ON CONTRACT

The'aireement ice, entered into between Caldwell Career Education Proeram, heeiwifto
referred to as the Career Program and GaMewell Junior High School

hereinafter referred to as the school, for thy purpose of providing professional, and

related-services for the period of September - June , 1973-74.

A. To make payment to the .administrative unit, ,upon receipt of iteMized

- accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $3122-00

for the periud of nine (9) months

II. The bchool agrees:

A. To provide career education services to theirstudents in the following areas:

A. Transportation 950.00

B. Services 440.00

Materials $ 880.00

'J. Equipment $ 1,134.00

E.

F.

,

III. ,bouree of Funds:
Budget, Caldwell Career Education Fund

,Materials, S 880.00 , TransportaciOn $ 950.00 ..

Equipment $ 830.00 Serves $ 462.00

'attest:

tr. 4,/
(Principal)

(Advisory Hoard Chairman

TOTAL $ 3122.00

t0.0111t4g14..._
(Date (Superinten e

74

(Career Education Director

1 3



I. 7o ir..c,"n.se

t

cr" 7-orl c. of vork

1.1 S7.,'nts rn i':,::rcesc in their cvcr the
-;!orlf of wcrh.

1,2 3tufnts
v:'1

',:novlet'ire of the
en.". :.:.ton

or16 of work

1.2 Students
of -orh.

Oemonstr"te c:.ereness of the value ene Jignity

TT. To in2reer!e 7:no-l-C..-e of cei':,er orrortunitics

2.1 StuCents will show v-1 :12.creasc in knowleOce of the
rec'uir:m.,nto of cs,':er. (groc'es 7-14)

2.2 Stur".entsil E.:.'ow en incree fn knowlege of skill
recloirer.; fOr fifferent cercers. (greees 7-14)

2.3 ST-mts rill show en increrse in,knoeege of coreor Prsas.
(r?: 4.-14)

2./. ent: sho': r'n :ncro,iso in their rr,Treness of the
o' (1.1)* (:r-'es 7=14)

to roiz erlueetion21 enc.crreer
reletion,hirs

3.1 St:cents yill shop en :ncrr=ese in no'.-leic.e of the eencatiana.
crr.ev's. (2.1)* (r42pdes 7-14)

The stuf-nt Yill he cle to rrrl,, ent-1 skills
(le^rning) 7*-24r..71C in th: c17,,sroon to mrking
r living. (;.77-(7-,,

"h" fe-..ons.t--tP,o 1-nowlecle of the inter-
Ce-enc-nce oh' ig- "pc (P.rrCes H-2)

2o lnc.:'coo -_71ctro-colvin,- skills

,
the Pcvelor/

1t-.2nr47e Fro'Jens.

onstrrtr, -ro-th jn C-17-c1PciTlj

1
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'2o in2.7--c t'oc so; oo7,s

--ho-1

5.1 1-tf .2 int-r-c'ion amo-:14: .,turrntf: and betleen students

.2 Fositi--.? inYracti-n ';-et:-cn faculty and administrction
vil2

-) Curricvaar articlalation ,and crImmunication ':'on; schools

5.4 Posit,ve intcrcot4on ..)1.:Yeen the sohools and community
-will increase.

7. To, enhance efsch selfconcept

5.1 Students will 'e:-.onstrate positive .rttitules towards

themzelvss end others.

5.2 The positive nature of tecchers' res'onse to student

achiavementwill increase.
.

. .

, .

5.3 The teacher will ('emonstrate en increased knowler'ge of

the unicucness of each Child. '-:'

:

6.4 An'increczed number of students will be engaced in activitie

which reflact individua neees.

To incre-se a'.-areness of t.,:e pcny rosibi.7itis for the use

o 12isuro

7.1 Stue=nta 1:7111 norerse their -carticjr;,tion in leisure time

""o inore--e 17nol,:led:e and arrliortion of the career

ectcn conc,st

71e- cn increase r io1occ, of

the concert.

, irec lict n. of the

cc"eo.e.duc,ti concz-7-t in the instructional rrogran.

=

r
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A

F?.C'37S5 ,z-.

pro-rie develornentel guidance (grades .K -14)

1.1 Guidance personnel meat with all students in smell
groups, clusters, pnd/or individually.

) .2 Guidance personnel will arrange on-site observation for
students who e::rress sp.cific job interests. (4.3, 6.1)*
(grades 6-14)

13 Guidance personnel will confuct individual and/or group
follow-ups of guidance activities.

1.4 Guidance personnel will provi'"e referrfa services as
needed.

Guidance personnel will provide in service training on
the classro-m arrlicrtion of dr,,velcpmenttl, guidance for
all cltssroom teachers.

II. To provide carqer-reirted materials

2.1 The project will/ provide Ene eiss,nincte a vtriety-of
mrteritls fcr use in classrooms, librtrieS pff guidance

:.2 ?a:cher-nada matarials wilJ 3c

To Icro-:if-e EZ'sist,n-.:s. in the utili7ttion ncl integration of
caser-ralatPd ntte'irls

1

lib-criEn and/or teallnic4rn will colleet mttericls
suittble to the --.Eturity 1P7c1 the sturnents for each
tc-cher r,1:.ussts nttcriEls "or use in c spectfic unit

stu:77,

3.2 _..'.chars for s,t1..,-Pnt use of ap,ropisiate
infu,try-rrol'ur:c," resource :1-Aoricic.

Thn st-'f w411 clrcrro-171 torr.hers in ti-,e .-evelorment
o_ mrteripis r- -n re-u. st

I. To stff',nts techr:fs :-Tosure
07:t,S:1 clrss-c:s71

.1 t'....crl1; 7rrtLe:4,:3i- _. (71; le-ct t'IrPe

"4r, 'rcsr

27 t'zr, (6.2)*

rr,'-nge on-site pscrv-tion for
:!(-)".) (1.2) '6.1)*

_t3



.70 inZue. career ecation in Um::o the curricul

5.1 "nc;--,5' Plarrc70 r:Ionth17 neetin7:. Tor revIewlng
o' lece.

d 3ro7rs of terchers will -.tees to correlcte curriclar
activities ct least monthly.

The staff will proviFe assistnnce to teachers as recuestod
in f:eveloping ,.:ethor:s'of infusing the career concept
in4,,o the curriculum.

5.); Teachers an.: counselors will confer to correlate guidance
ane,classroom activities at least four times per year.

.VI, To utilize community resources in provieing information
and experiences concerning careers "

6.1 Guidance tersonnel will arrange on-site observation
for students who express specific job interests.

6.2 Teachers will visit two local in^ustries per year.
(4.2)*

6.3 Each teacher will scheeule at least three resource
persons per year.

Ste.fF anc,, iecntify a group of co:
ressurce persons.

6.5 The staff will nFtablish =our revisory committees re=esentin
\

xziness, ineUstr7, the rro?ession, -0z-rents, cryi the
con.'-unity at lrrre.

6.6 The staff end schbols will id-ntif7 e group of or3vnizations
\ suitable for tri-s.

711; To preiirle eeuectionel rne/or work placement cervices for all
stuesn".;s

7.1 Principals, in cOnsultetion with 7uiernv Personnel end
cirsaroo:2 to -ca' -rs, vi21 plrce eech s''adent in the appropriat
eC.,1crtionel stting. (srr',s Y-9)

-h? at,':{'~ will teac'-ers in ir::t4fyia- the
in,:ivirlin7cCs of ct,..,e,,ts.

70 incor-??rte :c 7:72e'l=-so171
f_1:to pro-rrm

rc 1-itics

. - .111 zctfviticr; r'.ecignee to
e-27-.

V. Will 07:;0:: !ties 11'1:11('

sol7in:; rn:", Crilv.

U:6
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I

To 1),.:ovife

II/

or gr:-'u" bh-vj,er

?.1 Tecchers will rro-id'e orrortuniti:s fpr students to
evaluc.te indi-lid=1 Or :rou.,7) INehavior 'patterns.

I

To -Provide eXperionces whI'h will cause enhancement of each
in---ividual's self-concept

10.1 The staff will rrovide,staff'develorment of at least
sixteen hour to assist teachers In developing skills in
enhancing stiadent self-coneepts

10.2 T-ea-cla-a-r-s-..1.111----ii-accfsefiutilise-trien-of
methods and techniques which enhance student self-conceDt.

:a. To provie oto'tuiities which create an appreciation of and
Interest ih the ltural arts end crafts

11.1 Each studenit will be exposed daily to at least one of
the many art forms.-

1

* inflicates identica: ,process objectives.

i

1 6 ty
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1. A workshop in ocreer educcation will be conducted by the staff
in order to help. ell new teachers,to,become we of the career
concept and to help implement the c?reer concept.

7e-chers will meet; weekly to rlan ancl correlate activities with
the regular claseroom an;; the midele grades occupational classes..

Recognition of teacher and student successes will be employed
to encouze7e innovative :caws in order to carry out the objectives
of this prordsel.

2ach teacher will infuse t1-.e career concept into the subject
?tter in their classroor2.-

Field trips-and resource people trill be utilized to bring the
community into the classroom and to take the classrooM into
the community.

6. The faculty will cooperate with the county staff in implementing
the career concert..

Cne person will be eesignatee to make contacts for field trips
and for resource reo le 4

0 Each stunt will be t:,,ken on et least three field trirs and
e::-rosee to at leFst five resource -people.

9. =such emphasis will be plecee. on improving each-chilet's self-
concept. Released time will be provieed for teachers to
attend in service workshops, visit other schools, visit industries
and businesses.

Zcterials .ill be supplied to cid tecchers in irrlementing
the career concert.

All objectives be -in ':heneve:r this proppsel is errroved
me, ti o; will be cP"rie:' on inFCinitely.

o

10



:retie -rortntion:

A. 3550.00 --- 16 teachers involving 300 students, three
field trips, @ 320 per mile.

3. :14CC.CC trips involving 300 stuc'er
constantly trevelineto industries ene business

,I1. Services:

A. $44o.00 ----Substitute pe3 for teachers to ' .ve released
tire to visit businesses, industries, and other eareer
eeucation programs.

S.

III. Materials:

A. ,$600.00 --- Miscellaneous- This miscellaneous money is
a very imPortent part of our cereer eeucetion program.
This money will be used to h,lp teachers carry out small
pro5ects thFt they originet,n during the year. This serves
Ps en eeeed incentive tit heirs encoureee teachers to
wor:: en e thin career-e,7ucction.

3. st4riels for hands-on exrerience for eieith:
gre(e students. Project will include resource people
Pni a fir.,1d trig relPtne to the use of these materiels,
in P-7fition to the ectual hands-on exrerience provided
for the students.'

C. SlCC.00 ----Materiels for hends7oe. exterience for seventh
greae students. Project will incluee resource people
arid an ilvestietion of the careers relate(' to this
exrerisnce. 77he exteriences which stueents gein
frcm this prcject mey help them melee better use of their
leisure time es es .introeucine several cereers,to them.

D; L0 . CC Cherlotte Observer (daily ene Sundey) to be
u.se: in career 7ctivitie, in a clessroem.'

I.

.

1
r,tJ.(,AJ -,e 2111e (16 cories)

1'1.00 Ser::ch 1:egezine (16 cc-ics

7.o.f.sc

1.itcninz cen:c2s,.(5)
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C. '77s.7ette plryerc! (5) (to drive the listcning
cehtcrs)

:31F'D.00

E. )130.no.--- rroja?tor access Dries (must hrve e-ccessories
in order to uze rrojector effectively)

9 %2.00 :ovie .7a :era- In adeition to bringing
Irerious,careers into our school, this cemera can be used
to heir sell career education to the community:and to
rotential resource reorie.

EVALUATION

In ternary: With the help of the supervisory personnel, the
principal snd teachers will review objectives
nonthly and evaluate the career ,education
rrogran of the school.

II. :xternallyr 'Third tarty evaluators-

TCCP.T I:PUT

eco rlayers'(5)
.7-re recorders (2)
ilmstrip,rrojectors (2)

Tilmstr'rs ( )

Libra_ y books (10+ her child)
C Ter- ,-h-:-=-..c.--d-pro-j-ears--(-3-)

Cracue projector (1)
Grdeq Pro,c.r7m (Provides h2nds -on experience and e

variety of equir7ent)
2.1=ber -:rci-Iss-,csrineustries, ene.resource peorle
Lenoir are:.

PT.;_: ?CR 7;O:717CATIMT

2

o2 the c." u._ C"c= rnCljr?Ftr1r: r177' be us-.,"
7-"-% e -:- 0 " .. "44 if. -crrir,,r+-14- 17 .717:-71

( 1 'r-"t of th:, rrincirrl,
^r'rn',1" "..)e cortinuT" vitn no rc7-1t'or.t1

Zun:o, r1.7n to continue to s7c-eh
, '-ottor crreer cevcrtion in
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'.ALDWELL CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM
t

7

PROPOAD CAREER EDUCATION IMPLEMENTATION CONTRACT

The agreement is entered into between Caldwell Career Education Program, hereinafter

referred to as the Career Program and _Granite Falls. Elementary Seaool

hereinafter referred to as the school, for the purpose of providing professional and

related services for the period of 'School term

I. The Career Program agrees:

1973-74.

A. To make payment to the administrative unit, upon receipt of itemized

accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $ 3152.00

for the period of

II. the School agrees:

A. To provide career education services to their students in the foll

A. Total student body grades 1-8 (1095) students

ing areas:

E.

F.

III. Sotirce of Funds:

Materials .$ 2150.00

Equipment $ 300.00

IV. Attest:

(ER

- ,

(Principal.,

Se

Budget, Caldwell Career EdUc tion Fund

, Transportation $ 312.00

Service& $ 390.00

(Athtsory Hoar L.tairMan)

TOTAL $ 3152.00

t- 7fS
(Date)

J.

(Superintendent)

(Career Education Director

f

AU
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CAREER EDUCATION PROPOSAL

- A. Objectives

1. To infuse Career Education into the curriculum
2. To increase knowledge of career opportunities

3. To increase awareness of the world of work

44. To use community resources in providing information
and experiences in Careers

5. To increase awareness of the possibilities for'the
use of leisure time

B. Method

1. Entire professional staff, total central office staff,
total student body, and community resource people will
be involved

C. Date

'1.

D. Expenditures

1.

2.

3.

h.

a. Staff meetings'
b. aide variety of use of materials and equipment
c. Local area resource people
d. Visits by staff members to other schools aid points

of interest
e. Field trips

Entire school term: 9/1 /73 -6/1 /74

Materials $, 4300.00'
Equipment - 600.00
Services - .780.00
Transportation' - 624.00

Total. 6304.00

E. Local matching inPut or support

1. Total staff and student body
2. All school plant and facilities
3. School owned raterials and equipment

F. Evaluation

1. Local professional staff-will evaluate
2. Central office staff will evaluate
3. Outside personnel will evaluate
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ECALVOIL CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM

PROPONED CAREER EDUCATION IMI NENTATION CONTRACT

The agreement' is enteredqinto between Caldwell 'Career Education Iscogam, hereinafter

referred to as the Career Program and Happy Valley Elementary School

hereinafter referred to as the school, for the purpose of providing professional and.

related services for the peliod of September to June

I. The Career Program agrees:

1973-74.

A. To make payment to the administrative unit, uilon receipt of itemized

accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $ 3145.00.

for the period .of

II. The School agrees:

A. To provide career education services to their students in the following areas:

A. Materials (Interest Program - Media Center) 1900.00

B. Transportation (Student Field Trips-Teacher VisitatT $ 985.00

C. Services (Resource' People -.Substitute Pay)
'$

ten (10) months

D. Equipment (Media Center - Interest Program)
$

900.00

830.00

E.

F. $

III, Source of Funds: Budget, Caldwell Career Education Fund

Materials $ 1400.00 Transportation $ ,685.00

Equipment- $ 430.00 Services $ 630.00

;IV. Attest:

CZ,14-4/ C.1 444.--:/
(Principal)

TOTAL $ 3145.U0

September 7, 1973

(Date)

(Advisory }War is an),

Superintendent

(Career Education Director

.1 1



CAREER EDUCATION PROPOSAL

FOR
HAPPY VALLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL /

1973 - 1974

!. Ob j ectives - Wepl-arito-foltow-and--impl-ernent-the-P.ro duct-and-Process-,,

Goals and Objectives O'r Students in Grades K-8 that had already been %,
developed for the Caldwell County Career Education Project.

II. Method or Technique

A. Transportation

1. Field trips for students and teachers K-8
2.-'Teacher visitations

B. Services

1. ,Resource people,(Kr8)
2. Special assembly programs (Kr8)
3'. Interest area program for students in grades 7 A 8
40 .Development and coordination of a career education reference

center with our current media center
5. Teacher awareness - Teachers to became' more aware and to

demonitrate increased application of the career education
concept inothe ?instructional program.

III. Date - We plan to begin this program as early as possible in the 1973-74
school year and will continue the program until. our objectives have been
realized. ,

IV. Expenditures

A. Materials

1. Books - pamphlets, $ 800.00
2. Recordings - tapes 150.00

3. Film strips - transparencies 300.00

4. Study prints 50.00

5. Kits - games 300.00

6. Interest program 200.00

7. Miscellaneous 100.00

Total $1900.00

B. Transportation

1. Student field trips $ 800.00

2. Teacher visitations 185.00

Total $ 985.00

1 43
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CAREER EDUCATION PROPOSAL FOR HAPPY VALLEY ELEITARY SCHOOL, 1973-1974

C. Services

1. Resodrcelpeopbr
2. Substitute pay

D. Equipment

1.. Media Cen

/ Total

-aio.00

600.00

$ 900.00-

a. Record /Players

b. Film strip projectors
c. Cassette tape. recorders

A ,

2. Intere/st Program \I

3. Miscellaneous

`Total

Grand Total

V. Evaluation

A. Teacher observation
B. Community response
^C. Student response (attitude change)

100.00
150.00

-80.00

41Do.00

100.00

$ 830.00

$ 4615.00

1 4



CALDWELL CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM

PROPOSED CAREER EDUCATION IMPLEMENTATION CONTRACT,

0

11:e azreement is entered into between Caldwell ,Career Education Proeram, hereinaftk

--"referz:e-d-taTas-the-Oareer-Progranc-and----HIB2LT,EN HIGH SCHOOL -

hereinafter referred to as the school, for thv purpose of providing professional and

related services for, the period of August 24-June 5
. 1973-74.

1. The Career Program agrees:

To male payment to the administrative unit. upon receipt of itemized

account g activities_and/or, materials in the,amount,of $ 3302,00

for the pet\iod of AuguSt 24-June 5 , 1973-74

The chool. arees

A. T proyi e care education services to their students in the follow'ng areas

A. Sea Awareps (Objective I) $ 825.00

B. Li Lea ad Making a Living (Revelancy $ 2368.81
in e class orn)CObjective II)

C. Career Guidance (Objective Ill) $ 125 00
\

D. Intere t Exploration Program (Objective IV) $ 5ol.od

E.

F.

$

III. Source of Funds: pudget, Caldwell Carer Education Fund

Materials $1957.00 , Transpertation 270.00

i4uipment $ 50.00 ; Services $ 1025.00

IV. Attest:

2/ ..,y,/1 "-^

TOTAL $ 330 .00

(Principal) ; (Date)

(Advisory Heard Chairman

(Superintendent

U45

(Career Education Director



OBJECTIVES IN CAREER EDUCATION FOR
HIBRITEN HIGH scHom....1973-74

To increase sslf-awar nese

1.1. To increase st dents awareness of themselves!as individuals.

1.2. To increase understanding of the development of self-awareness.

II. 'Living, Learning and Making a Livisg....Pevelancy in the classroom.

2.1. Students will be albe to demonstrate the correlation of
classroom instruction to living, learning, and making a living.

III. Career Guidance

3.].' Guidance perionnel wi meet with small groups of students,
for the purpose of e oring their feelings, values, and
attitudes as they relat- to getting along with others.

3.2. Guidance personnel will vide i follow -up studies of ladt
year's senior class.

3.3. The school will help graduating seniors find full-time
employment when.this is desired and/or part-time or
summer jobs for other students.

IV: Interest Exploration Program

4.1. To increase awareness of the many possibilities for the
use of leisure time.

1.16



tho d :

I. SELF-AWXRDIESS All students and all faculty will be involved

To increase students awareness of themselves as individuals: Throughout
the school year, consultants will meet with the entire student body
to explore ways to enhancel..individualism. They will also work with
small groups ofstudents to help them learn to react positively toward
themselves and others!.

To increase understanding of the development of self-awareness: The
consultants will:hold conferences with teachers for the purpose of
helping them developjpositive interaction among the students and the
faculty, thus providing for individual awareness in their classroom.

II, LIVING, LEARNING, AND MAKING A LIVING...Revelancy in the Classroom
,StUdents of the following teachers will be involved: Kireten, Bost;
Abernathy,. Hensley, Young, Carlton, Addertioldt, Oxford, Moore, Mason,
Hubbard, Smith, Stroup, Mast, Rucker.

Classroom teachers will ttempt to make their curriculum more relevant
by showiig relationships between skills taught in school and those
used in the world-of work. Teachers will utilize resource speakers,
field trips, "hands on activities", and essential career materials
Alen appropriate in theif search for ways to make their curriculum
more relevant to the studeht.

III. CAREER GUIDANCE All students and counselors

Small group activities will be held to explore ways to improve
__interpersonal relationships with others. Ulitization will be made
of community, school faculty, and outside resource: personnel as
well as any appropriaie materials-in helping these students find
values they can'live with. In the follow_ -up studies, graduates
and dropouts in last year's senior class will be contacted and
information recorded concerning their employments post-secondary
education plans, and their suggestions for improving-the high
school curriculum. A placement service will be established to ,

assist students in finding employment after graduation or finding
part-time or summer employment.

IV, INTEREST EXPLORATION' PROGRAM All students and all faculty

The student body will'be given an opportunity to attend monthly
assembly programs which will create an appreciation of and interest
in the cultural arts. Guest speakers, groups, etc., will be
scheduled for this purpose-.

1 4 ?
L



BUDGET PROPOSED

T.' Self-Awareness,

Consultants for 11 days $75.00 per day for a
total ,$825.00
To work with total student body, faculty, aid.
parents.

lotal Self-awareness Program $825.00'

II. Living, Learning, and Making a Living...Revelan4 in the
Classroom

A. Transportation 14 teachers with five sections each
for arproximately 70, field trips averaging twelve (12)1
Miles each 320 per mile for 840 miles $268.80

B. Classroom materials needed:
;

Examples of needs:

CONSUMER EDUCATION KIT
USING YOUR VOICE
TEENAGE REBELLION: CHAUENGE TO AUTHORITY

' JOB EXPERIENCE KIT , \
HOW TO LAY PRICK (SIIDE SET)
YOUR FUTURE AS (BOOK, SERIES)
DARE TO BE DIFFERENT,
YOUR PERSONALITY: THE YOU OTHERS, KNOW
FOLK SONG BOOKS

Materials for 14 teachers at $150.00 per teacher...$2100.00

Total lievelancy in the Classroom Program $2368:80

III., Career Guidance:
3

A. Materials for senior follow-up :

Postage $ 25.00
Mailable cards I00.00
Cassette tape recoraer.50.00, (To tape interviews with

former students when they approve and the
conversation will help those still in school.

Total $175.00

IV. Interest Exploration Program

A. 10 assembly programs $50.00 per program for consultant
help for a total of 5500.00

0

Total cost of program $3868.80

Materials $2222.00

Equipment $50.00
Transportation $268080

143
Services $13(25.00,



ate;

Ob:tectives Completion Time

I. August 24, 1973 .June 5, 1974

August 241 1973 June 5, 1974
III. August 24, 1973 June 5, 1974

o

IV. August 241 1973 June 511974

Evaluation:

Internally: Principal and teachers will review objectives
monthly and with the help of supervisory personnel,
evaluate progress.

Externally: Third Party evaluation

Local Matching Input:

Record players 5
Film projectors..16mm 6
Film projectors...silent....5
Overhead projectors 5
Rooks-(Career-orientation), 200
Filmstrips (silent) 50

" ." (sound)' 25
Transparencies 20

Plans for Continuation:

An effort will be made to obtain funds fob field trip
transportation and the continuation of the interest exploration
prop7am activities. The guidance program will work to increase
their follow-up and'iplacement services. Classroom activities
can continue at the same levels of involvement and work.to
urigrade their relevancy to the student's, awareness of his world.
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CALDWELL'CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM

PROPOSED CAREER EDUCATIA IMPLEMENTATION CONTRACT

1

The agreement is entered into between Caldwell Career Education Program, ho.einafter'

referred to as the Career Program and Hudson High School

hereinaftsr.eferred to as the school, for the purpose of proiiding professio a] and

related services for the period of August 214.--June 5

I. Th,Career Program Agrees:

A. To make payment to the administrative unit, upon receipt o itepited

accounting.activities and/or materials in the amount of 3300.00

for the period of August 24 1973----June 5, 974

II. The school agrees:

A., To provide career education iervices to theirs, dents in the following 'area

Career Awareness in Mathematics
A: 4rvailFt-inls, Arl,Iirnant, transpbrtat on) $ 4535.85

. 1973-74.

C. $

D.

'E. ;$

F.

III. Source of Funds; Budget, Caldwell Career Education Fund

Materials $ 3000.00 , Transportation $ 300.00

Equipment S .0 /Services $

TOTAL $ 3300.00

rincipal . (Date)

visory oard Chairman

(Si r:atendent

1 -t; 0

(Career Education Director)



njetItives in Career Education For
Hudson School.

1973-1974

1. To prepare,students -mthematically for an7 career, occupation,,
or further education they mi-4ht choose.

1.1. Students will show an increase in their awareness .of the
world of work.

1.2 Students will demonstrate knowledge of the world of work
throu7,h verbal and written communications.

1.3 Students will be able ic apply knowledge and skills acquired
in the classroom to living and making a living. A

1.4 Students will deMonstrate a knowledge of the interdependence
of living, learning, and working.

1.5 Students will demonstrate the ability to develop alternate
solutions to problems.

1.6 Math teachers will show an increase in their knowledge of
the career education concept.

1.7'Math teachers will demonstrate increased application of the
career education concept in the instructional program.



!:ethcfts"

(involvement: Ten teaches, eight full-time and two part-time, and
Ama7proximately 1225 students" at Hudson High School will be affedted by
lOPtis project.)

T. Career Awareness in Mathematics

To increase knowledge of math applications in career opportunities:
Math personnel will take students to various work situations where
ca-eer applications of mathematics are required. Resource people will
be used in ,the classroom for career emphasis. Career-related.materiais
for specific courses will be obtained and placed at the disposal of
teachers and students in those courses. A career mobile unit containing
teachingllearning kits, slides, tapes, filmstrips, recordings, books,
pamphlets, etc., will be developed for use in all math classes on a
rotating schedule as needed. These needs will be defined by those
career emphases being written into each math course curriculum, on a
specific time and content basis. Materials from'the portable resource
unit will be available for any teacher or student's use on an independent

"3S13 long as it-is not, nail a ul ul apaL Lr1e ns planned
group activity.

To increase ability to recognize math skills and career relationships:,
Teachers will compile; study, and usecareer-oriented materials in all
math courses. As background knowledge of materials and students
,increases, teachers will utilize guidance materials, mathematics re-
_sourties, resource people, and field trips along with independent study
to ap7.,roach students' needs and interests on an individual basis.

TT. Career Awareness

o increase awareness to the world of work: As students are involved
in class activities, field trips, and dialogue with resource persons
4n an effort to stress application of mat" skills, they (students)
will have .increased opportunity to see jdo-schOol-seIf relationships
and to meet those attitudesnd concepts conducive to living, learning,
and making a living.

To inPreas6 knowledge of career opportunities: Each student and each
teacher will have an opportunity to increase his over-all knowledge of
careers and their oppo-tunities, Although &the emphasis will be math-
cantered, no effort will be made to limit th3 scope of the experience
to that one field. nether, the math department feels an increased
opportunity and .responsibility to assume a leadewship role in the
promotion of career education. ::aterials and experiences.prescribed for
-.ath students in at classes will have effects crossing departmental
i=nes. This will "le encoura:;ad. The mobilo career mate-ials unit to
be itIvelooed ill-be useful to several departments as it-will be a
library o materials with man: school course relations. Materials to

;nelude,1 will be of a semi-permanent type, that is, useful for
se7e-al years. This the project extends far beyond the year of funding.
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..... won A 1e, N AN, I "P.,.
1 ;Your Career in Filmmaking

----(Tardon)

!Julian Mes
Publis

.44. -.A

1Julian Nes

!Julian Mess
Publi

Igatts Publi

andom Hous

ook

ook
.4,..

ON. No, Mt

andom Hous

Me. N.: MK S. (...

ulian Mess
Publish

01 N 5 5 ' I
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(Head)
book Julian Hestmor

g POlishing Co.0. *a. ///' 1. . .0 Art Nab AN.....1...

idvertising
(Johnson)

book
_

!Julian Mossner-
, Co.

t 4

3.64 .1 3.64

3.64'L 3.64

3.6) 64

v...

02.1ing book Julian Messner
I

. ,

(Liston) , ' Publishini Co. ;o,....,.._,..... ---*. , NV. 11......b.* ......*.0**EA i
P............
eer .

.book Walch Publishing Co. 1 4.50 4.50
..,-.I....... * , _............L. ... . .......... .

n'es Operations book %Aialeh PUblishing 1 .50 4.50
-- -

ors to thO Library bobk Julian Messner
! 4.50 i 4.50bakeljt

Publishing Co. ;

**a* lo a***
ng book JUlian Messner 4.29 4.29Seasight)

Publishing Co.
......., .,.................____-_,.....................-... N..............A.*...................../................ .... ...................... A. ... . _

tbook .
. alch Publishiog Oo. 4.50 4.50

I

(Ward) .

---- . _- , , ............-............,...,.......t

oration Program set of 10 caissett6 & kRA 100.00 10Q.00
,

4
filmstrips I Cat. #5-3050a... - II. .... a ... ......... .. . 5 . ,.. a wa a *a ...................................... A./ .4. 0., .... . .. ...... AS .

A .... r.. a .......,,,.....A. ...,. . I.. .........,.....- .s.

I
1 to Obtain Work sot of transparfincies ySRA ,

50,00 50.00
(Cat. #5-75)".., 0.1. I.. ................. .....0....................1..2...... . a. 0* a ..N....* *PS ....../....***1.. ...........a.....41..........1a.... *...****....o ........ ..:....... ............* ..... .............0it.

filmstrip lAlesco
,

8.50 8.50

..._. I
.

......... i............../...A*11AA 0.......... s...........
Filmstrips Filmstrips RA 27.00 27.00

(set #5-2960)

at.

In the Job

imo

filmstrips /2 cassette uidance Associates

Ir11........./.0w1r1.roori...
2 filmutrips/2 cassettes Guidance Assoc.

^1.r.. IV It ..,11..

..... Oa O. ' 1 .1

39.00 39.00-

39 39.00W
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(Howl)

.

Julian Moth,

. Publist

1. Washion As A Career .
. book

. .....a A 6 ....r aaansmaa,,,,....,,,,,,aa SO,,,,....,,-,,,;1,,,,,,,,,,,,,Sso , ( ...,a I.,* 4,,a,* 41., Ma..., at
i 4

i
1 !Your caredr in'Advertisinfr,

. book !Julian Mos
(Johnson)

,
, .

Publi
. 1 Your Career in Sellingi-------

'1 , (Liston)
....., ...... ..

'1 . 1:writin,, As A Career book

book'

1 -Careers in.Air

ChalUnP:ing Ca
World

Julian Mps
Publi

Walch_Publ

IlEaR_Opesationt book
EaTian- )

roors:in tht, Library-- boek
(baY5-61

.

1 Your. Career in Nursing book
(T576gsight)

Careers lry Music

(Ward) -

Xeys: Career Exploration PrograM

book

5 1 5...

set of .10 cassetts & ORA
filmstrips I Cat.

\t4alch Publ

Julian Mes
PublIsi

,julian Mess
Publish

Welch Publi
Il

;Knowledge Needed to Obtain Work set of transparencies SRA
(Cat,. .6 AY.. VI Aare,. aacsa, 41,

Ilmstrip 'asso°

ilmstrips RA.

Wages and Hours

1Set of Guidance Filmstrips

.........
1 Jobs and Gender :2 filmstrips/2 eassetts

.5. ...U.. 5.5,5 ..., ...row... 110.5511 .1.*14555655÷./.0 awf, 514:1 Your First Weak on the Job 2 filmstrips /2 oassetteis Guidance

1 .554401,15 ji rV I 45 115r am a. ;1. Isn:

(set

'uidanc& A

I Is 51
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10 . i. De:Jcvlption
t )1,t(,:;1.

j ,
AAA.' '1%:,:a OA I . '.4.ot, 11.4

1

to Begin 2 filmstrips/2 cassotts Guidance AsseciaLos! 39.00, 39.00
..... . . r. .... I

rainees L. filmstrips/2 cassotte0 Guidance Associa6es, 1 39,00 , 39.00
,

I
)um. ...or., ,.... ft...a ............* 4.......,. .. a..., 14 . or,.. ...wag ,.. . .. ' .^ ...Go , ' ` ." . .

d Your Life 4 filmstrips/2
cassette1

Guidance Associates? 39.00 39.00f
. ..

!

1 filmstrip/1 cassette Guidance Associates I 20.00 20.00
I . " . ,, a.

4 filmstrips/2 cassettep Guidance Associates 39.00 39.00

mepiace 2 filmstrips/2 casse'ttelp Guidance Associates) ` - 39.00

T
Jobs of the 70's 2 filmstripi72 cassettes Guidance Associates! 39.00 39.0Q

12 filmstrips/2 cassette). Guidance AssociatZs; 39.00 j 39.00

ow Before You 2 filmstrips/2cassettes:Guidance Associates 1 39.00
Work

,,to Nowhere 2,filmstrips/2 cassette Guidance Associates', 39.00' 39.00

1..17 .*,,.../..V ...1
of Students 2' filMStrips/2 cassette Guidance A:..sociatesr 39.00 39.00

ae.* ., ... or' .. .1*
orld Of Work' 2 filmstrips /2 cassette Guidance Associates' 39.00 39.00

1 I Om
er 2 filmstrips/2 cassette Guidance Associates! 39.00 39.00.

" Nr atz..+1

gYour First Job. 2 filmStrips/2 oasSettr Guidance Associates 39.00 39.0o.'

Ir ,...ofte 1.,
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1 1 Job Wherc to' Begin 0 2 filmstrip's /2 cassette Gui-dance
:

.,. . ,.... .. . , . / 0' 0. . . ..../ ,, ..... 4.4 My ,A, 9 #. -., ,. V ,. .. ,

14 filmstrips/2 cassettei; Guidance
-

,

i

Liking Your Job 'and ,d Your Life 4 filmstrips/2 cassette Guidancean

1

1 ! On The Job:. Four Tra1rmes-

1

1 rWhy Werk't All 1 filmstrip/1 cassette Guidance As

1 ;Trouble At Work

.

` A Job That Goes Someplace

1

1 Dropping Out: Road.to Nowhere

1

14 filmstrips/2 cassettep Guidance A

12 filmstrips/2 cassette Guidance A

Prepdrtng for the Jobs of the 7 0 1 s ' 2 filmstrips/2 cassettes Guidance A

12 filmstrips/2 cassetteb Guidance A
f,

,,,...-

Four Who Quit

What, You Should Know l3efore You
Go To_ Work

Jobs For High School Students

04.

2 filmstrips/2cassettes:Guidance As
1,

.2 filmstrips/2 cassette Guidance -A

Preparing for the World of Work

ryl ..
2 filmstrips/2 cassette Guidance A

2filmstrips/2 cassette Guidance A

1 ICnoosing Your Career

)11 &
2 filmstrips/2 cassette Guidance A

1 iGetting.and Keeping Your First Job

_/....41,

.4-4.. 4...,4...

2filMstrips/2 oassetter Guidance A

% LII ;
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!IT You're Nob (oLg To Collego 2 filmstrips/2 oassobte Gufdanoo A
...A....* ...= 0 0 4 I . p ,, * g '

n Overviaw of Technieal Education 2 filmstrips/2 cassette Guidance
,..

1 Your Job Interview 2 filmstrips/2 cassette Guidqnce-A

_ -
........, 1

1

.

;Testing, Testing, Testing 2 filmstrips/2 cassetpq Guidance

1, . I

1

I t

:High School Course Selection .and 2 filmstrips/2 cassette Guidance
Your Career

'Developing Your Study Skills 2 filmstrips/2 cassettes Guidance A

. , . *4. ore I. Y. ,A I a 6.,

:YOur First Year in High School ,2 filmsri572 cassetteiGuidance A
rt

1How to Succeed in High School By 2 filmstrips/2 cassettes Guidance A
Trying .

, .4 , O.,. ....a 1.4 , A . .. , ne. v . y, A 1 . - j
Hurry Up On Homework 12 filmstrips/2 cassette Guidanoe A

!

1 Should You Go To College? 1,filmstrip/1 cassette ;Guidanoe As

,,a
1 Choosing a College :1 filmstrip/1"cassette ;Guidance As

I1 4Differont Ways To Go To College 2 filmstrips/2 cassette Guidanoe A

ft1!...

1

ft. .air . AA oft.t.m....".M., rdr...p.. 14
Getting Into, College If You're An 2 filmstrips/2oassette Guidanoe A

Average Student0... .
I Wish I'd Known That Before I Went

To College
wil,...1.11,0F/Akar

~.... .W.4.. ,~01.~..........*..,...~.., d. n r...." '.........1

I
filMstrips/2 cassette Guidanoe A

r 1,1 t t, Nt 04,14 tatioltopt Air t 4 OA I..
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book r Bennett Books 0 6.60 6.60
A. " 6...

n g book tBennett Books
.

eihanical Dvawings book
. Bennett Books

r th ol °mew.)

motricit book
:-Dus yle)

Bennett Books

ildbock. ,& _Lathrop) book. Bennett Books

book Bennett Books
(Fe iroe & Lindbeck ........ ko... -,

k 5.81i ! 5.82

1.26.1 1.26
.

- - -

Machine Shop book Bennett Books
Johnson) .

A W .0 /00

Machine Shop t. set of transparency Bennett BooksMasters masters1. t Y .. .1, e ,
,

bo.ok . .

(Johnson
---" - ''''- - .

Draftinq, and. , ..book
(Daugherty)

arisen )

Bennett Books

- -

Bennett Books

book Bennett Books

& Builder's book

4.68 i 4.68

4.95 4.95,

6.12 .6.12

4.80 ! 4.80

7.68

6.18

14..5o

7.68

6.18

4.50

Sears, Roebuck 17.17 17.17
Cat. #3G1322

firs, Remodeling,.t
t
epair Manual book

ir-11 ,.............T/, V .6'

book, ./ .0
INIMMIt

l14 sob

Sears, Roebuck 7.74 7.74
-..Cat. #301315

Sears, Roebuck
0E1.4. #301398,1 10.0 10.95
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,,... .............. ,.........-.....*
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i1 1 Tho A,-it of Bricklayi.ng book Bennett 13o4::
4. (.11aY )........._____.......±..... .......,... -4 or . 1*, %rm..* so. . .0.0. ,../.

1 1 Learning to Read Mechanical Drawings book '' Bennett Boat

1 1 Auto Meellnillea
1.11.1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(Tricitri-6 1o

Industrial Arts Eledtricity- book Bennett Boo
--(Lush ETyie)

General ,Indus try
77.7Lin thr op. book Bennett B.1w. - ..

Metalwork book
(Feiree & Linelbeck

, General-Industrial Machine Sho'3 book
(4TOIng on )

',General Industrial Machine Shop t set of transparency
Transparency Masters masters

4.Technical Metals book
(Johnson)

Sheet Metal Pattern, Draftinti, and. . book-Shop froblems- (Daugherty)
; Graphic Arts book

(Carl_sen)

1 Audel s Carpenter's & Builder's
Guide .......

!Manual of Home Repairs, Remodeling,
and 1.faritenance

Bennett

Bennett B

Bennett Boo

Bennett Boo

Bennett BOO

Bennett Boo

book Sears, Roe
Cat. #3G

r 4 booke , wren.

1 1973 Motor' s Auto Repair Manual book
rant, 'r .7111111r". -/....... ~No

V SO, tI../ *I* t

Sears, Roeb
Cat. #3G

Sears, Roeb
Cat. #3a
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11. a ....-

.

I b oolc
. . I

!Nose() 2.80 ' 2,80
:

,

1L11 Who Care

tions book SVE . 3 28,80 ' 28,80
;

I

Ihook Delmar Books 1,9 I 1,9
.0*. t

Simplified
. a are a

'book Do lmar Books ; 3.3o , 3.30

book .. - Delmar Books , 300 : 3.00

r;ocedures, !book . ..:South -western. ! 1.80 ; 1.80
.

i Publishing Co,
-

rio s ;book
Sch

1o astio Magazines( 18.00
, 18.00

1,

iMcGraw,THill 6.12 6.12book

Interstatenter state Printer s 3.50kers: A Case Book

!tient

11=a.... 04
t Consumers,

agemarrow...0..

a. ar

3.50

book !Coronet Instructional. 7.50 7,50
Materials

book 34.65 34.65
rsragrarm.......0...

book 13. C. Penboy Company 11.5b 11.501
book. 4.1, VOA ..

11 4/.

elmar Books OL. 1 9

4
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I.Ilotty Crock or' s Cookbooks s rook

A nood-tIonse Por All V/ho Care book

;A ri thme tic Combinations
r

book.
i

1

I

i

'....''' INA* * ...e.m.N. - ,

1 _
!Automo

t iv e Trades hook
,

... ..- 4. .. .._ . . .

1 ;Basic Mathmaties Simplified book'.

.1 Car Trades- book

- ....
Clorical..,Payroll`Procedures

.
book1

1 Consumo Credit Series bo%k
. .

P.. a. 0.0 no /a

1 Consumer Econelmics book,

1 Consumers and Homemakers: A Case Book
Stuffy A-617-roach

'Consume- Sense book1

1 ;Decimals & Measurements

...

bookI- ...-__,

1 iDecision Making for Consumers book
--...., ...... -- - -----.

1 :Electrical Trades book

Do:J(1111.31:1On VoitC

1.1.4.,-44444 444,-

'Sears, 1( oel
I Cat. #3(1

0.4 .2*, Imm or
Masco

.1110

SVE

ad.....e.dw/
Delmar Boo

....,._.......... ...... ........,.,..... a

Delmar Boo

Delmar 13oo

. "South-west

.

i Publish
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SVE

J. C. Penn
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book Interstate Priutors 1.00 .f 3.00
Press

ti on Manual ook
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dit Help Us Ifilmstrip
(Kane)

cnight & McKnight L..66 4.66

Ginn & Company 3.36 3.36'
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8.00

1 8.00
.... ...... ................4......... ......... . ........... .......M.MI 1......... ele... ................ ............................... - ....1 , - -d. ...,,,......,.
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)

memo .
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e Kit

filmstrip set
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1 1Math Applications lat
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mess it Iteaching kit 'Betty Stark
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Postors

II

Association 3.00 18.00
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12 month subscription iEconomic Press, Inc. i 40.47 i 40.47
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i

ronics Dictionary book Goodheart-Willcox ; 2.82 2.82

irin book iGoodheart-Willcox 2.70 2.70

ar !book koodheart-Willcox 4.80 440.
^J.....,*........ A

4
book 1GOodheart -Willcox 4.08 4.08

book 1Goodheart-Willcox
....

in

r
tals book

1

1Goodheart-Willcox 6.72 6.72
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.... ....Ara Y.... ........a .

1.98 1,98

book Goodheart-Willcox 5.97 5.97

book

A . .114.0
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damentals

Now a

book
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slides I J. Weston Mach 15.00 15.00*Mathomatics in

(Nowton)

acted math-posters- posters j; WOuton Welch 1 3.50 i 3.50

1
1

, Weston Welch 3.50 3.50
1

I

g a job set of posters

careers set of poutors

arial careers sot of posters

,

aareers set of posters

t,

ers in occupations .set of posters

atical machines aet of posters

P.M

J. Weston Welch

ti

..
J. Weston Welch

II-, II...

J. Weston Welch

.... x
J. Weston Welch

J. Weston Welch

3.50
1

I 3 50 .1 3.50
)-

3.50

'3.50 3.50
*-1

3.50

tivo Education book J. Weston Welch I 3.50

story of
thematica
011.,

sional occupations

d and somi-skillod
pations0. ,.410 Iwo 41, l I le . 11 I a . .1.

., 3.50

set of posters J. Weston Welch I 3.50 t 3.50
*MO

set of posters J. Weston Welch 3.50 3.50

set of posters J. Weston Welch ! 3.50 3.50
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book 1Goodheart41

slides 1j, Weston W

col'ection or soloctad math posters posters J. Weubon W

sot of pouters J. Weston W

...as... s.a.e.s. ..... *wow.

posters on typing careers set of poutors J. Weston W, - ....a

posters on secretarial careers set of posters J. Weston W

I, Yr& - u . i
postors on stenographic aareers -set of posters es. Weston W

Se N....S. h., ...A. es re
o

1 posters on computers in occupations set of posters ! J. Weston W

posters on mathematical machines set of posters j J. Weston W

- NI . don..

Math For Distributive Education book 1 J. Weston W
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1 ! Posters on the history of set of posters
4
J. Weston W
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1 posters on professional occupations set of posters J. .Weston W
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3.50 ! 3.50
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.

1
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: 3.50

I.
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shopping.

, ..
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building, and -set of posters IJ. Weston Welch 3.50 3.59ing a home

oration set of posters J. Weston Welch 3.50 3.50
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in everyday lifbel,pet of posters J. Weston Welch 3.50 3,50

r.

in occupations set of posters. * =7"
in occupations set of posters

ature
110.11

MOW.. .
sot of posters

1

J. Weston Welch

J. Weston Welch

3.50 3.50

3.50
MAI 44.1
J. Weston Welch
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3.50 3.50
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ma-tics in life
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. [Education Services .
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--I
296.50 1296.50
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; - -.......*

(-
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3% 11: C. sales tax
- a . .A..1, ..

Total Materials with tax

I

47.40 47.40
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$ 763.31
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/
.(Exnenditures conit.)

/
,.,a ;rent:

41/
1 ;P501 Vi,ctor cash resister @ 8564.20 (tax included) obtainablefrom Carolina Office Ecilipment via state purchase & contract.

Justification:
This piece of equipment is greatly needed to provide If

hands-on".experierin four cons.lmer math courses and in two vocational math courses.furthermore, a large pe--Tentage of students are at some time employedin a job experience reauiring use of a cash register. Having theequipment will provide an additional opportunity to present mathematicsin a useful, jbb-related experience, thus"enhancing the individualfsabilities to cope with the problems of .earning to live,, learning tolearn and learning to .:Hake a living."

Transportation:

Transportation for each of 43 math sections to average two field tripsaveraging 12 ranee@ .32 per mile. (Total: 86 trips e 12 miles. 1032miles @ .32 = $330.24.

mine of Project:

Objective

I

Evaluation:,

Beginning Date

August 24, 1973

Completion Date

June 5, 1974

(Internally) With the assistance of supervisory personnel, the schoola'aninistration and math dopartment staff will conduct monthly.progress-2.views and evaluate total status of project.

(maxte-nnlly) The-e :Jill be a 'third party-evaluation,

186
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7oc," Y.:tc!rlin7 input:

.1.:ho.1 will provide storase facilities for the materials and equipment!.
bein; sou=; ,ht. The mobile structure to contain the career materials unit

'

wil provided also.

The nst1-_ le-yl-t-lent, as a vital part of the total instructional scheme,.
will receive its proportionate share of administrative time, guidance
de2artment efforts, library resources, audio-visuals, and instructional

4'07 Cont4.nuation:

A sincere effo-t is beins made to secure materials of a lasting nature.
naterials obtained snould be useable for several years, being

-e7laced as they 'lecome outdated rather ;than consumed on a one-use basis.

Definite career education activities are being structured into each
mat's course curriculum. Teachers are becoming more career-education
m4nded and will continue to be so influenced in their instruction.

18.1



CALIMIlL CAREER EITCATION PROCRA/4

PROPO:)ED i.'d EDUCATION IMPLEMENTATION CONTRACT

The aoreement is entered into between Caldwell Career Education Proerwh. hereinafter

referred to as the Career Program and Kings Creek Elementary School

hereinafter referred to as the school. for thy purpose of providing professional and

related services for the period of Sept. May
. 1973;-74.

1. The Career Program agrees:

A. To make-payment to the administrative unit. upon receipt _of itemized

accounting activities and/or aterials in the amount of $ 3013.00 c.k

for the periodof pine j9) months

II. The school agrees:

A. To provide career education services to their students in the following areas:

A. Career Awareness
$ 4275.00

B. Student SelfConcept

E.

330.00

$

F.,

III. source of ?unds:
Budget, Caldwell Career education Fund

Materials S 2024.00 , Transportation $ 3S6.00

Equipment 5 330.00 , Services $ 273.00

TOTAL a 3013.00

IV. Attest:

41111r
Advisory Board Chairman)

(Career Education Director)

frair
1111011LierPr

(Superiliannra

1 8
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I. To provide career-related materia
f.

1.1 The protect will provide and disseminate a variety of materials
for use in classrooms, libraries and guidance offices.

12 Teae,er-made raterials will be developed.

II. To provide assistance in the, utilization and integration of
career - related materials

2.1 The librarian and/or technician will collect materials
suitable to the maturity level of the students of each
teacher who requ'est materials for use in a specific unit
of study.

2.2 Teachers will proVide for student use appropriate industry..
produced resource materials.

2.3 The staff will assist classroom teachers in the development of
teacher -made materials upon request.

III. To provide students and teachers first-hand work exposure outside
the classroom;

3.1 Each student will participate in at least three career-oriented
field' trips per year.

3.2 Teachers will visit t:70 local industries per year.

IV. To infuse career education into the curriculum

4.1 Teachers will engase in monthly meetings for reviewing and
sharing of ideas.

4.2 Groups of teachers will meet to correlate curricular activates
at least monthly.

4.3 The staff will provide assistance to teachers as requested
in C,eveloping methods of infusins the career concept into
the curriculum.

1 8

fl
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V. 23 utilize c=unitv resources in providing information and experiences
concerning careers

5.1 Teachers will visit two local industries per year.

5.2 Each teacher will schedule at least three resource persons
per year.

5.3 Staff and school will identify a group of comnunity resource
persons.

VI. To provide students with opportunities to evaluate individual or
group behavior.

3.1 Teachers will provide opportunitites for students to evaluate
individual or group behavior patterns.

VII. To provide opportunities which create an appreciation of and
interest in the cultural-arts and crafts.

7.1 Each student will be exposed daily to at least, one of the
many art fors.

7.2 Teachers will provide daily opportunities for. students to
observe the beauty of their world.



C3JECTIVES

PawucT GAL3 OBJECTIVES
%se

T. To increase awareness of Che world of wrok

1.1 . Students will show an increase in their awareness of the
uorld'of work.

1.2 Students will demonstrate knowledge of the world of work
through verbal and written communications.

1;3 Students will c:emonstrate awareness of the value and dignity
of work;

TT. To increase knowledge of career opportunities

'2.1 Students will show an increase in knowledge of career areas
(grades 4-8)

2.2 Students will show an increase in their awareness of the
world of work. (grades K-3)

III. To indrease ability to recognize educational and career relationships

3.1 The student will demonstrate a knowledge of the interdependence
of living, learning, nnd working.

17. To increase postiva interaction between Ule school and tecocrunity

4.1 Positive interaction between the school and community will
increase.

V. To enhance, each individua//s self-concept

5,1 Students will demonstrate positive attitudes towards themselves
and others.

5.2 The positive nature cof: teachers/ response to' student achievement
uial increase.

5.3 The teacher will demonstrate aft increasedpknowledge of the
uniqueness o2 each child.

5,4 An increased number o. students-will be engaged in activities
,vnich reflect individual needs..

1 96



T.) increase 1.::::.eaerst ::nowled-;e and ap2licaUon of the .career

education conce,)t
O

9.1° Teachers will show an increase in their knowledge of the
C ',-- ^ ,,Y education concept.

9.2 Teachers will demonstrate increased application of the
career education concept in the instructional program.

cp

,

4.,

.

1 8 :i
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'77=): -11 students :nd teachers till be involved. .

I. CC1:C2: Awnronesv

To increase awareness 02 'the world of work: Teachers will attempt

to make their curriculum more relevant by showing relationships

between skills tausht in school and those used in the world of work..
Teachers will attempt to include-in the Curriculum the many types

o2 -;ork and the disnity and necessity of each. They will utilize

a variety of materials, resource speakers, and field trips, where

appropriate, in stressing the concept of living, leartIling, and

making a living.

To increase knowledge or career opportunities: Teachers and

liedia-Center Director will provide a variety of materials suitable
to individual needs and.ability levels to enable each student to

become more aware of different types of careers.

To increase ability to recognize educational and- career relationships:
Each teacher will learn core about career and educational relationships
by meeting monthly to review and share ideas, by visiting at least
two local industries themselves, by snall group meetings to better
correlate activities and by utilizing the help available through the

Caredr:Eddcation:7Staff. Teachers will carry-over this increased
knowledge to the classrooms and, using hands-on activities, field
trips, resource persons, sroup discussions, and a variety of materials,
help tha students to a.,aply knowledge and skills learned in the
classroom to living, learning, and raking a living.

School-Community Interaction

To increase positive interaction between the school and comrunity:
Teachers will so into the community visiting at least tuo local
industries and schedule at least three career-oriented field trips

for tke students. Teachers will bring the community into the clessrooms
by identifyins a stoup of community resource persons, and invite
at least three resource speakers to visit the classroom during the

year.

Stedent 3e12-Concept

20 enhance,each 4ndividualls self-concept: Teachers will demonstrate
inereased knowledse c2 the uniqueness of each child, and show an

increasiisly positive attitude and response to student achievenent.

..ore students will be ensesed in activities that reflect their

indi.eidel needs. Their responses to' ich other will be more positive

is storm:. Teachers will meet ronthly to en.chanse ideas for helpins

stw:ent. T'aeY will provtde the stddents 'eh:a:selves"-

%f.ta oa7ortunities to cv:lueta individual and Troup behavior petterns.

atua....nt 1.eve e!:posure to.at least one of arts and an

e:7ortun:ty to 033en:Ve tke beeuty of their-world.
0

1St)



2'ans

1, 173

Completion Tlme

September 1, 1973 June 5, 1974
Septemlier 1, 1973 fune 5, 1974

IZI September 1, 1973 June 5, 1974
Ti September 1, 1973 June 5, 19,4
7 September 1, 1973 June 5, 1974
VI SepteMber 1, 1973' June 5, 1974

Internally: Principal and teachers will review objectives monthly
and with the help of supervisory personnel, evaluate
prosress.

LN.t.rnally: Third Party evaluation.

Local ?Latching :Enput: 17unds and time for teachers to visit local industries,
equipment, materials and facilities of the school
will be ride available at the local level.

or Continuation:

ofIo-rt will be made to ohtain enoush local school funds to

=0Vi ,'1:13. trip transportation though the number of trips may have
to be reduced. ::aterials will be provided by the local school funds to
t cr:tent posnilAe. :he interest and commitment of the administration,

ana community can continue at the sane levels of Lnyolvement.

191



Career .%wareness:,

Tr4nsportation: 13 teachers with 3 field trips each for
appz=imately 30 field trips averaging 25 mi. and 9 field
trips aver-sing 52 rd-each .232c per mile/for 1213 mi.. $306.00

:gooks $5,=3.0
Canes $255.00
Individualized Learning Le.-.:s $5)0.00
Consumable materials $750.00
:ascellaneous . $250.00

aterials for Career Awareness Program $2275.00

II. School-Community interaction:

Field-trip cost has been included under Career :Iwareness program
Field trip cost for the teachers will be furnished by the school
system, school, andAor teachers.

III. Student Self-Concept:

There is a need 2or an additional Listening Center in the 2rimary
grades to provide =such needed individual help in language arts

The upper elementary .and Jr. High grades need equipment to use in
practical application of classroom skills.

Equipment: Listening Center

(aNamples) and tools as hammer, pliers, wrenches, etc.
2aint brushes
l'ortable Deft :under
lortable electric sprayer
and oth2r micellaneous items as needed

7.quipment for Stu:enCSelf-Concept. $330.00

Total $29)1.03
ir
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CALF ELL CAREER EDUCATION PROCRAA

PROPOsED oak:Fy EDUCATION IMPLO4ENTATION CONTRACT

O

The agreement is entered into between Caldwell Career Education Program, hereinafter

referred to as the Career Program and Lenoir High School

hereinafter referred to 'as the school, for thy purpose of providing professions] and

related services for the period of Aug. 27 - June 6

I. The Career ProtraeLsgrees:

A. To make payment,to the administrative unit, upon receipt of itemised

accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $ 3000_go

for the period of, August 27, 1973 - June 6, 1974

II. The school agrees:

A. To 'provide career education services to their students im the following trees;

A. Materials and transportation 4 .2,521.79

4F.
r

B. Mini-mester program 400.00

1973-74.

C.

E.

Faculty awareness through visitation 'and

v s g consu an s
Articulation of activities, opportunities

$ 600.00

100.00
for students beyond high school,ftHang In There Week",
Soecial Ecuipment $ 1,620.00

F.
$

III. source of Funds:

Materials $_ 2000.00

Equipment 0

' Budget, Caldwell Career education iund.

Transportation $ 400.00

, Service: $ 600.00 (and Special Programs)

TOTAL $ .3000.00

Ct

e

(Career Education Director



STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

It is our belief at Lenoir High School that career education

which emcompasses the total education concept will help provide

for each student an opportunity to achieve and maintain increased

knowledge concerning his past, present, and future.

It is assumed that through the various educational disciplines

the student will become cognizant of many technological changes

that will affect his living, learning, and earning patterns.

We believe that the student will become increasingly aware

of how the proper utilization of his resources and talents will

assist him in developing the competencies necessary for a satis-

fying self - concept.
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GOALS AND D-OBJECTIVES

Learning to Live: Education Places Emphasis Upon People

1. The student will ac9tire a knowledge of his interests, abilities,
and aptitudes and his relationship with other individuals.

1.1 Career education will provide opportunities for self-exploration
as well as opportunities for growth through relationships with
one's 'peers and members of subgroups.

2. The student will/experience satisfaction with himself as a person.,

2.1 Career education will provide information and experiences iden-
tifying possible uses of leisure time. It will help provide
opportunities ,to help the person learn more about himself as a.
worthwhile person.

3. The student 1411 demonstrate the ability to clarify his values.

3.1 Career education will provide the opportunities to identify these
values and ,provide the support for the student's expression of
his values!

4. The stud 't will be able to identify alterilative ways of accom-
plishing ersonal goals.

4.1 Career education will provide-means of determining these goals and
opportunities to explore various means of achieving these goals.

5. The student will understand and appreciate people with varying
values and lifestyles and their contributions to society.

5.1 Career education,will provide experiences and opportunities to
observe and interact with members of other subgroups of society.
Stress will be placed on self and group worth.

METHODS: For Learning to Ilive

1. This objective will be met through the use-of interest inventories,
simulation games, personal-social booklets and films, and group
activities.

2. This objective will be met through the use of personal-social
booklets and films;

3. This objective'willbe met through
serving as resource persons.

4. This objective will be met through
and guidance counselors serving as

5. This objective will be met through the use of-booklets, auto-
biographies, the library, resource people, and field trips.

the use of guidance counselors

the use of booklets and films
resource persons.

-3-



Learning to Learn: Education Provides for Idfcreased

6. The student will acquire knowledge and methods of itranslating such
knowledge into successful activities./

6.1 The student will collect information relating to/several of his
personal goals.

6.2 He will study the requirements necjessary for a hieving success in
goals.

6.3 He will translate his ideas into meanifigful

7. The student will learn to unde stand and ad pt to the impact of
success and failure, economicsj, and the so ial influences in his
environment.

Learning Options

7.1 He will be provided with the opportunity o analyze the effects of
success and failure, economics, and the social influences in his
environment.

7.2 He will be able to identif' his social economic level in relation
to his skills and ability/to provide is level.

8. The student will develop the ability /to make decisions so as to break
the process into sequential steps.

8.1 Decision making ability will enable' him to realize that because of
the rapidly changing technology, learning must be a continuous process.

MET ,OD3: For Learning to Learn

6. In the various school.disciplines,each teacher will introduce many
occupations which are related to that field of study. Through the
use of resource people, filmstrips, and field trips, the students
will acquire additional knowledge.

The mini-nester/dal expose the students to a variety of occupations in
which they will/have an opportunity to participate or observe.

7. Through special reading assignments, films, and filmstrips, the student
will have an dpportunity to evaluate the impact of success and failure
in various situations.

The students will write short paragraphs about personal experiences in
both success and failure. With the use of open-minded statements or
the use of/application principles in class activities, the students
will be aided in comprehending the experiences in his environment.

8. Through piarticipating in class activity, group work, and extra-curric-
ular activities the students will be afforded many opportunities to
make decisions.

-4-
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Ler.rninr.; to :.cur': Education Emphasizes Pursuit of
Personally Satisfying Occupations

9. To introduce students to the world of work and to provide activitiesfor self improvement, and educational and employment placement.

9.1 The students will show an increased interest and awareness in theworld of work as reflected in everyday conversations as well aswritten or oral communications.

9.2 The School will strive to achieve a 100% placement and follow-up
of students either in additional education or work.

METHODS: For Learning to Earn

9. The career counselor will meet individually and in small groups withthe students to explore career areas. The teachers will incorporatecareer orientation into the curriculum by assisting the students indetermining the relationship that exists between the area of studyand the actual occupational
opportunities for that field. In addi-tion, field trips and cemmunity resource speakers will ,be utilizedto further advance the student's knowledge of a chosen occupation.

A placement service has been established by the school to assiststudents in selecting and enrolling in post-secondary education andin securing full or part-time employment.

1

3 o



SPECIAL PROGRAMS/SPONSORED BY CAREER EDUCATION

I. Irni-mest r

;Mini-mester'which is held at the mid-point of the school year
is a dynamic program designed to acquaint the students with as many
occupational roles as possible. Approximately forty or more occupations
are demonstrated by experts of the various fields in the world of work.

The students actively participate in or observe at least two areas
of major interest to theMin threerhour blocks for three days. Local
resource people, as wel /l as resource' people from various parts of the
state, are brought in o partizipate'in, the program. Teachers and stu-
dents from Lenoir Hig School are also used as 'resource people for mini-
nester.

This program oFfers a tremendous opportunity for the students to
focus on many occupations of their interest. Talking with experts of the
various fields end/ being able .to become involved with the program affords
the students a Chance to positively identify with the qualifications needed
for these Occupations.

In the proCess of identifying, students become cognizant of their own
values and goal(s and are able to evaluate themselves accordingly. Being
able to get first-hand knowledge of so many careers within the framework
of the school enhances the total school program. It is felt by the par-
ticipating teachers and the committee, that this program is germanein,
aiding the students toward developing a positive self-concept about the
world of work.

The amount of money required to sponsor mini-mester is listed in ex-, /
penditures.

The objectives end details for the program this year will be worked/
out by the mini-mester committee. The mini-mester was executed last.,yearwith much success: it is because of this favorable evaluation that the
program is being planned again.

The committee feels that this program should be given priority.

II. "Hang In There Week"

"Stop the school, I want to get off:" This message crying out froma few of our students both disturbs us and stimulates us. "Hang In
There Week" is designed to keep each student from becoming a potential
dropout. Here, at Lenoir High School, we are stimulated by the previous
quote to the degree that we not only work on it daily but set aside three
days with staying in school being the main target.

This program coordinated by the guidance counselor elicits the at-
tention of each student.. Through special programs, films, resource
people, and posters the student is able to comprehend the reasons for hisstaying in school.

-6-
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Students re helped to realize the power as well as the attractive-
ness of the e cational environment; it is the place where the total wel-
fare of the s udent is the business of the school.

"Hang There-Week" gives some attention to many of the socio-
economic problems that may be contributing to the student not completing'.
high schoo nor continuing his education. This program enables astudent-
to further evaluate himself, to take a critical look at his value's and
his goals and to realize how these will affect his future earning power.

The procedure for implementing the program is as follows:/

-ell-planned three days program consisting of -

a. Vocational opportunitieS within commuting distance

b. Careers Day - members representing career models

c. College Day panel.,

financial aid
academic requirements
social life
majors

d. Student Contest

1. Poster contest (judged by Art Department)
2. Essay contest (judged by English Department)



.4%

CAREER EDUC4ITION

1973 - 1974

Department or Subject

1. OffiCe_Prectice
Order pro. M55 Machine Office Practice Hiatt
2nd edition, 12 copies Q. 52.96 each

Teacher

South Western Publishing Co.
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227

2. Chemistry
No. SA 121 9H-6 Lab Aid
Food Analysis Kit, 2 $9.95 each

No. ;s84boff Den-Test Kit
3 C08.95 each

No. SA 1213H-8 Human Senses
(Physiolom) Experiment Kit, 2 $19.95

* Nasco

Fort Atkinson, Wis. 53538

3. S. History

Farm, Labor Movements & Immigrants,

1

Social & Economic Changes 1860-1917

* Civil Education Service
1725 K St., N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Our. Government Today What Has It
Grown Into Cat. No. SF 009 (filmstrip)

4.8962 Martin Luther King Jr.-,
(Potter)

RFK & JFK Remembered_

_

* Scholastic Audio-Visual
906 Sylvan Avenue
Engle CLiffs

2 N. J. 07632

4. Media (English)

Film forMovie Camera
6 rolls CI', $3.65 each

processing @S3.00 each

Dula Studio
Lenoir, N. C. 28645

-9-

Griffith

Marsh

Franklin

200

Total

S 35.52

19.90

26.85

39.90

2.25

70.00

6.25

1.00

1.00

21.00
18.00



Deeartment or Subject Teacher Total
0

4, Media (English) Franklin

Films (Rental)
Journalism

$ 13.00
Film Firsts (2 parts)

17.00
Greet Train Robbed

4.00
Vern *lice, Very Nice

6.00
Blinketv, Blank

5.00

.4' Extension Media Center
University of California
Berkley, Calif. 94720

No Reason To Stay
. 6.00

Nanook of the North
10.00

Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge: , 7.00
Story of TV 6

. 3.00
; .

University of North Carolina
Bureau of Audiovisual Education
111 Abernathy Hall t

Chapel Hill, N. ,C.

On The Water Front

Audio Brandon Films
34 Mac Questin Parkway So
Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10550

5. Biology
Welch
0L756H Plants of U.S. Poison To Touch

(set of 8 Replicas)

S8598H,Edible & Poisonous Plants
Replicas

L758H Useful and Interesting Wild Plants
58600H Field Guide to, Edible and Useful

Wild Plants

Nese°, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 53538

6. Health Occupations Motley
02257H Understanding Your Body I

(8 filmstrips)

02265H Understanding Your Bcdy II
(7 filmstrips)

42.000227-OH Infectious Diseases
Causes and Defenses (4 filmstrips)

24.0002248H Drug Abuse (3 filmstrips)
18.0001757H-GP12 Good Posture For Boys and Girls

(2 filmstrips)
10.00'

27.50

15.00

35.00

15.00'

1.50

Nasco

Fort Atkinson, Wis. 53538

-10-
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7. English
Laney

Materials for posters and collages;
poster paper, glue, felt tip markers
pastels, etc. (All 5 English secti ns)

$ 50.00

Lenoir Stationery Store
or

Smith Printing Co.
Lenoir, N. C. 22645

8. -Home Economics.

1 Complete Series of Understanding
Early Childhood (Sound and color
filmstrips - 4 sets with records

1. The Development of Feelings
In Children

. 2. The Child's Relationship With
the Family'

3. The Child's Point of View
4. Preparing the Child for Learning

Parent's Magazine Films, Inc.
52 Vanderbilt AvenUe
New York, N. Y. 10017

Film Strips and Teaching Units
. 1. So you want credit
2. So you want wheels
3. Lets go shopping
4. Typical gyps and frauds

All four filmstrips with records

Resource Kits:
1. Money Management
2. The Market Place (30 copies each of

two student booklkts)

0

Jones

0

$'160.00

156.00

24.50

44.50

Mini Units
1. The Art of Buying,a Car

8.00,2. Used Car-Dealers, See How They
Operate'

10:003. This Energy Crisis, Is It Real_
10.004. Jobs: DAn Updated Look At the Future
8.00'5. How on Earth Do Warking Wives

Manage?
8.006. Here's What's Been Happening to

Living Costs
10.007. Schools Give Better Job Training
10.008. Hard Facts About Easy Credit
8.009. Wh&t (if anything) To Do For Your

Hair
8.0010. Landlords as Tenants: Rules of

the Game Are Changing
8.00



B. Home Economics Jones

Changing Times Education Service
Dept. CMK
1729 H Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20006

No. 400G Young Adult Enrichment
Program

S 29.85
Family Enrichment League

1.00

Family Enrichment Bureau
1615,Ludington
Escomaba, Mich 49829

Food Transparencies

OT1815H-253-933 Fooas I.- setof 12
OT1833 H-253-934 Foods II - set of 17

Nasco
, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 53538

6909 Fashion & Clothing Construction

53.65
80.15

(5 kits) V.T.
33.75

Scholastic Audio Visual Materials
906 Sylvan Avenue

Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632

9. Journalism
1 Camera TLS
1 28 mm Wide Angle Lens Fi 2.8 .

1 200 mm Telephoto lens Fi 3.5
6 Rolls of film G $5.79

Kaufman

Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Lenoir, N. C.

This will aid in the production of the school newspaper,
as well as provide interested students with the oppor-
tunity to, explore photography.

10. Art
0 Carter

F5032 Art For Talented Teen Agers 1971
Complete set

Nasco

Fort Atkinson, Wis. 535 38

246.00
59.50
69.50
35.74

12.00

Draw Your Own Kit
90038-F Complete kit for making slides 11.95

Scholastic Audio Visual Material
906 Sylvan Avenue

Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632

-12-0
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11.

.

a

Library
SSP13 Complete Library of 13

Parrott .

Sodial Studies filmstrips $ 65.00

Scholz tic Audio Visual Material
906 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632

2477 Set of 10 Posters
Maj r Black Writers 7.50

The Sc.olastic Black Literature Series
Schola tic Book Service
904.Sy van Avenue
Engle od Cliffs, N. J. 07632

12. Guidance

Copies o occupational and Personal
Greene

Social oks 200.00

(Director has' address)

13. S ecial P 1. rams

A. Mini mester 0

(s e part one for descriptionof
ram)

400.00

B. "Haag

(

In There Week"

ee ptrt one for description of
100.00

rogram)

14. Special f lms to be used by study hall
teacher.. (Return postage), 10.00

15.- Special S pplies for Classroom Instructions:
Nyton Ti p Markers

N550H-4 0 Black 12 .38 4.56
N552H-4 0 Purple 12 eg .38 4.56
N552H-4 0 Red , 12 .38 4.56

N450H- 2301 Clear Acetate Sheets
401/2" x 101/2" pkg of 50 14.75 0,

Vu- Graith Mounts

N438H- 2451
13.75

Nas o
Fo_ Atkinson, Wis. 53538

16. Special _eacher Proimt (Teacher Awareness
ThrOug Visitation)
Money ceded for teachers to visit other
schoo s that have Career Education programs,
and t attend special workshops or meetings
on Ca eer Education

400.00

-13-
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17. 'Dramalt English
.

S135-1 Playing it cool XROA
10 copies CS1.11

Nobel & Nobel Publishers, Inc.
4). O. Box 9145
Church Street Station
New York, N. Y. 10049

Dimmette

18. Art Carter
1 set Political Cartoonist (18 posters) 3.50
1 set 'Contemporary American Sculpture

(18 posters) 3.50
1 set Careers in Art (18 posters) 3.50
1 book Ad-making - How to create

an advertisement 2.75
1 set Perspective (18 posters) 3.50
1 set 20th Century European Painters

(18 posters 3.50
1 set Medieval Art (18 posters) 3.50
1 set How the ariist uses color 15.00.

19. Career Guidance Counselor
Materials for maintaining and developing

the Career Gllidance program in his
office (included in Al

20. Special Equipmert for improving Career
Education Program (16 mm)
566T Bell & Howell Auto Load Filmosound

page 593 Stone's Southern School Supply
329 W. Hargett Street
Raleigh, N. C. 27602

21. Personnel Services °

A Consultant in Career Education to work
with participating teachers in Career
Education

22. Business Educatiod
T711 Laboratory Materials Cycles
1 and 2 100 copies Et 52.00

Catalog A
Business & Economics Textbook & Supplies
Southwestern Publishing Co.
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227

-14-
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Expenditures

I. Learning To Live
A. Transportation for 15 teachers with a total of 900 students
for approximately 35-40 field trips totaling 1,750 miles CI. 10e
per mile S 175.00

B. Materials to improve classroom instruction and prombte
career awareness in the concepts of learning to live, learn-
ing ,to learn, and learning to earn include some of the follow-
ing:

B.1 Special "resource kits in -

1. Money managethent
2. Den-Test kit
3. Social & economic changes 1860-1917
'4. Biological kits - edible & poisonous plants
5. Understanding Early Childhood Series kit with

filmstrips
6. Mini units in several areas of consumerism
7. Young adult enrichment series

B.2 Copies of occupational handbooks and personal social
books

B.3 Special books for office practice

B.4 Rental for special films in media

B.5 Many useful filmstrips in biology, chemistry, health
occupations, social studies, English, consumer educe-

,

tion, foods, art, etc., have been selected. These film-
strips have been chosen with care to providethe students
with a wealth of knowledge about all occupationdl areas,
as"well as subject areas being taucht.

B.6 Special work books for office.practice to provide the
students with authentic educational experiences in business
occupations.

The above is just a brief-look at what the teachers have
Selected to iMprove their course offerings, thereby enhancing
career education at Lenoir High School.

Materials mentioned above and those ,listed in detail are
to be used by 15 teachers for Career Education. Materials will
cost $2,290.54

II. Learning to Learn and Learning to Earn

Special programs such as "Mini-mester" and "Hang In There
Week" are designed to expose the students to many occupations
and educational opportunities. The programs emphasize the
importance of completing high school, and allow the students
to gain first hand experience in many occupational areas. These
programs also permit the students to talk with experts in various
fields and profit from the success and failure of others as well

-16-



as themselves.

These enrichment programs may cost S 500.00

A description of these programs-has been given in the pro-
posed guide of the Career Education project.

III. Learning to Earn -

This `concept is being further developed and executed by
the guidance counselor with the use of occupational handbooks
and books on personal and social development.

A 100% follow-up program will be instituted by the guidance
personnel of all students whether in the world of work-or con-
tinuing in higher education.

The Career guidance counselor will provide, a job placement
service for all students. A follow-up and evaluation will be made
of each student.

Small group discussion as well as personal consultations
will be a major part of the program.

Funds to properly execute these programs will be
( This is shown in (II )'Career Awareness Program Funds)

rate

75.00

The dates which the proposed objectives are expected to reach:

All objectives one through nine should begin August 27, 1973, and
be completed.Juhe 3, 1974.

The special programs, however, will' have specific dates.
These dates will be set inathe near future. All the objectives:
proposed for the Career Education project at Lenoir High School
will be a continuous learning process throughout the school year.

Evaluation

A. Internal evaluation will be done by the principal, participa-
ting teachers and students: This evaluation will }fie done on a
nine-weeks basis. It is highly recommended that the teacher keep
an informal record of the activities in his or her°department
which promotes career education. This will enable the teacher to
evaluate effectively.

B. An evaluation form will be devoloped by the committee. The
findings of the evaluation'will be presented in written form
as well as discussed by participating teachers and the committee.

-17-
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C. External evaluation - third party evaluation. It is suggested
ti-at the third party actually spend some time in the teaching situa-

tion in order to make a'fair evaluation which will benefit the
teachers, the studenti and the career education program: The par-

ticipating teachers re concerned about the effectiveness of their
efforts to attain the proposed objectives.

Continuation Plan

The principal, the participating teachers/ and the guidance coun-
selorswill exert every possible effort to have a successful career
education program. It is their belief that help may be secured through
local resources which will enable the program to continue after Fed-
eral Funding has been completed.

Many materials received on the present/program will be useful for
several years.. Funds, therefore, would be'needed primarily for per-
sonnel and field trips.

With the manygoressures on the school to meet thelleeds of the
individual student, it is essential that this program be continued.

Participating Teachers

The following is a list of the participating teachers who have
requested these additional funds to further incorporate career educa-
tion into the curriculum.

Teacher Grade Sub ,eCt

1. N. Angley 11-12 Social Studies
2. J. Dimmette 11-12 Drama & Novel
3. S. Franklin 9-12 Spanish,& Media
4, S. Greene. 9-12 Guidance Counselor
5. B. Griffith 9-12 Chemistry & Physics
6. K. Hiatt 11-12 Office Prac. & Business
7. I. Jones '9-12 Home Economics
8. P. Laney 10-12 English

E. Marsh 9-10 U.S. History & Voices.9.

10. J. Motley 9-12 Health Careers
11. G. Pcrrott 9-12 Librarian
12. L. E.'Shade 9-12 Driver Education

;

13, P. Smith 9-12 Business
14. Z. Welch 10 Biology
15. B. Duncan 9-12' Career Counselor

-18-
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TI.. Local matching input and/or inkind iupport

' Long range plans includerl

1. Continuation of a counselor service
2. Continuation of the career education teaching philosophy

B. Plans that are already completed
1. jtiodification of the school plant to provide an office

for the counselor .

2. Modification of the school plant to provide a testing
area adjacent to the counselor's office

3. Includsd the new office into a six-button telephone
complex

4. Carpeted the new counselor-testing area complex.

r.
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The agreement

referred to as the

CALDWELL CAREER EDUCATION PB6CRAM

PROPOSED CAREER EDUCATION IMPLEMENTATION CONTRACT

is entered into between Caldwell Career Education Program, hereinafter

Career Program and LENOIR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

hereinafter referred to as/the school, for the purpose of providing professional and

related services for the period of September 20 June 7 , 1973-74.

The Career Program agrees:

A. To make payment to the administrative unit, upon receipt of itemized

accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $ 2275.00

for the period of Seplgger 20 JTe47
1

II. The School aerees:

A. To provide career education services to their students in the folldwing areas:

t

A. ° Field Trips for Students $ 409.60

B: Instructional Supplies for Home Ec and Crafts-

:91::::C. Instructional Materials in `Science

Instructional Materials in Soc.Sto and Lang. Arts $ 335.90

E. Field Study for Teachers (Release.Time) $ 320.00`

F. Instructional Supplies for Pre .vocational students $ 300.60

III. Source of Funds:

Materials $_15.15,g0

Equipment $ 0

IV. Attest:

(Principal)

Budget, Caldwell Career Education Fund

, Transportation $ 410.00

, Services $ 320.00

TOTAL $ 2275.00

e t. 10 1
(Date

0

,(Advisory Boar airman

210

(Career Education Director)



LENOIR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

cam ELIJCAT1011 PROPOSAL OD TIMM

Introduction

I. Fieldltips,for Studente

II. Instructional Supplies for Home Economics

III. Instructional Materials in Science

IV: Instructional Materials in Social Studies and Lanipage Arts

V. Field Study for TeacherelRelsaia Time)

VI. 'Instructional Supplies for Pro/mocetionti instruction

VII. Dates

VIII. Evaluation



ELLICATIOR PROPOSAL

Introduction

This proposal represents an attempt tuvexPand and reinforce the Career

Itineation program at Lenoir Junior High School: A general career, education

emphasis has already been established at the-School, and the following pro.

posed components should not be viewed as/the/total program. They should only

be:seen as an effort to improve the existing
/

program and as a method of

securing assistance which will enable/us *achieve our general objective

'for the year. Our general objective/has been stated in the Teachers"

Hannal as folloWs:

"The Career.Educition emphasis Will continue this year. Our
primary, objective in this arealwill be to establish peimanent
foundations .so that the emphaSis will continue in the future.

Thia_means_that...all ctuTiculuia_plaering and.instructional unit
development should reflect our interest.inhelping students

toiunderstand the relationships between academics and the world
of work. This emphasia will make school work more relevant to
life outside the school. -It.will else-add variety to the
curriculum and help to increase student interest and motivation."

I. 'Field Trips for Students .

A. tach tudent will benefit from or additional field trip" this year.

The objectives in this area will be the following:

1. TO increase awareness of the world of work -

2. To incresse knowledge of career ooportunities.

B. 'The method will be. to take students into the community to observe,

discuss and increase knowledge of occupations-and-career-possibilities.

Individuals representing various occupations will also be invited to

the school to discuss their jobeyith_students.

Expenditures: 16 trips averaging 80 miles.each@ $.32 per 'mile $409.60

\
II.* Instructional lies for Home Economics and Crafts

A. Objectives in this area will be the following:

1. To increase awareness of the mamupossibilities for the use

of'leisure time.

2. TO increase knowledge of career opportunities.



B. Method and Expenditures

1. Foods - $100 for purchase of grocery items for labs in food classes.
StUdents will study the body's needs and haw to meet these with
nutricious foods on a limited budget. Lab experiences would

include preparation of quick breads, pastries, cakes, salads,
beverages, vegetables, fruits and meats. A lesson in using

meat substitutes and extenders is needed. Young girls need
to learnthe art of entertaining, therefore, they need to
make and serve simple refreshments to some groups. They need
some kind of experience with special meals such as buffets,,fondues,
and cookouts.

2, Sewing - $50.00 to service sewing machines and purchase some items
the students will be working with. The students will learn to
use machines and attachments by sewing simple items for the home
and garments for family members. They will learn to do some
crafts whichlequire sewing. Items of expense would be sewing
machine needles, embroidery hoops, needles, thread,,patterns
for duplicating, sample fabrics to demonstrate techniques, trims,
elastic, hooks, snapS, cording.

R1rniture refinishing - $40,.00 purchase of paint supplies so that
each student may re-do an old rkirnitUre, item frombome by either
sntiauing, staining or varnishing.

4. Crafts 7 $300for purchase of crafts materials. Many creative
experiences can be proVided for each student in home economics
classes if materials4are available. Plaques in copper tooling,

,

decoupfte projects, wall'hangings with different kinds of stitches
and fabrics, ceramics, clear cast molding, woodburning and candle
makirigis Students may learn embroidery stitches, appliqueing,

Swedish weaving, knitting, needlepoint, crewel, crocheting,

latch hooking, etc".

III, Instructional Materials in Science

n. Objectives:

1.. To illustrate the occupations associated with the construction

of map;.



Tb show how maps can be used in every -day living experiences.

3. To illustrate the occupations associated With nature and their

helpfulness to mankind.

4. Tb show examples of life forms of the past and how they have

been collected.

5. Tb illustrate the many different occupations in the science

field.

B. Method and Expenditures

1. Exploring the World of Maps #735
(five sound film strips) $ 67.50

2. Powers of Nature 0731
(five sound film strips) 67.50

Ihe_Universa07r.
(six sound film strips)

4. Small Worlds of Life #725
(seven sound film strips) 94.50

5. - Sea Life-0733-
(five sound film ;tripS)

$378.00

6. Fisher Scientific Company
Catalog 72G

Page 334

VLSI Embedded fossil collection #16390

3 sets 0 $13.50 each 40.50

$418.50,

17. Instructional Materials in Social Studies and Laniguage Arta

A. Objectives:.

1. Tb increase decision- making and problem solving skills

2. Tb enhance each individual's self-concept

B. Method and ExpenditUres

1. Source

Educational Record Sales
157 ChaMbers Street

New York,N.Y 10007

2. Filmstrip: The Ealy years of America Brunswick 4

This series will provide students with insights into the life

styles and vales of time periods in our past history. Hopefully,

they will extend their appreciation forphistory. $39.00

'3. Pia:strip: Patriotism. Brunswick

This series will be valuable in extending love and pride

in one's country. 445.50

2 1,1 /



Filmstrip: treat Russian Novels Brunswick

This series will present novels that have achieved wide acclaim'

as literary classics. They should have great appeal to students

and increase their knowledge in the area of classical novels as

well as increase their appreciation of literature. $30.00

5. Democracy What you Should Know About It and Why.

These filmstrips will help students understand the challenges

and responsibilities given to them in a democracy, They will

also. increase their apprediation and knowledge of our form of

government in relation to other forme of government. $44.00
6. Filmstrips Indian 'Cultures of the Americas

These filmstrips will provide students with meaningful knowledge an
the Indian's contributions to American history and will bring
to life vital chapters in the development of.Indian cultures

in America by erkending a student's knowledge about the history
.

and'culture of tEe:WeirCiiiiIndian. $39.00
7. Filmstrip: A People Uprooted

These filmstrips trace the roots of AfroAmericonsubeginning in
the 16th century/fries-et:0d going to the black role in the Rego,
lutionary War. They will also examine the change in white

attitudes after the American. Revolution. I believe these will

increase a student's understanding of the -black man's cultural

past and problems. With this understanding students, will, hope

fully, be able to relate better to the problems of today's black

wan.
$50.40

Total Cost $256.90

4. Source Language Arta

Washington Press
Educational Distribution Center, Inc.
Saw Mill Road

West Haven, Connecticut 06516

9. 20 copies Uncle Tom's Cabin $23.75
25 copies Invisible Man and War of the Worlds 9.00

25 copies Crime and Punishment 18.75

25 copies of Fathers and Sons 12.50

25 copies Ivanhoe 15.00:

Total Co St $79.00



These books will increase and extend a student's knowledge and

appreciation of some of the great Aierican, English and Russian
classics. They will not only be usettl in literature and history

classes, but will introduce the student to different life styles
and character personalities that will aid himin understanding

o

his own life.

9. Field Studs for TeaphersiR4ease ;Wel
A. Objective

1. To increase teachers' knotledge of the Career Education

concept.

2. To improve teachers' ability to apply the Career Education
concept«:

B. Method

All teachers will be released One day, as part of a community'

study to help them become more aware of comannity resources and
the variety Of occupations represented. SUbstitutes will be

paid to-allow the teachers to be relieved of their duties;

Expenditures

16 teachers -16 days $20.00 per day- $320.00

VI. Instructional Sunoliee for Pre-vocation/3k students

A. 'Objectives "1

1. To increase awareness of the !saw possibilities for the use of
leisure time. Y

,

2. To increase knowledge of career, opportunities

B. Methods and Expendpures

Students in vocational classes will be offered opportunities to

create 'various crafts items and to construct other small furniture
items to broaden the scope of bands Ono creative. activities. This
will able thew to learn skillS which will be useful throughout

life and a pride in creative endeavor°.

$300.00 will be used to purchase materials, such as lumber, hinges,

materials, glue and various small woodworking tools so that.the

scope of the vocational program may be broadened.

5
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VII. Dates 0

All components of this program will be carried out between September

20, 1973 and June 7, 1974.

VIII. Evaluation

A21 components of this program will be evaluated through oral and

written progress reports to the faculty and the principal at monthly

staff meetings. Records will by kept to accomomidate external

evaluation efforts.
0



CALDWELL CAREER EDUCATION PROOt(M

P lOPONED CAREER EDUCATION IMPLEMENTATION CONTRACT

The agreement is entered into between Caldwell Career education Program, hcreimater

referred to as cite Career Program and Lower Creek ntary School

hereinafter referred to as the school, fOr tho purpose of providin* professional and

Orelated services for the period of Oct. 1, 1973 - May 25,1974 1973-74.

I. The Career Program agrees:

'A. To make paphent to the administrative unit, upon receipt of itemized

accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $ 1,625.00

for the period of nine (9) months

II. The school agrees:

A. To provide career education services to their students in the following areas:

A. Materials .

$ 1.000.0c1

B. Transportation
120.00

C. Equipment
250.00

D. Services
255.00

A

E.

III. Source of Funds:

$ el

$

Budget, Caldwell Career 'Education rund

Materials $ 1 000.00 , TranspOrtation $ 120.00

Equipment $ 250.00

IN. Attest:

, Servlees $

TOTAL $

255.0ft

1,625.00

rincipal ate (Superintendent)

k sr.
A vlsory Board Chairman)

(Career Education Director

2 1.8



4.,
71,7=TA.ZY

'cals 3n-1 7,:actives

1 1 9 ,,1 ?

3.3

6. 2.

,7.1, 7.2, 7.3,

CI 1/

loals and .'";sfectives

2.1, 2.2

3.1, 3.3, 3.4

' 1 (7-3 team 1 for other teams)

5.2, 5.4

6.3 (:.-3 team yes) (other teams one)

10.2

-at'rcd or Tec'7.nir:ue

teacher; 2C students will "ce,involved ino implementing career

eiucation in our school. It will be infused into the classroom

-hrouzh the existin; curriculum. 7aterials will be acquired in

ier for students :o ':ebore aware of rant different occup:ations.

:ield trips will utilized so that students will hale

::::rtunities to ::sef7e work ex7eriences in many different areas.

p.=cple :'f ilt Ise called upon to share thei,'

e:'-er-1c,.s etc. it,,[: Audents.

7ea:hers wi'l visit other schools to
Je-ve

, ) -
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Thol:s

Fthstrips

..2AGOC.00

-eachers 3 field trips 3 rox. mi1eae t 32'' per mile

Cervices

$250.. CO

255.00

teachers will need substitutes for 12 visits to other

schcols and businesses

77=luation

:ntetnally - with the help of the central office staff teachers

-oeriodically evaluate the prozram of career ed. in our school.

-xternall- - 'h±rd party evaluation tea'

::al :".atching Support..

Ft--.-,.ulty time and energy, physical facilities, existing materials

eluip7ent will :e utilized to imple:rent the career education

:. services of Cc=unil.y .sencies used,when.deemed



CA1:I)UELL-0-MWER- ENcATION-PROCRAW-

PROPOSED CAREER EDUCATiON 1MPU7'IKATATION CONTRACT

The agreement is entered into between Caldwell Career Education Program hereinafter

referred to as the Career Program and Oak Pill Elf-mentar;% School

hereinafter. referred to as the school, for the purpose of providing professional and

related services for the period of Pctoberd, 1973-"Lay 31,1774973-74.

reer\Program-agrees:

A. To make payment to the administrative unit, upon receipt of itemized

accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $ 2860.00

for the'period of October 1, 1973 to Eav 31, 1974

II. The School agrees:

A. To provide career education services to their students in the following areas:

A. In the claS'sroom 2860.00

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

III. Source of Funds:

$ 7

Budget, Caldwell Career Education

Materials $ 1950.00 , Transportation $ 480.00,

Equipment $ 230.00 , Services $ '200.00

IV. Attest:

TOTAL $ 2860.00

August 30,1973
rincipal) (Date) (Supers ntendent)

(Advisory Board Chairman (Career Education Director

2 21



I.

CL17.3ER EDUC-TION PROPOSAL FCR OAK HILL SCHOOL

Goals and Objectives

Product
)

I. To increase-awareness,of the world fof work

1.2 Students will, demonstrate knowledge\of the world
of work through verbal and written communication

To increase knowledge of career opportunities

2.1 Students will show an increase in knowledge of
the educational requirements of,careers

2.2 Students will show an increase in knowledge of
skills required for different careers.

2.3 Students will show an increase in-knowledge of
career areas.

2:14 Students will show an .increase in their
awareness of the world of work.

VII. To enhance each individual's self-concept

7.3 The teacher will demonstrate an increased know-
ledge of the uniqueness of each child.

7.4 An increased number of students will be engaged,
in activities which reflect individual needs.

IX. To increase teachers' knowledge and application of
the career education concept

9.2 'Teachers will demonstrate increased application
of the career education concept iu the instruct-,

ional program.

B. Process

?
II. r To Provide career-related materials

2.1 ,The project will provide and disseminate a variety
of materials for use in classrooms and libraries.

2.21 Tdacber-made materials will be developed.

2

229



0.

1

To provide assistance in the utilization and 'integration
of career-related materials.

3.1 The librarian Will cellect materials suitable to the
maturity leVel of the students for each teacher who '

recue:ts materials for use in a specific unit of study.

3.3 Teachers will provide for student use of'appropriate
resource materials.

TV. To'provide students and teachers first-hand work exposure
outside the,classroom.

4.1 Each student will participate in at least three career-
.

oriented field trips per year.

V. To infuse career education into the curriculum.

,5.2 Teachets will engage in monthly meetings for
reviewing and sharing of ideas.

'VI. To utilize community resources in providing information
and experiences concerning careers

6.3 Each teacher will schedule at least three resource
persons per year.

To provide experiences which, will cause enhanciment of each
individual's self concept.

10.2 Teachers will demonstrate an increased utilization of
methods and techniques which enhance student self concept:

?

II. , Ifethod or Technique

Since our school is small, we shall involve all students KA ,(260)
and all teachers (10).

B. ;:e shall endeavor to infuse the career education concept into
the existing curriculum. We hope to develop proper attitudes
among all the faculty and make each teacher responsible for
making students'aware of jobnoossbilities that are available
to those that have the necessary competenciis and skills.

223



C. To make subject material more meaningful, each teacher will
make his aCtivitres practical and relevant to the world of work.

D. Each teacher will use at least three resource plmple relative to
the world Of work in his class.

1'11.

Z. Each teacher will plan at least three field trips'relative to the
world of =irk for his class or small groups in his class.

F., Each teacher will encourage students to find -out about careers
.

and jobs im wnich he mays -have an interest.

G. Cur library and school is practically deVoid of career related
materials. We estimate that there are Only some 30-50 items that
are career related out of sore 5000 in the school. One ofour
major thrusts will be the acquisition of career-related materials.
Cur goal is 280 items (both printed, cassette and filmstrip)'or0,
one per student, to enable them to explore their interests in the
context of career possibilities.

H. We shall develop a careers interest center in each classroom, to
include kits In each grade from 4-8.

I. Lake each class a career centered one, making enough materials
availablb for students to 'explore careers..

J. Set up tool boards in inee;lest centers.

K. We shall. conduct a hobby day in the school.

L. We shall conduct teacher visitation of other schools and programs.

at

We shall beain the program C6tober 1, 1973 and conclude it the
last of ::ay, r974. By, Lay 31, 1974, it is expected that we
shall have compreted our major objectives.



IV. 'Expenditures

Ilaterials - ($1950.00)

1. gooks - $500.00 = 100 X $5.00

2. Cassettes / Records - $250.00 = 50 X $4.60

3. Filmstrips - $7 it, I

4. disc. (ctspamphlets, games, puzzles, posters) - $500.00

Transportation ($480.00)

1. 30 field trips X .32 per mile X 50 miles = $480.00

C. Equipment ($230.QOY

1. .;a11 Screen - $30.,00

2. Sound/Filmstrip projector- $200.00

D. Services- ($200.00)

1. One substitute per teacher for year to allow teacher
visitation.

E.

Evaluation

7a iet-L fit

Our evaluation will basically be internal. Our faculty will
conduct a self-evaluation.

';;c.. shall use our central office staff for evaluation purposes.
0

Local Support

'The facilities, equipment, building, and grounds will be used.
a

**1

The time of our local faculty and staff will constitute ansupport.



C. 1

Communit-1--erci..s and/or services to be included, There are very
- -

few locat-hA in the Oak Hill Community. We shall use all those cityr-end count)- agencies in and around Lenoir In the Oak Hill communityWe have:

1. Little River Fire Department

2. L'ttle101titches

3. 0 k Hill General Store
'

4. H. C. Adair Dairy Farm

5. Little River Lumber Company

6. Cook's Fabric Shop

D. Plan for continuation

We hope that the materials procured will last for some time. Ourlocal PT:. and Ruritan club will contribute toward the Continuing"
.

transportation costs of future years.

It is my understanding that we could also be funded under Title IIIESE if we clevelop a proposal. This possibility we shall explore.,Part D of the yocational,Zducation
Amendments of 1968 (Public Law90-576) authorizes the, use of federal funds for career development

)
)programs in the elementary school.

;-

The. ides. of career education we will riot' let die.



CALDWELL CAREER EDUCATION .PROGRAil

PBOPOM.:1) EnecATros IMPLYMENTATION CONTRACT

The'ageement is entered into between Caldwell Career EducatiOn PrograM, hereinafter-

referred to as the Career Program and . 7:1.mertar4Lsehno

hereinafter referred to as the school, for th,.. purpose of providing professional and
related services

for_the_per-i-o-d-0-1A-us-t-2-4----.3 1971=74.

fir

1: The Career Program agrees:

A. To.make payMeht to the administrative unit. upon receipt of itemized

accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of T3032.00

for the period of August 24 - June 5. 1973-1974

II. The bchool agrees:

A. To provide career education services to their students in the following areas:
(1C, 4A, 413)A. Proressional Staff DavPlopma,v1.-(Pljaiva ITT $ 19gg,0o

B.

(1A,1B,2,)
Career Awareness-Objectives

11) )

$

$ 3194 00

'xi. Career Guidance- Objectives IJIIAIV (3B $ 500_00

E. Interest and Enrichment-Objective V

F.

III. /Source of Funds:'

/ Materials S 850.00

/
Equipment $_550.00

IA'. Attest:

$ 55(5.00

Sr

Budget,udget, Caldwell Career 'education iLnd

, Transportation $ 422.00

, Services $ 1210.00

TOTAL $3032.00

(Advisory Board Chairman
- (Career Education Pirector)

*
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OBJECTIVES IN JAREER EDUCATION
FOR REODHISS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

1973-- 1974

1. To increase awareness of the world of work.

1.1 Students will show .an increase in their awareness of
the world of work.

1.2 -Students will demonstrate knowledge of the-wo/rld of
work through verbal and written communications

1.3 Students will demonstrate awareness of the value and
dignity of work.

11. TO increase knowledge-of career opportunities.

2.1 Students will show an increase, in knowledg of the
educational requirements of careers.(gradee 7-8)

2.2 Students will show an increase in knowle e of
Skills required for different careers. (grades 7-8)'

111. To increase positive interaction within and among the school
and the community.

3.1 positive interaction between the school and communi4
will increase.

(

To enhance each individlAalts self-concept

q4.1 An increased number of students -will be eftgaged in
activities which reflect individual needs.

V. To increase awareness of the many possibilities for the use
of leisure time.

5.1 Students will increase their participation in leisure time
activities.

71, To increase teacher's knowledge and application of the career
education concept.

6.1 Teachers will show an increase in their knowledge of the
career education concept.

r.
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M3THOD

1. Personnisl Involved: 10 classroom teachers
1 principal
1 janitor
1 cafeteria manager
1 school secretary
1 librarian
1 music teacher

Approximately 225 students in'the following grades will, be
involved in the prc,ject: 73 students in grades 1-3
Y. 74 students in grades 4-6

4b students in grades 7 8
30 students in EMR classes

..11. Career Guidance

Students in the eighth grade will be given individual
help'in the selection or courses for high school.
Information will be .given students concerning the
educational requirements and/or skill requirements far
each career interest they may develop. since trained
guidance personnel will'not be available tho'classroom
teacher will be responsible for showing each student
information, stimulating interest and motivation, and
directing her own guidance program in the area of°
carear education..

111. Interest and Enrichment

An interest and enrichment program will be interwoven
into the present curriculum by the classroom' teacher.
The program will consist of a number of games and acti-
vities that students may participate in on an individual
or small group basis within the framework of the self-
contained classroom. A number.of individual and dual
games will be introduced during the physical education:
period. These will cover such areas as:. tennis, golf,
badminton, table tennis, and others. Field trips and resource
people will broaden the interest and enrichment of
students by actually giving them first hand insight ,

into new worlds of potential interest.



1V. Career Awareness

The classroonl teacher will increasethe students'
awareness of the vi,rld of work. ,Through-the exist-
ing curriculum the ,plassroom teacher will attempt ''
to interweave the skills taught in different units
into more relevant material by using and deMon-
etrating the skills used in the world of work.
Resource people, field trips, planned interest acti-
vities will show the relaticx-ship between the con-
c rig. Earth
teacher will schedule at least two resource people.
perrear and each student will participate in at
least two career-oriented field trips per year.

Members of the staff will engage in a monthly
meeting for the purpose of sharing ideas and re-
viewing the month's progress. Teachers will stress
the activity approach to stimulating interest and
motivation in as many ways as possible. ,Resource
,'persons, field trips, small group discussions, in-
dividual interest 'seeking, and a wide variety of

'instructional( materials and equipment will be uti-
lized. Through student7teacher pl ing it is hoped
that the student will be able to ap ly knowledge
and skills'adquired in the classroo to the world
of liVing, learning; and making a living.

(
V



Dates

ObJec'otives Bsginning Time Completion Time

1. August 24,.1973 'June 5, 1974

11. August 24., _1973 aunet_4_1974

111. August 24, 1973 JYAAP 5, 1q74

1V. August 24, 1973 J4ne 5, 1974

V. August 24, 1973 June 5, 1974

V1. Atigust 24, 1973 June 5, 1974

A
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EXPENDITURES

A. Transportation - 10 classroom teachers for approximatelyL.0 field trips averaging 20 miles each at 32i permi-ke-fuv 3 m 1es. $26.00

, 3. Approximately 20 field trips will require a certifieddriver other than, the classroom teacher for approximately,two hours each trip. At $2.20 per hour for 40 hours.$88.00

C. In-service teacher visitation for 10 classroom teachers,1 librarian, 1 music teacher, and school principal forapproximately 2 visits each at approximately 30 milesper visit for 780,miles at 10ii per mile. $78.00

2,3 ti



11. Equipment

A. 12 reconditioned manual typewriters.
B. 3 reconditioned electric typewriters
C. 2 reconditioned adding machines
D. 1 reconditioned calculator
E. 6 filmstrip previewers

There is a need for business machines in order to givestudents of all age levels experiences with their hands in_actuell7using some of these machines. Filmstrip previewers will be ueedby- individual students to view the additional filmstrips whichwill be related to career'education. The individual previewer'Will snable each individual student to select material of hisinterest and view this individually.

Cost - $1300.00

S

7

-J
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111. Materials

A. Career awareness materials for 11 teachers at $50.00
per-teacher. $550.00 ,

Materials will be related
the use of language arts,
arts; physical education,
health areas.

to career education through
social sciences, cultural
mathematics, science and

B. Career Guidance materials are needed since no- professio-
nally trained guidance personnel are available except
the classroom teacher. These materials dbouldinclude
filmstrips, tapes, overhead'overlays4.Vooks, magazines,

'and pamphlets. Cost. $500.00

C. Interest and EnrichMent Program Materials: These
materials will be used for individual interest such as
music, arts and crafts, dramatic arts, physical activities,
and leisure time - interests Cost. $550.00

D. MisCellaneous materials whigh will cover areas of aware-
ness, exploration, and information of Career education.
At $100.00 per teacher for 10 classroom teachers.
Cost. $1000.00

Total Materials $2600.00

2 3 4



IV. Services

A. -In-serVice teacher visitation for 10 classroom-teachers:
at two visits each will require substitute teachers for-
20 days. At $20.00 per substitute teacher the cost/
will be $400.00

B. To better insure the initial success of Career Education
Concept into the existing curriculum of our school a
part-time pare-professional teacheA aide is desirable.
The aide will function as a local coordinator of career
education material, work with resource people, make
arrangements for field trips, and assist classroom teachers
in related duties. The aide is requested for 360 hours
or approximately 2 hours per day at $2.25 per hour for
a cost of $810.00

Total-ices $1210.00
/'



LOCAL MATCIIING(INPUT

At the local school level Rhodhiss Elementary School pro-
poses to use as much matching funds as the local budget
will allow. The combined ,financial imput from both sources
have been used to develop the initial plans for the 1973-
1974 program. This projected income should be adequate
to develop a program which will meet the minimum initial
needs of the students in our school.

PLANS FOR CONTINUATION

The materials we have and plan to add this year will be of
great benefit in helping develop our,program-for the future.
The professional growth of the staff by the observation of
teachers and experiences will enable the staff to do almore
effec ive job in'the future. An effort will be made to se-
cur local funds enough to continue the field trips for
s- dents. With the year's experience in the career edu-
cation concept, added materials and equipment, and increased
community support,for the concept the school should be able
to continue activities at the same level of involvement. An
involvement which will bring the knowledge and skills of the
f;lassroom closer to living, learning, and making a living.

1



EVALUATION

,
Internally: The principal and teachers will review

objectives monthly at designated faculty meeting and
1,--.

with the helg and guidance_ of local supei.visory personnel

will evaluate the progress or the carser education

concept.

Externally: Professional "third party evaluation.

<

74

0
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CALDWELL CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM

PROPOsD CAREER EDUCATION IMPLEMENTATION
CONTRACT

The agreement is entered into between Caldwell 'Career Education Program tereinofttse

referred to as the Career Program and

hereinafter referred to as the school.

related services for the period of

for thy purpose of providing profess' nal and

.1: The Career Program agrees:

.-1973-74.

A. To make payment to the administrative unit, upon receipt, of itemized

accounting activities and/Or materials in the amount of $ 2103.0Q

for the, period of nine (9) months

II. The school agrees:

4

A. To provide career education services to their students in the following areas:
A.

D..

Career Awareness and Information

E.

F.

111. Source of Fuuds-

1,108.00

Budget, Caldwell Career Education Fund

Materials $ 1070.00 , Transportation $ 300.00

Equipment $ 433,00 , Services $ 300.00 .

-IV. Attest:

(Advisory Hoard Chairman)

TOTAL $ 2103.00

/0/93
(: ate) (Superintendent)

(Career Education Director)

2 3 6



JOE R. 30ST, Principal

SAWMILLS 'ELEMENTARY SCHOOL I
E.M. WHITE, Supwintendont

ROUTE 4, BOX 301

GRANITE FALLS, NORTH CAROLINA 28630

TELEPHONE 396:2610

A,PROPOSAL FOR IMPLEMENTING-THE-CAREER-EDUCATION CONCEPT WITHIN

THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM OF:SAW MILLS ELMENTARY SCHOOL FOR THE.

1973-74 SCHOOL YEAR. ,

Believing that the students of"Saw Mills Elementary School, grades 4-8 need
to be made aware of the occupational and vocational'opporiunit*es in their
community and throughout their country, the following-proposal is submitted
for consideration to the.Caldwelj. County Career Education Office,

I. Awareness - To help make the students, both boys and girls grades 4-8 of
Saw Mills Elementary School aware ordifferent4and varying occupational
Opportunities weosubmit that a total of eleven (11) teachers, grades 4-8
involved with approximately 335 students each take approximately 2 field
trips-per-class-for-an-average-mileage-of--15-miles-per-trip--or--30-mileti

per class giving a total of 330 miles at a cost of $.32 per mile which
would cost approximately $105.00. Also an anticipated cost of $3.00 per
'student for entrance to two different points of ipteiest for 2 blesses of
approximately 60 students will theh cost $180.00.

It is hoped that a series of slides can. be developed on eight different
occupations and/or places of employment in the Saw Mills Community. These'
in turn would be used as a preparatory function prior to field trips to-
these designated areas. Cost would be approximately $48..00 for '160 slides
and $95.00 for an adequate, slide projector. v

In Order to involve male students in a carpentry class, we would hope to
purchase 1 belt sander, 2 jitter-bug sanders, 1 vibrator saw, and some
finishing material. This would cost approximaely $90.00. .

Although we don't anticipate any expense, it is hoped that the teacheks in
grades 4-8 would involve resource personnel from inside and outside the
community. These people would,make presentations and answer questions to
selected classes on varying aspects of different occupations.



:OE R. BOST, P rincioal

SAWMILLS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
*

ROUTE 4, BOX 301

GRANITE FALLS, NORTH CAROLINA 20630

TELEPHONE 396.2510

E.M. WHITE, Superintendent

can anticipate the use of a resource person (faculty member) to teach
a mini course-composed of 6 sessions on the world of construction. 1

Substitute pay for his replacement for these 6 class days would be $120.00.,
He would work with male students in the 7th and 8th grades.

II. Information - In order to provide bagic information of varying, occupations
including the use of game type materials; we would'hope to purchase some
informational materials. This would be composed of:

(1) Games - Cost - $70.00,

(2) Series prepared of Slides and recordings - Cost $140.00

(3) Two film strip projectors - Cost $120.00

(4) 2 record players - Cost $80.00

(5) Books and comicbooks to be used. on a sharing basis throughout the
grades Cost $60.00

III. Evaluation:.

Evaluation would be carried on twice during the year internally through the
use of the principal, two teachers, and a member of the school advisory
council from the community. Once in January and again .in Mai.

External evaluation would also take plaCe twice during the 1973-74 school
year, in December and April. This evaluation team would be composed of. two

_ :members of the Caldwell'County Career education Office and Mr. Austin MOretz,
Principalzof CollettsviIle Elementailr School,'who has had prior experience
with the Career Education Program. -

17. Sumation:

The cost of introducing the previous program'
follows:

Materials - $270.00

Equipment - $433.00

Transportation - $105.00

Services - $300.00

Approximate Total - $1108.00

our school breaks down as

2i



JOE R. BbST, Principal

SAWMILLS 'ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

ROUTE 4, BOX 301

GRANITE FALLS, NORTH CAROLINA 28630

TELEPHONE 396-2610

E.M. WHITE, suptIrin.et;clent

Realizing that the infusing of the Career Education Concept within the
framework of e instructional program at Saw Mills Elementary' School
will be a. new and interesting prospect and also that there is much to be
learned as far as implementation, we the taculty and staff do submit this
proposal for. your serious consideration and hope that.if approved, it will
enande the learning of children .at our school.

r-

l

Joe R. Bost
Principal

x
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CALPItELL CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM

PROPOSED CAREER EDUCATION IMPUNENTATION CONTRACT

_The agreeMent is entered into between Caldwell Career education Program, hereinafter

referred to as the Career Programlaild Valmead

hereinafter referred to as the school, for th purpose of providing 'professional and

related services` for the period of

1. The Career Program agrees:

September' - June . 1973-74.

A. To make payment tb the administrative unit, upon receipt of iteribized

accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $ 3018.00

for the period of Spptambos - Amp, 1973-74

II. The school agrees:

A. To Trovide career education services to their students in the following areas:

To all students in all subject areas.
$

B.
amna.%/

C.

D. $

E.

F.

III. source of Funds:

Materials $ 879.00

.Equipmenr, $ 817.00

IV. Attest:

(2 - A 1 2.,/1,114/..?:///
(Principal)

Budget, Caldwell Career Education Fund'

Transportation $ 744.00

Services $ 578.00

1141
(Advisory oar. . man)

TOTAL $ 3018.00

Sept. 10, 1973
(pare) (Superintendent)

(Career Education Director



Cateer Education

Valmead School

1973-1974

Objectives and Techniques

I. To increase teachers' knowledge and application of
/

the careet,eduCa on concept and improve their ability

to infuse careei education throughout the curriculum.7-

A. All teachers will be involved in at least sixteen
hours of staff development stressing the infusion
of career education into the curriculum.

B. Teachers will engage in monthly meetings for
reviewing and /sharing ideas.

1

C. Groups of teacheri will meet'regUlarly to correlate
curricular activities.

'

D. All teachers will visit at least two
A

schools or
professional, business; or industrial enterprises
,during the year.

II. To increase .students' awareness of the world of work

and knowledge of'carIeer opporturaties

A. A variety of mat/rials will be provided for use
in classrooms a library.

B. EaCh student w 11 participat in.at last a:wo
career-orient d field trips during t

C. Resource persons will be vited to the school.
Each teacher wi/l schedu /e at least two.

D. Career awareness will be correlated with other
areas of the curriculum thrOugh the use df many
types°of mAerials, displays, and discussions.

P. 3



III.. To increase students' abilitjr to, recognize educational

and career relationships and to acquire general information

about career clusters and detailed information about

specific careers when desired.

A. Students will demonstrate a knowledge of the inter-
dependence of living, learning, and working through
verbal and written communication.

B. Specific books, materials, and information will be
provided to meet'students' interests and needs.

IV. To increase positive interaction between the school and

community

A. Teachers will visit two local i dustries or businesses
this year.

B. The school will identify a group of community resource
persons with the assistance of the P.T.A, Juniot
Woman's Club, the'career education staff and their
guide of available resource person..

C. Each teather will schedule at least two resource
persons per year.

D. The school will identify a group of organizations'
suitable for field trips.

E. Each student will participate in at least two
career-oriented field trips during the year.

V. .To seek to improve all teaching and learning activities

'for students by enhancing each individual's self-

concept and by providing experiences and materials to

make all areas, of the curriculum more meaningful and

enjoyable

24



,A. Daily opportunities will be provided to create
appreciation of and interest in the cultural
arts and' crafts.

1. Audio-visual materials will, be prov,ided
in ttr.cultural arts.

2. Teachers will/provide regular opportunities
for students/to observe the beauty of their
world.

B. Daily successful, meaningful experiences will be
provided to enhance each individual's"self-
4ncept.

C. Additional books and materials will be provided for
'library and classroom use.



Expe ditures

IL\

I. Materials $1,15.00

A. Books
''io.'

B. Filmstrips (sound & other)

C. Pictures (study prints)

D. Pamphlets, etc.

E. Tapes and cassettes

F. Attribute Blocks

G. Puzzles (Career-oriented)

II. Equipment

A. Du Kane (3)

$400.00

350.00

100.00

25.00

200.00*

45.00

35.00

$198.10 594.,30

1,294.98

B. Cassette Players andrecorders

(4) 42.25 169.00

C4 Listening Centers(4) 44.00 176.00

D. Camera 25.68\ 16 mm projector 330.00

III. Transportation' 744.00

A. 34 field trips @ SO miles per
trip ® 32e per mile

. 544.00

B. Teachers to schoOls, industries,
etc.

C. Consultants

IV. Services

A. SUbstitute teachers - 18 days
-p $20.00 per day

B. Consultants
r

150.00

50f00

I.

360.00

200.00'

,..
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Career education has been an integral part of our

instructional program. With the funding Of this project,

it, can be infused throughout the curriculum. Other subjects

can be made more meaningful. More practical application can

be made of theoretical concepts learned in school. The faculty

will make a concerted effort to extend and enrich all areas

of the career education conceptin. the instructional program.

These activities and experiences will be extended beyond the

funding of the project.

Many resource persons will be scheduled at appropriate

age levels. Members of the P.T.A.; Junior4Woman's Club, and

Career Education Staff will, provide information and assistance ,

in identifying and securing resource persons. Parents and
.

members of the school staff will also be used as. resource

persons.

Parents will assist teachers in planning field trips

and by accompanying classes and special interest on these trips.

O



Evaluation

.A special faculty committee composed of Mrs. Star Woods,

Chairman, Mrs. Gail Austin,'Mrs. Elma Combs, and Mrs. Gail

Beck will schedule special meetings to discuss and evaluate

the program. The entire faculty will also be involved
,

in evaluation on a regularly` scheduled basis.

Informal discussions with children will help determine

change-in-cittaLude trod elf-currcept.

Folders will be kept of the Promary children's written

work on field trips and resource people.



CAL WELL '.:111EER EDUCATION PROGRAM

PROPONED CAREER EDUCATION IMPLMENTATION CONTRACT
}

The agreement is entered into between Caldwell Career Education Program, hereinaC er

referred to as the Career Program and West Lenoir School

hereinafter referred to as the school, for the purpose of providing professional and

related services for the period of school year , 1973-7t.

I. The Career Program agrees:

A. To make payment to-the administrative unit, upon receipt Of, itemized

accounting activities and/or materials in the amount of $ 3044.00

for the Teriod of

II. The School agrees:

A. To provide career education services to their students in the following areas:

A. Career awareness and guidance $ 1,000.00

B. Field . trios to industry: $ 1,100.00

C. Equipment $ 300.00

D. Teacher improvement $ 374.00

E. Substitute service $ 680.00

F. $

TIT. Source of Funds: Budget, Caldwell Career Education Fund

Materials $ 783.00. , Transportation $ 1247.00.

Equipment $
300.00

, Services '$ 714.00

IV. Attest:

Act-de -1 3
L/

TOTAL $ 3044.00

(Principal) (Date

A-
Superintenden

(Advisory Hoard Chairman) (Career Education Director)



I.

WEST LENOIR SCHOOL,

Product Goals and Objectives

To increase awareness of the world of work
1.1, 1.2, 1.3

II. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4

III. 3.1, 3.3

IV. 4.1, 4.2

VI.. 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4

VII. 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4

VIII. 8.1

IX. 9.1, 9.2

PROCESS GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

I. 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6

II. 2.1, 2.2

III. 3.1, 3.3

'IV. 4.1, 4.3

V. 5.2, 5.4, 5.5 ti

VI. 6.1, 6.3

VIII. 8.1, 8.2

IX. 9.1

X. 10.2

XI. 11.1, 11.2

2 5 0



Page.2

Methods and Te6hniques

. Career Awareness

A. All teachers ,''a guidance counselor and a gidande
aide will be invoived-

i

B. . We will continue to infuse ca eer education into
every classroom. Each teacher will be responsible*
for making students aware of career opportunities

C. Each teacher will use at least three community
resource people rlative to the world of work

D. Each teacher will -at---1-6a-s-t--threef-le-14t-r-i
relative to the world of' work for his class or
small groups .in his class

E. We will continue, to addoaterials and equipment to
help children become aware of the world of works

II. Guidance L

The guidance counselor and guidance aide will continue
to work with students'in small grOups to develop'career
interests and to enhance awareness of self.

The guidance counselor and aide will work with teachers in
'methods and techniques of guidance in the classroom so tlat'
there will be a continuance of the guidance program after the
completion of the project.

DATE

We shall begin the program September 18 and continue,
through May, 1974.

Expenditures

I. Materials

A. Film and flash cubes for cameras ,$500.00
.B. Filmstrips , 100.00
C. Miscellaneous (kits, games, etc.) 400.00



Page 3
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II. Transportation

A. Teacher tran station to visit other schools
or industries

17 teachers, 3400 miles @ 11(r permile

$374.00
B. Pupil transportation for field trip's

100 field trips, 1800 miles @ 10(r Per mile
plus cost of drivers $2.75 per hour $1,100.00

'III- Equipment

A. 8 mm. camera $ 111.30

B. 8mm. projector 160.00

IV. Services

One substitute teacher per teacher to allow for
teacher visitation.

17. teachers ' $20.00 per day $680.00

Evaluation

I.. Teachers will meet Monthly to evaluate progress of
career educationin our school for an internal
evaluation

II. External evaluation will be conducted by a third party

Local Support-

I. The facilities, equipment, building and grounds will
o be'utilized

II. The time of our local faculty and staff will constitute
an in-kind support

. 1114 Local corm unity a ncies and/or services will be utilized
to bring the community to the school and to take the
schools to the community



a Page- 4

IV. Plans for contituation

A.. We plan to continue using the Career Education
approach. as an integrated part of our school
curriculum

B. Requests for.local funds ;to support the type
activities provided .y this proposal will be
sought

ft
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Pin IDMIUFICAUCII

0. Punishing list of all Umbers sod principals to the
11C161 tame started. ,

1. tureishims a list a -au teethess and principals to the
11C117 ter completed.

2. Developing a time schedule agreeable to both partial!
completed. /

3. Purnialling list of studio*e in the Caldwell Project
by grade levels to the SCS0 team completed. '

4. Providing project budget to the SCS0 turf completed.

,S. Providing sample packaged ourriculasateeials and indi-
cating *ere used to the SCSO teas cosp/eted.

6. Documenting the transportable *lama. related to the
S tate Advisory Board, the sight sibool_prossim4 the

advisor-advisee workshop for community college per-
sonnel, etc. and making avallabl to the MCSU team
completed. 4

7. Developing a checklist for the third-party evaluation
team to determine the extant tAat .the 1972-73 evalua-
tion recommendations were imp/imented completed.

4. Providing the documentation of transportable components
to the MCSU team completed.

9. Making available all publications, copies of communica-
tions and logs of visitors to thelICS0 Niemen a scattily
basis completed.,

10. Furnishing a los of field trips and resource poisons
,

(Stiliaed in the project on a monthly basis completed.

11. Isteblishing a procedure for orientation of individaals,

in the evaluation completed.

S.

12. Developing, a questimmire to be completed by all visitors
to determine the attest of external dissemimaties sad dif-
fusion of project informatics completed,

13. Deviloplag a short savoy flotrument for determimies
internal divaatcs and diffilice of project infer'
mention completed.

14. Matins monthly for joint planning and evaluation of
Orestes. completed.

13. Deducing the else of the teacher eumtionsaire to inc lude
oily those thinsktelated to the Career Ildulatime Pro-
ject completed.

16. Furnishing a mid-ter. progressport on the evaluation
completed.

17. Selecting a random...pie of students by grade level
templeted.

16. Administering performance test to a random sample of
students by grade level completed. .

19. Delivering student performance tests to the =so team
completed.

20. Analysing student performance testi completed.

21. Developing a principals' emotionalise ...plated.

22. Requesting, principals to respond to a questionnaire

indicating all am projects started during the year
completed.'

23. Approving the principals' questionnaire completed.

24. Ogliattiseascomjalrvilariacirds' questionnaires to

5 aI
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`45. Analysing the priaelpele,guestiammairee amended.

26. desiring doeumpetatien et eteespettabte elemmeas
related to the State Advisory boards the might whoa
proem, the malvisem-adviseewortabopler community
college plreoasel, etc. ad the surest to which Career
Inucatilis materials have been developed and utilised
completed.

27. Approving reaeesadatoai completed.

2$. Seleetiug,three members of the third-party evaluative
team completed.

,

341 Apprwvimg thifeeestiommeito to be esepleCed by dl isitswe
caseated.

30. AiLeistitimg the lastramset to visitors to &tends, mitered
iissemisatiem and difteslemmf project lafemestiee esepleted.

40. Analysiag-visitor data esspleted.

41. Approving the survey iestromet completed.

42. Selecting a ramble sample of teachers le Lewis City and Colds
well County to determine the mutest of internal diesemiastise
and Affiliates et project informatics completed.

-293lbliiiii-theieceseary arrangements for the' on-site 43.
evaluation tome Completed.

30. Orienting the third -party evalnatioutiSacompletid. 44.

31. Determining the extent tamed& the 1972-73 eveluatima
import's recommendations mere implemented completed. .43.2

32.,[Analring data to dating= the extent to %fah
!ret4lendatione were implemented completed.

33. Seleetinga number of educators to judge the triter
portability of each Temponeat compteted.

;44. Obtaining judgmeste of I. C. Public school adocatore,
including those mho visited the,projecte. completed.

33. Analysing data on documentation of transportable slam
manta completed.

36. Determining the sxtest to which coamomity resources
have beee utilised completed.

37. Analysing data ou the use of.Commuatiy resources
completed.

Administeries the instrument to determile attest of latet
net dissemieation and diffusion of project laformaties cemplete4.,.

Analysing data to determine the outset of iatereal dissembles
tics and diffusion of projiet leformatiom eompteted.

Approving the revised teacher goestioaneireasmileted.

46. Selectimg,e random sample of teachers for taking the 'pioneer
mails completed.

47. Admimieteriag the teacher opialemedire completed.

411. Delivering the eompleted teacher opimiemmaire to the 4044
team eamplited.

Analysing the teacher °pinioned.** eseplated.

Preparing the overall iMaluatiee report eempleted.

Iwormishiegmets of the Beal report I. the 'widest Attester

49.

30.

31.

mmpletad.

32. Deprodociag and distributlee the !last evaluetima Import
completed.
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14 Met:ft fee Mat graft sad ambled.. of pressen

15 DeAreirms the air Oche eerier mortienrian to imbeds sly those thins. related to
the Cererllinestir peeler

16 Pandmidis a add -tart presser report on the reloads"

3 17 telectieg a rishmillample-anedelleS b grads level

4 21 Develepies a principals' emeriareire
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te. sad the meter te which Career laraticommeterials"have her developed sad utilised

27 Apprevies zeommodstised elreehllat 09

$ 33 fleeting a rubor of Nordics ta jodge,the trarportabiliny of each esepoment

t 30 Preparia, the overall evaluation report

10 36 Detereddas the utast to which cournity reran:ochre be utilised

12 3$ Appreviag the qrioneeire to be completed by all stater,

13 41 Apprevies the surryirtronset

15 43 Appertms the 'rimmed teacher questionnaire Director

17 1$ AdmArsteries perfeceewee teat to a reeds rept. of nodose by suede level Director

1, Deliveries noddle per tests to-the MOM tor ( It Om a nahly beds) Director
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INTRODUCTION

6

This is a report of the secood third-party evaluation of the

Caldwell Career Education Project. The first evaluation was concluded

in the spring of 1973 and represented a comprehensive treatment of the

overall project. In comparison, this report is greatly condensed in.
terms of the project background. Persons seeking additional background

on the project should refer to the 1973 report.

The ptim&ry purposes of .this second valuation were: (1) to

determine the extent to which the recommendations made in the 1973

report were implemented, and (2) to provide a comparison of the second

year results with those obtained in the first year of the project.

(1,

yr

1
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PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The official title of the Caldwell Career Education project was

"The Demonstration, Evaluation and Diffusion of,e /Wel for a Comprehen-

sive K-14 Career Education Program in North Carolina." The primary

purpose.of the project was to establish a model comprehensive career

education program in Caldwell County. One of the elements of the

project was to field teat and evaluate each component and itedelivery

system. These components were known as: (0' career awareness;

(b) career information; (c) career exploration; (d). career preparation;

(e) career specialization;' (f) career guidance and counseling; and

(g) career information, placement and follow-up. In consideration of the

above guidelines, a test of major objectives for the'1974 evaluation

project was proposed by the project director. They were the following:

. 1. To determine the extent to which newly identified processes

and/or products in each of the components were transportable,

provided that the necessary documentation and packaging for

transporting were developed and made available to the North-

O

Carolina State University evaluation team.

2. To determine the extent to which the recommendations of the

1972-73 evaluation had been implemented.

3. To determine the extent to which internal and external di(hem-

in'ation and diffusion of project information had been

accomplished.

4. To determine the extent to which career education materials

had been developed and utilized.



5. To d-.tdylAinc the tc co,umunity resources had been

Uti1J.L I.

6. To ccm;ara L.- iii:4sed by the program strutture.,

%.:11ttl) st%dent perform4yvvt

(fol. eat., pzrictmence of 1973-74 for

_

7. To comleze tcachor oili.te.1.1 thocc of 1972-73 (six schooN.

0

0



EVALUATION PROCEDURES

The evaluation procedures used by the North Carolina State Universitic

team were established in-the evaluation proposal submitted and approved

by the Caldwell Career Education staff. The procedures consisted of

both joint and individual responsibilities of the project staff and

NCSU team director.

Joint Responsibilities

The Caldwell Career Education project director and the NCSU

+.

NI

"4

evaluation director were jointly responsible for he following,activities:

1. Developing a time schedule agreeable to both parties by

November 15, 1973.

2. Meeting monthly for joint planning and evaluation of progress.

3. Establishing an orientation for the evaluation procesi).

Individual Responsibilities

The NCSU team was cresponsible for the following activities:

1. Developing any new instruments to be used in the evaluation by

NCSU team. Those related to transportability; 1973 recommendations,

internal. and external dissemination and diffusion, and community

resources were to be administered by the third-party evaluation

team.

2. Compiling and analYsing data from survey instruments administered

by the project staff and other members of the evaluation team.

3. Developing a form to determine the extent to which the recommenda-

tions contained in the first-. year's evaluation report had been

implemented.

275
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4. Preparing an overall evaluation report based on an analysis of

data from survey instruments, from on-site evaluation team

reports, and comparison of instrument data from the findings

of the first and second evaluation periods of the project.

5. Furnishing mats of the final report to the project staff.

6. Furnishing a mid-term report on evaluation process.

The Caldwell Career Education project director was responsible for

the folloWing activities:

1. Reproducing appropriate evaluation instruments to be used in

the evaluation.

2. Approving all new instruments.

3. Orienting the third-party evaluation team.

4. Administering all data collection instruments and delivering

the completed ones to North-Carolina State University (unless

otherwise specified).

5. Furnishing a list of all teachers and principals in Caldwell-

City-County schools td the NCSU team.

'6. Making necessary arrangements for-the on -site' evaluation.

7. Reproducing and distributing the final evaluation report,

including a minimum of ten copies td North Carolina State

University.

8. Providing a listing of all project budget allocations by schools.
o

if)P..fro,
r; U
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New Instruments

A major purpose of the second evaluation of the project was to

determine the extent to which recommendations found in the first evalu- '

ation were implemented. An instrument was constructed using the list
2of 1973 recommendations and a four point scale attached (See Appendix A).

Separate instruments were developed for each of six project components.

For the process evaluation and for the student "product" evaluation,

it was necessary to use the 1973 instruments in order to satisfy the

requirement of a comparison study.

Other new instruments developed included: (1) The survey for

N. C. administrators beyond the county to help determine, transportability

of the model (See Appendix C) and (2) the report forms developed by

the Caldwell staff as a measure of satisfaction with the mini-projects.

The Evaluation Team

The following three people constituted the on-site evaluation team:

0Dr. Barbara Parramore, Assistant Professor, Division of Education, North

Carolina State Universit;; Dr. Joe R. Clary, Executive Director, State

Advisory Council on Vocational Education, North Carolina State University;-

and Mr. Charles Bentley, Associate Superintendent, Wilkes County. The

evaluation occurredion-May 7 and 8, 1974, and consisted of visits by

the team to all iix of the project schools. The on-site evaluation team

met as a group on May 6 to review project material* to clarify their

responsibilities, and to receive the appropriate forms for evaluating

the project.

27
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Sampling

In order to provide the most valid sampling piocedure possible,

the assistance of Dr. Charles Proctor, Department of Statistics, North

Carolina State University was employed. Dr.? Proctor recommended a

procedure which minimized interruptions to classes in the high school

by confining the survey to a single class hour.

The'Caldwell staff furnished a list of high school classes meeting

at the 10 o'clock hour and the NCSU staff made a 25 percent random

sample of these classes.

The number of classes to be drawn was determined by first

estimating what Dr. Proctor labeled a "gap" and then calculating an

exact "gap" or number of classes to skip between the random start and

succeeding drawings.

For Lenoir High School, 21 classes were grouped into 20 classes to

provide more uniform class sizes and five classes were drawn totaling

111 students. A similar procedure was repeated for the Ganewell-;

Collettsville High School, resulting in six classes drawn and a sample

of 129 students.

For the elementary and junior high school sample, the 1973 sampling

procedure proved acceptable. This consisted of a 25 percent random sample

drawn directly from the list of names of all students in the schools.

The Caldwell staff furnished the names and the NCSU staff used a random

number start for each class and'drew every fourth name. A total of 340

names were drawn and constituted the potential sample, assuming all

students would be present at the time of testing.
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FINDINGS

This part of the report discusses the findings of the study and

includes sections on: (I)' Transportability of Caldwell Career

,Education Model; (II) Implementation of 1973 Recommendations;

(III) Internal and External Diffusion and Dissemination; (I17)4)rngess

Evaluation, 1973 vs 1974; (V) Non-target Schools; and (VI) Product

Evaluation, 1973 vs 1974.

I. Transportability of Caldwell Career Education Model

The transportability of the career educatiOn model was determined

by sending a "model package" to a selected number of administrators at

the secondary and post-secondary levels. Each administrator was

requested to respond to an opinionnaire that was designed to determine

the extent to which the respondent thought the career education model

could be implemented in his system.

1.nsufficient'returns of responses negate the value of tabled data.

From the superintendents Of public schools, three returns were received,

all of which rated all items submitted as possible of implementation

. ,

in their schools to a great extent or to some extent.

The three returns from seven;community.colleges indicated a variety

of responses to particular items. All agreed that the advisoradvisee

system and student orientation idea could be implemented to a very.

great extent and all accepted the career advancement concept and minim

course ideas to at least "some extent." Considerable doubt was expressed

over the possible implementation of a computerized vocational information

system and the cognitive-styli mapping. (See Appendix for questionnaires
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for bOth L;econd,P:y ach.)1 2nd ,).)st:ac.:,oadary levels in North

Carolina;)

. .

iht exL,;72:c Tkhich eireluation report's recommenda-

tions were implz.Lee. .are b:7 cnIpeaent.

Component: 1, -6

As shown in Tobl.i. 1, teee of i.,!:toen reco%ms.adations or "observa-

tions" were ii.1.21.a..,aLed Lo ,-,:t locs't bpme extant with three items

received the highest ratings. "To-T racenmeudatio.,s not implemented 0.-!.,1

lyear were: (1) wov4hops '..o as3ist tea.zhers in itha evelopment and t.1.:e

Iof teacher-made materials; (2) efforts to move teachers toward a more

open approach to teaching; (3) efforts to moveitowa d multi-age groupi2

Ifor instIliction n elementLry schocl; and (4) provision of student

teachers with an orientation to career education.

The recormas Imr1,,,,:,ated go a greet extent were: (%)

assigning cazcer aies 3.;Z:veen -ehool listricts and project

schools; (.1 v... based on individual and small

group interests; and (3) pruiailig op,!irtu:11;:ies for teachers to

observe career ecticaL:La inbother settings.

260
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Table 1. Implementation of the 1973 Recommendations for the Caldwell
Project, K -6 Component

Recommendations Rating

1. Assign career aides equally.between school districts
and project schools

2. Provide mini-field trips based on individual and
small group interests

3. Duplicate materials based on individual needs and"
interests of students

. 4. Conduct workshops to assist teacHars in the development
and use of teacher-made materials

1

2

5. The project staff should assist teachers in correlating 2
career education in the total curriculum

6. Efforts should be made to move teachers 'toward a more 0 4
open approach to teaching, especially in the
kindergarten and first grade

7. Efforts Should be made to move toward multi-age grouping 4
for instruction in elementary schools

8. Place emphasis on the natural environment as a "turn -ion" 2
agent for learning

9. Make efforts to place students in_an appropriate 2
educational environment

10. Provide opportunities for interchange of ideas among 2
teachers

11. Provide opportunities for teachers to ohaerveacareer 1
education and innovative methods in other settings

12. Provide student teachers with an orientation to career , 4
education

13. Teachers should consult with principals and guidance 2
personnel' for the purpose of placing each student in an
appropriate educational setting*

28i.
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Table 1. (Continued)

Recommendations Rating

14. Infuse career education within the curriculum
areas*

2

*Not recommendation, but "observation."'

Ratings: To a Great Extent = 1 To Some Extent= 2
To Little Extent = To No extent - 4

Component: 7-8

Eight recommendations (or parts thereof) were in luded in the 1973

evaluation report for the 7-8 grade component. Tabl 2 indicates that

only' \one recommendation was implemented to a great ex ent. However,'

\

four recommendations were implemented to some 'extent. Those that were

not' implemented were: (1) providing an orientation program for all

students in career education, (2) assigning a full-time career education

prOgram coordinator to Lenoir High School, and *(3)",providing in-Service

programs for Lenoir Junior High School staff.

Component: 9-12

Table 3 shows that two recommendations were implemented to a great

extent, ten were implemented'to some extent, three received a to little

extent rating and two were reported as no action taken toward

implementatiOn.

The two recommendations not judged to be implemented were concerned

4
with involving students in: (1) the career education workshop for

teachers, and (2) the orientation program of the opening week of school.
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Table 2. ,Implementation of the 1973 Recommendations for the Caldwell
Project, 7-8 Component

Recommendations Rating

1. Provide adequate line-item funds in the budget for:'
0

A. ,audio-visual equipment 1

b. equipment for the industrial arts shop 2

2. Provide time during school day for an on-going .2

in- service program for the total staff

3. Provide an orientation program for all students in 4

career education

4. Assign a full -time, career education program coordinator 4

to Lenoir High School

5. °Provide in-service programs for the Lenoir Junior High 4
School staff,

6. Familiarize teachers with the career education project 2

(goals, objectives, and processes)

7. Familiarize teachers with the project's goals, objectives 2

and processes*

*Not a recommendation.

Ratings: To a Great Extent = 1 To Some Extent = 2
To Little Extent = To No Extent = 4

Table 3. Implementation of the 1473 Recommenditions for the Caldwell
Project, 9-12 Component

Recommendations

1. Plan and conduct summer workshops for all secondary
school 'personnel

2. Cover all career education components during the
summer workshop

283
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Table 3. (Continued)

Recommendations Rating

3. Use process objectives as the major forces in the 2
workshop

4. Provide resource personnel to give assistance to English, 2
Math, Social Studies, and Science teachers in a workshop
Getting

5. Include a representative group of students in a workshop 4
setting for career education orientations

6. Give teachers who were not involved in the workshop an 2

orientation program, with emphasis on process objectives,
prior to the opening of school

7. Involve students in an orientation program during the first 4
week of school!'

8. Hold one-half day monthly in-service and group planning 3
sessions in each project school

9., Project staff should:

a., coordinate the purchase of materials and books 1
with teachers

b. assist teachers in learning how to make effective
use of =aerials

10. Provide a budget for substitute teachers and travel

. monies for-project teachers to plan and visit other schools
in and out of the state

0

11. ,,Purchase slide projectors, sound filmstrip projectors,
cameras, record players, and tape players for use in the
secondary component

12. Assist teachers in developing materials that are subject- 2
centered and career-oriented

13. Undertake experimentation with staffing patterns,
organization, curriculum and innovative learning
activities

243
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Table 3. (Continued)

Recommendations Rating

14. Make provisions for visitations (at least one day every 3

two weeks) by groups. from other schools within the county
and state, from other states, from the Sate Department of
Public Instruction and from other institutions as part of

the dissemination program

15. Make provisions .fora special room for viewing films,
filmstrips, etc. by individuals and small groups

2

. Teachers should develop teacher-made materials. 3

*Not a recommendation.

Ratings: To a Great. Extent a 1 To Some Extent a 2

To Little Extent a 3 To No Extent 4

Component: Post-Secondary

The Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute constituted

the post-secondary component; the night high school program was not

included.

Table 4 indicates that of the 16 recommendations that were assessed'

twelve were awarded the highest ratings and only one recommendation

was not implemented. 'The two recommendations receiving.a low rating

were: (1) the identifications of the goals of the community college

and technical institute in relation to the career education project,

and (2) the development'. of adequate plans for a career education

dissemination` conference for high school students. 4

285
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Table 4. Implementation of the 1973 Recommendations for the
Caldwell Project, Post-Secondary Component

Recommendations Realm

1. Provide an adequate program of self-appraisal oppor- 1
tunities for all students

2. Provide an-adequate program of. skill-training for all 2
students

3. Provide an adequate entrance evaluation and placement
program for all students .7

4. Provide adequate time for the career education
coordinator to perform his duties

5. Provide an adequate program of communication about post-
secondary' career education to:

1

a. lay persona in the community ' 1

b. the total project staff

c. public school personnel 2

6. Conduct a study to determine the needs of the student 1
body

7. Make acceptable use of student needs as a basis for 1
planning the career education program

8. Concentrate on the early school leaver 2

9. Write clear -cut evidence of the influence of the career 1
education project upon the institution's overall goals and
objectives

10. Identify specific additional new ways or patterns for tying 1
the secondary and post-secondary components closely
together

11. Substantiate the most crucial areas of activity 1
receiving most attention under the present circumstances
of time and resources

12. Develop and disseminate both "funded and nonfunded" 1
activities of a career education model

s6c,
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Table 4. (Continued)

Recommendations Rating

13. Indicate in writing where the institution wants to go 3
as a result of the career education project

,14. Develop adequate plans for skill training as an integral 4
part of the night school programs

15. Develop adequate plans for a 2 -3 day high school 3
. dissemination conference on: Career Education: What
and How at the Post-Secondary Level

16. Study the needs of the present student body to be used 1

as a basis for current planning*

*Not a recommendation.

Ratings: To a Great Extent = 1 To, Some Extent = 2
To Little Extent = 3 To No Extent = 4

Component: Administration

The 1973 Caldwell report recommended nine items to be implemented

by the administrative personnel. Table 5 reveals that all items had

been given some attention with two described.as implementedto a

great extent. Those items receiving the highest rating were: .(1) a

major effort has' been made-by tie project staff to develop a trans-

portable career education model and (2) the central office staff's

commitment toward the continuation of the Career Education project

without external funds. Those areas receiving the lowest rating, to

a little extent, ware: (1) the advisory committees being task-oriented

as compared to being policy or leadership oriented; (2) plans for
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internal evaluation; and (3) plans for facilitating articulation

among grade levels, between schools, between school systems and the

community colleges.

Table 5. Implementation of the 1973 Recommendations for the
Caldwell Project, Administrative Component

Recommendations

1. The project staff should put a major effort toward
developing a transportable career education model

Rating

1

2. Indicate intention concerning career education without 1

external funds

3. Develop a transportable model of career education* 2

4. Advisory committees should be task-oriented 3

5. Develop a plan for internal evaluation* 3

6. Develop a plan for facilitating articulation among grade 3

'levels, between schools, between school systems and the
communily colleges

7. Articulation should be between and among administrative
units and schools in the project* 0

8. Infuse the project staff into the normal organization
structure*

9. There should be an optimistic, supportive and healthy
relatf.onship between the project staff and school
administrative personnel*

V

2

2

2

*Not a recommendation, but is treated so in this report.

Ratings: To a Great Extent = 1 To Some Extent = 2
, ToLittle Extent = 3 To No Extent = 4

28o

0
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Component: General Overview

Fourteen items were checked by the evaluation team in making a

general overview of the career education project. Table 7 indicates

that three recommendations were not implemented, one was implemented to

a little extent, eight were implemented to some extent and two were

implemented to a great extent.

_Those recommendations that were not implemented were: (1) providing

summer workshops for career education personnel, (2) providing in-service

workshops for career education personnel, and (3) using more advisory

committees.

Table 7 also' shows that the project staff was, to a great extent,

assuming a staff rather than a pseudo-line responsibility for the
IF

installation of the career ediicatbn program and making the principal

the primary agent responsible for the program, and developing an adequate

process documentation and monitoring system.

Component: Overall Recommendations

Table 8 indicates the extent to. which the overall recommendations

were implemented. An analysis of the data reveals that two recommenda-

tions were implemented to a great extent and three were implemented to

some extent. Those implemented to a great extent were: (1) packaging

and- documenting the processes necessary for implementing a career

education program, and (2) the policy board is. establishing priorities

for project expansion, The three having ratings of to some extent

were: (1) developing a transportable career education model for North

Carolina, (2) developing a career education program in Caldwell County
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and Lenoir City public schoolsand (3) documenting guidance activities

and determining their transportability.

Table 7. Implementation of the 1973 Recommendations in the Caldwell-
Project, 'General Overview Component

Recommendations Rating_

1. Provide more summer workshops for career education
personnel

4

. PrOvide more in-service workshops for career education
personnel

o

4

3. Staff members should prdvide more orientation programs 2

4. Provide students with more orientation programs 2

5. Use more advisory committees 4

6. Use more newsletters 2

7. Invite-more small groups to visit individual schools 2

8. Open all lines of communication to the Staff 2

9. All members of the central staff, including the 2

Superintendent of both school systems, should accept
the responsibility for the installation, monitoring
and support of desired career education activities

10. The project staff should assume a staff rather than a
psuedo-line responsibility for the installation of the
career education program and making the principal the
primary agent responsible for the program

1

11. Develop adequate job descriptions and staffing patterns. 2

12. Develop adequate process documentation and monitoring
system

1

13. Operate both school systems at the same level of
involvement in career education

3

23 1
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Table 7. (Continued)

Recommendations Rating

14. Involve selected consultants in the rethinking of
the conceptualization of the career education
project

2

Ratings: To a Great Extent = 1 To Some Extent = 2
To Little Extent 3 To No Extent = 4

Table 8. Implementation of the 1973 Recommendations incthe Caldwell
Project, Overall Component

Recommendations Rating

1. Develop a transportable careeri,ducation model for
North Carolina

2. Develop a career education program in Caldwell County
`and Lenoir City public,,schools

2

2

3. Document and package the processes for implementing 1
a career education program

4. Document guidance activities and determine if they are 2
transportable

5. The policy board should establish priorities for project 1
expansion

Ratings: To a Great Extent = 1 To Some Extent = 2
To Little Extent = 3 To No Extent = 4

III. Internal and External Diffusion and
Dissgmination of Project Information

An assessment of the internal diffusion and dissemination of project

information was accomplished by administering an instrument to teachers in

the target schools. The results of the assessment are discussed by component.

2 9
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K-6 Component
o

As shown in Table 9, the internal diffusion and dissemination of

project information in the k-6 Component varied from a great extent to

no extent on all items but one. However, the largest percentage of

respondents rated their answers at the some extent level. Commercially-

made materials showed the strongest response. (See items No. 2 and 13.)

Table 9. Summary of Internal Diffusion and Dissemination of Project
Information, K-6 Component

Percentage Response*
Question

To What Extent:

1. Have teacher-made career education material
been provided to you by the project staff?

b

2. Have commercially-made career education
materials been provided to you by the
project staff?

3. Have teachers in; your school shared their
teacher-made career education materials
with you?

4. Have you shared your teacher-made career
education materials with other teachers
in your school?

15. Have teachers'f om other schools in Lenoir
City and Caldwell County shared their
teacher-made career education materials
with you?

6. Have you shared your teacher-made career
education materials-with other teachers
in Lenoir City and Caldwell County?

7. Have teachers in your school shared their
commercially-made career education
materials with you?

293

1 2 3 4

24% 55% 3% 17%

45 45 7 3

24 48 3 24,

24. 48 7 21

7 52 21 21

10 52 17 21

24 55 17 3
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Table 9. (Continued)

Percentage Response*
Question

a.' have you'shared your comercially-made
career education materials with
teachers in your school?

9. ,Have you shared your commerically-madd
career_ materials with other
teachers in Lenoir City and CaldWell
County?

10. Have teachers from other schools in "Lenoir
City and Caldwell County shared their
commercially-made career education
materials with you?

11. Have workshops or conferences been held
to disseminate career education
teaching materials or information? s

12.. Are you using teacher-made career
education-materials in your classroom?

13. Are you using commercially -made career
education materials in your classroom?

1 -2 3 4

24 55 17 3

17 48, 21 14 .

14 46 29 11

15 52 22 11

24 58, 14 3

41 48 10 0

*See Appendix B for supporting table of numbers.

Ratings: To a Great Extent = 1 To Some Extent = 2

To Little Extent = 3 To No Extent = 4

7-9 Component

For the 7-8 Component, Table 10 indicates that 53 and 60 percent of

teachers responding to the questionnaire rated questions 3 and 12 at the

highest level. Question 12, using teacher-made materials in the classroom,

did not receive any rating lower than the category to some extent. Those

-
questions showing the highest percentage of low ratings were questions

6, 9, and 10.

294'
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Table 10. Internals Diffusion and Dissemination of Project Information,
7-9 Component, Part I

Question
Percentage Response*
1 2 3 4

To what extent:

1. Have teacher-made career education
materials Seen provided to you by
the project staff? 27% 47% 13% 132

2. Have commercially-made career education
materials been provided to you by the
project staff? 33 47 13 7

3. Have teachers in your school shared their
teacher-made career education materials
with you? 531, 20 20 7

4. Have you shared your teacher-made

career education materials with other
teachers in your school? 27 60 7 7

5. Have teachers from other schools in
- Lenoir City and Caldwell County shared
their teacher-made career education'
materials with you? 33 27 13 27

1

6. Have you shared, your teacher-made career
education materials with other teachers
in Lenoir City and Caldwell County? ,27 33 13 27

7. Have teachers in your school shared

their commercially -made career education,
materials with you? 40 40 20 0

8. Have you shared your comercially-made
dareer education materials with
teachers in your school? 40 53 7

9. Have you.shared your comercially-made

:career education materials with other 1

teachers in Lenoir City and Caldwell
County? 27 20 27 27

2J5
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Table 10. (Continued)

Question

10. Have teachers from other schools
in Lenoir aty and Caldwell County
shared their commercially -made
career education materials with
you?

11. Have workshops'been held to
dissevinate career education
teaching materials or information?

12. Are you using teacher-made career
education materials in your class-
room?

13. Are you using commercially -made
career education teaching materials
in Your classroom?

Percentage Response*
3 41 2

0

20 40

38 38

60 40

33 ) 53

13 27 .,

15 8

0 0

13 0

*See Appendix B for supporting table of numbers.

Ratings: 1. To a great extent
2. To some extent
3. To°1ittle extent
4. To no extent

10-12 Component

Table 11 reveals that providing commercially -made career education

materials by, the project staff and using commercially-made career educa-

tion teaching materials in classrooms received a to a great extent

rating' by 56 and 50 percent respectively of those teachers responding

to the questionnaire, When combining the percentages of the two highest

possible ratings, approximately three-fourths of the total responses

are included within these categories. itshould also be noted that the

highest percent of no extent ratings were questions 5 and 6.
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Table 11. Internal Diffusion and Dissemination of Project Information,
10-12 Component, Part I

Question

To what extent:

1. Have teacher-made education materials
been provided to you by the project
staff?

2. Have commercially -made career educa-
tion materials been provided to
you by the project staff?

3. Have teachers in your school shared
their teacher-made career education
materials with you? t

4. Have you shared your teacher-made career

education materials with other teachers
in your school?

5. Have teachers from other schools ip
Lenoir City and Caldwell County shared
their teacher-made career education
materials with you?

6." Have you Oared your teacher-made career
education materials with other teachers
in Lenoir City and Caldwell County?

7. Have teachers in your school shared their
commercially-made career education
materials with you?

8. Have you shared your commercially-made

career education materials with teachers
in'your school?

9. Have you shared your commercially-made

career education Mtterials with other
teachers in Lenoir City and Caldwell
County?

Percentage Response*
1 2 3 4

33 50 11 6

56 ' 17 22 6

35' 41 18

25 35 29 6

6 59 18 18

12 53 18 18

39 44 17 0

--

41 35 12 12

12 '41 41 6

29,
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Table 11. (Continued)

Question Percentage Response*

10. Have teachers. from other schools
in Lenoir City and Caldwell County
shared their commercially-made

career education materials with you?

11. Have workshops been held to disseminate
career education materials or
information?

12. Are you using teacher-made career

education materials in your
classroom?

13. Are you using commercially-made
career education teaching materials
in your classroom?

1 2 3 4

6 53 35 6

28 61 6 6

35 41 18 6

50 28 11 11

*See Appendix B for supporting table..of numbers.

Ratings: 1 = To a great extent 3 = To little extent
2 = To some extent 4 = To no extent

IV. Process Evaluation, 1973 vs 1974

Introduction

One phase of the second year evaluation of the Caldwell Career,

Education project was to make a comparative study of the project.

This required utilization of the same evaluation instruments used in
C

the 1973 evaluation. Therefore, comparisons were made of the 1973 K-6

component, 7-9 component, 10-12 component, post-secondary component,

overall administration, night school program, and general overview.

This part of the study indicates the results of those comparisons.

29 o
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K-6 Component

A. Project Staff (K-6). Table 12, section A indicates that the

project staff was rated higher during the 1974 evaluation on assisting

administrators and faculty in: (1) identifying community resource

persons and (2) identifying a group of organizations suitable for

field trips. Those areas receiving lower ratings were: ...(1) providing

all project` teachers with at least 60 hours of staff development per

/

year stressing the infusion of career education into the c rriculum,

(2) assisting classroom teachers the development of tea her-made

materials, (3) assisting teachers in developing method of infusin3

the career concept in the curriculum,I (4) establiihing advisory

committees, (5) providing teachers with at least 16 hours of staff

development for developingiakill in enhancing students' self=concepts,

and (6) assisting teachers in identifying individual needs of students.

No change was indicated in providing and disieminating materials for

use in classrooms, libraries, and guidance offices.
0

B. Teachers (K-6). Table 12, section B Shows that teachers

received higher ratings for their career education efforts in 1974 over

1973 on all items having less than a four point rating in 1973. They

del;eloped more materials, provided students with more industry-produced

materials, shared more ideas, co'irelated.more curricular activities,

scheduled more resource persons, consulted more with principals and

guidance personnel for the pUrpose of placing students in appropriate

educational settings, employed more daily activities for building

problem-solving and decision-making skills, provided more opportunities

for students to evaluate individual or group behavior patterns, and
0

29%3
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increased the utilization of methods and techniques for enhancing

student self-6oncept.

C. Guidance Personnel (K-6). Table 12, section C reveals that

guidance personnel received higher ratings in the 1974 evaluation on:

(1), arranging on -site observations for students, (2) providing referral

services for students, (3) meeting with teachers to correlate guidance

and classroom activities and (4) consulting with principals and teacher:

for placing students in appropriate educational settings. Those areas

receiving lower ratings were: (1) meeting with students in small groups,°

clusters, and/or individually;- (2) individual and group follow -up of

guidance activities; and (3) providing inservice training for all class-

room teachers on the application of developmental guidance.

D. Students (K-6). Table 12, section D shows that decidedly

improved ratings were awarded to all items related to students. Field

trips had b2entontinued to a somewhat greater extent, Problem solving
o

activities increased and exposure to art form increased.

E. Principals (K-6). Table 12, section E indicates that there

was a definite improvement in principals over 1973 in consulting with

teachers and guidance personnel for the purpose of placing each

student in an appropriate educational setting.

F. Librarian/Guidance Resource Specialists (K-6). Table 12,

section F reveals that in 1974 librarian/guidance resource specialists

collected more materials for each teacher for use in a specific unit

of study.

so 0
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G. The School Administration'and Faculty (K-6). Table 12,

section_G indicates that the administration and faculty identified

more resource persons and organizations suitable for field trips than

was reported in 1973.

Table 12. Comparisons of the 1973 and 1974 Process Evaluation Ratings
of the K-6 Component.

Rating
Item 1973 1974 Change

A. The extent to which the project staff
(K-6) has:

1. Provided and disseminated materials
for use in classrooms, libraries,

.and guidance- offices,

2. Provided all project teachers with .

at least 60 hours of staff development
per year stressing the Infusion of
career education into tae curriculum.

3. Assisted classroom teachers, when
requested, in the development of
teacher-made materials.

4. Assisted the school's administration
and faculty in identifying community'
resource persOns.

5. Assisted teachers, when requested, in
developing methods of'infusing the career
concept in the curriculum.

6. Established an advisory committee
a representing business, industry, the
professions, parents, and the
community at large for grades K-6.

7. Assisted the-school's administration and
faculty in identifying a group of
organizations suitable for field trips.

8. Provided teachers with at least 16 hours
of staff dlelopment for the purpose of
developing kills for enhancing students'

self concep s-

BO_

4 4

4 0 -4

4 3 -1

3.5 4 + .5

4 3.5 - ,5

3.5 0 -3.5

3.5 4 + .5

4 2.5 -1.5
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Tabla12. (Continued)

Item

9. Assisted teachers in identifying the
individual needs of students.

B. The extent to which teachers (K-6) have:

'1. Developed teacher-made materials.

2. Provided student's with appropriate
industry-produced resource materials.

3. Visited poo local industries per year.

4. Engaged in monthly meetings for reviewing
and sharing ideas.

5. Met at least monthly in groups to correlate
curricular

6. Net at least four times per year with
counselors to correlate guidance and
classroom activities.

7. Scheduled at least three resource
persons per year.c

8. Consulted with principals and guidance,
personnel for the purpose of placing
each student in an, appropriate educational
setting.

9. Employed activities daily which build
problem- solving and decision - making skills,

10. Provided students opportunities to evaluate
individual or group behavior patterns.

11. Demonstrated an increase in'utilization of
methods and techniques which enhance
student self-concept:

12. Provided students with daily opportunities
to observe the beauty of their world.

Rating
1973 1974 Change

4 3 -1

2.5 3.5 +1

2 2.5 + .5

4 4

2.5 3.5 +1

2.5 3.5 +1_

4 4

.3.75 4 + .25

.5 _3 +2.5

/ 3.5 +1.5

2 3.5 +1.5

2.5 3.5 +1

2 3.5 +1.5

') 0'
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Table 12. (Continued)

O

Item"
Rating

1973 1974 Change

C. The extent to which guidance personnel
(T -6) have:

.1. Met with all students in small groups,
clusters, and/or individually.

2. Arranged for on-site observations for
students in giade 6 who expreised
specific job interests.

3. Held individual and/or group follow-ups
of guidance activities.

4. .Piovided referral services for students
at needed.

5. Providtd in-service training for all
classroom teachers on the classroom
application of developmental guidance.

6. Net at least four times per year with
teachers tocorrelate guidanceand class-
roOm activities.

7. Consulted with principals and teachers for

the purpose of placing each student in the
appropriate educational setting.

D. The extent to which'students (K-6) have:

1. Participated in aL least three career-
oriented field trips per. year.

2. Engaged in daily activities designed to
build problemrsolving and decision

ng

3. Been exposed daily to at least one art
form.

4 3 -1

0 3

4 3 -1

2.5 3 + .5

3 2.5 - .5

3.25 3.5 + .25

0 3 +3

3.25 4 + .75

1.75 3.5 +1.75

1.25 3.5 +2.25
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Table 12. (Continued)

Rating
Item 1973 1974 Change

E. The extent to which principals have:

1. Consulted with teachers and guidance
personnel for the purpose of placing
each student in an appropriate
educational setting.

F. The extent to which librarian and/or
guidance resource specialists have:

1. tbllected_materials_fat_each_teacher
who requested materials for use in a
specific unit of study.

G. The extent to which the school administration
- and - faculty- have:

1. Identified community resource persons.

2. Identified organizations suitable for
field trips.,

.5 3 42.5

2.5 3.5 +1

2.5 4 +1.5

3.5 4 - .5

NS,

Ratings: 4 - 0, highest to lowest.

7-8 Component

The compositiOn of the 7-9 component was changed frcm 1973 and

consisted of only two units: amewell Jr. High, grades 7 and 8; and

Lenoir Jr. High School.

A. Project Staff (7-8). Table 13, section A indicates that of the

nine items assessed by:the evaluation team, five showed a decline in the

level of activity, three remained the-sameAnd one revealed an increase.

3 0 1
*1
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Those areas showing a decline were: (1) providing and disseminating.

materials to be used ia classrooms, libraries, and guidance offices;

(2) providing .reject teachers with staff development training in

fusion of career education into°the curriculum; (3)assisting class-

room teachers in the development of teacher-made materials; (4) establish-

ing advisory commitL-es; and (5) assisting teachers in identifying

individual nee& of students. Providing teachers staff development

training for the purpc-a of developing skills for enhancing students'

self concepts was the one cl-ea showing an increase.

B. Teachern,(7-8). Ta'Ar!. 13, section B reveals that seven items

for the 7-8 co::::enent receiv^d higher ratings and five items received

lower ones. Tho;::e items receiving higher ratings were: (1) pro4iding

students with aldrJpriate industry-produced resource materials,

(2 sharing of iL;er..;, (3) o.:11.-elating curricular activities, (4). meeting

with counselo.:s to correlate'guidance and classroom activities,

(5) schedull--- perncls, (6) using problem-solving and decision-
.

making skill activitio-;, (7) providing opportunities for students to

evaluate individ;a1 and Lz!llavior. The teachec items revealing

lower ratings w1/4.,:c: :1) 4c.2i.g teacher-made materials, (2) visiting

local (2) cor.7:.1tiqg with principals and guidance personnel'

for placing stu cppriate educational settings, (4) utilizing

methods and tee,n1r.le-, whIcl, enhance student se -concept an provid ng

students %/L.:. .0 observe the beauty of their world.

304.4

.46
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C. Guidance Personnel (7-8). Table 13, section C shows that the

guidance personnel for the 7-8 component improved somewhat in the areas

ated low during the first evaluation. ImproVementinoted were:

(1 in-service training of teachers on the application of developmental

gui ce, (2) correlating guidance and classroom activities, and
-.tA

(3) sating with principals and teachers for placing students in an

appropriate educational setting. The areas that received lower rating

Mere: (1) meeting withstudents in small,groups, clusteis and/or

individually, (2) arranging for student on-site observation, (3) follow-

up of guidance activities, (4) providing referral services for students,

and (5) assisting students in selecting an appropriate educational et-.

work setting.

D. Students (7-8). In Table 13, Section D, the extent to whiell

students participated in career- oriented field trips show no improvement

over1973. However, student activities' designed to build problem-solving

and decision-making skills improved while the activity of exposure to

art forms received a lower rating.,

E.
/
Principals (7 -8). Table 13, section E indicates that principals

consulted with teachers and guidance petsonnel for the purpose of placing

students in an Ipropriate educational netting at almost the same level

as the 1973 recommendations.

rian/Guidance-Resource-Special4its-(7,4,--Table-14-soction

F;reveals thatthe librarian and/or guidance resource specialists

received a lower rating in the area of collecting materials for teachers

to use in.a specific unit of study.

0 5
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G. School Administration and Faculty (7-8). Table 13, section

G indicates that the school administration and faculty were rated lower

in the second evaluation than the first. The items receiving lower

scores were identifying community resource persons aid organizationr-,

suitable for field tripi.

0

Table 13: Comparisons of the 1973-74 Process Evaluation Ratings of the
7-8 Component

Rating
Item 1973 1974 Change

A. The extent to which the project staff
(7-8) has:

1. Provided and disseminated materials
for use in tlasprooms,'libraries,
and guidance offices.

2. Provided all project leachers with
at least 60 hours of staff develop-
ment.pet year Stressing the infusion
of career education into the
curriculum

3. Assisted classroom teachers, when
requested, in the .develoPment
of teacher -made materials.

4. Assisted teachers, when requested,
in developing methods of infusing
the career concept into the
curriculum.

4.0 3.5

3.5 0

4 3

5: Assisted the school's administration
and faculty in identifying community
resource persons. 4

- .5

-3.5

-1

0

4 0

6. Established an'advisory committee
representing business, industry,
the profesidons, paredts, and the
community at large for grades 7-8. 4 0 -4

;3 0 (3
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Table 13. (Continued)

Item

7. Assisted the school's administration
and faculty in identifying a group
of organizations suitable for field
trips.

8. Provided teachers with at least
16 hours of staff development for
the purpose of developing skills
for enhancing students' self
concepts.

9. Assisted teachers in identifying the
individual needs of students.

B. The extent to which 7-8 teachers have:

1. Developed teacher-made materials.

2. Provided, students with appropriate
.industry-produced resource materials.

3. Visited two local industries per year.

,4. Engaged'in monthly meetings for
reviewing and sharing ideas.

5. Met.at least monthly in groups to
correlate curricular activities.

6. Met at least four times per year
with counselors to correlate
guidance and classroom activities.

7. Schedulad-st-least-ithree-lresource

persons per year.

8. Consulted with principals and guidance
personnel for the purpose of placing,

ieach student n an appropriate
educational setting.

titi

3 0 /

Rating
1973 1974

4

0 2

4 2:5

3 2.5

2 3

2.5

2 2.5

'1.6 , 2.5

2' 2.5

2.5 3.5

3.8 2

Change

0

+2

-1.5

- .5

+ .5

+1.9

+1

-1.8



Table 13. (Continued)

Item

38.

Rating
9 3 1974 Change

9. Employed activities daily which
build problem-solving and decision-
making skills.

10. Provided students opportunities to
evaluate individual or group behavior
paitetns.

11. Demonstratid an increase in utiliSa-
tion of methods and techniques which
enhance student self-concept.

12. Provided students with daily
opportunities to observe the beauty
of their world.

C. The extent to which 7-8 guidance
personnel have:

1. Net with all students in small,
groups, clusters, and/or
individually.

2. Arranged for on-site observations
fot Students who expressed specific
Job interests. 4.0 3.0 -1.0

3.0 *3.5 + .5

3.0 3.5 + .5

3.5 3.0 - .5

3.0 2.5 - .5

4.0 3.5 - .5

3: Held individual and /or "group folio
up of guidance activities. 4.0 3.5 - .5

4. Provided referral services for students
as needed. 4.0 3.0 -1.0

5. Provided in-sprvice training for 11
classroom teacheis on the classy om
application of developmental gui ance. .3 1.5 +1.2

6. .Met at least four times pet year with
teachers to correlate guidance d

classroom activities. .5 .2.5 +2.0



Table 13. (Continued)

Item

7. Consulted with principals and
teachers for the purpose of placing
each student in the appropriate
educational setting.'

8. Assisted each student, through
continual monitoring, in selecting
an appropriate educational
or work setting.

D. The extent to which students (7-8) have:

1. Participated in at least three
career-oriented field trips per
year.

2. Engaged in daily activities designed
to build problem-solving and decision-
makingskills;

'3. Been exposed daily to -at least one art
',form.

E. The extent to which principals (7-8) have:

1. Consulted with teachers and
guidance. personnel for the purpose
of placing each student in an
appropriate educational setting.

F. The extent'to Which librarian gad/or

guidance resource specialists (7-8) haye:

1. Collected materials for each
teacher who requested materials for
use in a specific unit of study.

39

Rating
1973 1974 Change

.5 2.0 -41.5

2.8 2.5 - .3

2.5 2.5 0

.2.4 3.5 +1.1

3.8 ',2.5 -1.3

2.6 2.5 - .1

4.0 2.5 -1.5
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Table 13. (Continued)

Rating
Item 1973 1974 Change

G. The extent to which school administration
(7 -8) and faculty hive:

1. Identified community resource persons. 4.0 3.0 -1:10k

2. Identified organizations suitable
for field trips. 4.0 3.0 -1.0

0 - Lowest to 4 - Highest.

10-12 Component

A. ',Project Staff (10-12). Table 14, Section A, indicates a slights

'gain in the rating of the project staff for: (1) providing, and

disseminating materials for use in classrooms, libraries aneguidance

offieir (2) assisting classroom teachers it developing teacher-made

materials; (3)- assisting teachers in developing methods of infusing the

career concept in the curriculut; and (4) asaiiting the school's

administration'iad faculty in identifying organizations suitable for

field trips. Those areas indicating a slight negative change were:

(1) providing teachers with staff development training for infusion .of

career education into the curriculum; (2) providing teachers with

"

opportunities for developing skills for enhancing"students' self-

concepts; and (3) assisting teachers_in identifying individual needs

of students. The area indicating the greatest negative change was

that of establishing an advisory committee.
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B. Teachers (10-12). Table 14, Section B, shows that there was an

overall slight gain in teacher efforts over the 1973 results. Teachers

provided students with more materials, shared ideas more, met more in

groups to correlate curricular activities,, scheduled more resource

persOns and provided students with more opportunities to evaluate

individual or group behavior patterns. However, there was less activity

in three items during the 1974 evaluation than in the 1973 study.

Those items showing less accomplishment were: (1) visit to local

industry; (2) utilization of techniques to enhance student self-

concept; and (3) providing students opportunities to observe the

beauty of the world.

C. Guidance Personnel (10-12). Table 14, Section C, reveals that

the guidance personnel made positive changes on four items and negative

changes on two items when compared'to the 1973 study.' Those items

showing pdsitive gains were: (1) meeting with student& in small

groups; clusters and/or individually; (2) arranging on-site observe-

tions for students; (3) meeting with teachers to correlate guidance

and classroom activities; and (4) assisting students in selecting an

appropriate educational setting. The items showing negative changes

were: (1) providing referral services for students; and (2) providing

in-service training for teachers on the application of developmental

guidance. It should also be noted that most items evaluated on

guidance personnel were fairly high in the second study.

D. Students (10-12). Table 14, Section D. indicates that two

items received higher rating during the 1974 evaluation than in the

-)
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first study. There were more career oriented field trips and more

activities designed to build problem-solving and decision-making

skills., The extent to which students were exposed to art forms had a

negative change when compared to the first evaluation.

E. Librarian and/or Guidance Specialist (10-12). Table 14,

Section E,shows that only one item was. evaluated during the second-
,

evaluation. The results indtzsted that more materials wdre collected

for teachers to use in specific units of study during the second

evaluation than_the first.

P. The.School Administration and Faculty (10-14. Table 14,

Section F, reveals that the school administration and faculty received

higher ratings during the second evaluation than the first. The
O

school administration and faculty identified, more community resource

persons and organizations suitable for field trips. There was no

change in arranging for resource people'to provide instruction in

special interest areas.

Table 14. Comparison of the 1973-74 Process Evaluation Ratings of
the 10-12 Component

Item
.Ratings-

1973 1974 Charm

A. PROJECT STAFF (10-12)

The extent to which the project staff
has:

1. Provided and disseminated materials, 2.83 ' 3.5

for use in classroomi, libraries and
guidance offices.

31
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Table 14. (Continued)

Item

2. \Provided all project teachers with
at least sixty hours of staff
development per year stressing the
-infusion of career education into

the curriculum.

3. Assisted classroom teachers, when

requested, in the development of
teacher-made materials.

4. Assisted teachers, when requested,
in.developing methods of infusing
the career concept in the
curriculum.

5. Assisted the school's administration ,

and faculty in identifying community
resource persons.

"6. Established an advisory committee
representing business, industry,
the professions, parents, and the
community at large for grades 10-12.-

7. Assisted the school's administration ,
and faculty in identifying organiza-
tions suitable field trips.

8. Provided teachers with at least
sixteen hours of staff development
for the purpose of developing
skills for enhancing students' self-

concepts.

9. Assisted teachers in identifying the
individual needs of students.

B. TEACHERS (10-12)

The extent to which teachers have:

1. Developed teacher-made materials.

2. Provided students with appropriate
industry7produced resource

43

Ratings

1973 1974 Change

2.5 .5 -2

2.67 3 + .33

2,5 3.5 +1

3.67 4 0 +33

4 0 -4

3.67 4 + .33

1.67 1.5 - .17

2.67 2.5 - .17

1.5 2 + .5

1.67 2.5 + ,.83

materials.

1
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Table 14. (Continued)

Item

3. Visited two local industries per
year.

4. -Engaged in monthly meetings for
reviewing and sharing ideas.

'5. Met at least monthly in gioups to
correlate curricular activities.

6. Met at least four times per year
with counselors to correlate
guidance and classroom activities.,

7. Scheduled at least three resource
persons per year.

8. Employed activities daily which
build problem-solving and decision-
making skills.

9.' Provided students opportunities to
, ,,evaluate individual or group

behavior patcerns.

10. DeMonstrated an increase in
utilization of methods and
techniques which enhance student
self-concept.

11. Provided students with daily
opportunities to observe the
beauty of their world.

C. GUIDANCE PERSONNEL (10-12)

The extent to which the guidance
personnel (10-12)°have:

1. Met with all students in small
groups, clusters, and/or
Individually.

4

2. Arranged on-site observations
for students who expressed
specific job interests.

3
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Ratings
1973 1974 Change

2.17 2 - .17

2.34 2.5 + .16

1.84 3 +1.16

2.34 2.5 + .16

3.17 3.5 + .33
0

3 3

2.5 3 + .5

2 1.5 - .5

2.5 2 - .5

3.84 4 + .16

3\84 4 + .16



Table 14. (Continued)

C
. A
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Item Ratings

1973 1974 Change

3. Held individual andor group 3.5 3.5
follow-ups of guidance activities.

4.' Provided referral services for
students as-needed.

4 3.5 - .5

5. Provided in-service training for 2.33 1.5 - .83

all classroomteachers'on the classroom
application of developmental

6. Met t least four times per year
with teachers to correlate
guidance and classroom actiyitf.es.

7. Assisted each student,.through
continual monitoring, in selecting-
an appropriate educational setting.

D. STUDENTS (10-12)

The extent to which students have:

-1. Participated in at least three
career- oriented field trips per
year.

1.84 3 41.16

,3.34 3.5 + .16

2.5 4

I

2. Engaged in daily activities designed 2.34 3 + .66
to build problem-solving and
decision-making skills. ,

O

3. Been exposed daily to at least one 24,5 , 2 - .5
art' form.

E. LIBRARIAN AND/OR GUIDANCE RESOURCE SPECIALISTS

The extent to which the librari and/or
guidance resource specialists h e:

1. Collected materials for each teacher 2.5 3.5 +1

who requested materials for use in. ,

a specific unit of study.
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Table 14. (Continued)

Iteiz Ratings
1973 , 1974' Change

E. SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION (10-12)

The extent to which the school administration
sad faculty hAva-1.--

I. Identified community resource persons.,3.5 3.5

2. Identified organizations suitable 3.5 4

for field trips.'

3. Arranged for at least five resource 4 4

people to provide-instruction in
special interest areas for
interested students during
unscheduled time.

OM=

+.5

0 -'Lowest to 4 - Highest.

Post-secondary Component (Process Evaluationl

A. Project Staff. Table-15, Section A, indicates that the project

staff (post-secondary) was evaluated on the basis of one item. The

results show that the project staff developed a plan to integrate

career education into post-secondary education to a greater degree

during the second evaluation as comyared to the first study.

B. Evening High School Staff. Table 15, Section B, reveals that

the evening high school staff was seen as above average on all items

except one. However, when compai'ing the second evaluation results to

the first study, the only item receiving a higher rating in the second

study was assisting students to understand their community and its

resources and opportunities.
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Table 15. Comparisons of the 1973-74 Evaluation Rating of the
Post-Secondary Component

Item

47

Ratings
1973 1974 Change

A. PROJECT STAFF

- .

has:

'I& the project staff

1. Developed a plan to integrate 3 A

career education into post-
secondary education.

B. EVENING HIGH SCHOOL STAFF

The extent to which the evening high
school staff has:

1. Assisted school dropouts and
students with 'special needs to
complete their high school
education while working.

4 3-

2. Assisted students to develop 4 3

self-confidence and Positive
self-r!oncepts through success in
educational and emp3uyment
settings.

3. _Assisted stude7.ts r'th special 2 2

needs to become ecorc,micalli

self-reliant, socially adjustelcw.
and eff:_ctive citizens of the
ccmmunitj.

4. Assisted students to Take realistic 3 3
decisions concerning career options.

5. Assisted students to pursue long- 3 3
range career goals.

6. Assisted students to understand 2 . 3 +1
their commnnity and its resources
and opportunities.

31/



Table 15. (Continued)

-48

Item Ratings
1973 1974' Change

3. Helped students to begin the 3 3

process of realising their,
fullest potential as.human
beings and of becoming all that
they are capable of becoming.

MO

0

\,)

0 - Lowest to .4 - Highest.

Overall Administration Component

A. Central Stiff. Table 16, Section A, shows that the central

office stiff made extensive gaits during the second evaluation as

compared to the first study. Those items receiving top ratings were

the commitment to continue career education at the end of federal

funding and the development of specifiC plans for incorporating

successful elements of the project_into the_onttgoing_overall___

instructional program.

B. Principals (overall). Table 16,, Section B, indicates that

all items were rated the 'same or higher for the second evaluation as
,

, compared to the first study. Those items that-had positive changes

were the extent to which, principals: (1) facilitated the activities

of the project staff in carrying out-the purpose of the program in

grades" 10=12, (2) participated in the planning of career development

activities to be carried out by the project staff -in grades 10-12, and

(3) understood and actively supported the project activities in grades
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C. Project Administration (overall). Table 16, Section C,

indicates that the project administration received equal or higher

O

ratings in 1974 than in 1973 on every itsm considered. Six of the

ten items-were given the highest ratings by the evaluators: The

only item receiving a low rating was: "the, extent to which the

project administration provided an effective system for articulating,

among the administrative units.

D. Project Staff. Table 16, Section-D, shows that the Project

staff received equal or higher ratings in 1974 than in 1973 on every

item except one. The item receiving a low rating in 1974 was the

utilization of community adVisory committees. The three items

fr

receiving positive changes were: the extent to which the project staff,

(1) developed a transportable model of career education program

components, (2)Jiisseminated project information to ideal schools in

and out of the largest group, and (3) disseminated project information

outside of the project areas--

Table 16. CoMparisons of the 1973-74 Evaluation Rating of the
Overall dministration Component

Item

A. The extent to which the central office
staff has:

Ratings
1973 1974 Chadge

1. Committed itself to e continua- 2 4 +2

tion of career educ ion, at the

end of federal funding.

2., Developed specific plans for
incorporating successful
elemen of the project into

the -going overall instructional
pro ram.

31
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Table 16. (Continued)

Item Ratings-1
1973 1974 ' Change

B. The extent to which principals have:

1. FaCilitated the activities of
the project staff in carrying

ergo

Grades K-6
t

Grades 7-9
,Grades 10-12

2: Participated in the planning of
career development activities to
be carried out by the project
staff.

Grades K-6
le Grades 7 -9

Grades 10112

3. Understood and actively supportea
the project activities.

Grades K-6
`Grades 7-1

Grades 10-12

C. The extent to which the project

administration (overall) has:

1. Provided qualified personnel
to assist local teachers

in=implementation of the career
concept'

2. Provided assistance to the
administratrative staffs, a
continuing plan for the
developments) guidalice program.

.3. Provided assistance to all
administrative staffs in the
development of an implementation
plan for carer education in
their schools.

.4 4
3 3
2 3

3

2

3 4
3 3
2 3

4 4

2 3

4

3
3

+1

+1

+1
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Table 16. (Continued)

Item

4. Provided assistance to all
administrative staffs in the
development of,a plan for continw-

ing the career education concept
beyond the funding period.

5. Provided assistance for staff
development to administrative

, units. -

ti

6. Provided for the dissemination of
project activities, methods, and
techniques concerning the career
education concept.

7. Provided a method for continued
evaluations of career education
activities at all levels by'
teachers,.supervisors, and
administrators.

8. Provided assistance in the utiliza-
Lion of community resources
applicable to all curriculum areas.

9. Established a system for the
accountability of all project
funds.

i0. Providqd an effective system for
articulation among the
administrative units.

D. The extent to which the project staff
(overall) has:

1. Developed a transportable model of
the career education program

)

components. .,

2. Worked with-local school personnel

in developing and implementing the
,Career edudation progrim.

32.1.

Ratings

3, +1

2 3 +1

4 4

4 4

2 2

1 ' 3 +2

4

1973 1974 Chan :e

1 4

3 +1

4

+3
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-Table 16.- -(Continued)

Item Ratings

1973 1974 Change

3. Met with and utiliiid community
advisory committees.

4. Disseminated project information
to local schools in and out of

the

5. Disseminated project information 2 +2

outside of the project area.

3 1 -2

2 3 +1

0 - Lowest to 4 - Highest.

General Overview Component (Process Evaluation)

A. Organization and Conduct of the Project. Table 17, Sectio

reveals that the organization and conduct of the project received

positive dhange on four items in 197.4 in relation to the 1973 evalua-,

tion. Those items receiving higher ratings on the second evaluation

were: the extent to which, (1) the project had established goOd

relationships with existing school personnel, (2) paiticipati g school

units had become involved ih the project as to establish curriculum

I
flexibility, (3) participating schools units had become inv,lved in

the prdject as'to allow staff assignment flexibility, and /4) the

,administration and schools' principals had been involved in the

implementation of the career concept.

B. Dissemination of Project Information. Table 17,1 ection B,

shows a high rating was given to external dissemination n 1974 as

32')
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compared to a low rating in 1973. The extent to which project-informa-.

tion had been disseminated internally received a slightly lower rating

. when compared to the 1973 evaluation.

C. Program Elements. .Table 17, Section C, indicates a positive

change for four items and a negative change for three items between the

1973 and 1974 evaluations. 'Those items receiving, positive changes

were: (1) the approaches utilized were effective and transportable to

other schools, (2) introducing new curricular patterns, (3) developing

and utilizing curriculum materials, and (4) introducing innovative

learnin activities. The items indicating negative changes were: (1)

having adequate equipment, (2) having adequate facilities and (3)

having an effective budget.

Career Education Model. 'Table 17, Section D, indicates that

only bne item was evaluated under this area. The extent to which a

model for a comprehensive career education program had been-developed

was rated higher in 1974 than it was in 1973, a change in the positive

direction.

Table 17. Comparisons of the 1973-74 Process Evaluation Rating of

the General 'Overview Component

Item Ratings

1973 1974 Change

A. Organization and COnduCt of the Project;

The extent to which:

1. The staff and staffing patterns have 3 3 0

been effective:

2. local advisory committees have been

used.

1 -2
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Table 17,, (Continued)

Item Ratings

3. Local advisory committees' have
been used effectively.

4. The Project has established good
relationships, with existing
school personnel.

5. Participating school units have
become involved in the Project
as to establish organizational
flexibility. .

6. Participating school units have
become involved in the Project as
to establish curriculum
flexibility.

7. Participating school units have
become involved in the Project
as to allow staff assignment
flexibility. '

8. The administration and schools'.
principals have been involved in
the implementation of the career
concept.

B. Dissemination of Project Informationl_____
The extent to which:

1. Project information has been
disseminated internally (within
local schools, both in and out of
target group).'

2. -Project information has been
disseminated externally
(within the state and other
counties)

3. Public information and public
relations have been effective.

(.324

1973 1974 Change

3 1 -2

3 4 +1

3 3

2 3 '+1

0 3 +3

'

3" ' 4 +1
0

4 3 -I

0 4 +4

3 3: 0
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Table 17. (Continued),

Item, Ratings
1973 1974 Change

C. Program Elehlents: The extent to which:

1. The approaches utilized are
effective an& transportable to
other school units.

2. New curricula patterns have been,

introduced.
, .

r 7

3. Curriculum materials have been
developed and utilized.

4. :Innovative learning activities
have been introduced.

,5. Equipment has been adequate.

6. Facilities have been adequate.

7. Budgeting has been effective.

8. Community resources and personnel
have been utilized.

D. Career Uucation Model: The extent

to which:

. 1. A model for a comprehensive career
education program has been

establish,ld.

1 3 +2

2 3 +1

1 2 +1

2 3 +1

4 3 -1

4 3 -1

4 3 -1

4 4 0'

2 3 +1

Ratings: 0 - 4; lowest to highest.

a
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V. Non - Target Schools

In an e2fort to, allow non-target schools in Lenoir City and

Cnidwell County to 71rticipec in the Caldwell Career Education

Project, 'Ale career education project, staff invited principals
o

from non-target Schools'to subpit proposals for possible funding

during the 1973-74 school year. Fifteen non-target schools responded

with mini-proposals which specified-locally-approved career_edUca-
.

tion objectives, methods, evaluatiOn,planS, and needed budgets.

Fourteen proposals were approved and funded with budgets of approxi-

mately' $3,000.0') each.

This part of the evaluation report is a supplement to the Third

Party Evaluation Report because non-target schools were not included

in the Third Party contract.

Tne evaluation of the non-target schools' mini-proposals was I

accomplished, by revicwing questionnaires, records of career-ori::

activi:ies for s-dents and records of materials and ecidipment

ear;haae- In addiilop, the NCSU staff visited 10 of the 12fschoolb

ha su!),Ititt. ,a ev,ituntioa instrument completed by the principal.

Evvlvation

oimin Irble 18., t_welvc of the fourteen non-target schools'

rrincipals returaed wa evalueti n instrument, which had been develw:

by Ithe N. C. State Univerrity" s .off, and approved by the Caldwell

Project staff. An analysis of the data indicated that principals we

extremely wall satisfied with the funding and the effect of the pro,

on bath teachers and ,tudents. However, periodic evaluations of th.

projects were completed Only five of the twelve principals.

3 ;ti



o. . (.:?.wt Education Projects of Non-Target
;c:12.0,rk by t' irincipals, Caldwell County, 1974

Yes No T.

c..O0d 1FL col amount 11 1
r.3ch...ve your objectives?

resuli: of the "mini" c.kreor education 12
ht11- the iiiruction-al-pro'gra-M in

ri'ur itr,roved:'

s (:tre")..t.:a an 1:,r.ovehant in the

cur taohers toward the
.`.re r e,.untloh conc,4L?

&Lacie.A.:. shown :IL increls3 in
oi A rose t= tho

3.
cv:ilu,.1tod the

kzc u =;* mii-caveer education
pr'..' _L?

4.4

12

Cl

Qt 6nOe.: su:).4itted m evalu,ticn by the
t U. iv( rsiLy

oonue..o. 14( -!ver, it .

yce, d- voc

1

:be Lvalnntioa r"de L.

It should Ile noted that lil

11,1%;s1. cao categorics. The fact

..:,iwzning whether me project was succts:

the 1!- r;by

.d that the projieet was still

le gasoline crisis limited fi ld trips, Gt.,:

erilde,.,e had not yat been wateret:.

3 2 7



Tt-2.fhPrs' ;whl.v)tioa

The major evaluatioh LitpuL ty t,,cv-r, .)-,;ulteu aom h

hair o dw.eloped by ele P.1d4c11. an3 he-lni:Itered tc a

c;ample of 25 percent of the tavers at each of the nca-tazeet scL

Nine of the fourteen schools returned the ten item q estionnaire to

the N. C. St.-.te University staff.

Table 19. Principals' Viewpoints of Ce..-eir Eth_..dticn NiLi-rrojecze,

Non-Target Schools, Caldwell Cc..eer

To waat :

)ri'ent

a

_. re Lae Ivini..-cr.cel et.oc.:-.011 7
,

project o'.-,jec....1v.:.; rtzilistic

In terLs oi ft.n.,'inz ,...74 time
:110.t1:74rt?

/2. Did the mini-ca ..1,r etitic,.c.t..,

)'/

tr,roject .%osist in the

Jevelopl.ent o career
education 1.1;1 your schnol?

a
0

Cl
H

t.k

3. Was' the career education . 3

successful in your school:

ocal. i 19

1
i

r-
4J

o o uH H H

i2

11

3:

2 hews thlt over14,ellaing perce",age o): t.-aujoLs

1:oso,lded to the questionnaire fr,,rcl contiruihg a cErtor

proL*1:am in their school net year. (Item No. 10)

321A
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Only one item appeared to be a negative factor with the teachers.

A majority of teachers indicated that they received little or no

oppor,tunity to participate in in-service education on career education.

(Item 4) This was not unexpected since the project staff was spread

over Am additiohal sixteen schools'-from the previous year and reduced,

in size from four to three persons.

It should be noted that in questions 6 and 7 more than 20 teachers'

checked little or no extent for each item. There was considerable

indication that the energy crisis was a negative factor with these

items.

Table 20. Teacher Career Education Evaluation Questionnaire, Non-
Target Schools, Caldwell County, 1973-74

Questions Grade
Level

To what extent:

1. HaVe you participated in the K -6

education program in your 7-9
school? 10-12

2. Has the career education K-6
staff provided yop with 7-9
assistance in the implementa= 10-12
tion of your school's
career program?

3. Are the objectives of your K-6
school's career education 7-9
program adequate?, 10-12

z.4

1'

1 2 3 4 Total

36 51 9 4 45
17 67' 17 0 6
25 75 0 0 , 4

33 38 27 , 2. 45
33 17 17 23 6

100 4

43 45 11 0 44
33 33 33 0 6
75 25 0 0 4

011"
04:0



Table 20. (Continued)

Questions

4. Have you had an opportunity to
'participate in career education

workshop's, conferences, faculty
meetings, or in visitations to
other schools?

5. Have you had additional materials
as the result of the career
education program?

6. Have you taken any of your
students on a field trip through
the career education program?

7. Have yob had a resource person
visit your classroom as part
of the career education
program? 4

8. Has the career education
program assisted in the
improvement Of the instruc- .

tional program in your
school?

9. Have you correlated any career
education activities with other
subject areas in your instruc-
tional program?

. 10. Would you like to see the career
education program continued in

your school next year?
....

60

r.

Grade
Level

Percentage Response*
1 2 3, 4

K-6 23 27 21 30 44
7-9 17' 33 17 33 6

10-12 . 50 25, 25 4 .

K-6 36: 40 18 7 45_,

7-9 33 17 17 33 6

10-12 75 25 0 0 4

K-6 14 48 13 14 44
7-9 17 *0 83 6

10-12 (25 25 25 ,-25 4

K-6 27 43 14 16 44
7-?..9' 33 33 0 33 6

10-12 25 50 0_ 25 4

K-6 51 51 11 2 45
7-9 33 50 0 16 6

10-12 50 50 0 0 4

K -6 40 51 7 2 45
7-9 5b 17 17 17 6

10-12 25 75 0 0 4

K -6 77.8 20 2.2 0 '45

7-9 83 '0 0 17 6

10-12 100 0 0 4

Key: 1 . To a great extent 3 = To little extent :

2 = To some extent' 4 = To no extent
T = Total number of respondents

*See Appendix for supporting table of numbers.



Record of Activities

.61

The most objective.type of evaluative evidence submitted to the

NCSU staff was the lists of career-oriented activities provided to

the students. These included field trips, resource persons, and new

audio-visual materials and equipment. Table 21 indicates a summary

of the career-oriented activities of the non-target schools:

Table 21. Summary of Career-Oriented Activities-in Eleven Non-Target
Schools, Caldwell County, 1973-74

Activity No,.

Schools Activities
Total . Ave./School

Field Trip 11 100 88 8.0

Speaker
L

10 91 78 7.1

Films 5 46 8 .7

Slides 10 91 165 15.0

Materials and Equipment

Observations by the NCSU staff indicated that all schools visited

had records of purchases and expenditures connected with the mini-proposals.

Files ofpurchase orders and receipts were exhibited at-many schools.,

Evidence of slides, cassettes, books, and resource persons utilized were

readily offered.to the visitors, but any inventory or audit was not

c=p4cted as part .of these visits.
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NCSU Staff:ViSits

Dr. T. R. Miller and Dr. Walter Cox Of the NCSU staff received

warm and stimulating receptions at nine.of the ten non-target schools

visited. The principals were extremely cooperative and exhibited

enthusiasm and confidence for the accomplishments of the projects.

The teachers that received impromptu visits with the staff were eager

to show how career education was being infused: Students felt free

tozcoMment on the field trips, visiting speakers and the many hands-

on activities generated by creative teachers.

It was evident many times that the professional help provided by.

the Caldwell Career Education staff was greatly appreciated, and

appeared to the NCSU staff of importance equal to the seed money

provided by the budget.

One of the high schools was infusing its career education

:primarily in the comprehensive program of mathematics. Although it

d a) be t*-lementing its WS-Teffa Objedtive, fUrt-her study may

be needed to support the assertion that one subject area should be the

primary focus of career education efforts.

Finally, the NCSUostaff noted that school personnel were particularly

pleased with the idea of seleCting their oc:n objectives rather than

accepting -en masse those written for other schools.

Conclusions (on mini-projects)

X. Principals, teachers, and students were strongly appreciative

and supportive of the help receiyed from the career education mini-

proposals.
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2. Principals and teachers valued the professional assistance as

much as the finances afforded- -by the mini-projects.

3'. Principals and teachers,qtrongly preferred to select their

own Pr6ject objectives rather than accept en masse previously conceived

goals.

4. Teachers were motivated and did respond with specific career

oriented activities for their students.

5. There was evidence that students were receiving and showing

and appropriate understanding of career-oriented activities. However,.

this needs further ~substantiation.

6. The evaluation process was obviously incomplete, and in need

of professional help with\the basic design and the development of

appropriate evaluation inst4-uments.

VI. Product Evaluations 1973 vs 1974

The Caldwell
Career.__Ed=aiion_proiect_staff,vorking-in-conjunc--

tion with-the evaluation staff, developed the ,following concise list

of broad product goals and more specific product objectives during the

1972-73 product year:

Product Goals
*

I. To increase an Awareness of the world of work.

II. To increase knowledge of career opportunities.

III. To increase ability to recognize educational and career relation-.

ships.

IV. To increase decision-making and problem- solving skills.
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V. To achieve 100% placement and follow-up of students;-in

either additonal education or work.

VI. To increase positive interaction i4ithin and among the schools

and between-the schools and the community.

VII. To enhance each indiVidual's self-concept.

VIII. To increase awareness of the many possibilities for the use

of leisure'time.

IX. To increase teachers', knowledge and application of the career

education concept.

As will be seen from the listing of product objectives, ,product

goals I-V, VII, and VIII are directed entirely toward the students of

Caldwell County;,OOduct goal VI embraces students, faculty, school

administration personnel and the community; and product goal IX relates

entirely to teachers within the environs of the project.

Product-Objectives

pe

Goal 'I - 1.1 Students will shown an increase in their awareness

oE the world of work.

Goal IL - 2.1 Students Mill show an increase in knowledge of the

educational requireinents of careers (grades 7-14).

2.2 Students 'will shown an increase in knowledge of

skills required for different careers (grades 7-14).

24.3 Students will shown an increase in knowledge of career

areas (grades 4-14).

2.4 Students mill show an increase in their awareness of

the world of work (also 1.1, grades K -3).
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Goal I7 - 3.1 Students will show. an increase in knowledge of the

educational requirements of careers (also 2.1,

grades 7.44).

3.2 The student will be able to apply knowledge and

65

.skills (learning) acquired in the clasiroom to

living and making a living (grades 9-14).

3.3 The student will demonstrate a.knowledge of the

interdependence of living, learning, and working

(grades K-8).

Goal IV -.4.1The student will demonstrate the ability to develop

alternative solutions to problems.

4.2 Students will be able to demonstrate growth in self-
r

discipline and personal responsibility.

4.3 Students will'show,:an increase in decision-making

as determined by the percentage of.12th graders'

having made career decisions as recorded in guidance

office records. .

4.4 The proportion of students applying for and entering

post-secondary education and/or jobs will increase

as measured by follow-up data.

Goal V - 5.1 The 13roportion of students applying'for and entering

41

post-secondary education and/or jobs will increase

as measured by follow-up data (also 4.4, grades 12-10,

5.2 The school will increase the number of students

placed in either additional education or work.
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5.3 The school will provide follow-up studies of all

students for five years.

Goal VI - 6.1 Positive interaction among stu nts and between

students and faculty will incr ase.

6.2 Positive interaction between acuity and adiinistra-
.

tion will increaser

6.3 Curricular articulation and/communication among

schools Will increase.

6.4 Positive interaction bet een the schools and the
`,

community will increase

Goal VII - 7.1-Students will demonstr to positive attitudes toward

themselves and others

7.2 The positive nature of teachers' responses to

student achievement will increase.

7.3 The teacher will emonstrate an increased knowledge

of the uniquenes -of-each-child.

7.4 An increased au bet of students will be engaged in

activities whi h reflect individual needs.

Goal,VIII- 8:1 Students wil increase their participation in

leisure ti activities.

Goal XI - 9.1 Teachers 11 show an increase in their knowledge

of the ca eer education concept.

9",.2 'Teachers will demonstrate increased application of

the ca eer education concept in the instructional

program.



Method of Assessment'

The lack of a suitable control group. for the students in the

67

Caldwell Career Education prOject was cited in the 1972-73 evaluation

report, and a treatment intensity level design utilized that year'

(Morgan, et al., 1973). The complexity of that deSign led-to the use

of a simple posttest only design this year, in which the students

at a given, grade level this year Were compared to the students of the

same grade level last'yeer, the basii-ior comparison being the test

scores.. The'evaluation data were based on a 25% random sample selected

from.the schools engaged,in,the project.

A one-way analysis' of variance design was used to test for differences

between this year's and last year's groups of students.

Obse"ived Products. Inasmuch as a certain amount of overlap exists,

within the list of product objectives (see above), which s

%
primarily

the result of similar or identical objectives for each of `he three,

principal components considered in the evaluation effort- (elementary ,

component, 1-6; middle grades component, 7-8; high school component, 9-12),

relatively few instruments were utilized to assess the attainment of

the objectives. -This section contains a brief description of each

instrument with a listing of the specific objectives measured by each
e

and the results of statistical analyses derived from the May, 1974

administration of the instruments to the appropriate respondents

within'the Caldwell County school system.

The Occupational Listing Test. Essentially of the cognitive

domain, the Occlipation Listing Test consists of three items, one of

3"
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which asks the student to state the occupations of his father and

mother, the humber of his brothers and sisters; and their respectiVe
,

occupations, if any; another asks the student to list as many

occupations as he can; and the third asks the student to list as many

"good" work habits as he can. Each item is considered separately in

analysis.

A. Family Occupations Item. Applicable to all grade levels,

this item pertains to product objective 1.1 (same as 2.4 for the

elementary component. After the administration of the test to the

students, theresponses were scored by the evalUation staff. Maximum

score on this item was four. Results, of the 'Statistical analyses

were as follows:

1. Grades 1-11, 1974, obtained higher mean scores than

did their 19.73 counterparts.

2. The 1973 12th grade and the 1974 12th grade obtained

statistically__equal_mean scores.-

B. Occupational Listing Item. Applicable only to grades 1-3

of the elementary component, this item also pertains to product

objective 1.1 (same as 2.4). Maximum score on this item is not

calculable and is restricted only ,bY imposed time limits for testing

purposes. Results of the analysis showed that the 1974 students in
r.

grades 1-3 obtained statistically equal mean scores to those of their

1973 counterparts.

C. Work Habits Item. This item applies to all grades and

pertains to product objective 1.1 (same as 2.4).,. As is the case with

33?
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the occupational listing item, there is no determinable maximum score.

Results of the'analyses were as follows:

1, 1973 mean scores equal to 1974; grades 1 and 10.

2. 1973 mean scores greater than 1974; grades 2-9 and 11-12.

The World of Work Test. Utilized specifically for the assessment

of product objective 2.4 sand applicable only to grades 1-3, the World'

of Work Test was conceptualized and originated by elementary teachers

in the Washington, D. C., school system. Based on data obtaiaed from

the Washington,D. C., career education program, the evaluation staff

analyzed and revised the test into fits present ,(and shorter) form. It

was designed to measure student knowledge of tools and technology and

'workers and their jobs.

The complete test consists of two parts totaling 70 items and

requires 76 minutes for administration. Each part is given separately

and is intended to measure a different set of concepts associated with

the world of work. Part I, "Tools and Technology"'(25 minutes),

measures student ability'to identify tools, to associate tools with

particular tasks, and to discriminate among early and later tools and

technological devices in historical perspective. Part II, "Workers

and Their 'jobs." (51 minutes), measures the ability of students to

6 differentiate between producers and consumers, between the producers

of goods and the producer's of services, between volunteer and paid

work, and student ability to associate articles of apparel and/or tools

with certain jobs.
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The format is exclusively pictorial. Any printed instructions or

words in actual items are read by the teacher, thus eliminating low,

scores because of reading problems.

The test is of the correct-incorrect type:with value Of'l

assessed for correct answers',and zero for incorrect answers (total

1

possible score = 701; Mean scores' obtained by grades 1-3, 1974, were

statistically equal to those of their 1973 counterparts.

The P.EIC.E. Knowledge, Test. Applicable to product objectives

2.1 (same as 3.1), 1.1, 2.2, and 2.3, the P.E.C.E. Knowledge Test was

ad inistered to

It i a 75-item

grades 4-12 of the Caldwell Career Education Project.

test1 4nsisting of 19 matched items, 27 true-false

\L1

1

n

item and 29 m ltiple-choice items (Total possible score = 75).

4

The s oring met_od is the correct-incorrect type, with a value of one

(1) assigned to correct answers and,zero (0) to incorrect answers.

Utilized to evaluate objective attainment in the Apex, North, Carolina,

1/

\

Region V, Sout Carolina, CobbEobb County Georgia, and Washington', D. C.,

Career Education P oiects, resultant dat has

reliability coeffic ents in -he range of 87

use in the Caldwell areer Ed cation.Proje t

the first administration to fourth graders.

consistentlyyielded

- .93 grades 5-12). Its

in 1973 however 'marked

The following are the

results of the analyses of the data from the P.E.C.E. Knowledge

est:

1. 1973 mean,1 scores,greater than 1974; grades 4-6.

2. 1973 mean scores equal to 1974; grades 7-12.
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The Attitude Toward Self and Others Scale. Applicable to

product objective 7.1, the Attitude Toward Self and Others iCales is

a 64-item instrument which assesses the positiveness of student

-' attitudes toward themselves and others. It is essentially a Likert-

type scale with thirty-five items measuring attitude toward self and.

twenty-nine items, attitude toward others; therefore, two scores are

obtained. The score for each item ranges from 1 to 5, with a low

)total score indicating a more favorable attitude toward self or

others; i.e., a total score of 29 and 25 on the items measuring attitude

toward others and self, respectively, would indicate the most positive

attitude in each case. The following results were obtained from the

Caldwell student data:

1. Self scores:

A. 1973 mean scores equal toj 1974; grades 4-- 7,`9 -12

B. The 1973 eighth graders obtained a higher mean score than

their 1974 counterparts, indicating more positive self-
,

attitudes on the part of the 1974 students.

2. Other scores:

A. 1973 mean scores equal to 1974; grades 4-6, and 11

B. 1973 mean scores higher (less positive attitude) than

the 1974.counterparts; grades 7:10, and 12.

Teacher Questionnaire. Teachers in the tchools affected by the

Caldwell .Career Education Project were asked to respond to a question-

mire in the,spring of 1974. Fifty of the items were related to the

product objectives in varying degrees of specificity. Items 1-23 in

310
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the section entitled "Objective Measures" are direct measures of

objective, attainment. Tables 22-24 summarize the dominant response

by project component and respective school.

Table 22. Summary of Dominant Responses (yes or,no) to Items 1-23,

Objective Measures Section, The Teacher Questionnaire,

Caldwell Career Education Project, Elementary Component,

1974, Teacher Responses)

Item

'product

Objective West Lenoir
School

Collettsville

1 1.1 Yes Yes

2 1.2 Yes Yes

3 , 1.3 Yes Yes

42 2.1

52 2.2

6 2.3 Yes No

72 3.2

8 3.3 Yes Yes

9 4.1 Yes Yes

10 4.2 Yes Yes

11
2 4.3

12, 6.1 Yes Yes-

13 6.1 Yes Yes

14 6.2 Yes Yes

15 6.3
Yea

16 6.4 Yes Yes

17 7.1 Yes Yes

18 1.2 Yes Yes

19 7.3 Yes Yes

20 7.4 Yes Yes

21 8.1 No Yes.

22 9.1 Yes c) Yes

23 9.2 Yes Yes

72

1An affirmative response is suggestive of objective attainment;

negative response suggests nonattainment.

2Not applicable to,the compftent.



Table 23. Summary of Dominant Responses to Items 1-23, Objective'

Measures Sectibn, The Teacher Questionnaire, Caldwell

Career-.Education Project, Middle Grades Componenti.1974,

Teacher Responses1

Item L
Objective Gamewell

School
Collettsville

1 1.1 Yes Yes

2 1.2 Yes Yes

3 , 1.3 Yes ies

4 2.1 Yes Yes

5 2.2 Yes Yes

6 2.3 Yes Yes

72 3.2

8 3.3' Yes Yes

9 4.1 Yes Yes

10 4.2 No Yes

112 4.3

12 6.1 Yes Yes

13 6.1 Yes Yes

14 6.2 Yes Yes

15 6.3 Yes Yes

16 6.4 Yes z Yes

17 7.1 Yes Yes

18 7.: Yes Yes

19 7,3 Yes Yes

20 1.4 Yes Yes

1 8.) Yis 'Yes

'22 9.1 Ye:: Yes

23 9.2 Yes Yes

1.An affirmative response 's suogestive of objective nctainment;

a negative response - suggests rionattaiument.

2Not applicable to the com. molt.



0 Table 24. Summary of Dominant Responses to Items 1-23, Objective
Measures Section, The Teacher Questionnaire, Caldwell

Career Education Project, High School Component, 1974,
Teacher Responses'

74

Item-

Pioduct

Objective

Gamewell-Collettsville
High Schobl

School , 1

Lenoir Senior
High School

1

2

3
4

5

6

1.1
1.2

1.3
2.1
2.2

2.3

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

7 3.2 Yes

82 3.3
9 4.1 Yes 'Yes

10 4.2 Yes Yes

11 4.3 Yes No

12 6.1 Yes -

13 6.1 Yes _-

14 6.2 Yes Yes

15 6.3 Yes

16 6.4 Yes -

17 7.1 Yes

18 7.2 yes
19 7.3 Yes

20 7.4 -

23 8.1 Yes -

22 9.1 Yes Yes

23 9.2 Yes No

1An affirmative response is suggestive of objective attainment;

a negative 'response suggests nonattainment.

2Not applicable to the component.
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Summary and Conclusions (Products Area)

Table 25 presents a summary of the attainment of the product

objectives as specified. Of the seventeen product objectives

.applicable to the elementary component, two (2.3, 7.1) were considered

attained,, ea compared with thirteen last year.

Nineteen product objectives were relevant to the Middle Grades

Component; of these, three were considered not attained (2.1, 2.2,

2.3), as compared with none last year; -nine were considered partially
4

attained,as -CCImpared_with_twelve_laat, ,year..3_Amd seven were considered

attained, as compared with seven last year.

Twenty product objectives applied to the high school component;

of these, three (2.1, 2.2, and 2.3) were considered not attained, as

compared with six last year; twelve were considered partially attained,

versus eight last, year; and five were considered attained, as compared

with six last year.

It should be noted that all of,the'objectives considered not

attained were those measured by student tests rather than by teacher

responses. If'the teacher responses had been used as the sole

criterion, all of those considered not attained would be changed to

partially or fully attained.

Based on the current data it may be concluded that the-'

Caldwell Career Education Projt-WASrairly-suctessful in attaining

its stated objtctilies. Across components, it may be concluded on the

basis of teacher response that the program was more effective this

year than last year.

34 .1
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Table 25. Summary of Attainment of Product Objectives, Caldwell

Career Education Project, 1974 .

Product
Objective

Method of Assessment
Teacher Student

Grades Questionnaire2 Test

1.1* 1-12

1.2 .1-12

2.1* 7-14
2.2* 7-14

2.3* 4-14

3.2+ 0-14

3.3+ 1-8
4.1+ 1-2

4.3+ 12

4.4 12-14

5.2 12

5.3 N/A
6.1+ 1-12

6.2+ 1-12

6.3+ N/A

6.4+ N/A
7.1* 4:44

7.2+ N/A
7.3+ N/A
7.4+ 1-12

8.1+ 1-12

9.1+ N/A
9.2+ N/A

Product Objective Attainment'

Elemen- Middle

tary Grades

X Partial
1

Partial"

Yes2, 'Partial

X N/A3 No

X N/A No

X , No NO
N/A' N/A
Yes Yes

High
School

Partial'
Partial
No
No
No
Yes
N/A

. Yes Yes Yes

Yes Partial Yes
____:,...

N/A N/A N/0

N/A N/A N/0

' N/A N/A N/A

Yes
Yes
Partial
Yes

X No
Yes
Yes
.Yes

Partial
.,' Yes

Yes

Yes
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Yes
Yes
Partial
Partial
Yes
Yes

Partial
Yes
Partial.

Partial
Partial
Partial*
Partial
Partial .

Yes
Partial

1Explanation of terms (student test-measured objectives only):

Yes - The"1974 students.obtained higher mean scores than-their 1973

counterparts, across the.grades in a component.

Partial - Same as "yes," except that not all grades within a component

obtained higher mean'scores than their 1973 counterparts.

No The 1974 students did not obtain higher mean scores across the

grades in a component than their 1973 counterparts.

--------2Explanation-of-terms-forthose_entries under Produce Objective

Attainment for which the Teacher Questionnaire results provide the

sole basis for assessment:
Yes - Response of the teachers within all the schools comprising the

component was predominantly affirmative.

Partial-- Response of the teachers within one or more schools

comprising the component was predominantly affirmative and one

or more was negative. ,

343



No - Response of the teachgis within all the schools comprising the
component was predominantly negative.

3
N/A - not applicable; N/O - not obstkrved.

*Attainment entry based on student results only.

+Attainmgnt entry based_on teacher questionnaire results only.

77
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PROJECT SUMMARY,-CONCLUSIONS, AND LIMITATIONS

§11nimaa

The second third-patty evaluation of the Caldwell Career Education

project was conducted during the spring of 1974.

The primary purpose of the project was to develop a comprehensive
,

dam

career education model. 'The success of.this aim was to be judged by an

assessment of eight contributing. objectives which involved determining: .

1. The transportability of the model beyond county lines.

.H14-=--The-extent-0----4ihith-recommit-ifre-if72----I3eion. had

been implemented.

3. The degree to which internal and external dissemination and

diffusion of project information had been accomplished.

4. The extent to which career education materials had been
. -

developed (process *evaluation).

5. The extent to -iohich community resources had been utilized

(process evaluation).

6. Non-target schools.

7. The change in,- student performance over 72-73 and the change in

teacher opinions. over 72-73.

Several types of instruments and procedures were utilized to secure

the data needed for evaluation. The,h1973 instruments were used to assess

student output since this Was. to be compared with the 1973 results.

Likewise, the 1973 teacher opinionnaire was used in an abbreviated

form which still included those items considered most important for

comparison of.the two years, 1973 and 1974. For process evaluation, the

19/3 evaluation instrument was also used.
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Special instruments were developed to (1) determine the extent

of implementation of 1973.recommendatons: and (2) to check on transport=
-

abilit)%and internal and external diffusion of the project. Finally,

new instruments were utilized in assessing the value of 12 non - target

schools receiving mini-grants for cared education.

Transportability of Model: The evaluation team and a small

group of administrators submitted evidence that the Caldwell model of

dareer education contained elements transported to a high degree including

e a visor-advitee system and the student orientation idea for the

community college system. For the K-12 components,.. all of ten items

submittedwere rated as poisible of implementation in their school)to

some extent or to a great extent.

. -

II. Implementation of 1973 Recommendations.

A. Component K-6. Three recommendations were implemented to

high degree and these were related to providing: (1) mini-

field trips based on individual and group needs, (2) opportunity

for exchange of ideas among teachers, and (3) more equitable

assignment of career education aides. .No program was noted for
.

conducting workshops or for Moving teachers toward multi-age

and "open" classrOoms.

B. Component 7-8. Budgets improved for this level, but inservice

programs were not'accomplished, teachers lacked a program

coordinator, and students failed to receive an orientation

program to career education.
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m onent 9-12. Most progress recorded in this area dealt with /

better coordination on purchase and, use of teaching materials.

Post- secondary. Twelve of 18 recommendations received the

highest ratings and only one recommendation was not implemented',

and it dealt with night school skill-training programs.
ti

. Administration. A major effort was mounted to develop a trans-

/
. portable career education model and a decision was,made to:

continue career education even without federal funds.
/

F. Guidance. High-ratings were awarded for budgetary consideration

for teachers and some credit assessed for all items recommended.

G. General Overview. Inseivice education and- the use of' advisory

committees

tation and

commended.

were items not seen a°s implemented. Process documen-

/

iimproved administrative organization, and effort were

H. Overall. Top-notch ratings went to the packaging and documenta-

;

'tion'of.processes for a career education prc.*m and for the

policy of extending career education opportunities to all other

III. Internal and External Diffusion and Dissemination of Project

schools in the county.

Information. Within the project schools, the strongest support was

recorded for- the items of: (1)- sharing-, using/having access to

commercially prepared materials on.career edation; and (2) the use of

teacher-made career education materials (7-0 component). At the same

time, approximately 40 percent of the tea hers of all schools reported



they shared to a little or no extent their commercial or teacher-made

career education materials with other schools in the county.

IV. Process Evaluation--Emphasis upon Career Education Materials

and' Community Resources. Since a comparison study of 1973 vs 1974 was

desired; the 1973 instruments were utilized to gather the data for the

second,study. The on-site evaluation, team examined career education

materials furnished to them by the Caldwell Career Education project

director and observed each project- school formulate their opinions

concerning the career education project. Theirprimary focus was upon

the utilization of career, education materials and community resource

persons. The results of the evaluation were reported by components

and by groups involved'or,effected.

A. Project Staff. The project staff received higher ratings for

1974 over 1973 on helping with field trips and resource persons primarily

in the K-6 component. However, the 10-12 component also received

slightly improved ratings. Lower ratings were assigned to in- service

training assistance given to the K-6 and 10-12 components. At the

post-secondary level, the year's evaluation results indicated, that the

project staff improved in integrating career education inte,the

curriculum., It was also noted that advisory committees were not evident

in any of the components.

B. Teachers. The evaluation team indicated high ratings for

teachers on both the development and use,of career education materials

AIM' the utilization of resource persons with K-6 teachers receiving

the best all -round evaluation.
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C. Guidance Personnel. Guidance personnel increased their overall

ratings in all components. However, the higher ratinwwere not the

same for all items for all gioups. The K6 component received more

assistance with field trips,' referral services, and correlation of

guidance with classroom activities. The 7 -8 guidance personnel also

improited their ratings over the 1973 study in the area of in-service

education. Yet, they. failed to show any improvement for the K-6 and
s

10-12 Guidance component.

D. Students. The evaluation team judged that students received

ancrealledvRportimitigkamlitisrtripe::Angt_prohlemtaolming_Aituatioms

compared to 1973. An exception is the 7-8 component which showed no

improvement.

E. Principals. This group maintained approximately the same orA

higher rating for 1974 olier.1973evaluation.

F. Librarian/Guidance' Resource Specialists. The K-6 And the 10-12

components received higher ratings than 1973 for theiriwork,in providing

more career education materials, community resources, and field trips.

G. Administration and Faculty. The adminiatartion and faculty in

the K-6 and 10-12 components were awarded higher scores than in 1973

for identifying more resource persons and organizations willing and

able to provide field.trips.

H. Overall Administration. The evaluation team awarded Op

ratings to the Central Staff on both counts of commitment to continuation

Of career 'education at end of Federal funding, and for incorporating

career education into the on-going program.

5
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Principals. Principals for K -6 and 7-8 components maintained

their good ratings for support of career education and the principals

for the 10-12 component"raised their rating one point.

Project Administration and Staff. The project administration

was awarded highest ratings on six of ten items and higher ratings. than

1973 on all ten items. In addition, the project staff also improved4

their evaluation, scoring higher than lait year on all items except

that relating tb ad oilr committees.

----4,-,Gea rat-Over. lest_

\- 'Dissemina ion. For Organization and conduct of the total

project, the on-si e team rated six of eight ftems above 1973'scores.

Once again the onl\ y critinism concerned the lack of advisory committee

effectiveness. A large'gain was noted' for progress in developing,

staff assignment flexibility.

The'largest gain and a top rating was placed on the well-
.

deVeloped dissemination prOgram set up for people outside Caldwell

County but within the state. 'The establishment of good relationships

among school personnel and the involvement of administration and

principals received the highest rating possible.

Program Elements. In the section on "program eliments," the

utilization of community resources and personnel received the highest

ratings but commendation was shown in increased ratings over 1973 for

the approaches used in implementihg career ediication:for new

curricular patterns, and for increased, ,utilization of curricular

materials.
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Career Education Model. Finally, the evaluation team judged '

that a model of career education had been established to a greater

degree than last year and raised its rating from two to three on'a four-.

point scale.

V. Non-Target Schools. This part of the summary is a supplement

to the third-parry evaluation report since non-target schools were not

included in third-party contract..

On the basis of questionnaires, records, and visits to 10 of the

-22 schcala-c6mplet1 rig an evalmatiotv-inttruzient-the-falowing-evaluatinn-

. summary is made:

1. The principals reported satisfaction with the funding and

the effeCt of the project on both teachers and students,

2: Only five out of twelve principals completed formal evaluations

of the projects, but all of the principals characterized the

mini-projects as realistic, helpful, andsuccessful to at

least some extent.

3. An overwhelming-majority of teachers favored continuing the

career education program in their school and reported only one

negative factor, the lack of in-service education on career

education.
A

4. Teachers averaged eight field trips, seven speakers, and

fifteen slide presentationt per school on the subject of

career education.

VI. Product Evaluation: Student Performance and Teacher. Viewpoints.

Of the seventeen product objectives applicable to the elementary

353
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, component, brio. (Z.3, 7.1) were considered not attained, as compared to

one last year (7.1); three were considered partially attained, as were

three last year; and twelve were considered attained, as compared

with thirteen.last year,

Nineteen product objectives were relevant to the Middle Grades

Component; of these,''three were considered not attained (2.1, 2.2, 2.3),

as compared with none last year; nine were considered partially attained,

as compared with twelve last year; and seven were considered attained,

as compared with seven last year.

. Twenty product objectives applied to the high school component;

of these, three (2.1, 2%2, and 2.3) were considered not attained, as

compared with six last year; twelve were considered partially attained,

versus eight last year; and fiVe were considered attained, as compared

with six last year.

It should be noted that all of the objectives considered not

attained were those measured by studen't tests rather than by teacher

responses. , If the teacher responses had been used as the sole criterion,

all of those considered not attained would be changed to partially or

fully attained.

Conclusions

On the basis of the data contributed by teachers, principals,

project staff and third-party evaluation team, the following conclusions

relating to the objectives of the second year of evaluation seem

warranted:

0
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1. The Caldwell Career Education Model was transportable

according to the on-site Evaluation Teamnd responseg from,

selected adMinistratorel. Some elements within the model were

more acceptable than ethers to secondary'and community college

administrators.

2. Except for the two particular areas of in-service education

in career edubation within the system and the utilization, of

advisory councils, the 1973 Recommendations were on the whole

implemented-. -=

3. Component K-6, the community college and the:school administra-

q
tion appeared to have made the most progress in implementing

the career education concept.

A. The mini - project ideas Caere greatly welcomed and their success

supports the proposition that personnel should become involved

in selecting their own objectives to insure the greatest

incentive for implementation of,a concept.

5.p Internal and 'external dissemination were accomplished to a

great extent By means of the mini-propepals and state-wide

meetiags of interested groups of teachers and administrators.

6. The project staff did a commendable job of documenting

transportable processes and materials.

7. Community resources were utilized to a great extent.,

8. Based on the current data, it may be concluded/that the

Caldwell Career Education Project was fairly successful in

356
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attaining its stated objectives., Across components, it may be

concluded on the basis of teacher response that the program was,

more effective this year than last year.

Limitations

The following limitations were realized:

1. The percentage return from teachers was much lower than

expected, amounting to 48 percent overall and lowest in the

7-8 component.

2. Identification waetoo late to secure data from secondary,and

post-secondary administrators and teachers who had the

opportunity to judge the transportability of the Caldwell

Career EduCation model from their experience with the Model

in a workshop.

3. The comparison of student product data was limited to

comparing 1974 students of 4 particular grade level with 1973

students of the same grade level. -
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ACHIEVEMENTS RELATED TO RECOMMENDATIONS OF

1973 THIRD-PARTY EVALUATION REPORT .

AS OF MARCH, '1974

In accordance with the second year project proposal, a third patry

evaluation team will visit appropriate personnel in each of the

cooperating institutions of the project to make the-1974 third-party

evaluation.

The attached instruments have been prepared to facilitate,summariza-

tion of the evaluation team's judgments about their observations.-

Please note that there is a separate instrument for each" of the major,,

components Irdentified in the project. Each Member of.the third-party

'team is expected to complete the evaluation instrument on each component.

Space is also provided for additional comments that may or may not be

related to the questions stated in the evaluation instrument. There-

fore, the evaluator should feel free to express his opinions on both

those matters related to specific questions in the instrument and those

matters not related to specific questions in the evaluation instrument.

Components to be evaluated include:

K-6

7-9

10-12

Post-secondary

.Guidance

Administration

General overview of the entire pr6ject



School

Evaluator

Assessment of 1973 Recommendations

(K-6 Component)

Directions:

Listed below are a number of questions that will assist in

determining the extent to which the recommendations of the 1973 Caldwell

Career Education Third-Party Evaluation Team were implemented. Please

read each question and indicate your responses according to the

following scale by circling the number that best expresses your feelings

about the question.

Great -= 1 u
0

..-
Some -- 2 7 ou u

0Little -- 3 A
No -- 4 u

u
o 4
0 0

0
o m

g o
El

To what extent:

1. Are career, aides equally assigned between 1

school districts and project schools?

2. Are "mini" field trips based on individual 1
needs and interests of-students provided?

3. Are duplicated materials based on 1
individual needs and interests of
students provided?

4. Are workshops conducted to assist teachers 1
in the development and use of teacher-
made materials?

u
0

0

0

2 .3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4



5. Are project staff members assisting
teachers in correlating career
education, and the total curriculum?

6. Are efforts being made to move teachers
toward a more open approach to-

? teaching, especially in the kinder-,
garten and fitst grade?

7.- Are efforts being made to move toward
multi-age grouping for instruction

. in elementary school?.

8. Is emphasis placed'on the natural
environment as a-"turn-on" agent for
learning ?.

9. Are efforts made to place students in
an appropriate,educational
environment?

10: Are opportunities provided for
interchange of ideas among teachers?

11. Are opportunities provided for
teachers to observe career education
and innovative methods in other
settings?

.12. Are student teachers provided an
orientation to career education?

13. Do teachers consult with principals
and guidance, personnel for .the

purpose of placing each student in an
appropriate phicational setting?*

14. Is the t infusion of career education
withi the curriculum areas?*

Additional Comments

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2

1 2

1 2

92 .

4

4

4

4

4

4

3 4k

3 4

3 4

3 4

*Questions to determine if the 1973 Evaluation Team's observations
have improved.

GI
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93

,,Evaluator

Assessment of 1973 Recommendations

.(7-9 Component)

Directions:

Listed below are a number of questions that will assist in

determining the extent to which the recommendations of the 1973 Caldwell

Career Education Third-Party Evaluation Team were implemented. Please

read each question and indicate your responses according to the following

scale by circling the number that best expresses your feelings about

the question.

Great --
Some --
Little --
No --

1

2

3

4

4.s

0
4.s

rza

co

0.
00

0. 0
cn

0

0)

p.7

0
E'4

To what extent:

1. Are adequate funds provided as a line-
item in the budget for:

: a. Audio-visual equipment such as tape
recorders and filmstrip projectors?

. b. Equipment for Industrial Arts Shop
in such areas as welding, metal
working and woodworking?

2. is time during the sclibillday provided
for an on-going in-service program for
'total staff?

3. Is an orientation program provided for
all students in career edUcation?

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

4

4

4



4. Is a full-time career education program
coordinator assigned to Lenoir High

School?

5. Is the Lenoir Junior High School
providing in-service programs for
its staff?

6. Are teachers familiar. with the career
education project (goals, objectives,, and

processes)?

7. Are teachers familiar with the project's
goals, objectives and processes?*

Additional Comments

94

1 2 3 4

1 2- 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

ss

*Questions to determine if the 1973 Evaluation Team's observations

have improved.
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School

Evaluator

Assessment of 1973 Recommendations

(10-12 Component)

Listed below are a number of questions that will assist in-
,

determining the extent to which the recommendations of the 1973

Caldwell Career Education Third-Party Evaluation Team were implemented.

Please read each question and'indicate
your responses according to the

following scale by circling the number that best expresses your feelings

aboht the question.'

01
Great -- 1
Some -- 2-

Little --
No --

3

4
0
0

To what extent:

1. Are summer workshops planned and
conducted for all secondary school
personnel?

Are all career education components
covered during a workshop? (answer
only if a workshop was conducted)

\.

3. Are the process objectives used as the
major focus of a workshop? (answer
only if a workshop was conducted)

4. Are_resource_persannel_provided-to,
give assistance to English, Math

Social Studies, and Science teachers
in a workshop setting? (answer
only if a workshop was conducted)

5. Are a representative group of students
included in the workshop setting for
career education orientations?
(answer only if a workshop was conducted)

364

0

14

1. p 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4



6. Are teachers who were not involved in

a workshop given an orientation
program with emphasis -on process

objectives prior to the opening of

school?

7. Are students involved in an
orientation program during the

first week of school?

8. Are one-half day monthly in-service
and group planning sessions held in

each project school?

. Are project staff members:

a. Coordinating the purchase of
materials and books with ';

teachers?

b. Assisting teachers. in learning

how to make effective use of
materials?'

10. Are substitute teachers and travel
monies budgeted for project teachers

to cooperatively plan and visit other

schools in or out of the state?

11. Are slide projectors, sound filmstrip

projectors,, cameras, record players,
and tape players purchased for use in-

the secondary component?
o

124, Are teachers assisted in developing
materials that are subject- entered

and career-oriented?

13. Are experimentations with staffing.
patterns, organization, curriculum
and innovative/learning activities
being undertaken?

//14. Are provisions made (at least one
_day every'two_weeks),for visitations
by groups from other schools within the
county and state, from other states,
from the'State Department of Public
Instruction and from teacher
institutions as part of the

dissemination program?

96

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 '2 1-

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

366
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o

15. Are provisions made for a special room
for viewing films, filmstrips, etc. by
individuals and small groups?

16: Have teachers developed teacher-made
materials?*

ii

. 97

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Additional Comments

*Question to determine if the 1973 Evaluation Team's observations

have .improved.

366
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School

Evaluator

Assessment of 1973 Recommendations

(Component Post-Secondary)

Directions:

Listed below are a number of questions thit will assist in

determining the extent to which the recommendations of the 1973 Caldwell

Career Education Third-Party Evaluation Team were implemented. Please

read each question and indicate your responses according to the

following !cale by circling the number that best expresses your feelings

about the question.

Great -- 1
Some -- 2

No -- 4

To what extent:

1. Is an adequate program of self-appraisal
opportunities for all students provided?

2. Is an adequate program of skill-training
(contrasted with academic) provided for

all students? °

3. Is an adequate entrance evaluation and
placement program provided for all
students?

4. Is adequate time provided.for the
career education coordinator to perform
his career education duties?

1 ° 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4



5. Is an adequate program of communication
about post-secondary career education
provided to:

a. Lay persohm in community?

b. Total project staff?

c. Public school personnel?

,6. Has an adequate study of the needs'
of the student body been made?

7. Has acceptable use been made of
student needs as a basis for planning
the career educatidh program?

8. Has an acceptable concentration been
made on the early school leaver?

9. Has clear-cut evidence of the influence
of this project upon the institution's
overall goals and objectives been
written?

10. Have specific additional new ways of
patterns for tying the secondary and
post-secondary components closely
together been identified?

11. Has the Wilt been substantiated that
the areas of activity receiving most
attention are under the present
circumstances of time and resources,
the most crucial areas?

12. Have both "funded and nonfunded"
activities of a career education model
been deireloped and disseminated?

13. Has this institution indicated in
writing where ir wants to go as a
result of this project?

14: Have adequate plans for skill
training been provided as an
integral part of the night school
program?

366
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1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

a

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 / 3 4

1 2 3 4



15. Have adequate plans been made for

a 2-3 day high ochool dissemination

conference on: Career Education:

What and How at the Post-Secondary

Level?

16. Is there evidence of a study of the

needs of the present student body

being made and used as a basis for

current plans?*

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Additional Commentv

0

*Question to determine if the 1973 Evaluation Team's observations

have improved.
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School

Eveluatot'

Assessment of 1973 RecOmmendationX\

(Component Administration)

Directions:

,Listed below are a number of questions that will assist in

determining the extent to which the recommendations of the 1973 Caldwell

Career Education Third-Party Evaluation Team were implemented. Please

read each question and indicate your responses according to the follow-

ing scale by circling the number that beat expresses your feelings about

the question.

Great -- 1
Some -- 2
Little -- 3
No -- 4

To what extent:

0
II

CD

4
0

a
IJ

I
0

1. Has a major effort been made by the 1 , 2 3 4
project staff to: Develop a
transportable Career Education model?

2. Has the central office staff indicated 1 2 3 4
a commitment toward the continuation of
the Career Education project without

. 'external funding?*

3. Has the project staff developed a 1 2 3 4
transportable model of Career
Education?*'

4. Are advi--ry committees task-oriented 1 2 3 4
as Compared to being policy or
leadership oriented?

3
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6. Has the counselOr's functional 1 2 3 4
role been defined?*

Additional Comments

*Question to determine if the 1973 Evaluation Team's observations

have improved.

371
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School

Evaluator

Assessment of 1973 Recommendations

(Component Guidance)

Directions:

'Listed below are a number of questions that will assist in

determining the extent to which the recommendations of the 1973 Caldwell

Career Education Third-Party Evaluation Team were implemented. Please

read each question and indicate your responses according to the

following' scale by circliug the number that best expresses your

feelings about the question.

Great --
Some --
Little --
No --

1
2.

3

4

. .1,.y

4.4

s

,A
4.)

:
$.4

. c.,

To what extent:

1. Are objectives in the elementary
program in keeping with Child Develop-

ment theory and practice?

2. Is effective counselor help provided

at West Lenoir?

3. Is a phone provided for senior high.

counselors?

4. Are counselors involved in budgetary '

decisions?

5. Are communications between all
project personnel kept within, school

hours?

0
0 0

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

0

0
E.1

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4



5. Is there a plan for internal evaluation?*

6. ,Is there a plan for facilitating
articulation among grade levels,
between schools, between school systems and
the community colleges?

7. Is there-articulation between and among
administrative units and'among schools
in the "project?*

8. Has the project staff been infused into
the normal organizational structure?*

9. Is there an optimistic, supportive,
healthy relationship between the project
staff and school administrative
personnel?*

Additional Comments
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1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 . 3 4

1 4

1 2 3 4

' *Questions to deter:Lina if the 1973 avalcation Taam's observations

have improved.

0
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105

Evaluator

Assessment of 1973 Recommendations

(Component General Overview)

Directions:

Listed below are a number of questions that will assist in

determining the extent to which the recommendations of the 1973

Caldwell Career Education Third-Party Evaluation Team were implemented.

Please read each question and indicate your responses according to the

following, cale by circling the number that best expresses your

feelings about the question.

Great
Some
Little
No

-- 1

-- 2

-r,-- 3

-- 4

4,
=

. 4
44

I
k

CD

0
O
H

4+

1
41

0
0
0

M
o
H

To what extent:

1. Were more summer workshops provided
for Career Education personnel
during,this -school year as compared to

the 1972773 school term?

2. Were more in-service workshops pro-'
vided for Career Education personnel
during this school year as compared

to the 1972-73 school term?

3. Did staff members provided more
orientation prcsr.zms during this

school year as compared to the
1972-73 school term?

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4



4. Were more students provided
orientation programs during this
school year as compared to the
'1972 -73 school term?

5. Were more advisory committees used
during this school year as compared

to the 1972-73 school term?

6. Were more newsletters used during
this school year as compared to"the
1972-73 school term?

7. Were more small" groups invited to

visit individual schooli during
this school year as compared to the
1972-73 schog1 term?

8, Are lines of, communications open to
all staff?

9. Are all members of the central staff,
including the superintendents of both
school systems, accepted the
responsibility for the installation,
monitoring and support'of desired
Career Education activities?

10. AzemeMbers of the project staff
assuming a staff rather than_a
pseudo-line-responsibility for
the installation of the Career Education
program andmaking the principal
the primary agent rconsible for
the program?

11. Are adequate job descriptions and
staffing patterns developed?

12. Are adequate process documentation
and a monitoring system developed?

13. Are both school systems operating
at the same level of involvement
in the Career Education project?

14. Are selected concuItants involved
in the rethinking of the
conceptualization of the Career

Education project?
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1 2 3 4

1

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3J 4

1 2 3 4
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OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS

To what extent:

1. Has a transportable Career Education
model for North Carolina been
developed?

2. Has a Career Education program been
developed in Caldwell County and
Lenoir City public schools?

3. Are the processes fof implementing
a Career Education program
documented and packaged?

4. Are guidance activities documented
and transportable?

5. Have.priorities been established by
the policy board in terms of,project
expansion?

Additional CoiMents

3 76.

£07

1 2 3

2 3 '4

1 2 '3

1 2 3 4

2 ,3 4

O



OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS

To what extent:

1. Has a transportable Career Education
model for North Carolina been
developed?

2. Has a Career Education program been
developed in Caldwell County and
Lenoir City publid schools?

3. Are the processes for implementing
a Career Education program
documented and packaged!?

4. Are guidance activities documented
and transportable?

5. Have priorities been established by
the policy board in terms of project

expansion?

Additional Comments

107

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 3

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

I
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APPENDIX 13

TEACIER CAREER EDUCATION EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE; NON-TARGET

SCHOOLS, CALDWELL COUNTY, 1973-74

4.1

U

O

To what extent:

0
E.'

c.

cc

1. Have you participated in the career K-6 16 23 4 2 45

education program in your schoOl? 7-9 1 4 1 6-

.10 -12 1 3 4

2. Has the career education staff K-6 . 15 17 12, 1 45

provided you with assistance in 7-9 2 1 1 2 5

the implementation of your school's 10-12 4
career programi

3. Are the objectives of your K -6 19 20 5 44

school's career education 7-9 2 2 2 6

program adequate? 10-12 3 1

4. Nave you had an opportunity to *K-6 10 12 9 13 44

participate in career education 7-9 1 2 1 2 C

workshops, conferences, faculty 10-12 2 1 1 4

meetings or in visitations to
other schools?

5. Have you had additional materials K-6 16 .18 8 3 41

as the result of the career 7-9 2 1 1 2 f.

education program? 10-12 3 1 4_

6. have you taken any of your students K-6 6 21 6 11 46

on a field trip through the career 7-9 1 5

education program? 10-12 1 1 1 1 4

7. Have you had a resource person K -6 12 19 6 7 44

visit your classroom as part of 7-9 2 2 2 S

the career education program? 10-12 1 2 1 4

8. Has the career education program 1.-6 16 23 5 1 45

assisted in the improvement of 7-9 2 3 1 6

the instructional program in 10-12 2 2 4

your school?

41..1
t



9. Have you correlated any
career education activities
with'other subject areas

in your instructional
program?

10. Would you like to see the
career education program
continue in your school

next year?

110

K-6 18 23 3 1 45

7-9 3 1 1 1 6

10-12 1 3 4

K-6 35 9 1 45

7-9 5 1 6

10-12 4 4

360'
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Career Education Evaluation Questionnaire

Directions: Listed below are a number of questions that will assist
in the evaluation of the career education program in your

school. Please read each question and indicate your
responses according'to the following scale by circling
the number that best expresses your feelings:

Great 1

Some - 2

Little - 3

No - 4

Circle grade level taught:

K-6 7-9 10-12

To what extent:

1. Have you partlcip ted in the career 1
education pro6 in your school?

2. Has, the career education staff 1

provided you ith assistance in
the implemen ation of your school's
career progtam?

3. Are the objectives of your school's 1

career education program adequate?

4. Have ,You had an opportunity to 1

participate in career education
voritsl,ors, conferences, faculty
mentings, or is visitations to
Ott-ar schools?

5. Ewe ,you had additional materials I

ao 0-a result of the career education,
pros ram?

6. HO':2 you taken any of your students 1

on a field trip through the career
education program?

7. Have you had a resource person
visit your classroom as part
of the career education program?

1

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

381 0,



8. Has the career education program
assisted in the improvement
of the instrnctic-,a1 prc3ram in
your school?

9. Have you correl7tqd any career

education activities with other
subject areas in your
instructional prograi?

.O. Would you like to eVa the career
education prccram ccntinue in
your schoolnsmt ylar?

a

O

*1 2 3 4

1 2 '3 4

1 2 3 4

0 0
0 0.1

112
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9. Have you shared your' commercially -made

career education teaching materials
with other teachers in Lenoir City and
Caldwell County? Yes No_
If yes, indicate the kind of commercially-
made dareer education teaching materials
in,the space below:

10. Have teachers from other schools in
Lenoir City and Caldwell County
shared their commercially-made
teaching materials witii you? Yes No

If yes, indicate the kind of
commercially-made teaching materials

in the space below:

114

11.,, Have you attended conferences and
workshops that have disseminated

career education teaching-materials

or information? If yes, how many Yes No

have you attended this school
year?

12. Are you using teacher-made career
edUcation teaching materials in your

classroom? Yea No
If yes, indicate the kind of
commercial materials that you are

using in the space below:

3 3 3

V
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2. Did the project staff provide you with

commercially-made career education ,.'

teaching materials? Yes No

If yes, indicate the kind of commercially-
made teaching materials in the space

below:

3. Were teacher-made career education
teaching.materials'shared with you by

other teachers in your school?
If yes, indicate the kind of teacher-
made materials in the space below:

4. Did you share teacher-made career
education materials with other
teachers in your school?
If yes, indicate the kind of teacher-
made materials in the space below:

Yes

Yes No

5. Did teachers from other schools in
'Lenoir City and Caldwell County
share their teacher-made career
education materials with you? _Yes No

6. teacher -wade

career education teaching materials
with other teachers in Lenoir City

and Caldwell County? Yes No

If yes, indicate the kind of teacher-
made materials in the space below:

7. Have teachers in your school shared
their commercially-made career
education tlaelir.g materials with you? Yes No

If yes, indica.:e the kind of commercially-
mad; teaching materials in the space

4

8. Enve you shared,yoyr commercially -made
career education teaching materials
with other teachers in your school?
If yes, indicate the kind of
com=cially-.7.21: teaching materials

in the space below:
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'6. Have you shared your teacher-made career
education materials with other teachers
in Lenoir City and Caldwell County?

7. Have teachers in your school shared
their commercially -mad e career

education materials witir you?

8. Have you shared your commercially-made
career education materials with
teachers in your school?

9. Have you shared your commercially-made
career education materials with other
teachers in Lenoir City and,Caldwell
County?

10. Have teachers from other schools in
Lenoir City and Caldwell. County shared
their commercially -made career
education materials with your

11. Have workshops or conferences been held
to disseminate career education
teaching materials or information?

12. Are you using teacher-made career
education materials in your
,classroom?

13. Are you using commercially-made career
education materials in your classroom?

Part II

I

1

2

2

3

3

116

4 .

4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Directions: Please indicate the objective evidence to support your
responses in Part I by answering the following questions:

1. Did the projdct staff provide you with
teacher-made career education teaching
materials? Yes No
If yes, please indicate the kind of
teaching materials 41 the space below:

3 c3 o
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0

0

Return-To:

Dr. T. IL Miller
510 Poe Hall
N. C. State University
Raleigh, N. C.

Transportability of &.Career Education Model

DIRECTIONS:

118

Please indicate your feelings about the transportability of
the Caldwell Career Education Model by responding to the following
questions: Check one space for each question ---- To what extent
Could the following elements be implemented in your school? 0

1. The information on overall administrative
Procedures owpages 1-6?

2., The information on the Career awareness
concept on pages 6-11?

1. The information on the Career Information
Concept on pages 12-16?

0

4. The information on the Career Exploration
Concept on pages 17-22? \I

5. The information on the Career Preparation
Concept'on sages 23-28?

6. The student activity sheets such as shown
on page 421to page 109

7. The 10-12 uidance component, on pages
124-126?

8. The K-3 guidance component, on pages 117-
118?

9. The 4-6 guidance component, on pages 119-
120?

10. The 7-9 guidance component, on pages 1%1.-
123?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

3 g6 4

6-4
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RETURN TO:

Dr. T. R. Miller
510 Poe Hall
N. C. State University
Raleigh, N. C.

Transportability of a Career Education Model

DIRECTIONS:

Pleaie-indicate your feelings about the Transportability of the
Caldwell Career Education,Model by responding to the following
questions. To what extent could the following elements be implemented
in your school.

e-i

E-4

1. The Career Advancement Concept oh page 29-33? 1

2. As a 'Whole, the 13th-14th grade component
of guidance on page 127?

,1

3. The Cogriitive Style Mapping, on pages 1

127-129?

4. The computerized vocational information
systems on pages 129-130?

1

5. The advisor-advisee system on page 130? 1

6. The student orientation idea on page 130? 1

7. The mini-courses idea, on page 130? 1

O

.3 8 I)

2 3

2 3 4

2 3 4
,

2 3

2 3 4

2 3 4

*2 3 4
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Ca,eer Ed:ICJ 'Jo n

K 14

Charles E. Waters

Director

Radwri 3. Cline
Coordinator

MiM0 TO Teachers from Dudley Shoals School, Granite Falls-High
School, Hudson Elementary School, and Whitnel SAChool

uVtilliam S. Stone
Coorcinster

Don A;t4ri
CpOf diflitOf

Caldwell Career Education

Post Office Box 309

Lenoir, North Carolina 28645

August 5, 1974

FROM: Charles E. Waters, Director
Caldwell Career Education Project

Workshops in Career EducationnJTSU EC :.

The Career Education Project is sponoring a sixteen
(16) hour inservice workshop to introduce concepts of career education.

There will be three (3) workshops running concurrently
from Monday, August 12, 1974 through Thursday, August 15, 1974. The
schedule for thee workshops will he 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon daily.
The workshops will carry one (1) unit of renewal credit and each
participant will receive a $50.00 stipend. The Early Childhood
workshop will be held at Hudson Elementary School, the Elementary
workshop will be held at Whitnel School, and the High School workshop
will be held at Granite Falls High School.

You are invited to be a participant at the workshop
related to your teaching assignment. ,The central office staff and
local school personnel who'have had successful career education
experiences will be conduce ng the workshops.

I am enclosing a copy of the career education workshop
schedule for your consideration. 1 hope you will be able to participate
in one of these workshops.

cp

Enclosure

"Infu"sing career education +,rith the curriculum"

3 8;)



CAREER EITC.111.0N) I 10E '..,'OR*,'ottoP _FON n i i TEACHERS

SOIDCLD
`.4

eiiT

9:00 - 9:-30 a.m. Philosophy of Car or. Education

9:30 - JO:00 a.m. Cork:or Education Workshop Ov.Irview and Slide Presentation

10:00 - 16:15 a.m. 3,REAK

- :12:00 Carer Education Conccpt lmplemcntation Proccdnres'

.1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Individual Work on Teacher -ade Career I.:ducat:Lon Instructional
Materiais

(0.'COvB 1)VY

9:60 - 00 a.m. .1,ie hoJs dad Techniques of lap) em,!nti tr:- Career Rim:at:ion
into the Curriculum

16:00 - .10':15 a.m. BREAK

10:00 - 12:00 Career Education Resource Person.): Pre,:cut.ation _

yin BAY.

9:00 - 10:00 a.m. Utilization of Fivid Trips as a Teaching Nerhod

(3) How to introduce fic,id trip
(2) Preparing for trip
(s) Follow-up activities of trip
(4) Correlation of trip with subject area

10:00 -.10:15 a.p. BREAK

10:15 - 12:00 Utili7.atron of Coomunity Resource Persons

(3) Methods or using commnity resource people
(21 .1.0eatiug community resource' peop.le

(3) Coorejation of community esourcc porsonst
prosvntation to ffubjcct area



'V'

VOMAI DAY

e'

C.)

0

9:00 - 10:00 a.m. Develoment of Career Materials

30:00 - 10:15 a. m. BREAK

30:15 - 12:00

Learning Activity Packets
Activity Sheets
Career Units

Source of Career Education Materials
Fre.e Mateni
CaldWell County Resource Materials

EVALUATION: Each participant win develop a learning activity packet and/or five
(5) activity sheets and/or an instructional unit including career
education concepts. Participants: luvoivement will be evaluated by
quality of Materials developed.

391



CAREER EDUCATION 3N-SERV10E UORI(SHOP FOR ELF}IRNTARY TE:ACHEI1S

SCIIEDULED ACTIV1T[ES

FIRST DAY

9:00 - 9:30 a.m. Philosophy of Career Education

9:30 - 10:00 a.m. Career Education Workshop Overview and Slide presentation

.

10:00 - 10:15 a.m. BREAK

.

10:15 - 12:00 Career Education Concept Implementation Procedures

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Individual Work on Teacher-Made Career Education Instructional
Materials

SECOND DAY
C

9:00 - 10:00 a.m. Methods and Techniques of Implementing Career Education
. into the Curriculum

10:00 - 10:15 a.m. BREAK

° 10:00 - 12:00 Career Education Resource Personsl Presentation

THIRD DAY

e

9:00 - 10:00 a.m. Utilization of Field Trips as a Teaching Method

(1) How to introduce field trip
(2) Preparing for trip
(3) Follow-up activities of trip
(4) Correlation of trip with subject area

.

10:00 - 10:15 a.m. BREAK

10:15 - 12:00 Utilization of Community Resource Persons
, .

.

(1) Methods of using community resource people
(2) Locating community resource people
(3) Correlation_of community "resource personst

presertation to subject area

3:3' 0



FOURTH DAY

9:00 10:00 a.m. M.,velopment of Career 1,1aterials

30:00 10:15 a.m. BREAK

10:15 12:00

Learning Activity Packets
Activity Sheets
Career Units

Source of Career Education Materials
Free Materials
Caldwell County Resource Materials

EVALUATION: Each participant will develop a learning activity packet and/or five
(5) activity sheets and/or an Instructional unit including carear
education concepts., Participantst involvement will be evaluated by
quality of materials developed.

a
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CAREER EDUCATION IN-SERVICE WORKSHOP FOR UCH SCHOOL TEACHERS

SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES

FIRST DAY

9:00 9:0 aon. Philosophy of Career' Education

9:30 - 10:00 a.m. Career Education Workshop Overview and Slide:Presentation

10:00 - 1G:15 a.m..BREAK

10:15 12:00 Career Education Concept Implementation Procedures

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Individual Work on Teacher-Made Career Educati4 Instructional
Materials

SECOND DAY

9:00 - 10:00 a.m. Methods and Techniques of Implementing Career Edl

)

iation
into the Curriculum

10:00 - 10:15 a.m. BREAK

10:00 - 32:90 Career Education Resource Persons: Presentation

THIRD DAY

9:00 - 10:00 a.m. Utilization of Field Trips as a Teaching Method

O

(1) HOw to introduce field trip
(2) Preparing for trip
(3), Follov-up,actiVities of trip
(4) Correlation of trip with subject area

10:00 10:15 a.m. -BREAK

10:15 - 1200 Utilization of Community Resource Persons

(1) Methods of using community resource people
(2) 'Locating community resource people
(3) Correlation of community resource persons:

presentation to subject anba



0

FOURTH DAY

9:00 - 10:00 a.m. Development of Career Materials

(1)
(2)

(3)

30:00 - 10:15 a.m. BREAK

10:15 - 12:00

Learning Activity Packets
Activity Sheets
Career units

O

-Source of Career Education Materials
Free Materials
Caldwell County Resource Materials

EVALUATION: Each participant will develop a learning activity packet and/or five
(5) activity sheets and/or an :Instructional unit including career
education concepts. Participants? .involvement will be evaluated by
quality of materials developed.
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INTRODUCTION

This report is'submitted to school officials of CaldWell County in

response to their request for assistance in planning the Junior High 'School

Dv-P.:ar. It is recognized that plans received from a committee outside the

Consolidated area of the Caldwell County School System should be tentative

and open to the scrutiny and criticism of school officials. The plan does

represent, however, many hours of research, dialogue, and writing in order,

to achieve what the committee believes to be the best possible educational

plan for students.

The county school officials are to be comz:ended for their foresight

in planning well ahead of the schools' opening. The 1975 -76 school year

will allow ample time for involving the school system and the community

in a program of goal clarification and information seeking. Staff development,

particularly including_the principals of all five schools, can be comprehensive

with a full'year for implementation.

We believe the plan as outlined will provide a good foundation for

Caldwell County and we stand ready to assist in any future deliberations

and/or implementation. It is our sincere belief that the Junior High students

of 1976-77 can look forward to an.exciting and constructive educational

experience!

-1-
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RATTOMALF

A school program is only as good as the individuals who have the

responsibility of carrying out the instructional and supportive activities

outlined in the curriculum. No instructional goal can reach its maximum

potential until intelligent, enthusiadtic, and skillful teachers apply

their instructional "know how". However, in order to enhance the positicn

of the teacher and the student, every effort must be made to help the

professional staff in planning and executing the school program.

TO maximize the availability of quality educational opportunities for

the young people of Caldwell County, the school staff realizes that it

must continue to striro to be responsive to the many needs of education

in this community. The implementation of the junior high school concept

is simply another significant step in the task to develop the very best

possible school program for the patrons of Caldwell County's school system.

There are in today's society, dynamic instructional programs designed

to fecijitate continuous progress in learning. One of these is the

Junior High School Program. This program is for students ranging from

10 to 15 years cdage with 11.through 14being the most typical.. Emphasis

is based on the premise that learning is basically individual and each

student's success depends a great deal on the amount of individual initiative,

and responsibility put forth.

Before consideringsa program for transescents, it should be helpful

to review some of their major characteristics. Their unique traits must

be carefully considered in curriculum planning if a quality program is .to

-2-
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be developed and successfully implemented. Some of the major

characteristics are:.

(a) increased intellectual abilities and mental prowess

(b) physical change -- these changes are arriving earlier

than in previous years

(c) craving for peer approval and acceptance

(d) need to master a new physical body

(e) need to assert independence and autonomy

(f) idealism

(g) emotions strong and often changing

(h) need to restructure systems of values

Many other characteristics of emerging adolescence can be listed.

However, the only common trait that all transescents have is change

itself. It is also significant to point out that the junior high school

years offer final opportunities for teachers to significantly affect the

self-concepts of students.

The junior high school grades should provide an environment where

the child, not the program, is most imvorl.nt and where opportunities to

succeed exists. The Junior High School Program, should offer exciting

opportunities for students to develop to their maximum potential. Such

an instructional strategy requires the diagnosis of educational,
)

needs of
1

each student, prescriptions ofdappropriate options to meet thas/e needs,

and the evaluation of student progress toward the prescribed objectives.

In addition these learning experiences should provide for a gradual

transition from the typical self-contained classroom to the highly

-3--
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deparimentalized.senior high school.

Individual differences are most pronounced at this age level.

FOrcing students into rigid chronological grouping patterns ignores

developmental characteristics and defeats the effectiveness of educational

planning. The end results of these traditional programs can best be

observed by examining research concerning drop-out rates and other

indicators of success or failure in the junior high school grades.
\\

It is essential that each student be allowed to move through

sequential learning activities at his own rate if his potential is

to be reached. The Caldwell County Program has been designed to provide

ample opportunities for the success of each student. Enhanced self-concept

and increased academic achievement are at the center of the activities of

the junior high school.

A curriculum for the junior high school student is designed to

- recognize the uniqueness of the growth stage spanning the transition

from childhood to adolescence. The characteristics of the Jimior High

School Program include the following:

(a), the program is child-centered rather than subject- centered

(b) emphasis is on learning how to learn rather than learning a

specific body of information

(c) emphasis is on a creative exploration rather than just a

mastery of concepts and skills

(d) emphasis is on student self-direction, under expert guidance

rather than strict adherence to the teacher-made lesson plan

(e) students are expected to develop some responsibility for their

own learning

40,
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(f) has flexibility in the daily schedule

(q) there are variable group sizes

(h) team teaching is tore frequently used rather than just one

,teacher for one class

(i) the emphas\s is on a self-paced, approach to learning with

students p gressing at different rates rather than a textbook

approach with all students on the same page at the same time.

A Junior High School Program is designed to foster the intellectual, social

and emotional growth of children without snatching their childhood from

them.

The. junior high school offers the opportunity to the Caldwell County

School System to develop curricular programs, materialt, methods and

techniques appropriate for each child from 11 to 15. Strong consideration

hould be given to a curriculum which allOws team teaching in planning,

botn with interdiscipline, small and large group instruction, independent
\

;tudy, new scheduling procedures, student tutorial programs, learning centers

and an extensive use-of the learning resource center.

c
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CURRICULUM

Recommendations for the Caldwell County Junior /Ugh Plan are both

tentative and open. Three factors of importance in the development of

a final curriculum plan are:

(a) the community's total program of schooling (that is, elementary

through `high school)

(b) the characteristifs of the population to be served; and

(c) involvement of the faculties in the curriculum decision-making

process.

With these three consideratiOns in mind the Consultants' Committee will

project hypothetical, yet ideal, curriculum recommendations.

The total program of learning opportunities' which make up the

curriculum may be classified into three major areas; organized knowledge,

skills for continued learning, and personal development. Recommendations

within these three major categories include as "A" - a highly recomMended

option, In some instances, a "B" is given as an alternative. In the

view of the Consultants' Committee, the implementation of all "A"

recommendations would provide the Caldwell County Junior High Program
'4

with the strongest, most potent curriculum plan.

Topics include: Social Studies
Language Arts
Science
Health
Mathematics
Career Education
Occupational Education
Exploratory/tlectives
Cultural Arts
Physical Education
values Mucation
Reading Program
Special Education
Interest Classes
Clubs

Independent Study

-6-
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X. Learning opportunities in Language Arts, Social Studies, Mathematics

and Science.

A. An interdisciplinary team of four members, one from each of the

above cognate areas, form the core curriculum team of the Junior

High. All plans are cooperatively made, with team members providing

leadership in their areas of expertise. It is further recommended

that multi-age T:cruping be carried out in these interdisciplinary

units.

B. An option to "A" above provides two team members to cooperatively

plan Language Arts and Social Studies. A second two-member team

plans Mathematics and Science experiences.

II. Learning Opportunities in Career Education

A. The Consultants' Committee agrdes with authorities who believe

career education is no longer a question of "either-or", of

vocational or academic education. To be truly effective, career

education is properly integrated at all levels of public education.

By focusing on the student's direct experiences.as primary resources,

these programs provide "hands-onnexperiences for the application

of what is known and for the exploration of the unknown. Using the

arts and sciences in real-life situations, career education stresses

active involvement in the learning process.

The Committee believes career education at the Junior High level

can provide a meaningful program for a greater number of students

and reduce the number of academic and social dropouts. It is

recommended that career education be an integral part of the total'

instructional program. Exploratory courses, in career education

should be initiated so that Junior High students can have experiences

that will assist them in making appropriate choices.

-7-
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III. Exploratory/Elective Choices in the Junior High School

A. The Consultants' Committee feels that each student in the middle

grades should have the .opportunity to learn about his/her interests

in many areas in order to decide upon appropriate courses in the

secondary school. Students in the middle grades are not ready

for concentrated, specialized courses. However, they can benefit

from mini-exploratory Courses available to all Junior High students.

The areas of industrial education, foreign language, home economics

and business education seem especially appropriate.

IV. Cultural Arts

A. An expansion of the Junior High learners' experiences into areas

of the visual arts, music, drama and creative expression is

essential for enhancing personal development and learning.

Planned opportunities in cultural arts are an integral part of

a balanced curriculum.

V. Physical Education

A., The Committee recommends that the physical education provram not

be highly competitive at the Junior High levr. Research shows

that youth of this age are not ready for serious pressures. It

is recommended that the physical education p ,gTam center on

I

activities that help students understand theii bodies and that it

.1be-strong-in-the-area-of-intramural-activitie . -It is also
I

suggested that lifetime sports be emphasized whenever possible.
1

The physical education program should be for all students, not

just the talented few. The physical education prograM should

-9-
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not be denied to any student no matter what his/her degree of

ability. Because of these reasons, the Clomril'±ce recc=ends

that interscholastic sports be deemphasized. Activities such

as field days or challenge games with neighborhood schools

tiould be emphasized. Such activities can heighten school spirit

if handled correctly.

VI. Values Education

A. The value crisis in our society insists that Schools accept a

share of developing humane, responsible citizens. Junior High

learners are at an important age of their development to examine

attitudes and behaviors in a planned program of learning experiences.

The important issues of values clarification and moral reasoning
.

are essential for Junior High learning.

t.

All teachers should be skilled in these areas, but special

competencies are essential in home-base, social studies and

guidance personnel.

VII. Special Programs

A. This area may be defined as one reaching the special needs of

learners and staffed by persons with expertise in those areas.

Included would be the areas of reading, music (band and chorus)

and special education. Special teachers would be needed in these'

areas.

-10-
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Inclusion of these special program areas into the planned

program of learning opportunities in no way mgates their

consideration within the regular program. Examples include:

reading, which is obviously a part of language arts, but also

an important area demanding special emphasis for some students;

music, which is a component of several other curriculum arms,

but may also be considered a special program when it involves

skills building of the kind, needed for band and chorus; and

special_education_which_does_not_lonorethe mainstreaming concept

where feasible but may also'call for special services.

Interest Classes and Clubs

A. Some Junior High age youth are still children and are not ready for

more sophisticated social activities. Others are more advanced

and are adolescents with strong interests in social contacts

with members of.the opposite sex. Because of this diversity, the

Junior High fosters activities that allow student's to develop the

social skills they need as individuals andmembers of a larger

group. In order"to develoto social skills and broaden interests,

the Committee. recommends that special interest classes and clubs

be,formed. These special classes and clubs should have great

variety so that all students will be able to participate successfully.

Examples of types of classes and clubs are listed below:

Interest Classes:

Beginning Knitting Tumbling
Camping Model Building
-Photography Needlepoint
Cooking Film Making
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Interest Clubs:

Antique Club
Art Club
Campus Beautification -
Debate Club
Reading Club
Shop Club
Wildlife Club

Collectors Club
Drama Cluh
Ecology Club
Lifetime)Sports Club
Music Cl
Weight Watc Club*

XI. Independent Study

A. A planned, scheduled and coordinated program of independent study

is a viable component of the curriculum. It may be pursued as

an integral part of organized knowledge, learners' interests, or

learning skills. All Junior High students should have the

opportunity to experience independent study during the regular

school day.

During independent study time, the students will concentrate

on individual assignments which consist of wide choices concerning

academia content, library resources, the individual pace for

accomplishing tasks and the various levels explored. The

students work as independently as possible. The teacher is

ava2labli-to suggest alternate sourcesrand-activities-if

students encounter problems they cannot solve. After an

assignment is complete, it is carefully diagnosed and individual

skill exercises are assigned in areas of weaknesses.

Further materials which explain the independent study process

are found in the Appendices.

-12-
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THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MASTER SCHEDULE

6 The implementation of the school curriculum.is made possible

through the organizational structure of the school commonly referred to

as the school schedule. There are those who say that the junior high

school school schedule is the most difficult schedule to develop.

Certainly if the needs of the age group involved are going to he

reached, the schedule must provide for many alternatives. Thus, the

schedule becomes a vehicle for helping to implement the school

philosophy. Sincetheprincipalwill normally provide the leadership

for carrying out a school's philosophy, his personal philosophy plays

a key part in the schedule making process. If the principal is committed

to providing an exciting program for junior high youth, he will surmount

many of the "road blocks" which often prevent bringing about change

through traditional scheduling. To build a schedule with many

alternatives, there must be a total commitment. It requires time,

experimentation and the ability to make compromises.

The schedule presented in this paper is one model that may be

ve\expanded or contracted. It is possible to ha interdisciplinary

teams of two/four teachers or teachers teaching self-contained

situations. Students may be brought together thr h multigrading,

multiaging or by grade levels. In other words, it is possible to

bring any size group together for any purpose at any time_depending

on the creativity of the schedule maker.

Although compromises have to be constantly made to provide for

the needs of the junior high group, this schedule provides for intra-

-13-
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murals and special interest activities. These activities, which are

considered so important for active youth, dg take time from the basic
f-

subjects. Hopefully, this-total-involvement of students will_help

them to adapt better to the more academic courses. The activities

are offered during the 90 minutes lunch period in order to provide

the flexibility for lunch, intramurals and activities.

The time allotted for elective choices and exploratory courses

is another trample of compromise. However, depending on the philosophy

of the school, it would be possible to combine these two periods for

certain cotrses for a semester or longer.

Many innovative and traditional junior high schools today are

alternatiw or rotating periods daily for the purpose of providing

variety it the daily life of a student. The "A" and "B" schedules

in this: piper are designed to provide these benefits.

Studeit choices are most important in the development of a

master schedule, and,a spring registration program is recommended.

This give; students an opportunity to make selections based on their

particuls. interests which are built into the master schedule. One

exemplars spring registration program for a junior high school is

located.:t Laramie Junior high School, Laramie, Wyoming. A sample

of the firms used is located in the appendices.

-1Ar
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SCHEDULE

z

C:)
r-J

z

C:)
CO

. MULTIGRADEp/MULTIAGING 'GRADES 7-8-9

A DAY

HOMEROOM

limmar =11D

LANGUAGE ARTS

SOcIAL STUDIES

00

MATH

SCIENCE

HEALTH

INTRAMLAILSz
LUNCH SPECIAt_ INTEREST . ACTIVITIES/CLUBS

SR] vorram.....row
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

7XKORATORY
ELECTIVE CHO 1 CES

-4V.1,11M60.1114....e...

EXPLORATORY SEMESTEr COURSES

,110=

THIS'SCHEDULE,IS DESIGNED FOR INTF.RDISCIPLINARY TEAMS OF
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AMOR HIGH SCHOOL SCHEDULE
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SCHEDULE
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SCHEDULE
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STAFFING

The number of suggested faculty and support allotment should allow

each school to offer a complete learning program to each child. Local

support is requested mainly in the area of teacher aides, additional janitors

I

and maids and a total of seven full-time teachers.

The break down of allotment of teachers and supporting staff is

divided into regular AZ allotment (NC), one teacher allotted froth the

state foi each 15 employed, special full-time state allotted in special

areas, a-combination of federal-state-local allotted salaries (combination)

and teachers and supporting staff paid completely from local fdrds-(16441T:

-22-
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STAFFING- GAMEWELL COLLETTSVILLF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Enrollment - 708

NC NC Combination Local

Principal UR)
Assistant Principal 1(R)

Guidance Counselor 2 1/2(Sp)
Special Education 1 1/2(Sp)
Music 1(R)
Art 1(R)

Physical Education
Men 1(R) 1/2
'omen 1(R) 1/2

T & I
Home Economics 2

Reading Specialist , 2(Sp)

Typing 1(R)

Librarian 1(R)

Social Studies 4(R)

Language Arts 4(R)

Science 4(R)

Mathematics e(R)

Driver Training 1(Sp)

Foreign Language 1

24(R) 6(Sp) 5(C), 2(L)

TOTAL - 37 Faculty

Supporting. Staff

Library Assistant 1

Aides 4

Janitors 1 - 1

Maids 1 1

Secretary 1

3 7

TOTAL - 10 Supporting Staff

-23-
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ALLOTMENT-GAMEWELL COLLETTSVILEE JUNIOR HIGP SCHOOL

Alrotment NC Regular NC Spe&ial Combination Local
1-30 students = 23

1-15 faculty = 1

24

Guidance Counselor 1 1/2

Special Education 1 1/2

Reading Specialist 2

Driver Training 1

6

Physical Education
Men
Women

Foreign Language

T & I
Home Economics
1/3 Local
1/3 NC
1/3 Federal

'I

1/2
1/2
1

2

3

2

5

TOTAL - 37 Faculty

-24-
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STAFFING-GRANITE FALLS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,'LENOIR-GREENHAVrN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Enrollment - 4

Enrollment - 6b9

Principal

!IC, NC Combination Local

1(R)
Assistant Principal 1(R)
Guidance Counselor 1(Sp)
Special Education
Music l(R)

1 1/2(Sp)

Art 1(R)
Physical Education.
.Men 1(R)
Plomen 1 (R)

T6I 2
Home Economics 1
Reading Specialist 1 1/2(Sp)
Typing 1(R)
_Librarian 1(R)
Social Studies 3(R)

Language Arts 3(R)
Science 3(R)
Mathematics 3(R)
Driver Training 1(5P)
Foreign Language 1(R)

21(R) 5(Sp) 3

TOTAL - 29 Faculty

Supporting Staff

Library Assistant 1

Aides 4

Janitors 1 1

Maids 1 1

Secretary 1

3 7

TOTAL - 10 Supporting Staff

-25-
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ALLOTMENT-GRANITE FALLS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, LENOIR-GREENHAVY.7 JUNIOR'HIGH SCHOOL

.Allotment

1-30 students air

1-15 faculty -

Guidance Counselor
Special Education
Reading Specialist
Driver Training

T & I
Home Economics
1/3 Local
1/3 NC
1/3 Federal

NC Regular NC Special Combination Local
20

1

21

1

1 1/2
1 1/2
1

5

S

2

1

3

TOTAL - 29 Faculty
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ALLOTMENT -HUDSON JUNIOR NIGN'SCHOOL

Allotment ,

1 -30 students =

1 -15 faculty =

1

NC Regular NC Special

36

'2

138

Guidance Counselor 2
Special Education 2

Reading Specialist 3
Driver Training 1 1/2

8 1/2

Foreign. angcage

T4 I
Home Economics
1/3 Local
1/3 NC
1/3 Federal

Combination Local

1 1/2
`1 1/2

4
2
6

TOTAL - 54 Faculty



STAFFING-HUDSON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Enrollment - 1100

NC Nb Combination Local.

Principal rl (R)

Assistant PrinCipal 1(R)

GUidance Counselor 2(Sp)

Special Education 2($p)

Music 1 1/2(R)

At l(R)

Physical Education,
Men 3(R)

Women 3(R)

T & I
Home Economics
Reading Specialist
Typing
Librarian

Social Studies
Language Arts
Science
-Mathematics

Driver Training
Foreign Language

TOTAL - 54 Faculty

Supporting Staff

3(6).,
1 1/2(R)
2(R)

6(R)

6(R)

6(R)

6 (R)

1 1/2
1 1/2

38(R) 8 1/2(Sp) 6(C) 1 1/2(L)

2

Library Assistant
Aides
Janitors 2

Maids 1

Secretary. 1

1

6

1

1

1

4 10

TOTAL - 14 Supporting Staff

....111.
t,

-28-
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STAFFINGLENOIR WILLOW STREET JUNIOR NMI SCHOOL

Enrollment 4 797INC NC Combination Local

Princi
1_1

1(R)
Assist t Principal 1(R)
Guid ce Counselor 1 1/2(Sp)
S ial Education 2(Sp)

1(R)

1(R)

Music
Art
Physical Education
Men
Vomen

2 (R)

2 (R)

T & I
Home Economics
Reading Specialist 2(Sp)

Typing 1(R)

Librarian

(())Social Studies 5;
Language Arts
Science
mathematics

Driver Training
Foreign Language

TOTAL :-43 Faculty

Supporting Staff

Library Assistant
Aides
Janitors
Maids
Secretary

3

1/2

5(R)

4(R) 1

4(R)

l(Sp)
1

1

28(R) 6 1/2 (Sp) 5 (C) 3 1 /2(L)

1-

4
1 1

1 1
1 (1/2

3 71/2
TOTAL - 10 1/2 Supporting Staff

-79.-
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ALLOTMENT LENOIR Uniall SRREET JUNIOR IGH SCHOOL

Allotment
1-30 students =

1-15 faculty =

NC Regular

26

2

NC Special
0

28

Guidance Counselor' 1 1/2
Special Education 2

Reading Specialist, 2
Driver Training 1

6 1/2

Librari
Science
Mathematics
Foreign Language

T& I
Home Economics
1/3 Local
1/3 NC
1/3 Federal

Combination,
/

3

2

s

I

I

,

Local

TOTAL - 43 Faculty

-30-
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FACILITIES

/ The suggested arrangement of rooms is designed to foster little

S wi hin, a school learning. , It allows, w rever possible forschools
/

I/students fto move-between Social Studies - Lang age Arts - Mathematics--

/ Science at the team of teachers direction. allows for controlled move -
if

ment which will lend itself to non-graded teaching based on student needs

and allows students to progress at their owiizete of learning ability.

Nherever possible, special eduCatio students and students needing

specia/ lLattention in reading were placed as close to the_ library as

possible.

/ Floor plans may be seen in the Appendices.
,

/
/

-31-
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Room Numbers

7th Grade

Area A

GAMEWELL-COLLETTSVILLE JUNIORHIGH SCHOOL

Area B

15 7

13 8
10 9

8(Bio7Chem Lab) 10

8th'G*ade 9th Grade

Area A Area A

14 , 2
12 3

1 11 4

.9(Physics-Science Lab) 7(Bio Lab)

Sub total 16-

Rooms Subject .

Area A 16-17 Music
Area A Shop T & I
Area B Greephouse r & I
Area B Masonry Shop T & I 4

Area A Home Economics #6 Home Economics
Area A Home Economics #5 Home Economics
Area B 3 Health
Area B 6 Driver Training
Area B 12 Special Education
Area B 4 Reading Specialist
Area B 5 Reading SpeCialist
Area B 2 Typing
Area B 1 Foreign Language
Area A 1 Art
Gymnasium Physical Education (2,teachers)-

Principal 1

Assistant Principal 1'

Guidance Counselor 1 1/2
Librarian 1

Special Education 1/2 (teacher mainstream)

-32-

4 3 2

Sub total 16

Sub total 5

Total 37



Room Numbers

7th Grade

ROOMS

GRANITE FALLS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

8th Grade 9th Grade

1 -7 33 32
19 34

1

30

20 31 28 .

21 (Science) 23 (Science) 26 (Science)

Subject

3 Typing
1 -3 Home Economics
14 Foreign Language
C T G T
Shop T & I
B-1 & B-2 Music
4 Reading
2 Reading

11 Special Education_
'24 Health
Gymnasimm, Physical Education
35 Driver Training
29 Art

PrLlcipal 1

Asst. Principal . 1

Guidance 1

Library 1

Special Education 1/2 (Mainstream),

, /

-33-
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Sup total ,12-

, Sub total 12 1/2

Sub total, 4 1/2

Total 29



HUDSON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Roo; Numbers

7th Grade 8th*Grade'

118-121 107-100
1;0-127 a 105-102-
>128-125 103-104
126-123 101-109

Rocha

9th Grade .

149-146
147-144
145 -142-

138 -134

Sub total 24

115
Typing Band Area Music

113 1 143 Art
119 Home Ebonomdcs 1 Health
117 Home Economics 7 Health
141 Driver Training Gymnasium Physical Education
140 Driver Training,
112 /Reading Specialist
114 Reading Specialist
116 Reading Specialist

3 T 6 X
4 T & I

Masonry T & I
Ag Bldg. T k I

2 'Foreign Language
8 Foreign Language

110 Special Education
111 Special Education

Principal 1

Asst. Principal 1

Guidance '2

Library 2

Sub >total. 24.



LENOIR MILL011 STREET JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Room Numbers

7th. Grade

105-112
106-111
104-110
103-109

Rooms

Home Economics-Ground Floor
Band Area

222
213

Industrial Arts Building
Bricklaying Building,
Gymnasium

Mechanical Drawing-Ground Floor
211

Principal 1

Assistant Principal 1

Guidance Counselor 1 1/2
Librarian 1 1/2

Additional Space Needed

Special Education 2

Health Teachers 2
Trade and Industry 1

Driver Training 1'
Foreign Language 1

8th Grade

108-220

107-Chemistry Lab
102-207
101-201

-35-

I

9th Grade

205

.204

203 Biology Lab
206

Sub total 20

Subject

Home Economics (2 stations)
Music
Reading Specialist
Reading Specialist
T 6 I
T 6 I
Physical Education (2 stations)
Art
Typing

4 36

Sub total 11

Sub -total- 5-

Sub total' 7

Total 43



LENOIR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Room Numbers.

7th Grade 8th Grade

.

9th Grade

25 26 18
'23 24 16
21 22 15
20 19 13

Rooms Subject

10 'Reading Specialist
11 Foreign Language
9 Home Economics
8 Special Education
7 Health
14 Driver Training
28 A-B Music
271 T&I
27C T & I
12 Art
17 Typing

Principal.
Assistant Principal
Guidance
Library
Special Education

1

1

1/2(mainstream)

Additional Space Needed

Gymnasium , 1

Reading Specialist 1/2

-36-
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Sub total 12

Sub total 11

Sub total 4 1/:

Sub total 1 1/2

Total 29



COMMUNITY COOPERATION

An effective Junior High Program is possible only with the

cooperation of the Caldwell County Community. There are a multitude

of ways the contributions of interested and knowledgeable citizens and

parents may be utilized.

As a first step, an informative community relations program

should be developed with membership comprised of four groups! student,

parents" community members-at-large, and the schools' professional

staff: Continuing involvement, consullation, and dialogue are

essential. This program would begin, ideally,in the Fall of 1975, one

year prior to the opening of the schools. A4y-e.ar-long study group could

develop relevant documents and data, including a plan for disseminating

information through the community. Suggested methods include; media

presentations, neighborhood coffees, civic club appearances and so

forth.
Ye

The Consultants' Committee will he agreeable to the/ping plan

, and -p:rticipate in 'meetings such as the PTA.

_37-



INSERVICE PLANNING

Provision forthe professional staff developmentof Caldwen,County

Junior High Program would include a number of the following:

(1) Attendance at conferences such as the National Mrifidle School

Conference in At/anta, November, 1975, for admdnistratora\and

teachers;

(2) Membership.in organizations such bs the League of Middle Schools

and/or the Southeastern Association oft,Middle Schools;

(3) Developing a professional library and resource center for middle

school/junior high materials;

(4) A plan for intervisitation to exemplary models of middle schools/

junior -high Schools in North Carolina or elsewhere;

(5) Workshops and seminars in areas such as human relations,

developing positive attitudes toward child-centered curriculum,

values education, independent study, and/or community

cooperation; and

(6) Coursework for graduate credit or renewal such as Administration,

Supervision and Higher Education 5120, The Middle/Junior High

School, and/or ElementaryEducation 4640, Piddle School

Curriculum and Instructio

It is recommended. that teachers\,who express interest be encouraged

to pursue Appalachian's Master's degree program in middle school education.

The beginning-of the .Caldwell-County Junior High Program is an ideal and

exciting time for faculties to grow professionally and learn together.

-38--
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Administrative support for this kind of group or cluster endeavor would

encourage many "seasoned" teachers to updateor learn new skills required

for teaming, individualized instruction, scheduling, planning and new

roles of the middle school/junior high teacher. Principals of these

five schools should participate in all workshops and other staff development

activities. Invitations should be extended to local school committee

members to particIpate in Workshops whenever feasible.

. Equally as important as becoming.knowledgyable professionals in

middle school/junior high cusriculum and instruction, is the "esprit de'

corps" that develops is teachers work together and through a planned

program of staff development. The attitudes held by professional staff

are the key to any successful net program.

-39-
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Selected Examples From An Effective IndePendent Study Plan*

Out society is'best described toctay by its rapidly increasing

rate of change. The school's,purpcse is to teach those basics necessary

for pupils to interact in our society as effectively as possible. Today's-

"basics" call for those knowledges, skills, and values which prepare

pupils to cope with the changes occurring all around then.

It is our hypothesis, that students can increase their present

effectiveness in coping with change by practicing certain basic

activities. Some of theses:*basics" are listed below.

1. Interacting with others in a courteous, helpful and
responsible manner.

2. Independently exploring areas of academic interest.

3. Collecting information from reliable sources.

'4. Reacting to information at several levels of thinking.

5. Examining personal values related to some of the major
problems facing our society.

6. Speaking using correctpronounciation, grammar, and
expression:

7. Writing in legible handwriting using correct spelling,
grammar and punctuation.,

A. Daily pattern is,tgidCally as follows:

T. Pupils come in to room and sign in.

2. They sit dqwn at an available desk and wait for announcements.

3. After announcements and directions they begin work on their
package at whatever step they are ready to do next.

*Adapted from: The Burris Middle School Learning Center, Individual
Study Section, Burris School, Tiuncie, Indiana.

4 4 2
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STEP li Look at the LIST OF POSSIBLE AREAS OF STUDY
and choose a topic of interest.

Look at the LIST OF POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES and
choose at least 2 activities from each level.

STEP 2: Write 2 copies of your CONTRACT (a contract
is a list of all of the activities the student
plans to do.)

STEP 3: Work' on the activities listed on the contract.
(Ask for help when uncertain what to do or how
to do it.)

Sign out each time you leave the room.

Do what the teacher asks when it is asked.

STEP 4: Band in the finished product to your teacher.

Choose an individual project to work on while

week is necessary.)

Work on one of the following possible individual
projects:,

(an individual plan of pupil's cwn choosing,
another package fbr fun or exploration, some
problem raised in another class, a fiction or
nonfiction library book)

STEP 5: Report to the teacher when conference is called.

Discuss the evaluation of the package.

Decide on waus to improve the finished product.

Work on skill-building exercises assigned during the
conference.

STEP 6: Hand in assigned exercises.

Go. back to step 1 and start again.

(choose a new topic and new activities.)

4.13



FINISHED PRODUCT

1. Hand into.gour teacher a written report in the following form:

a) A cover sheet telling the topic; your name and the date
the package was completed.

b) A table of contents listing the activities in the order of
levels and the page numbers they appear

c) The written activities along with the number of the sources
you used to find the answer.

d) The written activities along with the number of the sources
you used to find the answer

e) Any comments and recommendations on the package.

2. Present to the class a 5 minute summary of some of the more
interesting parts of the package yoir just completed.

-',3,Iiandin_any-postexs-;--2--r1--object.s.,-etc.-gcu-areated-related to theb topic.

4 4 i



SAMPLE OF CONTENT*

Any topic that can be researched in the Burris library is acceptable
for study. Listed below are some of the possibilities open to the pupil:

A.

. Accident Prevention
Actors and Actresses
Adult Education, '

Africa, See also individual
of:Africa

Agriculture
Animal Life
Education
Geography

Government
History.

Home: Life

Musicllantfe

C

AGRICULTURE
Agricultural Leaders

Air
Air Force

Air Force Leaders
Air Pioneers
Airplanes
Albania
American History
American Literature
ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY .

Ancient CiviliZations. See also
Egypt, Ancient; Greece, Ancient;
Rome, Ancient.
Anthropology
Archaeology
Architecture
Communication
Community Life
Education
Engineering
History' .

Home Life cp

Industry and Trade
Law

countries

Music
Mythology
Painting
Philosophy
Religion
ScUlpture
Technology

ANIMAL LIFE
Antarctica

Animal Life
History

ANTHROPOLOGY
Anthropologists

Apostles
Arabia

Atmosphere
Atom, Study of
Australia .

Agriculture
Animal Life
Biography
Edubation

History
Archaeology
Archaeologists

ARCHITECTURE
Architects

Argentina
Biography
History

Army,
Army Leaders

THE ARTS
Asia. See also

individual countries
Agriculture -
Animal Life
Economici
Education
Georgraphy

.Government

History

Home Life
Plant,Life

ASTRONOMY
Astronomers

Athletics
Athletes

*Adapted from Burris Middle School Learning Center

4 1;i
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SAMPLF LIST OF POSSIBLE' ACTIVITIES

LEVEL 2: Getting the Facts

. 1. Make a list of at least 10 of the interesting key words
along wit?, their'definitions.

2. Make a list of .at least 10 of the interestingevents and
the dated they occurred.

3. make a list of at least 10 interesting people and why they
were important.

4. Make a list of at least 10 interesting events and where
they occurred.

5. Describe haw at least 5 interestlng'objects work.

LEVEL 2: Translating Information

1. Describe in Your -own words aome person, place, object.

or event.

2. Summarize at least 3 major ideas discussed.

3. Make a picture, graph or map from a written description.

4. Make a written description from a picture, graph or map.

5. Explain something in such a way that a third grader could
understand it.

`LEVEL 3: Finding Relationships in Information

1. Predict :at least 5 future trend:, based on information.

2. Guess about what would have happened if things had not have
happened as they did.

3. Identify 3.diff6rent ways a group' of people, places or
things could be grouped.,

4. Make an outline of at least 10 different points of
information.

5. Identify at least 5 main ideas in a chapter you read.

4 Li Li



LEVEL 4: Applying What You Know

2. Choose some real problem not yet solved and gather
information on it.

2. Write at least.a two page theme on the problem. In the
theme include the folloina:

a. A paragraph explaining what the problem is, why it
is important and the meanings of some of the key words.

b. The more interesting and important findings of your
research footnoted.

c. Your own reactions, conclusions and recommendations.

d. A bibliography of sources used.

LEVEL 5: Taking Things Apart (Analyzing)

r.

A

1. Identify at least 5 unstated assumptions in your readings.

2., Identify-when the author is using opinion rather than fact.

3. Identify et least 3 propag:lnda techniques used.

4. Suggest. at least 5 additional facts the author could have
included to make the reading more interesting, or the
questions NOT answered by the reading.

5. List a group of persons, places or objects and list what
they all have in common.

LEVEL 6: Putting Things Together (Synthesizing)

2: Suggest a novel use (5) for some common object related to
the topic.

2. Suggest en invention which is heeded related to the topic.*

3. Make some 3-D object related to the topic.

4. Suggest a procedure for an experiment which would find
the answer to some unanswered problem related to th2 topic.

5. Do something truly different that has not been suggested
here or done by anyone else: you know.

I
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LEVEL 7: What's So Good About It? (Class in Evaluation)

I

1. List at /east 5 str aths And 5 weaknesses of .7.s class.

2. Identify at least actions Taken /by someone d explain
why you approve o what was. done.

3. 'Identify 'some ac

of what was don7
ion taken and explain why u disapprove

4. Pretend you are a'manufacturer of some o lect relatee to
your topic andrlist at /east 5 ways to -ke it better.

5. Choose some object related to the tops and identify ways
it has been improved through the yea

o

ir.
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RANGE OF POSSIBLE PUPIL PERFORMANCE.

I. .PERFORMANCE INTERACTING WITH OTHERS IN A COUROUS, HEL?FUL APD
RESPONSIBLE MAMNER

1. 3 or more major problems recorded during the 3 week period.

2. 2 or more major problems recorded during the 3 week period.

3. One major, problem recorded during the 3 week period.

4. Over 5 minor problems recorded during the 3 week period.

5. 2 - 3 minor problems recorded during the 3, week period.
ti

. 6. One minor problem recorded during the 3 week period.

7. No minor or major problems recorded during the 3 week peridd.

8. No problems reported and incidents of positive action recorded.

II. PERFORMANCE INDEPENDENTLY EXPLORING AREAS OF ACADEMIC INTEREST
0

1. (forks on assignments only under constant guidance.

2. Must be reminded each day to work on assignmpnts.

3. Must be reminded every other day to work on assignments.

4.. Often lets other factors distract him.

5. Sometimes lets other factors distract him.

6. Works on assignments most of the time.

7. Almost always worketon assignments during study time.

8. Never observed not working on assignments during study time.

III. PERFORMANCE SPEAKING USING CORRECT PPONOUNCIATION, GRAMMAR AND

EXPRESSION

1. No speeches giVen.

2. Averages Over 16-20 mistakes in 5 minutes of speaking.

3. Averages between 13-15 mistakes in 5 minutes of speaking.

0
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4. Averages betiwen 10-12'mistakes in 5 minutes of speaking.

5. Averages between 7-9 mistakes in 5 minutes of speaking.

6. Averages between 4-6 mistakes in 5 minutes of speaking.

7. Averages between 1-3 mistakes in 5 minutes of speaking.

8. Averages less than 1 mistake in 5 minutes of speaking.

IV. PERFORMANCE NRITING'IN LEGIBLE HANDWRITING USING CORRECT SPELLING,
GRAMMAR AND PUNCIWTION

1. No written work handed in.

2. Averages between 16-20 mistakes v.r page.

3. Averages betweeri 13-15 mistakes per page.

4. Averages between 10-12 mistakes per page.

5. Averages between 7-9 mistakes per page.

'6. Averages between 4-6 midlakes per page.

7. Averages between 1-3 mistakes per page.

8. Averages less than 1 mistake per page.

V. PERFORMANCE COLLECTING INFORMATION MOH RELIABLE SOVRCES

1. Identifies n'oNsources.

2. Identifies one source from home only.

3. Identifies several sources from home only.
r-

4. Identifies one course from room only.

'5. Identifies several sources from room only.

6. Identifies one soured from library only.

7. Identifies several sources from library only.

8.- Identifies several sources from several places.

11.
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VI. PEREORMANCE REACTING TO INFORMATION AT SEVERAL LF"ELS OF TFINKING

1. Id mtffiesnofacts.

2. Identifies facts without major problems.

3. Translates facts without major problems.

d. Relates facts without major problems.

5. Applies facts without major problems.

6. Analyzes facts without major problems.

7. Synthesizes facts without major problems.

8. Evaluates facts without major problems.

0
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1974 - 1975

CRLDE 8 If F

(last) (first) Nid,Ile initial)

morE

NOTE: MPOiti

BACK
ittCsUil

aEQUE2D COUW;r:S aucrurs

Select Six:

O

SaeCt)P.40 and One Alternate:

ACTIVITIES

Select Eiji

1020 Eivaish e I 1711 -- Realin-, 0301
,

1021 rnc-lish 1 II . 0302
_

tn7lish 3 III Earth Science ,3 0303

-0304

2220 StLlies ? French I A 0305

5020 french 113 0306

31 uC Sr:ienc4 3 0307

5511 Snanish,1 A 0308

4040' Path 8 I 5520 Spanish "I B 0309

4041 :lath 3 II
7100 Arts/Crafts/Lapidary
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0316
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7431 Orthestra, Intermediate _0320
7432 Orchestra Concert

-----03210322
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-----0321,
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(first)

NOTE: IMPORTANT INFORMATION IS 30 Tr..,

BACK SIDE. THIS IS 2111/LL

r8OrE

ALGOzTRATION.

rLECTIV7S

Select Tuo and One Alternate: Select Ei:ht and Two Alternates:

1711 Rea link 0301 Archery

0302 Artsr& Cr%fcs

II Earth Scieuee 3 0303 Crochecini;

7s 0304 Dramatics
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0318 Radio-Electronics
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7431 Orchestra, Intermediate _0320 \c'cor'l Listeninj Rack
7432 Orchestra Concert 0321 Rifle'

-0322 Scout Echo--
7::40 Chorus 8 & 9 0323 Spellin; Bee

____0324 Study
1430 Speech u Dvy.7:74t-ic9 0175 Trampoline

w:-.1.2.1it3iftins-13oxin;-Wrestlin3 (-----0321
C.327 Noodwexlvin; for Girls
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1010
'GU
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2110 Social Studies 7

3010 Science 7

4020 Math 7 I
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...
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1974 = 75
GRADE "7 "M
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I

NOTE: IMPORTANT IMORMATION IS
ON THE BACK SIDE, THIS IS
A FINAL REGISTRATIOR.
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......
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Selected References on the Middle /Junior High School

I. Books: The Middle School and Intermediate Education

A Practical Guide to the Middle School, Stradley, Pilliam E.,
Center for Applied Research in Education, New York City, New York, 1971.

Change in School Systems, Watson, Goodwin, ed.6 M.B.A. Cooperative
Project for Educational Development, Washington, 1).C.,

Change Processes in the-Public Schools, Carlson, Ribhard O., ee... al.
Center for Advanced Study in Educational Administration, Unive ty of
Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, 1969.

Classroom Questions: What Kinds? Saunders, Norris, Harper Row
Publishing Co., New York City, New York, 1964.

Competency-Based Teacher Education, W. R. Huston & R.-B. Howsam, 1972.

Curricula for the 70's, Frost S Rowland, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1969.

Defining and Extending Junior High School Education, McElhinny, James R.
and Jack E. Reek, Indiana Public School Council, Ball State University,
Muncie, Indiana, 1964.

Eiscepinel Evaluation, Prowls, Malcom, McCutchan Publishing Corp.,
Berkeley, California,' 1971.

Education for thl Junior High School Years, Van Til, Mn., et. el.,
Bobbs -Merrill, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana, 1967.

Education for the Middle Years: Readings, Hertling, James E. and
Howard G. Getz, Scott, Foresman and Co., Glenview, Illinois, 1971.

Education in the Junior Hat School Years, Conant, James R.,
Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey, 1960.

Evaluation as Feedback mad Guide, A.S.C.D. Yearbook, 1201 Sixteenth
Street, 71. W., Washington, D.C., 1967.

Exploring the Non graded School, Purdom, Daniel M., I.D.E.A. Monograph,
The Institute for Develcoment of Educational Activities, Dayton, Ohio,
1970.

Fifty States Innovate to Improve their Schools, Fallon, Berne J.,
ed. Phi Delta Kappa, Bloomington, Indiana, 1967.

-

Focus on Chance: Guide to Better Schools, Trump, J. Lloyd and Dorsey
Baynham, Rand - McNally '& Cob, Chicago, Illinois, 1961.
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In Defense of Youth, Kelly, Earl C., Prentice-Hall, Englewood cliffs,
New Jersey, 1962,

Independent Study: Bold New Venture, Beggs, David W. III, and-Edward
G. Buffie, eds., Indiana University Press,- Bloomington. Indiana, 1965.

Innovations in Education: New Direction for the American School,
Committee for Economic Development, New York City, New York, 1969.

"Junior High School and Middle School Education: 'Indiana University
Research," MtGlasson, Maurice A. & Vernon D. Pace, guest eds.,
Viewpoints, Bulletin of the School of Education, Indiana University,
Bloomington, Indiana, Vol. 47, No. 6, November, 1971.

Junior High School Development, Practices, and Research, Bulletin of
N.A.S.S.P., Vol. 46, No. 271, Washington, D.C., February, 1972.

Junior High School Issues,, Bulletin of the N.A.S.S.P., Vol. 51, No. 316,
Washington, D.C., February, 1967.

"Junior High School: Issues and Prospects," Eeucational Leadership,
A.S.C.D., Washington, D.C., December, 1965.

Junior High School: Today and.Tomorrow, Noar, Gertrude A.,
Prentice-Hall, Englewood qliffs, flew Jersey, 1961.

Man, Media, and'Machines, Joyce, Bruce R., N.E.A., Washington, D.C.,
1967.

Middle School, Moss, Theodore C., Houghton-Mifflin Co., Boston, Mass.,
1969.

Middle Schools, Murphy, Judith, E. F. L., New York City, New York, 1965.

Modern Education for the Junior High School Years, Van Til, William,
et. al., Bobbs-Merrill Publishing Co., Indianapolis, Indiana, 1961.

New Models for American Education, James V. Guthrie & Edward Wynne,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., EngleWood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1971.

Non7raded Schools in Action: Bold'New Venture, Beggs, David W. III
and Edward G. Buffie, eds., Indiana University Press, Bloomington,
Indiana, 1967.

Perspectives on the Middle School, Grooms, Ann, C. E. Merrill Books, Inc.,
Columbus, Ohio, 1967:

Pupi'1 Evaluation in the Junior High School, Junior High School
Association of Illinois, Interstate Printers and Publishers,
Danville, Illinois, 1963.
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Recommendations for Education in the Junior High School Years,
Conant, James B., Educational Testing Bureau, Los Angeles, California,
1960.

School Leadership Digest, The Middle Schools, N.A.S.S.P., Maurice
McGlasson, Phi- Delta Kappa Educational Foundation.

Schools for the Middle Years: Readings, Stoumbis, George C. and

Alvin V. Howard, International Textbook Co., Scranton, Pennsylvania,
1969.

N.A.S.S.P. Bulletin, Schools in the Middle, No. 381, April, 1974.

Thi Adolescent Society, Coleman, James S!, Free Press
Glencoe, New York, 1961.

The American Middle School, Popper, Samuel, Blaisdell
Waltham,, Wassachusetts, 1967.

of Glencoe,

Publishing,

The Effective Middle School, DeVita, Joseph, et."al., Parker
Publishing Co., Inc., West Nyack, New York, 1970.

The Emergent Middle School,' Alexander- William, et. al., Holt, Rinehart
& Winston, New York, 2nd Edition, 1969.

The Intermediate Schools, Kindred, Leslie F., et. al., Prentice-Pall
Publishing Co., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1968.

The Junior figh and Middle School: Issues and Practices, Hoyard, Alvin R.

and George C. Stoumbis, International Textbook Co., Scranton,

Pennsylvania, 1970.

The Junior High School Idea in Theort; and Practice, Bulletin of the

N.A.S.S.P., Vol. 46, Np. 276, October, 1962.

The Middle School, Eichhorn, Donald H., The Center for Applied Research

in Education, Inc., New York City, New York, 1966.

The Middle School: An Idea Whose "Time Has e7MO, Task Force on
Intermediate Education, Department of Education, State of New Jersey,

1972.

- The Middle School: HumanizingXducation for Youth, Overly, Donald E.;

Kinghorn, Jon R. and Richard L. Preston, Charles A. Jones Publishing

Co., Worthington, Ohio, 1972.

)

-The Middle School: Selected Readings, Romano, Georgiady, Heald

Editors, 1973.
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The Piddle School: Thence? rhat? ['hither?, 14auricr- McGlasson,
Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation.

The Modern Junior Minh Scho61,.Gruhn, ri,Zliam T. and Earl R. Douglass,
The Ronald Press, New York City, Pew York, 1971.

The School Without Mills: Philadelphia's Parkway. Program, Bremer, John
and Michael Van Moschzisker, Role, Rinehart and Uinston, Inc.,
New York City, new York, 1971.

View Points, Junior High School & Middle Igchnol Education: Indiana
University Research, Bulletin of the School of Education, Indiana
University, Vol. 47, Mo.- 6, ovember, 1971.



II. Pamphlets and Reports

A Comparative Study of Achievement and Attendance of 10-14
Year Olds, Mooney, Patrick F., Doctoral Dissertation,

University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, 1970 (Available
from University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan).

"A Middle School Above Par," American School and University,
'38:68-69, April, 1966,

11 Review and Compilation of naterials Pertaining to the

Middle School, nunn, Susan, BerJ :ely Unified School
District, Berkeley, California, 1066.

A School Program for Early Adolescents, Association of
Secondary School Principals, Junior High School Commission,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1964.

"A Study"of the 4-4-4 Arrangement: The Middle School,"
Preliminary Planning for a Middle School, The Brown-
Bridgewater Project, Section 11, Brown University,
Providence, Rhode Island, 1960.,

Evaluative Criteria for Junior High and Middle Schools,
National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, Washington,
D.C., 1970.

Flexible Scheduling, Dr. Harold S. Davie and Joseph E. Bechard,
In-Service Education and Staff Utilization, Educational Research
Council of America, 1968.

Guidelines for Junior High and Middle School Education, Vars,
Gordon F., N.A.S.S.P. Bulletin, Washington, D.C., 1966.

"Junior High or Middle School? Which is Best 'for the Education
of Young Adolescents?" Vars, Gordon F., High School Journal,
50:109-13, December, 1966.

"Junior Nigh Versus Middle School," Trump, J. Lloyd,
Bulletin of, the N.A.S.S.P., 53:71-3, February, 1967.



Learning-Individually, Together & Continuously, Nancy Ttuelsbn &
Laurie Landreth, Educational Research Council of America, 1973.

"Middle School, A Different Name or a New Concept?" Tarnbaugh, Roy C.,
Clearing Nouse, 43:86-88,-October, 1968.

"Middle School, Is it Really Any Better?" Nowell, Bruce, North
Central Association Ouarterly, 43:281-87, Winter, 1969.

Middle School, Williams, Emmett L., ed., T.E.P., College of Education,
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 7:105-32, June, 1968.

"Middle School and Other Innovations,"
N.A.S.S.P., 51:158-66, May, 1967.

"Middle School or Junior High School?"
N.A.S.S.P., 53:1-17, March, 1968. .

GroomS, Ann, Bulletin of the

Brim, R. P., Bulletin of the

Middle School:- Promise for the Future, Eichhorn, Donald H.,
Paper Presented at Southeast Missouri State College, Leasco
Information Products, Inc., Bethesda, Maryland, March, 1967.

Middle Schools, Educational Research Service Circular No. 3,
N.E.A., Washington, D.C.,Bay., 1965.

"Middle Schools for Elementary Youngsters? Maybe Not!" Baruchin, F.,
New York State Education, 54:44-47, February, 1967.

Middle Schools In Action, Research Service Circular No. 2, N.E.A.,
Washington, D.C.,,1969.

Models for Nongradinq Schools, An IDEA Occasional Paper, Institute
for Development of Educational Activities, Inc., 1970.

New Directions for the American School, Committee for Economic
Development, New York City, New York, 1968.

New Knowledge of 10 Through 13 Year Olds-, Eichhorn, Donald H.,
Presentation at the College of Education, University of Toledo,
Ohio, Ncvember, 1967. 0

New Knowledge of the Learner and His Cultural Milieu: Implications
for Schooling in the Middle Years, Vars, Gordon F., Presentation
at the College of Education, Toledo University, Toledo, Ohio,
November, 1967.

"Ne0 School in the fiddle," Alexander, William M., Phi Delta Kappa,
50:355-57, February, 1969.
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"Nongraded Middle School," McCarthy, Robert J., National Elementary
Principal, 47:15-21, January, 1968.

Organizing a Learning Center, Dr. Harold S. Davis, In-service,.
Education and Staff Utilization, Educational Rese'arch Council of
America, 1968.

Planninya Team Teaching Program, In-Service Education and Staff
Utilization, Di. J. Lloyd Titalip and Dr. Harold S. Davis, Educational
Research Council of America.

"Recommended Grades or Years in.Junior High or Middle Schools,"
Bulletin of the N.A.S.S.P., 51:68-70, February, 1967.

"Relevance of Change: Imperative in the Junior High and Middle School
Dialogue," Pumerantz, Philip, Clearing House, 43:109-12, December, 1968.

"Reorganize for Breadth and Depth,',! Kremer, Josephine, Minnesota
Journal of Education, 47:15, November 1966.

"Special Journal Features on Educational Decision Making," N.E.A.
Journal, 56:22-32, December, 1967. (5 articles)

The EMerging Middle School, Eve, Arthur W., Unpublished Presentation
Made at Workshop on the Middle School, Miami University, Oxford,
Ohio, 1967.

"The Grassroots: Interviews with Middle School Students," Weber, Nancy,
The National Elementary Principal, Vol. Ll, No. 3, November, 1971.

The High School Journal: Piddle Schools, University of North Carolina
Press, Vol. 53, No. 3, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, December, 1969.
(Entire Issue)

"The How and Why of Middle Schools," Hills, George E., Nations Schools,
72:43-45, December, 1961.

"The Junior High.School: A Positive View," Aleiander, William M.,
Bulletin of the N.A.S.S.P., 49:276-85, March, 1965.

The Middle School: 'A Selected Bibliography, E.R.I.C. Clearing House
on Educational Administration, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, 1967.

"The New Intermediate School," rloodring, Paul, Saturday Review,
48:77-78, October, 1965.

0
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The Nongraded Middle School: Part I & II, Bulletia of the National
Association of Elementary School Principals,.November,,1967 and
January, 1968.

The Principal and the Challenge of. Change, Novotney, Jerrold M. ed.,
and IDEA Monograph, Dayton, Ohio, 1971.
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The Transitional Years: Middle School Portfolio, Association for
Childhood Education International, Washington, D.C., 1968.

"What About the Junior High and'Hiddle School?" Williams, Emmett L.,
Bulletin of the N.A.S.S.P., 52:126-34, May, 1968.

"What'Educatianal Plan for the In-Betweenager?" Alexander, William M.,
N.E.A. Journal, 55:30-32, March, 1966.

"Which Years in the Junior High?" Howard, Alvin P., Clearing House,
42:227-30, December, 1966.

"Why We Abandoned Our Traditional junior High," Rove, Robert N.,
Nations Schools, 79:74, January, 1967.
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III. Periodical Articles: The Middle School MoviZiit

°A Conception of Early Adolescence," Kagen, Jerome, National
Elementary Principal, Vol. Ll, No. 3, November, 1971.

A Study of the Changes That Have Taken Place in the Junior High
Schools of Northeastern United States and the Reasons for Some
of the Changes, Zdanoqicz, Paul J., Unpublished Doctoral:Dissertation,
Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1965.

?
"How Fares the Middle School?" Alexander, Hilliam M., The National
Elementary Principal, Vol. Ll, No. 3, November, 1971.

"It's Time for a ChangeOr is it?" Atkins, 'Thurston A., National
Elementary Principal, 48:46-48, February, 1969.

"Junior High School: Transition in Chaos?" Educational Leadership,
A.S.C.D., Washington, D.C., December, 1965.

"Middle School Dilemma: Still Searching for Identity," Nations Sclhools
'Vol. 86, No. 6, 62-63, December, 1970.

"Middle School Status in 10 States," Alexander, illiam, The
National Elementary Principal, Vol. Ll, No. 3, November, 1971.

"School in the Middle," Johnson, Mauritz, Saturdau Review, 45:40-42',
July, 1962.

"The Elementary School Principal and the middle School, moss,

Theodore C., The National Elementary Principal, 'Vol. Ll, No. 3,
November, 1971.

The Magic Numbers Are 7-8-9," Johnson, Mauritz, Jr., N.E.A. Journal,
52:30=51, March, 1963.

"The Meredith G. Villiams Middle School," Zdanowicz, Paul' J.,
Educational Horizons, XL1:45 -52, Winter, 1962.

"The Middle School: Alternative Within the System," Wiles, John,
The National Elementary Principal, Vol. Ll, No. 3, November, 1971.

'The Middle School: Fresh Start or New Delusion," Lounsburq, John H.
and Vars, Gordon F., National Elementaru Principal, Vol. L1, No. 3,
November, 1971.

a

The Middle School Movement, 1960-70," Kealy, Ronald P., National
Elementary Principal, Val, LI, Mo. 3, November, 1971.
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"Theoretical and Practical Aspects of tho'Middle School," Bough,
Max L., Bulletin of the M.A.§.S.P., 53:8-13, March, 1968.

"Transition to Middle School," Pray, R. PrIgar, and John A. McNamara,
Clearing House, 41:407-09, March, 1967.

"What's Happening in Education? What are the Middle Years ?"
Boutwell,7. D., P.T.A. Magazine, 60:14, DecemOvr, 1965';
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Philosophy and Rationale of the Emergent, Middle School

Avoiding the Pitfalls of Middle School Planning, Midjaas, Carl L.,._

ERIC Reproduction Service, Leasco Information Products, Tnce,
Bethesda, Maryland, April, 1970.

"Challenge of the Middle School," Sanders, Stanley G., Educational
Forum, 32:191-1°7, January, 1958.

"Changing Patterns of Education: The Pi'dle School Years," Kittell,
J. R., College of Education Record, 33:62-68, 1967.

"Educational Rationale for Middle Schools," Buell, Clayton E.,
Clearing House, 42:242-44, December, 1967.

"Guidelines for the Middle Schools PO Need Now--A Seminar,"
Alexander, P'illiam m., et. al., The National Elementary
Principal, Vol. Ll, no. 3, November, 1971.

"Middle School: Its Philosophy and Purpose," Madon, C. A.,
Clearing House, 40:329-30,Fehruart, 1966.

"Middle School: 'Philosophy, Program and Organization," Baetzel,
W. George, Clearing Housee 42:487-90, April, 1968.

"Rationale for Instruction in the Middle School," Curtis, Thomas E.,
and Vilma W. Bidwell, Educational Leadership, 578-81, March, 1970.

"The Middle School: It's Philosophy and Purpose," Clearing House,
40:329-30, February, 1966.



V. The Middle School Plant

"Caudill Builds Two Middle Schools," Architectural Record, p. 132,
JanuarW,- 1961.

Planning America's School Buildings, American Association of School
Administrators, Rashington,*D.C., 1961.

"Planning and Operating the Middle School," Anonymous, Overview,
4:52-55, March, 1963.

Profiles of Significant Schools:. .schools for Team Teachina,
Clinchy, Evans, F. F. L., Inc.,' New York City,' New York, 1961.

o

Profiles of Significant Schools: Two Middle Schools, Saginaw
Township, Michigan, E. F. x., Inc., New York City, New York,
1960.

The Open Plan School, Feucational Facilities Laboratories, Inc.,
and IDEA.

"Two Versions of the 'House' Plan," Fogg, Walter F. and Hugh J.
Diamond, The Nations Schools, LXVII, 65-69 & 94, June, 1961.

"Why One District is Building a Middle School," School Management,

7:86-89, May, 1963.
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VI. Middle School Administration

"Administrative Role in nevelordng a Middle School," niVirgilio, James,
Clearing House, 43:103-105, October, 1968.

An Analysis of Sources and Processes of Innovation in Education,
Pellegrin, Roland J., Center for Advanced Study of Educational
Administration, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, Febriptry,
1966.

"Getting Two Middle Schools Started--Nhat We Learned," Compton,
Crystal, The National Elementary Principal, Vol. Ll, No. 3,
November, 1971.

Report on the Junior High School Principalship, Rock, Ronald A.

and John Hemphill, Journal of the N.A.S.S.P., Washington, n.c.,
1966.

The Middle School and the 4-4-4 Administrative Plan, Library
Research Service, Encyclopedia Britannica, Chicago, Illinois,
1965.
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VII. The Middle School Instructional Staff

0

Blueprint for Team Teaching, Parsh, William H., STEP Publications,

Los Angeles, California, 1969.

Effective Teaching and Personal Potential, Bulletin of the N.A.S.S.P.,
Vol.'50, No. 314, Washington, D.C., 1966.

",Kids and Teachers: The Why of Team Teaching in the Middle School,"
Raymer; Joseph, Michigan Association of School Boards Journal,
Vol. XIX, No. 7, September, 1972.

Learning in the Small Group, Glatthorn, Allan A., Presentation
Made at the Institute for Development of Educational Activities,
University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio, '1966.

"Measuring Teacher Competencies for the Middle School," Lawrence,
Gordon, The National Elementary Principal, Ir. Ll, Mo. 3,
November, 1971.

101 Examples of Creative Teaching in the Junior High School, Junior
High School Association of Illinois, Interstate Printers and
Publishers, Danville, Illinois, 1962.

Practical Aspects. of Team Teaching, Lab, Delbert M., Fearon
Publishers, Palo Alto, California, 1964.

Teaching Early Adolescents to Think, Junior High School Association
of Illinois, Interstate Printers and Publishers, Danville, Illinois,
1965.

Teaching for Creative Endeavor: Bold New Venture, Michael, William B.,
Indiana University Press, Bloomington, Indiana, 1968.

Teaching in Middle Schools, Howard, Alvin W., International Textbook,
Co., Scranton, Pennsylvania, 1968.

Team Teaching, Shaplin, Judson T. and Henry F. Olds, Jr., eds., Harper
and now, Inc., New York City, New York, 1964.

Team Teaching: Bold New Venture, Beggs, David W. III, ed., Indiana
University Press, Bloomington, Indiana, 1965.
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VIII. Organizing Instruction In The Middle School

A Survey. of Organizational Patterns of Reorganized Middle Schools,
Alexander, William M., U.S.O.E. Project #7 -D -026, University
of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, July, 1968.

Block of Time Scheduling Practices in Junior High Schools, Junior
High School Association of Illinois, The Interstate Printers and
Publishers, Danville, Illinois, 1960.

Flexible Scheduling: Bold New Venture, Manlove, Donald C. and
Daidd W. Beggs, III, Indiana University Press, Bloomington,
Indiana, 1965.

Grade Organ Um Patterns, Research Division, N.E.A. and A.A.S.A.,
ERS Reporter, Washington-,-D.C., November, 1968.

How to Organize and Operate an Ungraded Piddle School, McCarthy,
Robert J., Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1967.

"Innovations to Teaching and Organizing for Instruction," Ware, Mary
Catherine, The Journal of School Health, 38:377-83, June, 1968.

"Institutional Integrity and Middle School Organization," Popper,
Samuel H., The Journal of Secondary Education, 43:37-41, February,
1969.

"New Organizational Patterns for the Middle School Years," Alexander,
William H., New Elementary School, Washington, D.C., pp. 52-67, 1968.

Scheduling for Flexibility: A Manual for Administrators of Small
Schools, Heathman, James E. and Alyce J. Nafziger, ERIC, New
Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico, October, 1971.

"The 'Madison Project's Approach to a Theory of Instruction," Davis,
Robert B., Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 2:146-62, 1964.
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IX. The Middle School Program: Curriculum and Para-Curriculum

An Evaluation of the Middle School Program, Kokomo-Center Township
Consolidated School Corp., May, 1970.

"Core Curriculum in the Middle School," Vars, Gordon F., Educational
Ideas, 5:25-28, Winter, 1967.

Curriculum Change and Innovation in the Junior High School, Curriculum
Research and Development Center, Indiana State University, Terre Haute,
Indiana, 1968.

Decision Making in Curriculum and Instruction, Myers, Donald A
IDEA Monograph, Institute for Development of Educational Activities,
Dayton, Ohio, 1970.

Development of Inquiry Skills in Ungraded Social Studies Classes in
a Junior High School, Lee, Martha, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Indiana, 1967.

Educational Leadership, Journal of the Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development, Vol. 31, no. 3, December, 1973.

Establishing Interdisciplinary Programs in Middle Schools, Pumerantz,
Philip and Ralph Galano, Parker Publishing Co., West Nyack, New
York, 1972.

Guidelines for the English Program in the Middle School and the
Junior High, Division of Instruction, New Orleans Public Schools,
1972.,

Individualizinglbstruction, Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, Washington, D.C., 1964.

Individualizing Instruction, National Study for the Society of
Education, 61st Yearbook, Part I, University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, Illinois, 1962.

Innovative Suggestions for Team Teaching, Warren Township Middle
School, Middle School Curriculum Motivation Team, Laurel Heartel
and B. Terhune Beebe, August, 1972.

Learning Activity Packages, Walker, Benjamin F. and Margery
M. Buchholz, Curriculum Research and Development Center, Indiana
State University, Terre Haute, Indiana, January, 1972.

Middle School Curriculum: Let's Talk Reality, Eichhorn, Donald H.,
Keynote Address at Pace College Conference, Sponsored by,
Educational Leadership Institute, November, 1969.
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"Middle School in a Non-Giaded System," Brandt, Ronald S.,

Journal of Secondary Education, 43:165-70, April, 1968.

New Curriculum Activities in the Pilot Intermediate Schools of
New York City, Ehrlich, Virginia Z. and ":ay C. Murray, Beard'
of_Education-of New York City, Leasco Ipformation Products,
Inc., Bethesda, Maryland,October, 1969.

Personalized Humanized Education the70's, C. W. Woodbury School,
Las Vegas, Nevada.

_Planning Programs for Transescents, Eichhorn, Donald H., Paper
Presented at the State University of New York at Buffalo,
Leasco Information, Products, Inc., Bethesda, Paryland,,
October, 1968.

Reading Improvement in the Junior High School, Elkins, ffeboraho,
Columbia University Teachers College Press, New York City*,
New York, 1963.

"Reading Levels Replace Grades in the Non-Graded Plan," Goodl d,
John, Elementary School Journal, 255-56, February, 1967.

Strategies for Planned Curriculum Innovation, Lawler, Marcella R..
ed., Teachers College Press, New York City,. new York; 19710.

1

The Changing School Curriculum, Goodlad, John I., et. al.W Fund
for the Advancement of Education, New York City, New Yoik, 1966.

The English-Language Arts Program of the Bellevue Public Schools,
Bellevue Public Schools, Draft 2, October, 1972.

The Middle School as a Curriculum Improvement for Educ
Emergent Adolescents, Dilg, Charles A., Doctoral Dis ertation,
State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, N:4! York,
nay, 1970.

The Third, Curriculum, Frederick, Robert V., Appleton Century -
Crofts, Inc., New York City, New York, 1959.

The Unified Curriculum, Butterweck, Joseph S. and atherine H.
Spessard, Rinehart and Co., New York City, New Y rk, 1964.

"Unified Arts is a Natural," Riegle, Jack D., Mic an Association
of School Boards Journal, Vol. XIX, No. 7, September, 1972.

Woodbury School, Salem, hew Hampshire, Curricul - Grades 7 and 8,
October, 1973.
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X. Middle School Guidance Servites

Exploring Junior High,School Guidance, Indiana Public School, -

Study Council, The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Danville,

Illinois, 1965.

Guidance in the Junior ffigh School, Cottingham, Harold F. and

William E. Hbpke, McKnight and McKnight Publishing CO.,

Bloomington, Illinois, 461.

Guidance Services in the Modern School, Spatilding,'Willard B.,

Haroourt*, Brace and World, Inc., New York City, New York:

1964.

Junior High School Guidance, Johnson, Mauritz, Jr., et.

Harper and Brothers, Inc., New York City, New York, 1961.

Middle Schdol, Curtis, Thomas E., ed., Center for Curriculum

Research & Services, State University of New York at Albany,

'Albany, New York, 1968.

"Questions School Board Members 'Ask About Middle School Guidance

PrograMs," Costar, James W., Michigan Association of School

Boards Journal,Vol. XIX, No. 7, September, 1972.

Steps to an Effective Guidance,Frogram, Pruett, Rolla F., Indiana

State Department of Public Instruction Bulletin; No. 252,

Indianapolis, Indiana, January-; 1967.

Successful Devices in Guidance and Counseling, Wagner, Rudolph F.,

J. Weston-Walsh Publishing CO., Portland, Maine, 1963.

The Role of the Teacher in the Guidance Program, Willey, Roy D.

and Melvin Dunn, McKnightiand McKnight Co., Bloomington,

Illinois, 1964.
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ADVISOR UORKSHOP

August 24, 1973

Room 104

Morning Session: Role of the Advisor

9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m Dr. Ed Harr 11, Leader
Dept. of C nselor Education, ASU

BREAK

10:45 a.m. - Noon Continua on"of Workshop

LUNCH (Covered Dish)

Afternoon Session: The CCC ts.TI advisor,

1:15 p.m. - 1:30 p.m Regis ration procedures
Hele Gitlin

1:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m Wor able advisor techniques .at CCC
gar,ara Thomas
Me alieeri Morgan

H. C. Ledbetter
I

2:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m U ing the advisee information on file
J hn Martin
oe Phipps
/E. Haynes

2:30 2.45 p.m Freshman Orientation, Don Alteri

BREAK

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m /Advising at CCC & TI 173-174

Group I Leaders: Ron Kiziah
Room 104

(vocational. and technical advisors) Bill Price

Group II Leader: Margorie Greene
(transfer advisor) Room 102
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I.

CVIS Questionnaire

Name' GPA

Date -Student Number

Age. Grade Sex 'Male Female

Directions: Listed below are a number of questions that will assist in the
evaluation of the CVIS program. Please read each question and
indicate your response(s) or feeling(s) to the best of your
ability.

1. In which of the following categories do you consider yourself?
(Check one answer 'only)

a. a below average student (below "C" -average)

b. an average student (a "C" average)
c. an above average student (above a "C" average)

2. How many times have you used the CVIS terminal?
(Check one answer only)

a. first time
b. second time
c. three or more times

3. Did you have difficulty using the CVIS-program?
(Check one answer only)

yes
no

If yOur answer is yes, indicate why. (You may check more than -ne answer)

A. The directions on how to use the CVIS terminal were not_clear.

b. The computer terminal would not work.
c.',I had difficulty getting the CVIS program to work.

----d. Other. Please explain..

4. Do you have an overall feeling that something of value was learned
through the use of the CVIS program? (Check one answer only)

yes
no



If yes, please indicate what.you learned.' (You may check more than
one answer)

a. A better understanding of my career interests.
b. nere to getotraining for certain occupations.
c. Employment opportunities after high school.

d. Other. Please explain:

5. Did you have difficulty reading or understanding-the words used in the
CVIS program? (Check one answer only)

yes
no

If yes, indicate why. (You may check more than one.answer)

a. I could not understand some of the words in the program.

b. Other. Please explain:

6. Did you like using the CVIS, program as a means of obtaining edUcational
or, occupational information.. (Check one answeY. only)

a. .1 liked it very much.

b. I liked it very little.

c. I did not like it at all.
d. I have no feeling one way or the other.

7. Now that you have used the CVIS terminal, would you recommend it as a
means of haping.students learn educational and occupational information.

(Check one answer only)

yes
no

Make any other comments you would like about the CVIS program in the
space below. .
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A Prit.t-1 5 :411tprthitnibrItt of 'rublic ,Instruction

2Z-Zatcigit 275112

March 27, 1974

MEMORANDUM

TO: . All Superintendents

FROM: A. Craig Phillips

I would like to call to your attention a series of Career Education
Dissemination Mini-Shops. The Caldwell Career Education Project, which has
a direct federal 'grant, has.asked the Department of Public Instruction to
assi,st in the coordination and planning of these mini-shops which will allow
Caldwell and several other North Carolina projects an opportunity to'present
some of their attempts to develop meaningful education programs for students:

Enclosed you will find information regarding specific plans for 'the
mini-shops. I hope you will name a team of participants from your local unit
to include classroom teachers, guidance counselors, principals, supervisors,
assistant or associate superintendents, etc. Sessions are planned for each
of the three levels: elementary, junior high, and senior high. Therefore,
you are encouraged to include classroom teachers and guidance counselors from.
each of these levels on your team.

Please let.us know who will participate from your local unit by completing
the enclosed Participation Form and returning it to the address indicated.

Thank you for your interest. We look forward to seeing you at one of the
sessions.

ACP:CWD:jh

Enclosure
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9:00 - 9:30

9:30 - 9:45

9:45 - 10:00

10:00 - 11:00

CAREER EDUCATION IN NORTH CAROLINA

A Series of Dissemination Mini-Shops,

Program Format (Working. Draft)

Registration

Welcome

Overview

The North Carolina Career Education Concept
George Kandy and Wayne Dillon

11:00 - 11:15 Break

11:15 - 12:15 local Implementation

"Successes, Problems, Perspectives"
(Caldwell County Staff)

12;15 - 1:30

1:30 - 3:30

Session I

Lunch.

Mini Sessions

Participants will select the session which is most
appropriate for their work setting.

Elementary Activities

*- Social Studies'Infusion - Loretta Golden

- The Cliffside Experience

- The Wrightsville Beach Experience

- The Alamance County Experience

'Session II Middle/Junior High School Activities
a

- The Holmes Junior High Experience (Eden).

*- The Caldwell Experience

- Bethel Middle School

- The Alamante CountyExperience

- The Charlotte/MetklenbUrg Experience

Session III 'High School Activities

*- The Caldwell Experience

- The Nakina Experience (Columbus County)

- Sanford Individualized Instruction

- Apex/- Vestibule Training

- The Kings Mountain Experience

49U
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CAR3ER EDUCATION IN NORTH CAROLINA

A Series of Dissemination Mini-Shops

WHAT: A series of six one-day mini-shops for the purpose of
examining attempts to implement aspects of career

WHY: education at the local level in North Carolina,

WHiRE-WHEN: Town and Country Restaurant, Williamston, April 23

Fayetteville Technical Institute, Fayetteville, April 24

FOR WHOM:

FORMAT:

REIMBURSEMENT:

:

Asheville High School (Auditorium), Asheville, May 8

Continuing Education Center (Appalachian State University),
Boone, May 9 0-

Technical Institute of Alamance, Burlington, May 22

Central Piedmont Community College, Charlotte, May 23

Local Education Agencies are asked

that
select a team of

participants. It is suggested that the team be made up
of the following representatives as a minimum:, principal,
teacher, guidance counselor (all from the same school, it
possible), supervisor, superintendent and/or assistant
superintendent.

Each program will begin with registration at 9:00 a.m.,. and
opening remarks at 9:30 a.m. The morning sessions will be
devoted to highlighting the North Carolina Career Education
philosophy as well, as local administrative perspectives on
implementation. Afternoon sessions will be devoted to
dissemination of techniques and strategies developed in
various.local projects in North Carolina. Elementary,
Middle/Junior, and high school sessions will run concur-
rently. All sessions will end by 3:30 p.m.

The conferences have been regionalized to.minimize the cost
to participants. They cannot be reimbursed for expenses
incurred.

Participants will be on their own for lunch, except for the -

Williamston Mini -Shop, where a group meal is planned. However,
in some areas problems are anticipated in terms of being=able
to accommodate all participants in the time allocate_ for
lunch. To deal with this the following arrangements are
offered:

Asheville - Lunch prepared by commercial cooking class.
Boone - Special buffet lunch

If participants desire to take advantage of these arrangements,
monies will be collected at registration.

4 j1



DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC- INSTRUCTION

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA RALEIGH

May 2, 1974

mEno

TO: All Superintendents

FROM: Wayne Dillon, Coordinator
Career Education

SUBJECT: Career Education Dissemination Mini-Shops 0

A few weeks ago you should have received a memo from Dr. Craig Phillips
calling your attention to the series of six Mini-Shops highlighting some of

our career education efforts in North Carolina. With that memorandum was a
form for indicating, participants from your system. If you have not already
done so, I encourage you to name a team from your system to attend one of

these Mini-Shops. At this point we have completed two Mini-Shops. The four
remaining still provide you with an opportunity to participate.

I appreciate your consideration in view of the many demands on you and

your staff. However, I feel these Mini-Shops give us an opportunity to take a
critical look at several people's attempts to develop programs from a philosophy

which has received much notoriety.

For your-convenience I am enclosing additional copies of,the information

which was originally sent to you.

Thank you for your consideration.

jh

enclosures a

4 5



l:U1.13ER OF PARTICIPA::TS ATTE11::', CAREER WORKSHOPS

Williamston, N. C.
April 23, 1974

FaTetteville, N. C.
April 24, 1974

Asheville, N. C.
May 8, 1974

B::ne, N. C.
9, 1974

Burlington, N. C.

May 22, 1974

Charlotte, N. C.
May 23, 1974

39

34

131

1C3

Total 404



Career Education

K 14

Charles E. Waters
Director

itschs$ 3. CI:no
Coordinator

%Mon S...itono
Coordinator

Con Attiati
Ccortinatot

Caldwell Career Education

Post Office Box 309

Lenoir, North Carolina 28645

(This letter was transmitted with a copy of our publication

"The Caldwell Experience: An Infusibnary Approach to Career
Education" to each of the 152 local edcational agencies in
our state as well'as area directdrs and local directors of
Vocational EdUcation and members* the State DepartMent of
Public Instruction.)

The enclosed booklet is a descriptive report of the Caldwell
Career Education Model Program as was implemented and practiced
in Caldwell County Schools, Lenoir City Sc,..Jols, and Caldwell
Community College and Technical Institute. It was written to
introduce to the reader the concepts used in the career education

.

model program. It is not a step by step manual, although it does
contain examples, illustrations, and sample materials.

The purpose of this booklet is to introduce the concepts,
leaving the implemehtation, methods, and techniques to your school
planners and classroom- practitioners.

I hope' you and your staff-wilLfind the concept interesting
and feasible in your administrative unit. .

CEW/cp

Enclosure

Sincerely,

Charles E. Waters
Director

"Infusing career education with the curriculum" 4.aq



THE CALDWELL EXPERIENCE

AN INFUSION APPROACH

CARER EDUCATION
/

GRA ES K-14

CALDWELL CAREER EDUCATION

LENOIR, NORTH CAROLINA

1974 435
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Career Education

, K 14

Charles E. Waters

Director

TO THE READER:

Caldwell Career 'Education

Post Office Box 309

Lenoir, North Carolina 28645
March 11, 1974

Itachet IS. Cline
Coordinator The Caldwell Career Education Project is a State and

Federally funded program, designed to establish and evaluate a
William S. Stone model for a comprehenSive career educAtion program in North

Coordinator Carolina. The project is administered jointly by the North
Carolina State Department of Public Initruction and the'North

Don Alder' Carolina Department of Community Colleges through a sixmember
Coordinator advisory board composed of Mr. E. M.. White, Chairman and

Superintendent of Caldwell County Schools; Dr. H. E. Beam,
President of Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute;
Mr. A. J. Bevacqua, Dean of Degree and Diploma Programs, North
Carolina Department of Community Colleges; Mr.,J. G. -Hagaman,

...Superintendent of Lenoir City Sdhools; Mr. R. Barton Hayes,
Chairman of the Vocational Committee, State Board of Education;
and Dr.,Charles Law, Jr., Director of Occupational Education.

The project is conducted through a consortium composed
of the Caldwell County Schools, the Lenoir City Schools and
the Caldwell Community,College and Technical Institute. A
target group of two elementary schools, two junior high schools,
two senior high schools And the community college. was. selected
for the initial pailticipation in.the development of the'program.
The second phase of implementation was by invitation to the
other nineteen public schools in Caldwell County. There are at
present a total o± twenty public.schoolsand one community

%Aollege involved.

The primagy purpose of the program is to systematically
plan, develop and implement a Career education model for all
levels from kindergarten through the second year in the community
college. This comprehensiye model includes a sequentially
developed program offering career awareness,,eareer information,
career exploration, career preparation and career advancement.
This booklet'is intended to present a few, of the many ideas
developed'by the practitioners of the concept. To these

.individuals, the staff and I are deeply indebted and grateful.

, Sincerely,

Charles E. Waters
Director

"Infusing career education with tlie curriculum"
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I. Administrative Procedures

Many new concepts-have been introduced to education-;

none have created more interest or controversy than career educa-

tion. Most of the controversy has been caused by the lack of a

clear-cut definition of career education.

. A former United. States Commissioner of Education, Dr.
Sidney P. Marland, Jr.,indicated that career education
should lead to the fulfillment of our youth and that he
hoped for a new orientation of education---starting with
the earliest grades and continuing through high school-- -
and beyond---that would expose the student to the range
of career opportunities, help him narrow down the choices
in terms of his own aptitudes and interests, and provide
him with education and training appropriate to his ambi-
tion. In gany cases his training would certainly involve

tional education. It would be strongly and relevantly
undergirded by education in the traditional academic
subjects.

In any event, what the term "career education' means
is basically a point of view,,a concept=--a concept that
says three things: First, that career education will be
part of the curriculum for all students, not just some.
Second, that it will continue throughout a youngster's
stay in school, from the first grade through senior high
and beyond, if he so elects. And third, that every student
leaving school will posscss the skills necessaryto give
him a,start in making a livelihodd for himself and his
family, even if he leaves before completing high school.
Dr. Marland indicated that he has tonsiderablymore in
mind than the teaching of speCific'skills. -He feels the
student should learn about the wide range of job possi-
bilities; he should learn what is involved :in getting and
holding a job; he should have guidance and counseling
toward matching interests and abilities with a potential
career; and he should be guaranteed help in finding a job
whenever he decides he is ready to enter the working

During the first six years,of his schooling, the, young-
ster would"be made aware of various clusters of occupations
and what is involved in entering them. In grades seven
andeight he would concentrate:on learning more about those
particular job clusters that interest him most. In grades
nine and ten he would select a job cluster to explore in

1
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some depth. An experience that would, include visiting
places where this kind of work is going on,.trying his
own hand.at certain basic skills, and in' general getting
practical experience in what that line of work involves.
In grades 11 and 12 he would,pursue his selected job .area even more intensely in terms of one of three
options; acquiring skills that would enable him to takea job immediately upon leaving high school; taking a
combination of academic and on-the-job courses in.pre-
paratton for entering a postsecondary technical insti-
tution that would train him; or electing a combination
program which would prepare him for a professional
degree from "a four year university and beyond.

- _Wohave to set up alternative arrangements that
provide every youngster with equally valued options.He could go on to higher education or he codld train for
a technical job at a' congunity junior college or he
could spin off from the system whenever he is ready'and,
'equipped to hold a'job and could always change their
minds and re-enter the

system4-abt-only as-young-people,
but as mature adults. ,

To guarantee success, priorities in education must indeed

be re-evaluated and,necessary changes made in procedural operation.

Educators must be.willing to discard some ideas'and replace them
.

with those which are innovative and exciting to the student. The

the effort expended; con-
amount of change will be in proportion

.

sequently, all efforts must be carefully,planied and evaluated.

The role of the administrator will most critical, His

staff will need much help and support in gaihing new knowledge,

expertise, and time to reappraise their personal attidudes. It is

unreasonable to assume that all teachers
will,immediately accept

the-career-vduratton-zbatept. One can readily see that the adminis-

tratoi- must be enthusiastic and skillful )n presenting the career

education concept. He must be a planner, a cqbrdinator, a consul-,

tant, a manager, and a' group leader who works through and with' a

2
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team of people, He must create an atmosphere conducive to experi,

mentation and development. The central staff and principals mist

understand, accept, and endorse the concept before any progress is

expected. After careful evaluation and planning is,completed, the

principal then must be afforded the opportunity to introduce the

concept' to 'his staff. He must be'provided the flexibility necessary

to alter the concept 41 fit his particular school program.

The principal is a "helper -of- teacher..' He must take the

leadership role in curriculum development; he initiates evaluation

procedures and provides the,spark to ignite the flame of enthusiasm

in his faculty. Objectives must be ablished which are necessary

before implementation of the career prog am. The following examples

might be included:

' to assist teachers in developing an understanding and'accept--

ance,of the purpose of Career Education.

' To assist teachers in"gaining the knowledge and skills needed

to foster the growth of a Career Education program.

To,assist teachers in revising class plans to incorporate the

Career Education concept.

' To provide effective leadership and maximum opportunities for

teachers to develop positive self-c,pncepts in their students.

' To promote articulation among the various levels represented

in the Career Education program."

To initiate opportunities for appraisal of teachers' efforts,

both individually and collectively.

The Ncrth-Carolina.State Board of Education adopted a

3



resolution' on February 2, 1972, which states in part
"BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED: That the North Carolina

State Board of Education does hereby declare that an
expanded occupational educa ion programhat the elementary,
secondary, and post - seconds levels is a top priority to
the end ,that by 1978 all chi ren in grades K-9 shall exper-ience an occupational awarenes and exploration program
and 80 percent of all students 10-12 shall be in a skill
development program involving work experience training in
business and industry. TO this end, this Board of Education
shall devote its energies in the securing and expendinc ofState and Federal resources and solicits the support and
assistance of every working individual in our State.'

Many educators feel that this is a directive toward a total

career education program, others feel that it is clearly an expan-

sion of vocational education. Pegardlessof the point of view, it

is an effective approach to making education relevant and enjoyable

for all students.

Listed below are twelve activities, in priority order, which

should be considered in tne development of a career education

,rogram.

1) FAablish a Career Education Task_Force

.;&-sonnelthintheaTiOnistrative unit
charred with the responsibility of developtng and super-

.visinq a program of career education:

1 Establin Advisory_Committees fur each school withx ive;resentates from all levels.

3)
1:,tabli)h_a:Corimitteeto Wor....,ith Business andindustri
Identify location:) for field tries (listing ages accept-
able, resource personnel available, subject areas, and
available materials.)

4) Establisha_Rubj)c Relations Committee to keep the
communit,,! informed orthe'program.

0
5)

aCareerEducation Med'a_Center where materials
can bt: evaluated, purchased, produced and disseminated.

o) Establish a Career Guidance Program which will assist...____. ._.....

4



students in identifying interest areas and in improving
-self-concepts.

7)' Establish a Method For Teachers to have adequate time to
work with other teii-Che7g-in-TiTier schools.

8) Establish a Method For Teachers to participate in local,
regional or state in- service workshops where they may
obtain first -hand information as to methods and techniques
others are using.

9) Establish a _System Wide News Letter whiCh disseminates
information about the progress,of the program.

10) Establish a Committee to Develop an effective evaluation
of career education.

11) Establish a Communications System for collectibn and
dissemination,of materials from other educational agencies
working with career education program.

12) Establish a Procedure to Work With State Educational
Agencies concerning the career concept.

5



II. Concept and Implementation

A. Career Awareness Concept

During the early years Chileren beciin to formulate atti-

tudes toward self, family, friends, playmates, school and the

community in which they live. It is for this reason ,that any-

educational program for ages five through nine must include

activities which will aid in the development of positive self

concept and the awareness of self with respect to family,

school and community. Career activities, to be most effective,

should be infused into all curriculum areas.

These activities should revolve arouna_experiences which

the child can - relate to life within the home (grades K-1),

school (grade 2), and community (grade 3), establishing a broad

foundation of awareness about the world in which they live.

Infusing these, experiences with educational activities broadens

the classroom effectiveness and stimulateS natural learnina

conditions. Through this concept, career education seeks to

utilize all available resources which will assist the child in

becoming aware of the vast number oflife styles. Educational

experiences which are more closely related to the child's life.

experiences are more likely to be meaningful and internalized

than unrelated daily routines. Children are interested in and

talk about things with which they can readily relate. Occupa-

tions of parents, of school personnel, and of community workers

provide a systematic approach of the introduction of careers,

0
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B. InfuSion of the career concept into-the instructional program

Awareness programs an be infused with curriculum

activities in a variety of ways, depending upon the teaching

methodology employed by the classroom teacher. Since activities

a-re generally individualized to a degree in early childhood,

individual interest can be utilized in introducing career

interest centers. Others may rely upon the use of human, envi-

ronmental, and economic resources in the school community for

the infusionary process. Through the use of role p'aying,

discussions, games, story writing, reading, art, and other

activities, the student begins to associate life experiences

with home and school. This makes education a means through

which they can develop a better understanding of self in rela-

tionship to home, school, and community.

. Through classroom activities

Primary teachers have long used an action- oriented

approach to classroom activities which stimulate the

inquisitive nature of their students. Action activities

related to stories provide students an opportunity to

depict their understanding of the lesson presented.

Classroom activities which expand the world of the

student are employed to teach content area. The career

awareness concept provides opportunities for teachers

to introduce their students to new situations expanding

the classroom to include the home, school, and

.community.

7'
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2. Through community resource people

O

Community resource persons, serving as the core of

information for the career education program, are used

Lin various ways. In many instances these persons visit

the schools and talk with either combined_ groups of

students or to a single classroom of students. During
/ .

their visits to the schools, they provide-numerous

experiences for students, often bringing with them,

articles used in their work. They readily discuss-and

exhibit these articles which is a new experience for

many of the students. Quite often on their visits to

the schools, these persons show films depicting inter-

esting aspects of their careers. In One particular

instance a resource person during a school visit was

instrumental in starting a school wide essay contest on

fire prevention. Of course.this was related directly to

the language arts program,

There are numerous advantages in having the

resource persons visit the schools. Students, when in

their familiar surroundings, tend to be more relaxed and

consequently are abl'e to'converse more readily and ask

more pertinent questions. Visits to the schools by

these persons also enable them to reach and accommodate

many more students during one visit than they could

accommodate at theirsplaces of business. This helps to

alleviate the problem of the teacher having to make

8
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several trips to a single business. Because of the

physical size of many of the businesses such as the

florist shop, it would be impossible, to take all of the

students at one time. Another advantage of having a

resource person come to the school is that this method

supports immediate reinforcement. Information presented

`by.the resource person can be immedfately related to'

information in written texts.

By using community resource persons, relations

between the community and school are enhanced. These

'persons provide students with a wide variety of experi-

ences which, they might otherwise never haV'e heard about

or experienced. Handled effectively, this can lead to

a feeling of mutual appreciation, support, and'respect

beitween school and community.

3. Through the use of field trips

{

1

Field trips play a very important role in intro-

acing the career "concept into the overall program.

Teachers indicate that field trips lend themselves to a

good opportunity for'the writing of "experience stories"

as a follow-up classroom activity.' Writing reinforces-

theiield trip experiences in a way which no other

activity can.. Field tripi stimulate the dei'ire to

express feelings in art and dramatics: Many students,

who find it difficult to verbally express themselves,

find that through these fo'rms of media they too can

9
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'communicate with ease. In this way their contributions

to the,Aroup experience can be just as important as any

other.

Field trips give birth to a wide variety of

classroom activities. Students can construct replicas

of places they visit, objects they observe, or actual

processes 'they view and are encouraged to construct an

__experience notebook which grows with each trip. Class-
.

rooMs are turned into post offices, grocery stores,

florists shops, bakeries and numerous other busiesses,

all lending themselves beautifblly to the child's

expression of an experience he has_hacron a field trip.,

In addition-,,experiences on field trips are readily

expressed in the form of music. Simple tunes are

written which express "fun" experiences:

Field trips provide many-opportunities to corre-

late activities with subject content. They are of great

significance in that they lend themselves to the gather-

ing of knowledge,which Would often be unattainable

through conventional means. Through actually viewing

people involved in numerous careers, the students

realiie how important an education is to achieve,a

particular goal.

4. Through the incorporation of guidance activities

Guidance concepts are incorporated into classroom

10
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activities in numerous ways. Different methods are used

to illustrate.to the students that if they are good

citizens and treat people with respect, they will

receive this kind of treatment in return.

Anotherlaspect of guidance in relation to class -'

room activities deals with making,studentsfeel as,

though they are worthwhile individuals. Many students

have very poor self concepts. Through participation

in group activities, it is felt that the students' self

respect and self image are'definitely improved,

Great emphasis is expinessed toward achieving one

*bjective in_guidance; enabling the chtleto better

"'understand himself. If a child doesn't understand and

learn to deal with his problems at an early age these

problems will, more than likely, magnify causing more

serious trouble later in life. One technique which may

be used in introducing students to problem solving is

to restate the problem in such a manner that each child

can readily relate to it. The students, after careful

consideration of the problem, would Wen offer possible

solutions. This procedure encourages independent

thinking and enables the child to, gain experience in

making decisions.

Andther important aspect of guidance'is that,df

teaching the student to accept himself, set reasonable

goals and evaluate his accomplishment's.

11
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Concept and Implementation

A. areer Information Concept

During the elementary years, career education enables

children to become aware of work, leisure, and emotions; of,

a value system; of himself and others. The experiences in

Which the .children are involved relate activities in every

subject area to the wide world of work within the community,/

1

state , and .nation-;e-stabl is-h-ifig7abrbadfoundatiorr-dfaware-,k

ness and 'information about careers. this can be accomplished

through a multi-media approach literature, visual aids, hands-

oh activities, field trips, and speakers from a wide variety

of occupations.

The school and all aspects of the community can be brought

into a closer relationship with each other through coordination

of community resource persons and activities in the schools.

Children are involved with experiences which lead them 0

toward a better understanding of their own personho ;od. These .

experiences focus on self-understanding and the' deVelopment

of positivp. attitudes toward themselves, others, and the world

of work.

' B.. Infusion of the Career Concept into the Instructional Program

1. Through cl ass room activities

Activities such as sewing, cooking and building

are used in relation ,to subjects such-as geography,

history, language arts, math, etc. By introdUcing the

fashion of different Countries and py sewing and

12
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creating some of the Items that people wear, the

students are able to understand countries in z differ-

ent light and at the same't4me learn something that

can be career oriented.

When, cooking, the students 'are using measurements

that they may'not have been ab'le to grasp otherwise. .

Many students are unaware thatrthey are learning and:?'

/,

therefore school becomes fun./

` Career education games are utilized to stimulate

interest as well as proVide opportunities for

stimulation activities..

When a child shows talent in a subject such as

art, career terms can be used so that the child may be

made aware of the different areas of art. Reinforcing

the child's interest and talent indicates the teacher

is concerned thus improving the child'S self-concept,

As a result, this may change his attitude toward school.

Career education stimulates discussions on "why,

work". These discu;sions bring abqut an awareness of

why some people work and why some do not. This is a

,relevant part of many children'S lives enabling them

to establish values about work.

By developing more realistk selfidetermined

career goals individualized instruction can become a

reality. Through theimplementatio9 of career educa-
,.

tion into the instructional program, the pupils are

13



able to explore their own unique interests, 'abilities,

and establish their own goals. Students are,able to

improve their attitudes and over-all outlook of the

'working,world.

2. The use of community resource "persons

Much success in implementing career education

ihto,the instructional program is due, to.the'assistance

r-oeper-§onsr;--Theeonnun-i-t-,yrt s o Uf CC -4

persons are efficient, responsiV'e, interesting, and

help motivate the children to various job opportunities.

They state the educational requiremehts needed4for each

job and through this method children are able to under-

stand the need for required courses.
a

Career education is,an effort which can be used

in developing effective communication between schools,

students, parents, educators, and the community. The

concept will also hell) teachers in makinTatudenIs

aware of their responsibility for themselves and for

their careers.

3. The use of field trips'

Field trips provide a realistic view of the

different furms of work. They stimulate discussions

on the advantages and disadvantages of various occupa-

tions. The students are able to'r6late to educational

achievement when a relationship is made between the
I

goals of educ4tion and the opportunities in the world

of work. A

14



Information and materials collected on field'

trips make excellent classroom reference material

whenever a need arises.

Much enthusiasm is generated over the inter-
,

change of ideas frOm fi,eld trips. The results of

field trips are three=fOld: They provide for immediate

. reinforcement, improved communications between trichers

and 'students, and an understanding of the value that

all",wbrkers are significant in our economic system.

4. Through incorporation of guidance concepts into class-
rOom activities ,

'Career education guidance activities In the

classroom consist of students working in:small 'groups

through art,art, role-playing and language experience

stories -which may be the results of a resource'persons
4

visit or a field trip. This provides opportunities for

the classroom teacher to assist the student in develop-

-Mg d positive self m e. itivities which create

an atmosphere conducive to the use of puzzles", career

games and verbal interaction might be utilized to

improve decision making and problem solving skills,

Through this concept students can be made aware of and

the, need for improved citizenship.

-,An understanding of individual differences and

interests may be provided by encouraging each individual

to pursue his own talents. 'The utilization of the

15
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-competitive neture,of this,,age.childf-provides an.

,..

,opportunity for positive reinforcement. It also-

provides for recognition and appreciation: of differ-

ences in others;

o
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IV. Concept and Implementation

A. Career E-xploration Concept

Subject matter by itself may mean little to the growing

student unless it 'relates im some manner to the society in which

he lives. Career education in the middle grades provide activi-
h

ties and information which are relative to the society in which

he lives today as well as the society in which he may live in

future years. Learning is a personal, individual thing, of real

significance only to the learner himself. The aim of schools

should be to provide learning experiences which capitalize on

. each individual's potential and insure him the opportunity to

become what he is capable ,of being.

Career education provides these experiences both direct

and vicarious, which supply first-hand knowledge of the world

of work. It provides an opportunity for students to explore

their capabilities, to appraise their potential, and to build

self-confidence. The role of exploration aids in the process of

decision-making.

Activities are infused into the basic instructional program

to accomplish these goals. However; it is important that activi-

ties be conducted in an organized manner with each step building.

.upon prior learnings. By relating subject matter to the world

of work, the classroom teacher can make school and community

life more meaningful.

Perhaps many of the concepts, methods, and techniques

pectiliar to career education have been present in school

17
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curricula all along. Yet,the titular implicationVpd direc-

tions of career education channel the efforts of all involved

toward providing learning experiences for every student so that

he might .develop to the fullest. The potential dropout becomes

more aware of the worth of school as it becomes more relevant

to his present and his future. The student-Who is interested

in academic subjects is able to narrow and develop his range

of possible CAteers. ThR student_whojs_interested inacademic

subjects is better equipped to make decisions concerning occupa-
.

tions and courses related to those chosen occupations.

8. Infusion of the Career Concept into the Instructional
Program

1. Through classroom activities

Numerous methods and techniques are used to infuse

career education activities into the instructional program.

Simulation procedures, such as role playing, skits, plays;

and games, involve the student in a type or hands-on and,

problem solving experiences. More conventional methods

include lecturing, bulletin boards, filmstrips, group work

and discussion. Innovative techniques, such as.individual-

ized instruction, peer teaching, independent studies, the

contract system, or student-determined special projects,

adapt the classroom experiences to student needs. Team

teaching, competency-based testing, activity sheets, and

demonstrations of work related activities are other methods

used in the permeation of the instructional program by

career education.

O
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Materials used to enhance and enrich the curricu-

lum include teacher and student made materials, free

materials, along with bulletin boards, filmstrips, vertical

files of careers, student-made "documentaries", mail-order

catalogues, as well as professionally prepared kits and

games. These stimulate student interest and a desire to

search for additional information. Students and teachers

become involved in the endless quest*for determining avail-

able career possibilities.
I

Another invaluable technique u3ed by teachers

within the career education program is evaluations All

courses need their content continuously evaluated. Cours

,content should be closely examined, added to, revised and

brought up to date regularly if students are to 'get the

most from them. Contemporizing course content with student

needs is a fundamental principle within a successful career

education program.

2. Through, community resource people

Several concepts are requisite to a successful

career education program. One is the use of community

resource 'persons, laymen as well as professionals. 6reers

are made real to_students by firsthand or added information

as careers of people within the community are correlated

with class studies. In the classroom, knowledge and skills

of community resource persons are used to introduce, expand,

or conclude units of study. In academic areas the subject

19



with its related skills is taught and then resource

persons are used to correlate various careers with'the

classroom subject matter. The utilizatiori of this wealth

of information within -the community affords students the'

opportunity to familiarize themselves with the diverse

lifestyles near their own back doors.
(4

3. Through the use of field trips

Another technique employed to stimulate learning

is the field trip._,Trips incorporated into teaching pro-

cedures before, during or after a unit of, study arouse

studentinterest and increase.awareness of careers.' A

field trip provides a concrete, "on sight" experience which

enriches school curricula. Preliminary plans for a field

trip should include investigations,of careers associated

with the trip. Students may research, report and discuss

occupations relevant to the forthcoming excursion into the

working world. After the trip these same methods may be

utilized to reinforce or summarize what has been observed

or lea;'ned. Thus, classroom activities and community

activities become a relative phenomena to the student.

4. Through the incorporation of guidance activities

Career education as it introduces and correlates a

variety of careers, with subject matter also incorporates

guidance activities into the classroom. Career education

concerns itself with all aspects of the student's develop-
.

ment rather than just with his intellectual achievements.

20
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Acceptance of responsibility, self-understanding and

utilization of potentials are emphasized by the very

nature of the program. Jhe student is provided with facts

about himself and his environment and is enelouragedto use-
!

these facts in determining his goals and relating these

goals realistically. to his abilities. The student is able

to work independe tly, make decisions and accept responsi-

bility for his aCti ns. He gains confidence in himself and

his capabilities as he increases his awareness of the world

and the people in it.

Every teacher is directly involved in guidance

activities of the student. The teacher may serve as advi-.

sor and. assist the student in his developmental behavior.

By setting a positive example, the teacher can serve as a

model of behaVior. Individual interaction with students

may assure theth of their worth and the teacher's concern

for them. Since many of the .career education` activities

are individualized and independently carried out, the

teacher is able to develop skill in observing and analyzing

student behavior and interests. The observations help the

teacher determine the student's career de- velopment and as

a result, the teacher is better equipped to assist him in

the direction in which he wants to pursue.

5. Through the correlation of,occupational exploratory
programs and academic areas

Classroom teachers and occupational teachers work

21
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closely together in coordinating and planning projects.

These projects incorporate academic and occupational

activities to achieve a developmental and'unified program

of study. Once again the student is given the opportunity

to explore his academicointerests concomitantly with the

possibilities available to him in the world of work.

Activity sheets are also used to the same end by classroom ,.

and occupational teachers alike.

An effective-programsbf articulation is essential

at this stage in order to inform the students of the occu-

pational and career opportunities in the next stage of

their educational developmgts.

O
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V. Concept and'Implementation

A. Career Preparation Concept

Career preparation provides for a broad approe6 to prepa-

ration for citizenship; provides jot, information and skill

development; andalso helps individuals develop attitudes about

the personal, psychological, social and economic significance

t.

es,*

of careers in our society. It develops and fosters avocational

and recreational interest of individuals- to help prepare them

for a well-rounded life in a world in which leisure -time i -s

increasing.

With career education the basic academic _subjects, such

as mathematics, science, social studies and language arts,

become more relevant because the student isThelped to see the

relationships to future career goals. For example, measuring,

the area of the classroom or even the student's home can be so -
4

much more meaningful than an abstract problem on area in the

textbook, The separation of academic and vocational curricula

into separate programs is a false dichotomy. A comprehensive

high school should offer more than exploratory and skill train-

ing courses. An educational environment is stregthened when

vocational and academic courses. Mathematics, EngliSh, and

other academic courses may not be effective unless they relate

to.a student's real needs or goals. Vocational courses may be

hampered because the student cannot read or write a complete

sentence. Full advantage should be taken of the fact that.

courses such as shorthand,, typewriting, office machines,

23
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carpentry, and others offer an ideal laborato y in which /

English and arithmetic skills can tome alive.

Another part of career prepay tion is the use of the

community. No teacher can be kno leqgeable about all oc9lupa-

. ,

dons or subjects. By us4ng community people, a teache can

bring, to the classroom, people )to share experiences on most

every subject covered in the curriculum. This along with well

organized field trips to see ey subjects of interest/will

truly, make the curriculUm ex rting, for-the-student.

Along with using the c mmunity,'-career guidance is an

integral part of careerpr partition. The career guidance

. program assists students In selecting and-making necessary

'adjustments in preparing for careers and insures placement,

upon leaving school, in either a job and/or further eduCation.

B. Infusion of the Career Concept into the Instructional Program
,

The techniques of career preparation utilize resources

to bring as much realism as possible to the educational, process.

Emphasis on the development of self-confidence, learning about

various ways of using leisure time, having respect for others,

seeing,a need.for learning throughout life, and developing a

good attitude toward work are vita=l to career preparation.

1. Through classroom activities

Individualization is a highly successful method of

instru'ction. Materials for individualized instruction can

be teacher -made so As to meet the specific needs of the

students. In working with slow learners and non-readers,

24
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pictures, charts, magazines, and tapes can be used to

get ideas across to the student. Teachers utilize

former school' graduates to relate how the school met

or didn't meet their needs for the work in which lie is

now active. Group work and peer tutoring can be used

_to infuse /career education activities into the instruct-

ional program.

Student -made and commercially-made career educa-

tion materials are valuable resources. Units of study

are portrayed through student-made materials as. bulletin .

boardS, projects, displays, activity sheets and special

interest packages. ComMercial materials consisting of

filmstrips, simulation games; guidance, and career

materials give the student a more exciting look dt a

particular unit-of study. Simulation games can be used

for s'iudents to increase their decision skills.

2. Through commeity resource people

The use of resource persons is.especially good

to reinforce material being taught in the clas'sroom.

These people not only stimulate student interests, but

make ,classroom experiences more relevant to actual

community situations,, These first-hand accounts allow

students to see some of the specific qualifications and

characteristics of occupations, along with such practical

aspects of job availability and-salary. Reiource per-

sons offer encouragement to students interested in a

25
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specific field.

The,fallowjn'g aresuggested steps, for a teacher

to consider in using resource persons,

a) Teachers and students, need to compile a list of'
available resource persons.

b) The teacher needs to determine the relevanCy of the
resource person in relation'to a.particular unit of
study.

c) The teacher should contact the resource person in'
order to commUnicate to him information which would,
be pertinent to the students.

d) The teacher should plan an effective follow-up of
each presentation.

3. Through the Use of Field 'Trips

r Field trips allow students a first-hand look into

the .3mMcation of subjects that are being studied in
,

the classroom. Teachers may strengthen major points in

a unIAof study by:following presentations from resource

persons with a trip to his natural work setting. The

student becomes a planning member of the Class by being

allowed to help select and plan the field trips. The

following are suggested steps in implementing field

trips: ,

a) Teachers should discuss with students the need for
field trips.

b) .Teachers should kltow the students to help select
. field trips that would aid in the better under-

standing of a unit of study. -

c) Teachers should be responsible far making the

necessary contacts and arranging for someone to
Meet with and act as a guide for each group:!
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d) Teachers with the' principal's approval should make
. the transportation plans.and be responsible for
securing parental °permission forms.",

e) Teachers, should ask, the students to assist in
. evaluating the field trips.

/

4. Through the Incorporation of Guidance Activities

Teachers' should coordinate many of their Class-

room activities with the guidance office. The counselor'

can provide a greaf deal of educational and occupational

materials fdr student and teacher use. EducaiiOnal,

occupational, and personal counseling_As_handled by the__

counselor. Teachers incorporate guidance concepts in

.he classroom through studying problems Concerned with

dropouts, student attitudes and learning. These can be

combined with the results from vocational interest tests

to help the stildent'analyze his interests, strengths and

weaknesses. The worth of the individual should be

stressed in every classroom.

= Through th-6Cbffelation of locatf6eal and Academic Areas

When academic and vocational teachers plan and

work together, the student benefits'from a more4realis-

tic curriculum. There are a number of ways in which

classroom activities can be correlated between the

academic and-vocational programs. A math teacher whose

class is interested in building geometric figures may

obtain help from the shop instructor who, in turn, can

provide some construction techniquevas the students

make their projects. The biology and hdrticulture

27
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classes can jointly,plan projects using the greenhouse

facilities. The carpentry instructor who finds some

students weak in math can work with the math teachers

to develop a curriculum using acival carpentry problems.

The following are suggested methods by which academic

end vocational teachers can correlate activities:,

a) Academic and vocational teachers need to work,
'\ together,in setting up and determining how they

will meet their 4nstructional objectives.

b) Academic and vocational teachers need ta..have. weekly
planning_Aessions_if_their_caoperative ideas are to.
be mea-ningful.

c) Academic and vocational teachers need to be con-
stantly,evaluating their cooperative efforts and
instructional objectives.

28
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VI.. Concept and Implementation
,

A. Career Advancement Concept

Career'advancement at the community college level is a

multidimensional concept. First, it means. providing individ-

uals with the specific skills and attitudes needed to be an

effective and productive 'member of the society. SeCond, it

means the re-education of thos'e individuals whose education has

become obsolete as a result of changes in the technological

aspeCts of the society. Third, it means proyiding education

for those individuals who wish either-toattain-a-higher

level of skill in their basic area of competency or broaden

thair background in this area.

The community college or technical institute provides for

career advancement through individual course offerings, short

courses, workshops or programs leading'to a certificate,

dirooma or degree. These can be offered for credit Or non

credit depending on the individual's needs.

Counseling and guidance services are provided to help

each person as an individual to determine his educational needs

and plan a course of action toward reaching an established goal.

Explanation of the Career options available to`students

can be accomplished through a student orientation program. New

students can be rotated through the curricular areas of the

college: A brief presentation can' be made by the instructor or

instructors in the area, explaining program options, require-

ments and career opportunities. The orientation should be

29
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acomplished prior to the student registering for any program.

B. Infusion of the Career Concept into the instructional Program

1. Throughimprovement'of Instruction

The curriculum and instruction underlying the courses,

prograMs, etc. which.provide for career advancement must

be sound:well organized, current and relevant. Two areas

of instruction which need constant attention are,mathe-

matics and English. Almost all .of the occupational pro-

grams require some knowledge of these two areas. Success-
.

ful teaaing and learning in these area might include

, individualizing the instructional program. A. method-of

accomplishing this would include the use Of cognitive style

mapping to determine the learning style of the student.

A preteSt is used to determine the entry level into the

program. The Content is organized jnto,discrete-packages

or subunits with performance objectives. This method makes

use of multiple teaching and learning strategies such as

lecture, discussions, seminars, tutoring, programmed

instruction, slide-cassette tape presentations and labora-

tory experiences. Concepts and principles would be pre-

sented to the student on the basis of his cognitive style

rather than all students receiving instruction in the same

manner. Each;student would be evalciated individually,

based on his ability to successfully complete, the stated

performance objectives.

)0
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. It is important that instruction be constantly

monitored in order to insure that it does not become an

impediment to the goals of the student and his overall

,,prOgram.

2. Through career options

Within the occupational program areas, efforts can be

made to make each program open-ended with career options

available. For example, a one year vocational program, if

properly designed, can,provide the basis for or the first.

year of a two year *technical program. In turn, the two

year technical program can become the first two yearsof a

bachelor of technology program or with the addition of

certain courses, the two year 'program can become the basis

for a four year bachelor of arts or science degree.

, A further refinement of the career option concept is-

the identification of saleable skills associated with each

quarter of education. For instance, a secretarial student,

after completing one quarter of education, would possess

certain skills anecould expect to earn a certain amount of

money in the job market. After two quarters, the student,

would possess additional skills and could expect to earn a

higher rate of pay. This type of career option or ladder

can be planned from the first qbarter of enrollment through

-the highest level of course offerings. Job oppOrtunities,

rates of pay and benefits derived can be identified for

each level.
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The career option concepi; allows the student to

become a life long learner moving in and out of the formal

educational setting as the need arises without any stigma

being attache-d.

3. Through minicourses

Minicourses, taught as part of the regular curriculum

program of the community college, can provide another type

of career advancement activity. These courses can be

structured and taught in such a way as to provide the

student with very specific skills. Examples of minicourses

are: How to Operate a Ten Key Adding Machine; Basic

Machine Shop Operation; and How to Secuvie Employment.

4. Through the evening high school program

In attempting to meet the needs of the wide range of

backgrounds, of the students who are interested in pursifing

a career, the community college must, of necessity, provide 5

a variety, of prograMs. One type of program, which is

designed to serve primarily individuals 16 to 18 years of.

age who are not in a school setting, is the evening high

school.

The purpose of the evening high school is to save

individuals who for one reason or another have not experi-
.

o

enced success in the public school setting. Students may

pursue course work which will allow them to return to the

public school setting, complete the work for a spectfic

high school diploma or the high school equivalency diploma.
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Vocational courses of an introductory nature are also

available such as auto mechanics, personal typing, child

care, cosmetology, drafting and furniture production.

The emphasis in such a program is on the worth and

dignity of each Individual and the need for him to obtain

the skills necessary to open ecideational and/or alterna-

tives- not presently available to him.
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VII. Career Education Material's

A. Commercially Prepared

Many companies indicate that they have developed a

program of career education materials but upon investigation,

many areas are not complete. Some, practitioners involved in

career education have found it necessary to.develop much of

their own materials. Teachers indicate advantages in using

both teacher made and commerciallY psepared materials in the

achievement of their. goals. COnsiderable time and effort can

be saved by'purchasing commercially prepared materials which,

meets teacher needs.

There are other advantages to having commercially pre-

pared, materials. -Durability, function,_ attractiveness, and

cost are some of these advantages. ATI materials, whether

teacher made on commercial, serve to reinforce particular acti-

vities. These materials may be used successfully in motivating

student interest or they may be used during the study of a

particulanixpic. It is for this reason that a list of compa-

nies whi-ch can supply commercial materials is included. In no
- --v

way is any particular company or organization being endoried:
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1. Helpful materials have been secured from the following
companies in the K-6 area: .

Educational Service, lnc.
P. 0. Box 219

Stevensville, Mich. 49127

Advanced Learning Concept's
211' West Wisconsin Avenue

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203

American Guidance Service , .

Publisher's Building
Circle Pines, Minn. 55014

Midwest Publications
P. 0. Box 129

Troy, Michigan 48084

G. P. Putnam's Educational Reading Services
P. 0. Box 10 '320 Route 17
East Rutherford, N: J. 07073 Mahwah,'N. J. 07430

Stone's School Supply Co.
500 East Fourth Street
Charlotte, N. C. 28202

Science Research Asso.
1000 Westchester Avenue
White Plains, N. Y. 10604

---JUItar*ssner-Pub7L6mpany
630 5th Street
New York, N. Y. 10022 :

Eye Gate

146-01 Archer Avenue
Jamaica, New York 11435

-- et is uEteila -I-4 d
65 East S:iutb'Water St.

Chicago, Illinois 60601

Developmental Learning Mat.
7440 Hatches Avenue
Niles, Illinois 60648.

Encyclopedia Brit. Education
425 North Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Franklin Watts, Inc.
845 3rd Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10022

ABC School Supply qompany

437 Armour Circle, N. C.
Atlanta, ,Georgia 30300

Denoyer - Geppert
5235 Ravenwood Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60640

Bowmar
P. 0. Box 3623

Glendale, Calif. 91201

Morgan Brothers School Sup,
P. 0. Box 1289

Asheville, N. C. 28802
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Berkly-Cardy Company
1900 N. Narrggansett Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60639

Eduhtional- Develppment
P. 0. Dt4awer 100T

Lakeland, Florida 33802

Carolina School Supply
P. 0. Box 2185
Charlotte, N. C. 28201

Sodiety for Visual Educ.,Inc.
1345 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60640

Instructional Materials Co.
Charlbtte,
North Carolina 28294

Grolies Educational Corp.
845 Third Avenue
New Ybrk, N. Y. 10022
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Oidma,, LTD.
Post Office Box 3868
Centerdale, Rhode Island 02911

King Features Education Division
235 East 45th Street
New York, New York 10017

McGraw Hill Book Company'
330 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036

i`
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2. Helpful materials have been secured from the following
companies in the 7 - 9 area:

Reinhold Publishing Co.
430 Park Avenue

New York, N. Y.

Julian Messner Pub. Co
630 5th Street
New York,. N. Y.

Henry Z. Walck, Inc.
19 Union Square W.
New York, N. Y.

John Day Pub. Co., Inc.
257 Park Avenue South
New York,.N. Y.

Coronet Instructional Media
,65 Ey S.- Water Street

Chicago, Illinois

A B C School Supply

437 Armour Circle
Atlanta, Georgia 30324

Educational Record Sales
157 'Chanters Street

New Uric, N. Y. 10007

. B F A Educational Media
2211 Michigan Avenue
Santa Monica, Cal.ifornia

anciom

Westminister,
Maryland

Benefit Press
Chicago,

Illinois

Guidance Associates, Inc.
Pleasantville,
New York

Bear Films, Inc.
Baldwin,
New York

Houghton - Miffl in, Inc.
666 Miami Circle, N; E.

Atlanta, Georgia

Crestwood. House
P. 0. Box 423
Mankato, Minn. 56001

Eye Gate

146-01 Archer Avenue.
Jamaica, Y. 11435

Kimbro Educational
Box 246

Deal ,,New Jersey 07723
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King Features Education Div.
235 Eas,t 450 Street
New York, N. Y. 10017

G.-. P. Putman' s Sons

P. .0. Box 10

E. Rutherford, N: 4J, 07073

Communications Res. Machines,
Dynamic Design Inc.

Anaheim, California,

Western Publishing Company
Academic Games Association
850 Third Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10022

Southern Sthool Service, Inc,,
Canton, North Carolina

Scholastic Book Services
904 Sylvan Avenue,'

Englewood, New Jersey

Careers

Largo,
Florida 33540

Stone's Southern School Supply
329 West Hargett Street
Raleigh, N. C. 27602



fl

G. G. Voith, Educ.
4612 Club Circle,

Atlanta, Georgia

Recordings
N. E.

30319

Franklin Watts, Inc.
845 Third Avenue

New York, New York 10022

William Morrow and Company
Lothrod, Lee and Shepherd Company
105 Madison Avenue
New York, NeW York,

MacMillian Librar/ Services
200 B. Brown Street

Riverside, NewJersey 08075

Society for Visual Education, Inc.
1345 Diversey Parkway

-----Ghteago-Fiiiinots 60640

Science Research Assoc.
100b Westchester Avenue
White Plains, New York 10604

McGraw Hill Book CoMparly
330 West 42nd" Street
NeW 'York, New 'lurk 10036
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3. Helpful materials have been secured from/the following
companies in the 10 - 12' areas:

Stone's Southern Sch. Sup. Co.
324 W. Hargett Street
Raleigh; N. C. 77602

Channing L. Bete Company
45 Federal Street
Greenfield, Mass. 01301

Noble and Noble Pub. Co.
730 Third Avenue
New York, New York

What's New in Home Ec.
666 Fifth Avenue

New York, New York

Nasco

Fort Atkinson,
Wisconsin 53538

Prentice - Hall

EnglieWood Cliffs

New/Jersey 17632

,SoOthWestern Pub. Co.
5101, Madison Road
Cilncinnati, Ohio 45227

McGraw Hill - Gregg-
pa West" 42nd Street

New York, N. Y. 10036

American Home Ec. Assoc,
2010 Massachusetts, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20009,

Steck - Vaughn Company
P. O. Box 2028
Austin, Texas 78767

John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
605 Third. Street

New York, New York ,

Alesco
404 Sette Drive
Paramus, New Jersey 07652 -"

Society for Visual Educ. Inc.
1345 Diversity Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60614

Delmar Publications
P. O. Box 5087

Albany, New York 12205

Interstate Printers & Press
Jackson at Van Buren St.
Danville, Illinois 61,832

Division of Scholastic Maq. ,

904 Sylvan Ayenue
Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632

39

Coronet Jnstr. Materials
',65 S. E. Water Street
Chicago, Illinois 60601

J. C. Penny

1301 Ave. of the Americas
NeWYork).N. Y.. 10019

Geyer Instr. Aids Co.
P,' 0. Box 7306 i

Fort Wayne, Ind. 26807

, Guidance Association

Pleasantville,
New York, 10570

School Book Depository
Div. of Public rnstruction
Raleigh, N. C. 27602

General Learning Corp.
Box 2000

Morristown', N. J. 07960

American Education Pub.
Education Center
ColuMbus, Ohio 43246

Follett Publishing Co.
1010 W. Washington Blvd:
Chicago, Illinois
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Little Brown
24 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass. 02106

Kirch.Company
Dept. S. P.

Sturgis, Mich. 49091

knight and McKnight
Box 854

Bloomington, Ill. 61701

Ginn and.Company
125 2nd Avenue
Waltham, Mass. 02154

Teaching Aids Inc.
P. O. Box 3527
Long Beach, Calif. 90803

4"

Eye Gate House ,

146-,01 Archer Avenue

Jamaica, N. Y. 11435

'Parents Mag. Filiis, Inc.
52 Vanderbelt Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10017

Western Publishing Co.
New York,

New'York

The Hirol Company
1170 West McNab Road
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33309

Harriam Assoc. Bull. Boards
205 Lowell Heights Road
Concord; Tennessee 37720

Charles W. Clark Co., Inc.
564 Smith Street
FarMingdale, N. Y...11735

Listening Library
One Park Arnie
Old Greenwich, Conn. 06870

Dak Enterprises

Magnetic Products Division
P. O. _Box 69920

West Hollywood, Calif. 90069

40.

The Institute for Research
610 S. Federal Street
Office 701
Chicago, Ialinois

Betty Stack
Family Circle

,488 Madison Avenue .

New York, N.%Y. 10022
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B. Teacher Made

If one had access to all of the materials distributed

commercially, there still would be a lack of materials suit-

able for specific activities. Therefore teacher made, as well

-as student made, materials can be of great value.

The type of material most often employed by teachers is

,the student activity sheet. Although these shedts may vary in

content and form, they do agree in purpose to show*the work=

ing relationship between a career and a particular classroom

acti vita =.

1,

Learning Activity Packets (L.A.P;) have been utilized

by some teachers. These-packets may be used by individual

students to work independently. ..111ey progress. at their own

rate as they complete the activities in each packk. ,The

teacher provides encouragement and help when necessary. A

L.A.P. also may be the,methoctUsedby the teacher for aunit.

of instruction to an entire class with students being able to

choose optional activities of their interest.

The unit method.of teaching has been used by many.

teachers for years. Sample units of study are included to

show how career education can be infused into existing units.

It is hoped that the included samples may inspire and

motivate teachers to develop their own materials and to try

different approaches to what is being taught.i



EXAMPLES

OF

STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEETS

K - 12
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, STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET
ri

GRADE LEVEL: Kindergarten

SUBJECT AREA: Soci al .Studi es (home helpers}

CAREER AREA: Home helpers

ACTIVITY: Acting out and guessing who is the helper.

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 3 min. per helper

PREVIEW:

.Discuss on earlier day, pictures of these helpers and what are
their jobs.

EQUIPMENT:

tturct -45fthes-efiel-Ws--ift thehem,

INSTRUCTION

Give each child a,card, or name of a helpers which they must pretend
role play.. If the class can't guess the helper, the actor can
give them a clue. Take turns until all the helpers have been fully
identified for their jobs.

REVIEW:

Discuss eaeh helper again and see if it is easier for the children
to identify them.

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

Any in which a' certain job can be identified b:y a particular act.

COMMENTS:

Thes'e helpers can be used:

mother grandmother
father grandfather
brother uncle
sister aunt
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: Kindergarten

SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies, Art

CAREER AREA: Home decorator

o

ACTIVITY: Christmas Wreaths

APPROXIMATE COMPLETIONTIME: 5-8 days, working 30 minutes per day

PREVIEW:

Talk on home decorator, what'hc does to make'our' home pretty for
the Christmas holidays,

EQUIPMENT:

1: 1 clothes hanger
2. 1 pkg. (maybe more) tissue paper per child

INSfRUCTIONS:

Shape each hanger into as near a. circle as possible. Cut the
tissue paper into,' 1/2" x 3 1/2 ". Fold the paper rectangle
around the hanger so the ends are together. Twist at the center
next to the wire, with a twist of themrist action. Push these
together so to form a fluffy ful) wreath.

REVIEW:

The decorators takes pride and patience with his,:work, did you?

COMMENTS:

Green makes the prettiest wreaths with red tissue paper bow. Also,
white or red wreaths are pretty.

OTHER WORKERS WHO USE THIS ACTIVITY:

florist
teachers
hobbiest

44
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEE1

GRADE LEVEL: 1

SUBJECT AREA: Social Sttidies

CAREER AREA: Doctor, Nurse, Dentist

ACTIVITY: Making "Career, Riddles, Game"

TIME:

PREVIEW:

Discuss how to write a riddle

EQUIPMENT:

17Fol-der
2. 5 x 8" cards

INSTRUCTIONS:

Write riddles about helpers in the neighborhood on one side of a
card. Put the answer on the other side. Example:

Who works hard and long
to keep you well and strong? (DOCTOR)

I wear a white dress. I help You
when you come to see the doctor.

, I visit your school sometimes, too. (NURSE)

REVIEW: .

1. .Do students know what a riddle is?

2. Does this game help them to know more about Health, Helpers?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 1

SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies and Art

CAREER AREA: Workers who help us at home

ACTIVITY: Fit the hat 0

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 10-15 minutes

PREVIEW:

a

Discuss what kinds of hais are found on the worksheet. Who
wears them? (provide pictures or drawings of workers who
serve our homes, allow'each child to choose one make a hat
for this _person...)______

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Worksheet . 3. Paste
2. Scissors 4. Crayons

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1. CuNout hats.

2. Paste on the correct friend.

3. Color friend

REVIEW:

'0

4. For the hats not used, have students draw that friend
and add the hat.

m.

Do all helpers or friends wear a uniform?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE: 2

SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

CAREER AREA: Personal Service Occupations

ACTIVITY: Making and using kcareer research box

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME:.

PREVIEW:

Use this type activity as an introduction -to related career units.

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Kleenex box
2. Small paper rectangles

INSTRUCTIONS:

Use a kleenex box (the kind that opens on the side)
Write suggested careers to be studied in unit on pieces of

0construction paper.
Fold and put in the box.. When a card is drawn, the student goes
to the library and finds out all he can and writes it down to be
shared with the class at a later date.

REVIEW:

Did this activity help students to become aware of personal
services jobs available?

Did this activity help students to learn more about using the
library?

Did this activity help students to learn how to find out"?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:

Add titles to research box as each unit is introduced.
Add seasonal research suggestions: Abraham Lincoln

George Washington
Christopher Columbus

(These are certainly in relation to careers)
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 2nd

SUBJECT AREA: Language Arts and Spelling

CAREER AREA: Secretary

ACTIVITY: Dividing words into syllables

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 10 minutes

PREVIEW:

1. What are syllables?

2. Why do you n,ed to know how to divide words?

3. Visit school secretary's office

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

Worksheet

INSTRUCTIONS:

0

1.. Practice dividing words into parts or syllables.

2. Choose someone to work with you if you need help.

REVIEW:

What does each syllable contain?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

Editor Teacher Advertising Agent Stenographer

COMMENTS:

Have school secretary visit the classroom and show how the
'typewriter is used to divide words in syllables'.

Have a mother, who is a secretary, visit the classroom and relate
the use of dividing words into syllables to improve spelling.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 3rd

SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies and Language Arts

CAREER AREA: Mailman

, -

ACTIVITY: Setting U0 a classroom postoffice

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 1 hour (may be cont4ued for several days)

PrEvTEW:

. 1. Why is reading important to a mailman?

2! Why is mail important to communication?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

0- 1. The middle section out of a large carbonated drink box and the
box itself.

2. A black. crayon
A 3. Drawing paper

4. Scissors and glue.

INSTRUCTIONS: (check each item as completed)

1. Turn the box on its side that it looks like individual
matlboxes.in.apostoffice,

2. Cut stripS of paper and write each class member's name on
one.

REVIEW:

3. Glue a name strip over each little compartment, that will
be that person' mailbox.

4. You act as mailman and when the children have letters for
one another they should bring them to you and you put them
in the correct box.

1. What were some problems that you ran across in doing this?
Do you think a real mailman might have the same problems?

2. Would you like to be amailman? Why or why not?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 3rd

SUBJECT AREA: Health

CAREER AREA: Nuf.se

ACTIVITY: Making a nurse's cap

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 30 minutes

PREVIEW:

1. What are a nurse's duties?

2. Would YEN like to be a nurse? Why or why not?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. A sheet of white stiff paper 8" x 12"
2. Stapler and 2 hair pins

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1. Fold over 1/3 of the paper lengthwise.

2. Holding the 2 ends on the side that was not folded pull
them_around.together_andstaple together-.-

3. Pin it in your hair with 2 hair pins.

REVIEW:

1. How does-a nurse get her cap?

2. Are there any men in the.nursing profession?

3. Why do nurses wear white?

(OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 4th

SUBJECT AREA:. Science

CAREER AREA: Biologist

ACTIVITY: ,Observing, Drawing, and Labeling a Plant

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 30 minutes

PREVIEW:

1. Do you think you would like to be a biologist?
2. Have you ever closely obsel-ved ,a plant?
3. Is it important for a biologists to make close observations?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Small pla'nt
2. Magnifying glass
3. Drawing paper and pencil
4. Damp paper towel

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Very carefully remove a small. green plant from the ground in
which it is growing.

2. Shake =the dirt from the roots.
3. Place the plant on a piece of damp paper so it will not wither

quickly.
4. Observe the .parts of-the plant. Use a magnifying glass to look

closely at the roots and leaves.
5. Draw the plant you have examined.
6. Label the -parts.

REVIEW:

0

1. Di'd.you' do a good job of observing the plant?
2. Is science i-Aportant' to this .kind of job?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE USEFUL:

.1. Farmer
o

2. Ecologist
3. Teacher
4'. Forest Ranger

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 4th

SUBJECT AREA: Art

CAREER AREA: Primary" Teacher

ACTIVITY: Making Phonics Bags

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 45 minutes

.1

PREVIEW:

1% Do you think you would like to be a primary teacher?
2., Is phonics important in the primary grades?
3. Is it necessary for teachers to make a lot of materials?

_pUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Magazines
2. Construction paper
3. Glue

INSTRUCTIONS:

4. Paper bags
5. Scissors

1. On 5 small brown paper bags glue one letter of the alphabet oneach bag.
2. For each letter find pictures that start with the letter.3. Glue each picture on construction paper.
4. Let the glue dry.
5. Put the pictures in the bag that has the letter they beginwith.
6. Give the phonics bags to a primary class.

REVIEW:

1. Did you do a good job making your phonics bags?
2. Is art important for a primary teacher?

OTHER JOBS,IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE USEFUL:

,COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 5th

SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

CAREER AREA: Government employee

ACTIVITY: Writing secret messages

APPROXIMATE COMPLE ION TIME: 40 minutes

UNIT OF STUDY: United States

Enters World
Affairs After 1945

PREVIEW:

1. Do you like to write messages to your friends?
2. Have yo' ever written a secret message?

MIEQUIPMENT AND TERIALS:

1. Lemon Juice
2. Milk

3. Onidn juice

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

.1. Instead of using ink lor-writing, use lemon juice, onion
juice,aor milk.

2. With a clean pen or brush, write your message on an ordinary
piece of paper. As the writing dries, it becomes invisible.

. To read the message, your friend will hold the paper _over
a light bulb.or radiatc . The heat will make the writing
turn brown.

4

REVIEW:

<,"g

1. Why would a government relay secret messages?

2. What might happen if some government secrets leaked out the
wrong persons?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:

0
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 5th

SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies UNIT OF STUDY: The Colonies Fight For
Their, independence

CAREER-AREA: Historian

ACTIVITY: Construction Of a Hall of Fame

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 50 minutes

PREVIEW:

1. Were there a lot of people that were famous during the
Revolutionary_ War?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

Make a Hall of.Fame for the Revolutionary War period. Select the
ten candidates that you would choose tb include in the Hall of
Fame.

o.

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

A. , 9.
5.

REVIEW:

1., a historian have to be factual in all that he wrote?

2. How has a historian helped to keep the story of the
Revolutionary Wan alive?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 6th

SUBJECT AREA: Math and Social Studies

CAREER-AREA: Census Taker UNIT OF STUDY: Government WorkerS

ACTIVITY: Research and doing some math,

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 60 minutes

PREVIEW:

1. Do you know what a Census taker does? if so, what?
2. Why do we have Census takers?
3. What are some of the things they need to knbw?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

Encyclopedia or reference books of some kind, paper and pencil

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1. Where does.the word Census come'from? (Look up)
- 2. What does census of population' have to do with the number

of representatives we have in the House of Representatives?
3. The first Federal Census was taken when?
4. Name some of the Census Bureau's activities besides census

of population,
5.' How many months are in a year?
6. 'How many weeks are in a year?

---7. (What is a decade?
S. How many days in a year?
9. What is a century?

10. Find out how many members are in each sixth graders'
families. (Take a census)

REVIEW:

1. Do you think a Census taker'15 job is important?
2. Is it a good idea to have a Census Bureau?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOl.k BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 6th

SUBJECT AREA: Health UNIT OF STUDY: Eye Care

CAREER AREA: Optometrist

ACTIVITY: Checking eyes

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 30 minutes

PREVIEW:

1. What kind of doctor is an optometrist?
2. <How can we keep good eyes?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. An eye chart 3. A pencil and paper
2. Several volunteers for eye teSt

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1. Get several volunteers for eye test.
2. Get an eye chart and learn how to read it.
3. Test their eyes.
4. Write down the results.

REVIEW:

1. Why is it important for one's eyes to be checked often?
2. What other duties would an optometrist have besides,checking

eyes.? -

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 7th

SUBJECT AREA: Reading UNIT OF STUDY: Language Arts

CAREER AREA: Professional Baseball Player

ACTIVITY: Finding an article about a baseball player An the library.

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 30 minutes

PREVIEW:
0

1. Have you ever met a professional baseball player?
2. What skills does it require to be.a ball player?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: Q.

Magazine article from library

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1. Find an article about a baseball player and read it.
2. Does .the article mention the pressure to succeed that a

player is under?
cy3. Discuss with a friend and draw conclusions about the

article you read.
4. Tell your teacher 1 fact you learned from the article.

REVIEW:

Do,you think that playing baseball professionally is more play
than work?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:
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STUD) ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LP/EL: 7

SUBJECT AREA: Language Arts

CAREER AREA: Statistician

ACTIVITY: Finding facts about various African animals

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 1 hour

PREVIEW:

1. Do you enjoy finding and learning facts?
2. What does a statistician do?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Use of library 2. Pencil

INSTRUCTIONS:

Fill in the following facts:

Animal Weight Height Land:Animal Water Animal

Gor$11a,

Land And Water
Animal

Hippopotamus

Lion

Tiger

Crocodile

Zebra

REVIEW:

1. Would you enjoy being a statistician?
'2. What are some of the qualifications of a statistician?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVIPPSHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 7th

SUBJECT AREA: Science UNIT OF STUDY: Insects

CAREER AREA: Entomologist

ACTIVITY: Making an insect collection

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 4 weeks

PREVIEW:

1. Do entomologists need to be fathiliar with all insects?
2. Do you know any entomologists?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:
s o

1. Large box and lid 3. Hair spray
2. Pins 4. Research material

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1. Now that you ha've been studying arthropods, begin your own
collection of insects.

2. Kill the insects by spraying hair spray on them.

3. Mount the insects'in the box

4. Using any and all resource materials available, briefly,

classify the insects.

...._
5. When your "ollection is complete bring it to'class for

others tO see.

REVIEW:

1. Would you like to cork with insects?
2. Will you need to know how to classify insects?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD 'BE HELPFUL?

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 8

SUBJECT AREA: English.

CAREER AREA: Genealogist

ACTIVITY: Looking for name origins

TIME: 1 hour

PREVIEW:

UNIT OF STUDY: Language
Background

r

1. Do you know Apt your name means?
2. Do you know what language your name came from?

MATERIALS:

.Dictionary with appendix or,name origins.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Write down everyone's first name.in this class. Put each name
on a different line.

2. Find a dictionary that has name origins.

3. Look up each name.

4. Beside each name, write the language or country the name came
from.

.REVIEW:

1. Did you find where your name cam from?

2. What langbage did most names come from?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:

4
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GRADE LEVEL: 8th

SUBJECT AREA: ,Math

STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

UNIT OF STUDY: Operations" on RhWe
Numbers

CAREER ,AREA: Teller

ACTIVITY: Adding a deposit and finding interest

:.APPROXIMATE COMPLETIONTIME: 30 mintites

PREVIEW:

1. Have you ever deposited money in the bank?
2.- Do you have a savings account?
3, Would a teller help you if you went to a bank?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

Reference books

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

.

1. Fins] out the job of a teller and tell three other students
in the classroom his job.

2. If you were a teller and a customer deposited the following
amounts what would have been the deposit:

REVIEW:

A. Checks that equaled $10.46; $22.58;' $36.75 .

B. 5 $20.00 bills E. 60 dimes
C.-- 6 $5.00 bills F. 18 nickels
D. 30 quarters G.. 4 $50.00 bills

3. If a customer had $645.00 in his savings account, how much
interest would he get at 5 1/2% each year?

1. Did you learn the job of a teller?
2. Was it hard to perform her job?
3. Would you like to be a teller?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENT:,
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 9th

SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies UNIT OF STUDY: _Influence of the West
1865 - 1900

CAREER AREA: Homesteader

ACTIVITY: 'Making househ9ld pots out of clay

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIMt: 30 minutes

PREVIEW:

1. Why did people not .carry all the household goods they needed
moving west in the 1860's?

2. How does having to improvise essential tools from natural
resources encourage the invention of new products?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Clay .2. Water

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check'each item A's completed)

1. WOrk the clay to remove excess air.
2. Form base to desired diameter and thickness for desired size

of pot.
3. Roll out coils or strands. of clay using the palms of your

hands'.

4. Completely surround base with one of the coils.
--Th. Mash the coil surrounding base on the inside to hold the

coil to the base.
6. Continue to apply coils until desired height and shape are

reached.
7. To increase'or decrease diameter of pot, lay the coil either 5

to the outside or inside of base.
8. Pot may be dried in the sun.

REVIEW:

1. With the aid of fresh clay, water, and sunshine could you make
household utensils that could do theob?

2. What relationship doyou now see tetween availability of tool's
needed for daily living'and invention of substitutes using
available resources?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE USEFUL:

1. Bricklayer 2. Potter 3. Agricultural Agent

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: High School

SUBJECT AREA: Math

CAREER AREA: Surveyor

ACTIVITY.: Making and calibrating an odometer

-APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 1 hour

PREVIEW:

'1. What does an odometer measure?
2. Give an example of the use of an odometer.

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

3/4" x 2" x .piece of.wood with a--hole drilled in it
a piece of plastic cord 2" x 2"
Wheel
4" bolt
2 nuts
2 washers

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1 Bolt the wheel on the wooden handle. After tightening,
check to see that the wheel rotates freely on its axle.

2. Attach a plastic cord to the wheel so that it snaps each
time it passes the handle.

3 Calibrate the odometer by the following method:
Put a mark-oh the rim of the wheel. Carefully place this
mark on a chalk point on the floor. Slowly roll the wheel
along the floor until the mark is again on the floor. Mark
this point, and measure the distance between the two points
on'the floor with a tape. This distance is the distance
covered in one revolution of the wheel. Repeat-this process
several times and record .on the handle the measurement that
seems most nearly correct, as

1 revolution equals inches.

REVIEW:

1. Measure the length of your classroom with the odometer and
then measure it with a tape. Are your measures the same?

2. If not, you need to calibrate your odometer again.

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION 'WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET
.

GRADE LEVEL: High School Basic Math

SUBJECT AREA:* Math

CAREER. AREA: .Lumber yard operator

ACTIVITY: Finding the number of board feet in pieces of lumber

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 1 hour

PREVIEW:

1. What is one board foot?
2. What is the formula for finding board feet?

MATERIALS:

'Ruler, pencil, several pieces of various sizes of lumber

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item ascompleted)

1. Using your ruler or steel tape, get the length, width,
and thickness of the first piece of lumber. Record below:
lehjth width thickness

2. With these measurements, find the number of board feet in
that piece of lumber.

3. Repeat steps 1 and a for each piece of lumber, recording
all data on this sheet.

REVIEW:

How is lumber priced?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 10-12

SUBJECT AREA: Biology c,

CAREERAREA: Bacteriologist

ACTIVITY: Proving or disproving spontaneous generation

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 1 hour

PREVIEW:

1. What causes diseases?
2. Can living things originate from nonliving things?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Chicken broth 3. Growth chamber
,2. Several tubes with plugs (6) 4. Dark and light storage

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1. Boil broth long enough to kill all organisms.-

2: Stopper 1/2 containers.. Leove 1/2 open to air.

3. Place one set in dark.

4. Place one set in light.

5. Place one set in optimum conditions in growth chamber.
11

6. Observe for 2 weeks.
4)

REVIEW41

1. Which bottles or tubes showed growth?
2. Did you have any occurrence of abiogenesis?
3. From your research, do scientists believe that spontaneous

generation has ever occurred?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:

SS
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C STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 10-12

SUBJECT AREA: Biology

CAREER AREA: Freshwater Fishery

ACTIVITY: Sampling plahkton

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 3 hOurs

PREVIEW:

1. What do fish eat?
2. What other organisms live in freshwater streams?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Plankton net
2. Collecting vials

3. Stream or pond
4. Hand lens or microscope

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1.. Using the plankton net, take samples of water from
different areas of water source.

2. Check these samples. Try to identify as many organisms as
possible.

REVIEW:

1. Compare results with others in class.

2. Is there enough "life" in this stream or should there be more?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:

C
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 2th

SUBJECT AREA: Office Occupations UNIT OF STUDY: Stencil Duplication

CAREER AREA: Office work

ACTIVITY: Using shading plates and styli

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 45 minutes

PREVIEW:

1. Do you like to draw or trace pictures?
.2. What is a shading plate?
3. Have you ever used a styli?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Stencil 3. Shading plates 5. Mimeosccp,-..=
2. Styli' 4. Typewriter 6. Correction Fluid

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1. Choose one of the pictures from the packet which your
instructor will furnish.

2 Place the picture on the mimeoscope and then place the
stencil sheet over the picture so that the light will shine
through the lines to make it easy to trace.

3 Trace the picture, using a ball point styli. Make sure that
the lines are well cut in the stencil sheet.

4 After the pictureis traced, place a shading plate under the
stencil sheet djrectly under the picture or place you wish
shaded, using a Burnish styli, rub over the area you want
shaded.

5. Place the stencil in the typewriter, set the typewriter to
stencirposition and type the message cr advertisement.

REVIEW:

1. Did you have trouble using the styli on the stencil sheec?
2. Is placement important when you are doing an advertisement?
3. Is it important to know something about' stencils and how to

type them in order to do a good job using a styli and screen
plates?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD'BE HELPFUL:

Advertising Teacher Business Ma -chine Salesman

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET'

GRADE LEVEL:, 11 or 12

SUBJECT AREA: Business UNIT OF STUDY: Spirit DuplicatVr

CAREER AREA: . Business 'machi'ne operator

ACTIVITY: Operating a spirit.duplicator

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME% '20 minutes

.

PREVIEW:

1. Have you had experience operating a spirit duplicator?
2. Do you know how to put fluid in a spirit duplicator?,

,

3. Have you ever watched anyone operate a.spirit duplIcaf6;77

,
,

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Spirit duplicator 3. Prepared Master
2. Duplicator fluid 4, Duplicatot paper

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1. Open Master clamp and insert the white master (always remove
the carbon) with the type written side down against the
.cylinder.

2. Turn the fluid on.
,3. Insert duplicator paper in feed tray.
4. Set the counter for the desired number of copies.
5. Adjust receiving tray for length of paper to be used.
6. Set Pressure control.

--77. TurO on motor and run copies.
---8. When run is completed, release clamp, remove master unit,

turn off fluid.
a'

REVIEW:

Did youtave any trouble operating the duplicator?
2. Do you think you would enjoy operating a duplicator as part of

your office duties?
3. Was it necessary for you to have someone assist you with the

duplicator when you run off the copies?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

.Typist Secretary Business machine serviceman Teacher Printer

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

SUBJECT AREA: Physical Science

CAREER AREA: Inchistrial Traffic Manager

ACTIVITY:, Schedule a route across U. S. A.

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 45 minutes

PREVIEW:
O

1. Do you have a problem being on time for appointments?
2. Have you ever made travel plans for other people?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. U. S. road map with time table'
2. World Book Encyclopedia, Volume S

Pencil
4. Calculator or adding machine (opional)

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Study the section "Standard Time" from World Book
Encyclopedia, Volume S.

2. The distance from Winston Salem, N. C. to San Francisco,
California is approximately 2,160 miles. If you leave
Winston Salem at 6:00 a.m. Eastern time, and average 60
miles- an hour, how long will it take to reach San Francisco?

3. If you left Winston Salem at 6:00 a.m., Tuesday, what time
would it be in San Francisco, Oklahoma City,'Denver?

4. About what time would you arrive in San Francisco? (Don't
forget the time zones!)

5. Use the calculator or the adding machine to aid you in steps
2, 3 and 4. (optional)

REVIEW:

1. Would, a knowledge of math be necessary to complete thig
,activity?

2. Do you think the work of a traffic manager would be interesting?

'OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION MOULD BE HELPFUL:

1. truck driver 4. traveling salesman
2. traffic engineer 5: travel agent
3. truck dispatcher

,COMMENTS:

0
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

SUBJECT AREA English

CAREER AREA: Biographical writer

ACTIVITY: t4hte an autobiography,

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 30 to 50 minutes

PREVIEW:

1. Are you usually interested in finding out more about new people
you meet?

2. Do you like to Write reports?
3. Could you {lame at least one subject that would be helpful in

this.activity?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Pen or pencil 4. Autobiography outline
2. Notebook paper 5. Dictionary
3. Manila folder

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1. Find the definition for the word autobiography in a
dictionary?

2. Read the 'outline for-an autobiography. (Found in manilla
folder)

.3. Write your own autobiography. The length of the paper s to
be determined'by you. Try to cover all of the topics which
were mentioned on the outlines.

4. Ask a friend to read your paper when you have finished. Try
to answer any questions they may have.

5. Turn in the paper to your teacher at the end of the class.

REVIEW:

1. Do you have the necessary skills to make this activity easy?
2. Could an English class help you to write a paper such as this?

KINDS OF JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

1.

2.

3.

Editor
Lawyer
EngliSh teacher

4.

5.

Reporter
Proofreader

,

COMMENTS:

°
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References used in the development of the sample L.A.P.

1. Sandersl, Richard and Rosato, George Coordinating Editors;,
New Directions In English 3; Harper & Row Publishers, 1969.

O

2. The Social Sciences Concept and Values
Harcourt, Brace and World,,,Inc. New York, 1970.

3. Wilson, Harry R. Growing With Music; Prentice Hall, Inc. 1966.

Growing with music 3rd grade:

"Pick,a Bale of Cotton"
"We Are Fine Musicians"
"I'd Like to be in Texas"
"Down in the Coal mine",
"Railroad Corral"
"This Little Railroad Light"
"ShupShearing Song"
"Haul on the Line, Boys"
"He Was a Sailor"

Music:

"Click Go,the Shears"
"WhiStle While-You Work"
"I've Been Working on the Railroad"

Filmstrips:
Eye Gate:

Knowing our community long ago and today.

Encyclopedia Britannica:

Our Fire Department
Our Health Department
Our Library
Our Parks and Playgrounds
Our Police Department
Our Post Office

McGraw Hill Book Company:

Bus DriVer
Dentist
Doctor
Fireman
Grocer
Librarian
Mailman
Men in Blue: Palice In Action
Milkman
Sanitation Department Crew
Service Station Attendant I

Street Maintenance Crew
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Mining is the extraction of

mineral ingredients from the earth

both on the surface and below. When

we think of, mining we generally

think of our Western States. How-

ever, North Carolinla has many mining

operations located at various places

across. our state.. There are also

mining operations in all sections of

our country' and all over the world.

There are many job opportunities

in the field of mining. If you know

the different kinds of ,jobs avail-

able and the training required, you

may decide one of these jobs is for

you.

85
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Objectives

I. To enable you to become more

familiar with the mining industry.

2. To enable you to become more fa-

miliar with the occupations

associated with mining.

3: To enable you to see the impor-

tance of mining operations to,

the rest of our country.
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Resources For You

1. The'World Book EncycIoRedia

M Careers in Mining pages
490-491

The New Book of Knowledge 'IA

Mines and Mining pages 313-316

3. The How gnd Whi Library__Child-

craft

Borax Mine Book 3 page 57

Coal Mine Book 3 page 152

Diamond Mine Book 3 page 163

Book 14 page 177

Salt Mine Book 3 page 156

Coal Miner Book 7 page 289

amr _Wsznsitcfs1 i AQ.c,Ld

Mining Engipber Book 15 pa"e,91

Aluminum. Book 5 pages 377-378

Antarctic mines Book 2 page 64

Asbestos Book I page 48

Blasthole mining Book I

pages 50 -.52

Coal Book 15 pages 356, 359
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Book 16 pages 76-79

Book. 17 page 134

5. The First Bilgk of Mining by

Patricia Maloney Markum

6. What's Inside the Earth by

Herbert S, Zim.

7. UndergrQund Riches by Walter

Buehr,

Geology by Catherine E. Orr

and M. Yer'e DeVault

Natiogl_GeggraRhig May 1968

Nevada's Mountain of l'nvisi-

bleGold pages 668-679

10. LiQd_A_Metal For'the Future by

St. Joseph Lead Company

II. It's_Only_the aeginnin.g by

Climax Molybdenum Company

12. This Is Climax Molybdenum by

Climax Molybdenum Company

13. Kennecott It's Men and Minerals

by Kennecott Copper Corporation

588
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14. Ajgok.sf_Coner Mining by

Kennecott Copper Corporation

1. Activities

From this list of activities

do the one thatlis checked for

you and three more that you find

"interesting.

I. Define any of the following

words that you do not know.

open pit ore , gem
operations industry claim
excavate engineer vein
produce deposit metal
overburgen mineral shafts
explosives surveyor quarry
geologist terraces smelting
product

2. Make a picture file of dif-
-

ferent occupations inithe

mining industry.

Visit a mine in your area.

Make a booklet on your exper-t

iences.

4. Interview a person who is

89



associated with mining.

5. Write a letter to a mining

company requesting information

on mining occupations.

6. Write to the N. C. Dept. of

Conservation and Development/

requesting a list of the

mining operations carried on

dn North Carolina.

90
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Activities
Choose 3 of the following
"activities.
I. On an outline map of the

United States locate var-
ious mineral deposits.

2. Write to the Colorado
School of Mines requesting
information on job oppor-
tunities in mining.

3. Look through an issue of-
"Rock and Dirt". Make a
Lis_t_of diff_e_r_ent_kindi

of equipment used in mining.
Look through' newspapers and
magazines-for articles on
mining.

LooK for an articke in the
Lapidary_Journal on gem
-mining. Make a report on
the article.
Choose a mining oc-ctip-o-t--i-on.

Make a report on the educa-
tion and training you would
need for this job:

91
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ActivitieS
Choose I or more of the fol-
lowing activities
I . Choose an occupdtion in

the mining indu§try. Pre-
tend this job can no

longer be carried on.

Write a story on how this
would affect the mining
industry.

2.. Make a list of things we:II--
could no. longer. have if.

We're stopped-
3. 'Make ,a .chart showing how

'moth, iS used in the

92
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Working as a Geologist
-Choose 2 of the following. Keep a
record f_-the ones you try.
1. Show that rocks are made of

minerals
I. Crack a rock such as granite.
2. Do you see little pieces of

different colors?
3. Do some. pieces look shiny

and others dull? .

These are different minerals.
Show" how chemicals can change
rocks.
I. Take a piece

o f limestone
and :place it
in a glass of
inegar. Rart

of it will dis-
solve and give
off bubbles of

timeat
the same

time.
5

Leave. it over-
n ight. When
you take it' out,
it will be small-
er. 'Why do you
think this
happened?

93
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3. Boil the vinegar untiLall
the liquid evaporates.
What or'e your results?

111. Show that geologists aid.map-
Makers.
1. Take-samples of soil from,

3 or 4 areas around'your
home or school.

2; Label eachsample as to
location.

3. Examine the soil samples:
What do you see?. How are
they alike and_d_illerent?

4. Make a map of the area
your samiples are from. On
the map label the different,
kinds of soil.

,

IV. Make a collection of the common
rocks in your community. Find
out alp ut each rock.
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Evaluatiori
,\,

When you have
Lapwrite a report
would/ Like to have
indu&try. Be sure
the following:

Typa of mine

Possible locations

kind of mine
Training required
Your duties

finished this
on a job you
in the mining
to include )'

of this
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RATIONALE:

WE USE NOUNS WHEN WE SPEAK, READ, AND WRITE ABOUT

PEOFLE, PLACES AND THINGS. WE FIND NOUNS IN SENTENCES,

IN STORIES, AND THINGS WE READ. WE NEED TO KNOW THE

KINDS AND USES OF NOUNS SO OUR COMMUNICATION WITH OTHERS

CORRECT.

WORDS THAT NAME PARTICULAR PERSONS, PLACES OR

THINGS ARE PROPER NOUNS. ALL OTHER NOUNS ARE COMMON

'NOUNS.
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. YOU WILL BE ABLE TO READ PARAGRAPHS IN STORIES ANU

FIND.THE NAMES OF PEOPLE, PLACES ANC THINGS.

2. YOU WILL BE ABLE TO CONSTRUCT SENTENCES AND PICK OUT

THE NOUNS.

3. GIVEN THE NAMES OF PEOPLE, PLACES, ANC THINGS YOU

WILL BE ABLE TO. WRITE SENTENCES WITH THEM.

4. AFTER USING THIS LAP, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO PICK OUT

DIFFERENT KINDS OF NOUNS.
,

5. GIVEN DIFFERENT KINDS OF NOUNS YOU WILL BE ABLE TO

USE THEM CORRECTLY IN SENTENCES.

100
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_SELF TESTA _

IF YOU THINK YOU KNOW ABOUT NOUNS YOU MAY TAKE THIS TEST.

A. CIRCLE ALL THE NOUNS IN THIS LIST.

TELEPHONE BEAR TOMMY

RUNNING , DESK LENOIR

ISN'T SHOE IS

DOG_ THERE MANY

B. WRITE A PROPER NOUN FOR EACH OF THESE COMMON' NOUNS.

1. HOLIDAY 6. TEACHER

2. CITY 7. COUNTRY

3. DOG 8. STREET

4. BOOK 9. BOY

5 DOCTOR 10. OCEAN

C: AFTER EACH NOUN WRITE WHETHER IT IS THE NAME OF

A PERSON, ANIMAL, PLACE OR THING.
,

1. LAST,IE 6. MR. JONES
o

2. HIT 7. MOUSE

7 I !RPARY 8. CAFE

4. HORSE 9. COAT

5. DESK 10. SANCY KOUFAX

A

D. WITH A DARTNER VAKE A LIST OF 15 PROPER NOUNS.
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VITIES

A. ON THE FOLLOWI/NG TWO PAGES FIND THE. NAMES OF AS MANY

TPINGS AS YOU CAN ANC WRITE A LIST OF THE NOUNS.

B. LOOK AT'THEY-FILMS-RIPS ON NOUNS. LIST ONE FACT

ABOUT A Kl'/ND OR USE OF A NOUN.

C. MAKE (MTH A PARTNER) 15 FLASH CARDS 00 PROPER NOUNS

30 OF COMMON NOUNS.

D. SELECT.A.PARAGRAPH FROM A STGRY AND MAKE A LIST GF

.NOUNS.
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ACTIVITIES Al I/

N

P.

1. vWRITE 5 SENTENCES WITH,ANY OF TfIE 10 NOUNS LISTED BELOW.

1. CAR

2; WILLIE MAYS

3. U-NDLE

6. DOLL '

F.. MICKEY ,W

8. BOY

4. MAGAZINE /9. EAU STARR

5. BOAT it0.- VIDA BLUE

2. CHOOSE THE BEST NOUNS FOR EA/CH OF THE :SENTENCES BELO:4.
9

WRITE THE NOUN YOU CHOSE ON IA SHEET OF PAPER.

1. THE ;CAR, DOLL) WE GREEN.

2. TOMMY SAINTED HIS (APPLE, CAR, GREEN.

3. THE DOG CHASED THE (CAT,BONE) UP THE TR.E.

MOTHEP READ THE (00K,BLOCK) TO US.

5. THE CHICKEN.HAD THREE (ROCKS,' EGGS) IN HER NEST.

/
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ACTINITIES III

1. CU NAMES OF PEOPLE PLACES ANC THINGS FROM NEWSPAPER
HEADLINES AND hASTE TF EM CI' A PIE CE OF ART PAPER.,

2. 7.:N A r I ECE. OF ART PAPER PASTE A PICTURE FROM A MAGAZ I NE
AND W TH .A PARTNER NAME ALL THE NOUNS YOU .CAN.

3 . OUR I NG THE. L IBRARY' rERIOD SELECT AN ART PRINT AND WITH
A PARTNER SEE WHO CAN LIST THE MOST' NOUNS. UO THIS FOR
TWO WEEK'S AND SEE WHO'S. THE "CHAMP" !
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EVALpATION

1. POINT OUT THE NOUNS IN:THESE THREE SENTENCES.'

1. JOHN BROUGHT HIS'FCOTBALL TODAY.

2. MR. LANSE IS OUR TEACHER:
,

MY FATHERIS A POLICEMAN.

2. TEN PROPER NOUNS AND TEN COMMON NOUNS. WRITE SENTENCES

WITH THEM. HAVE A/PARTNER CHECK THEM. ,

3. EXPLAIN TO SOMEON ELSE HOW TO WRITE AND USE PROPER

AND COMMON NOUNS.'

4. COMPLETE THESE SENTENCES US.ING NOUNS ANC HAVE THE

TEACHER OR PARTNER CHECK YOURWORK.

1. IS GOING TO ,THE GAME WITH ME.,

2. I SAW A / YESTERDAY.

3. MARY GAV ME A FOR HER.,

4. WENT WITH US 30 SCHOOL;

5. WE KNCw WHERE PUT THE' BOOKS.
(
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4

SAMPLE UNITS

FOR

JUNIOR HIGH,SCHOOL

O
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TOPIC OR UNIT OF STUDY ° Health

Introduction: As you work on a unit on'growing'up and changes that take place'as a student grows up, then
nities to assist the studentAn developing a positive, realistic self-concept and to_mvid
guidelines as he thinks about career selection. As you work on the unit, give emphasiS to
1, There is dignity in all occupations, and every worker makes a contribution to society.
2. People have different talents, and each of us can make a contribution to society./
3. We need to find strengths and weaknesses and to accept ourselves as we are.

'

4. There are many options open to each person in choosing a career.
5 . 'In choosing a career,,we must give consideration to our talents and our interests.

OBJECTIVES
(Career-related and self-related)

CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES RE

1. Most students should be able to tell
some of his strengths and talents.

'2. Most students should'be able to tell
some kinds of work that appeal to
his interests.

3. Most students should be able to tell
the skills and training necessary for

' one career that he thinks he would
like.

1.a. Let each student compile a list "Some Th6gs
I Do Well".

b. Have a class discussion. Let students talk
about things they enjoy doing because they do
'them well.

e,--Oivide-the-elass-into-groups--o- f-twu-or-th
to discuss things they think, they do well.

d. Let each student write an- autobiography
. emphasizing his talents and achievements.

2.a. Let students work independently Or in pairs to
prepare lists of occupations they think they
would enjoy doing.

b. In a discussion group let each student tell
why a certain occupation would a.ppeal,to him.

3.a. Let each student do a study of one occupation:
(1) Use available media to find information,
(2) Intervipw a person who is engaged in that
occupation, (3) Make a report on the skills
and training needed fors that occupation,
CO Discuss the career with other students who
may have the same interest. Share information
and ideas, (5) Make a booklet on the. career
he has selected..

SUBJECT

TEACHER'S EVALUATION

GRADE LEVEL Junior High TEACHER SCHOOL
0
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IVES

d and self-related)
CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES RESOURCES AND MATERIALS

should be able tell
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should be able to tell
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Should be able to" tell
training necessary for
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1.a. Let each student compile a itst'"Some Things
I Do Well".

b. Have a class discUssion. Let students talk
about things they enjoy doing because they do
them well.

c, Divide the-clas-&-into-gpoups of-two-or-thme
to discuss things they think they do well.

d. Let each student write an autobiography
emphasizing his' talents and achievements.

2.a. Let students work independently or in pairs to
prepare lists of occupations they think they
would enjoy doing.

b. In a discussion group let each student tell
why a certain occupation would,appeal to him.

3.a. Let each student do a study of sone occupation:
(1) Use available media to find information,
(2) IntervieW a person who is engaged in that
occupation, (3)' Make a report on the skills
and training needed for that occupation,
(4) Discuss the career with other students who
may have,the same interest. Share information
and ideas, (5) Make a booklet on the cateer
he has selected.

GRADE LEVEL Junior High -.TEACHER SCHOOL
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OBJECTIVES
(Career-related and self-related)

CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES RESOURC

4. Mbst students should be able to'
describe the contributiqns some
workers make to society.,

O

5. Most students should be able to
describe the kipil of person he
would- like --to be--when' he-if; en-

adult.

4.a. Let each student make a report on the career
study he has done and tell the contribution that
worker makes to society.

b. Write names of job opportunities on slips of
paper and put-them into a box. Let students
draw a slip of paper and tell the contribution of
that worker. Let''other students decide whether,-
or not the answer is Correct.

c. Discuss the employees of a city or state and
discuss the,contributions of each worker.

5. a. Let each student write a description of fhe kind
of person he wants to be when he is an adult.

b. In-e.-bra-ins-tormtng-session; -let-s-tudents--te-1-1

characteristics of adults who are good citizens.
c. Let each child write a description of an adult

whom they admire.

1.) .1. kJ
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and self-related)
CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
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4.a. Let each student make a report on the career
study he has done and tell the contribution that
worker makes\to society.

h. Write names of job opportunities on slips of
paper and put theminto a box. Let students
draw a slip of paper and tall the contribution of
that worker. Let other students decide whether
or not the answer is correct.

c. Discuss the employees of a pity or state and,
discuss the contributions of each worker.

5. a. Let each student write a description of the kind
of person he wants to be when he is an adult.

b. InabrainstormingsessionTlet students
characteristics of adults who are good citizens.

c. Let each child write a description of an adult
whom they admire.
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TOPIC OR UNIT OF STUDY Job Opportunities in 'North Carolina

Introduction: As you work on' the unit on The Current World, expand the study of North Carolina to include
of the job opportunities in the state. Emphasis should be placed on the following concepts

1. There is dignity in every occupation, and every worker makes a contribution to society.
2. There are many job opportunities in North Carolina.
3. Positions with more responsibilities require more education and training.
4. Industries in a state are dependent upon the natural resources of the state.
5. Due to the technical progress that is being made, the number of jobs in technical areas

increasing.,,

OBJECTIVES
(Career-related and self- related) CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES RES(

1. Most students should be able to list
4 several of the largest industries

located in North Carolina.

1. a.

b.

Ask resource people to talk with t e class about
the important industries located i the state.
Consult available media - films, filmstrips, books,

magazines_r_for_information_aboutqmdustniesin-------
North Carolina.

Write to selected chambers of commerce for
information about industries in different parts
of the state.

Survey people in the community to get information
about different industries.

On an en'arged map of the state, use map pins to
show the location of large industries. Use color
code to indicate different industries.

Do a mural showing different industries in North
Carolina.

Ask an employee of the Employment Security
Commission to talk with the class about job
opportimities, or send a committee of students to
the ESC office to interview one of the employees.
Have students interview the people in their
neighborhood to learn about ways people earna
living.

Use back issues of newspaper and other media to
find information about job opportunities.

2. Most students should be able to tell
a number of ways people in North r

Carolina earn a living.

c.

d.

e.

f°

f.

2. a.

b.

c.

SUBJECT GRADE OR LEVEL Eighth year TEACHER SCHOOL

TEACHER'S EVALUATION
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UDY Job Opportunities in North Carolina

ou work on the unit on The Current World, expand the study of North Carolina to include an in-depth study
e job opportunities in the state. Emphasis should be placed on the 'following concepts:

There is dignity in every occupation, and every worker makes a contribution to society.
There are many job opportunities in North Carolina.
lPositions with more responsibilities require more education and training.
Industries in a state are dependent upon the natural resources of the state.
Due to the technical progress that is being made, the number of jobs in technical areas is constantly
increasing.

YES
and self-related) CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIIES RESOURCES AND MATERIALS

hould be able to list
largest industries
h Carolina.,

'hould be able to tell
s people in North
living.

1. a. Ask resource people to talk with the class about
the important industries located in the state.

-b. Consult available media films, filmstrips, books,
magazines - for information about industries in .

North Carolina.
c. Write'to selected chambers of commerce for

information about industries in different parts
of the state.

d. Survey people in the community to get information
about different industries.

e. On an enlarged map' of the state, use map pins to
show the location of large industries. Use color
code to indicate different industries.

f. Do a mural showing different industrtes in North
Carolina.

2. a. Ask'an employee of the Employment Security
Commission to talk with the class about job
opportunities, or send a%committee of students to
the ESC office to interview one of the employees.

b. Have students interview the people in their
neighborhood to learn about ways people earn a
living.

c. Use back issues of newspaper and other media to
find information about job opportunities.

GRADE OR LEVEL Eighth year ' TEACHER SCHOOL



OBJECTIVES CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES'AND ACTIVITIES
(Career-related and self-related)

ti

3. Most students should be able to list
some job opportunities for people
who have different training: college/
university, technical, vocational,

'high school, and less than high
school.

4. Most students should be able to name,
at least one school in which he can
receive training on each of the
-following levels: college/university,
technical, vocational, high school.

5. Most students should be able to name
some business and professional leaders
of the state.

616

2.d: Take a field trip to some of the-local industries
to observe people-at work. Make a list* of the
different jobs in one industry 'and discuss the
training needed for each.

e. Discuss services available to the residents of
a community, and compile a list of the job
opportunities related to ec'.:h service.

3.a. Have students interview people who hold different
positions. Find out how much training each
person has. Compile the information on graphs,
charts, or on a bulletin board.

b: Use available media to find information about
training required for different positions.

c. Make charts listing jobs that are open to people,
with different training: college/university
technical, vocational, high school.

d. Ask a resource person from Caldwell Community
College to come to talk with the class about job
opportunities for graduates of different schools.

4.a. Use available media tO find information about
different schools.

b. Ask a guidance counselor to talk with the'class
about educational opportunities.

c. Collect college and technical school catalogs.
d. Interview the school staff to get information

about schools they attended.
e. Op a of North Carolina use color-coded map

OPP
pins locate schools that offer education
bey d high school.

5.a. Ask a resource person to talk with the class

t5 about business and professional leaders of the
state.

b. Write reports on state leaders. Combine the
reports into a bdoklet.

c. Read biography books about state leaders.
d. Read current newspapers for information about

outstanding citizens.

e. -interview county leaders.
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rrivES
pnd self-related)

CAREER RELATE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACYIVITIES RESOURCES AND MATERIALS

6uld be able to list
pities for people
Ont training: college/

vocational,
0 less than high

(iiild be able to name

ool in which he can
on each of the

college/university,
ional, high school.

ould be able to name
d professional leaders

2.d."/Take a fiel, trip to some of the local industries
to observe people at work. Make a list of the
different jobs in one industry and discuss the
training' needed for each.

e. Discuss services available to the residents of
a community,, and compile a list of the job
opportunities related to each service.

3.a. Have students interview people who hold different
positions. Find out how much training each
person has. Compile the information on graphs,
charts, or on..a bulletin board.

b. Us'e available media to find information about
training required for different positions.

c. Make charts listing jobs that are open to people
with different training: college/unOersity
technical, vocational, high.school.

d. Ask a resource person from Caldwell Community
College to come'to talk with the class about job
opportunities for graduates of different schools.

4.a. Use, available media to find information about
different schools.

5. Ask a guidance counselor to talk with the class
about educational opportunities.

c. Collect college and technical school catalogs.
d. Interview the school staff to get information

about schools they attended.
e. On a map of North Carolina use color-coded map

pins to locate schools that offer education
beyond high school.

5.a. Ask a resource person to talk with the class

about business and professional leaders of the
state.

b. Write reports on state leaders. Combine the
reports into a booklet.

c. Read biography books about state leaders.
d. Read current newspapers for information about

outstanding citizens.

e. Interview county leaders.
'



OBJECTIVES
(Career=related and self-related)

CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES RESO

6. Most students should be able to name
some products of the state.

618

f. Review the history. of North Carolina and list
people who haVe been leaders%in the growth of
the state.

g. Collect pictures for a bulletin board-on Famous
Tar Heels. Write a short biography to go with
each picture.

6.a. Use available media to find information about
products of North Carolina.

b. Ask a resource person to discuss the most
important products of the state.

c. Make a display.of the products of North
Carolina. ,

d. On'a bar graph show the value of two or more.
items produced in the state.



IVES

and self-related)
CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES -RESOURCES AND MATERIALS

7

Ihould be able id name
If the state.,

0

f. Review the history of North Carolina and list
people who have been leader:s in the growth of
the state.

g. Collect pictures for a bulletin board on Famous
Tar Heels. Write a short biography to,go with
each picture _

6.a. Use available media to find information about
products of North Carolina.

b. Ask a resource person to discuss the most
important products of the state.

c. Make a display of the products of North
Carolina.

d. On a bar graph show the `value of two or more
items produced in the state.
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TOPIC OF UNIT OF STUDY India -

ti

Introduction: As you work, on the unit on India, 'there will b many opportunities to explore the world of
develop' the unit, emphasis' should be placed on these concepts:

1. There is dignity in all occupations, and every worker makes a contribution to society.
2. People must make a living from the things nature has given their country.
3. The pace of economic change is very slow in India.
4. The Standards,of living are much lower in India than those of the United States.
5. The standards of living-are affected by the density of-the-population.

OBJECTIVES
(Career-related and self-related)

CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES RESOUR

1. Mostrstudents should be able to`
describe how the people make a
living in an Indian village.

2. Most students should be able to tell
several ways people in a large city
of India earn a living.

l. a. Use available media - films, filmstrips, books,
magazines - to find information on ways of
making a living in a village'of

b. Draw a mural showing how people live in a village.
c. Dramatize the role of different people who live in

a village.
d. Write a report on the diffe1rent workers who live

in a village
e. Set up a model Of'arIndian village, showing the

location of different craftsmen, farmers, the %

schools, the houses of worship, government, etc.

2.a. Ask a resource person to come to school to describe
life in a large city in India.

b. Use all available media to find information on ways
of earning a living in a modern city of India.

c. Have a committee of students live a panel report on
the ways people earn a li'Ving in the large cities.

d. On an enlarged map use map pins to show the loca-
tions of the industrial centers of India.

e. Discuss ways of earning a living that are common
to all large modern cities.

f. Compare a large city of India with a large city in
the United States,

SUBJECT GRADE OR LEVEL Seventh year TEACHER SCHOOL

TEACHER'S EVALUATION
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u work on the unit on India, there will be many opportunities to explore the world of work. As you

,

op the'unit, emphasis should be placed on these concepts:

here is dignity in all occupations, and every worker makes a contribution to society.
eople must make living from the things nature has given their country.
hepate of economic change is very slow in India.
he standards of living are much lower in India than those of the United States.
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TIVES
and self-related)

ould be able to
people make a
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CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES RESOURCES AND MATERIALS

ould be able to tell
ple in a large city
living.

I

l. a.. Use'available media - films, filmstrips, books,
magazines - to find information on ways of

making a living in a village of India.
b. Draw a mural showing how people live in a village.
c. Dramatize the role of different people who live in

a village.
d. Write a report on -the different workers who live

in a village
e. Set up a model of an Indian village, showing the

location of different craftsmen, farmers, the
schools, the houSes of worship, government, etc?

2.a:- Ask a resource person to come to school to describe
life in a large city in India.

b. Use all available media to find information on ways
of earning a living in a modern city of India.

c. Have a committee of students give a panel report on
the ways people earn a living in the large cities.

d. On an enlarged map use map pins to show the loca-
tions of the industrial centers of India.

e. Discuss ways of earning a living .that are common
to all large modern cities.

f. Compare a large city of India with a large city in
the United States.

GRADE OR LEVEL Seventh year TEACHER SCHOOL
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OBJECTIVES

(Career-related and self-related)
ti

3. Most students should be able to
describe the educational oPpor-
'tunities available to the child-
ren and young people of India.

4. '*Most students should be able to

tell some ways the climate affects
the ways people earn living.

5. Most students should-be able to
tell how the language diversitS,

' has affected the development of
the country.

6. Most students should be able to
tell how the language diversity
has affected the development of
the country.

-
t

69''

CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES RE SOB

3:a. Use available media to find information about the
educational opportunities.

b, Make a chart showing the organization of the school
system.

c. Ask a resource person to talk with the
the schools of India,

d. List the problems India has encountered in
attempt to build an educational system.

e. Discuss progress thatis being made in the educatio-
nal system unde'r the "five year plan".

4.a. Study rainfall maps and the location of India to
learn the kind of climate India has.

b. Use available media to find ways-the climate has
affected the products of India. Show how the
products affect the ways people earn a living.

c. Compare the climate of India with that of another
country the students have studied, for example,
Germany.

d. List theqrincipal crops that are grown in India.
How is this list affected by the climate?

5.a. Have a group of students give a panel discussion of
the caste system. Emphasis Should be given to the
effect the caste system has had on the young peoples'
careers.

Discuss the progress that is being made since India
became independent.

Compare the effect of the caste system on people who
live in the villages with those who live in large
cities.

d. Let students dramatize the effect the caste 'sysi.em
has on a young person who is typing to- choose his
career.

c ass about

the

b.

c.

6.a

b

c

. Use media for background information on the diversity
of languages and dialects.

. Make a list of the major languages that are spoken
in India.

. Color a large map of India to show the location of
-the People- who-speak-the major-lanquaqes-4--

. Trace the history of India and list-reasonstwhy so
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and self-related)
CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES. RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
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Use available media to find information about the
educational opportunities.
Make a chart showing the organization of the school
system.

Ask a resource person to, talk with the class-about
the schools oulndia, -

List the problems India has encountered in the
.

attempt to build an educational system.
Discuss progress that is being made in the educatio-
nal system under the "five year plan".

Study rainfall maps and the location of India to
learn the kAnd of climate India has.

b. Use available media to find ways the climate has
affected the products of India. Show how the
pr'oducts affect the ways people earn a living.

c. Compare the climate of India with that of another
country the students have studied, for example,

,

Germany.
d. List the principal crops that are grown in India.

How is this list affected by the climate?

5.a. Have a group of students give a panel discussion of
the caste system. Emphasis should be given to the
effect the caste system has had on the young peoples'
careers.

b. Discuss the progress that is being made since' India
became independent.

c. Compare the effect of the caste system on people who
live in the villages with, those who live in large
cities.

Let students dramatize the effect the caste system
has on a yoUng person who is typing to Choose his
career.

d.

6.a. Use media for background information on the diversity
of languages and dialects.

b. Make a list of the major languages that are spoken
in India. t

c. Color a large map of India to show the location of
the people who speak the major languages.'

Trace the history of India and list reasons why so

d
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, OBJECTIVES
(Career - related and self-related

CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES

Most students should b.: able to

name some products of India.

e.

- f.

7.a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

many.languages are spoken.
Discuss reasons a person would have difficulty ,

finding employment in another part of the country.
Discuss reasons students in India must spend much
of their time studying languages.

Use all available media for research on products of
India.

On an enlarged map, use map pins to show the products.
Set up a display showing the major products of India.
Mount pictures of the products of India. Use the
pictures for a bulletin board or put them in a scrap-
book.

Discuss the necessity of growing large amounts of
food products in India.

0
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and self- related

CAREER RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND ACTIVITIES RESOURCES AND MATERIALS

ould be able to
is of -India..

many languages are spoken.
e. Discuss reasons a person would have difficulty

finding employment in another part ofqhe 'country.
f. Discuss reasons students in India must spend much

of thcir time studying languages.

7.a. Use all available media for researcn on products of
India

b. On an enlarged map, use map pins to show the products.
c. Set up a display showing the major products of India.
d. Mount pictures of the products-of India., Use the

pictures for a bulletin board or put them in ,a scrap-
hook.

e. Discuss the necessity,of growing large amounts of
food_products in India.
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VIII. Career Guidance

.The mission of career guidance is to assure the continuous

provision for each student at all levels with those appropriate

services, activities and programs whichtencourage his effective

self development in learning about, preparing for, entering and

progressing, in, a career compatible with his needs, interests,

abilities, aspirations, and opportunities.

A. K-3 Component of guidance

Guidance. activities at the primary level are provided to

assist each child in developing: a) an awareness of himself,

b) an awareness of himself and his relationship with others,

c) An awareness of the many facets of the world of work,

d) independence and decision-making skills, e) an attitude

that work has dignity and value, and f) an attitude that

leisure-time activities have importance in one's life.

1. Group guidance

a. The counselor works with students in small gtoup

sessions-using the following methods and techniques:

play, art, verbal interaction, books, puzzles, Kits,

written°responses, audio,- visual media, role-playing,

puppetry, etc.

b. The counselor plans with the classroom teacher in

developing activities which may be correlated mith

classroom activities.

c. The counselor and classrooi eacher periodically'

evaluate the group activities.
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2. Individual guidance

a. Individual counseling with -students, is an integral

part of guidance activities but conducted only as

special needs arise.

b. Special- needs may be identified by students, teachers,

principal and parents.

c. After analysis of the need, appropriate action is

taken,which May include making referrals to community

agencies.

d. The counselor informs teachers of developments coa-

cerning individual students which may influence the

classroom situation by sharing appropriate pupil data

with due regard to confidentiality and/or organizing

and conducting conferences regarding a specific

student.

3. Coordination

a. The counselor provides in=servite workshops for

teachers to help them infuse career guidance into

their classrooms.

b. The counselor assists the librarian in selecting

appropriate career information materials.

c. The counselor and classroom teacher confer with

parents concerning problems in the development of

their child.
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B. 4-6 Component of guidance

Guidance activities at the,elementary level provide

experiences which: a) idevelop a better self-image, b)

increase ability to be independent and make decisions, c)

develop personality traits that will help the child become

a better citizen and worker, d) recognize the differences in.

his characteristics and interests and those of others, e)

expand his acquaintance of the world of work into the lArger

communities of state, nation and world, f) develop a better

understanding of the relationship between skills learned ih

the school setting and his own environment. +1
1.4

1. Group guidance

a.. The counselor works with students in small groups

using games, puzzles, role-playing, verbal inter-

action, and sharing common concerns.

b. The counselor works with students in small groups

expanding their knowledge of careers by using film-

strips, tape cassettes, resource speakers, field

trips and booklets.

c. The counselor and classroom teacher periodically

C)
evaluate the group activities.

'2. Individual guidance

a. Individual counseling with students is an integral

part of guidance activities but conducted only as

special needs arise.

b. Special needs may be identified by students, teachers;
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principal and parents.

c. After analysis of the need, appropriate action is

taken which may include making referrals to community

agencies.

d. The counselor informs teachers of developments con-

cerning individual students which may influence the

classroom situation by sharing appropriate pupil data

with due regard to confidentiality and/or organizing

and conducting conferences regarding a specific

student.

3. Coordination

a. The counselor provides in-service workshops for

teachers to help-them infuse career guidance into

"their classrooms.

b. The counselor assists the librarian in selecting

appropriate carer information materials.

c. The counselor and classroom teacher confer with

parents concerning problems in the development of

their child.
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C. 7-9 Component of guidance
.

Guidance activities at this level are designed to help

each, child accept himself as he really is and help him to

recognize and develop his potential. These activities help\

him to accept others as they are and to see himself in

relation to others. Therefore, the individual becomes aware
O

of his own feelings, desires and talenti and can then better

make realistic decisions.

The counselor's role includes that of counseling,

consulting and coordinating.

Guidance

a. Group guidance

(1) 'The''counselor interviews every student in the

school. He is them assigned to a group accord-

ing to the career he expresses interest in

exploring. The counselor plans activities, i.e.

resource speakers, field trips, discussion

groups, etc., in order that each child may

receive information concerning this career. It

is important to help the child realize that any

occupation is of worth and value and can make

a contribution to society.

(2) The counselor sets up group sessions with child-
.

ren referred by the principal and/or teachers.
A

Goals to be reached are discussed with the

students and teacher. Behavioral modification
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techniques are often employed to enable-the

children to develop a positive self concept.

Role-playing is quite often used in these

sessions. The counselor helps the teacher to

understand' the child's behavior. The counselor

also helps the teacher to understand and-to

make adjustments in the classroom and in the

curriculum to enable the child with a learning

disability to control his behavior and to learn

with_less difficulty_

(3) Group sessions are established where students

'have an opportunity to explore their feelings,
% 11.1.

their ideaS, their-talents,-their interactions

with others and to come to know and like them-

selves better. Role-playing is often employed

as a technique when working with these, students

as well as the other groups.

b. Individual guidance

Individual crisis counseling occurs whenever a .

student-is referredby the principal, teacher, or

himself.

2. Coordination

a. The counselor is available for help to the teacher

to coordinate career activities with subject matter.

The counselor aids in the selection of materials on

various careers and makes suggestions for other
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resources such as speakers and field trips.

b. The counselor-makes referrals, when,needed, to other

community agencies such as mental health and social

services.

3. Consultation

a. The counselor works closely with teachers in order

to meet the needs of each student. The counselor

is available to the teacher for consultation about

children with behavioral problems, learning. problems,

:Personality problems, etc.

The counselor assists the 'principal and classroom

teacher in the placement of various pupils and as a

consultant in other areas concerned with meeting t'

individual needs of students.

c. The counselor provides time ,for,, conferences with

parents concerning their child or children.
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D. 10-12 Component ofAidance

The counselor assists a41 studentsfin selecting and

making necessary adjustments in p7eparing for areers which

will insure placement upon leavin
Ig

school in either a job,

and/or additional education. /

1. Oacemen

a., The counselor assists /students in sel'ecting and

,,
en oiling in post-secondary education. This is

ccomplished by securing information on admission

1

requirements, financial -aid, and school 'catalogs

for student use,.

Students.entering the world of work may need assist-

ance from the counselor in getting a job. If they

decide to enter the job'market upon graduation,

awareness of job opportunities should be provided for

them. The counselor can initiate and complete.this

servic7/ by:

(1) licating students who are interested in employ-
/

Ment, either full time -or part time.

(2) conducting a survey of employment needs in

business and industry.

(3).informing the students of the job availibilities.

(4) using introductory or referral. cards when cending,

a student for an interview. InformatiOn on these -

cards should include: a) the name of the busi-

ness to be.contacted, b) person to be contacted,-
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c) student's'sname, d) name of the school, e)

date of the interview, and f) counselor making

referral.

(5) keeping records of p t placements.

(6) establishing communi.cation With local agencies.

(7) developing an effective public relations-program.

(8) involving students in the operational procedures,

of the placement service.

2., Group guidance

The counselor assists each student in selecting

occupational preferences through the use of career,

queslionnares, general interest surveys, resource

speakers, 'career, tapes'', in writing career research papers,

etc.

3. Individual guirdance

Career exploration can be accomplished most! effi-

ciently through indiVidual counseling. Students are

permitted to confer with the career counselor during .

release periods, study halls and prior to or following the

school day.

4. Coordination

a. The counselor is available for help to the teacher to

coordinate career acti vi ties th subject 'matter. The

counselor aids in the selection of materials on var-

ious careers and makes suggestions for other resources

such as speakers and field trips.
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b. The counselor makes referrals when neOed to other

community agencies Such s mental health and social,

services.

5.' Follow -up activities

A student questionnaire designed to determine the

effectiveness of school functions, curriculum, and career'
rr

activities are sent to all graduates enrolled the previ-

ous year. The time to do this is shortly after the fall

term begins. Responses are'then tabulated and results cr

suggestions could be incorporated in activities of,the

new school year.,

6. Potential drop outs

The career counselor assumes the responsibility of

doing everything possible to see that:students remain i'n

school to receive their high school diplomas or enroll in

alternate high school programs. When a potential drop

out has been identified, the counselor arrangg a confer-

encewith the,student fdr the Purpose of re-evaluating'

his abilities, interests, and self image. the counselor

informs the teachers involved with the student of his

intent on leaving school.
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E. 13-14 Component of guidahce

Guidance activities at thp community college and

technica,1 institute level provide experiences which: a)

help students to use knowledge for the expansion of the

whole personality, b) help students respond to others and

themselves as human beings, c) individualize learning

'situations, d) implant, nurture, and extend student's

drives, interests, and motives, so that'college and community

resources will be used to the maximum by students to acrlive-

their educational purposes, both in and after college, e)
- +..../4

implement the career education concept in classes and pro-

grams to provide the students with an opportunity to develo,

skills necessary for success 'in life.

1: Personalizing educational programs utilizing Cognitive

Style Mapping

a. Cognitive Style Mapping is a three hour evaluation

which is, administeredby a counselor to all incoming

freshmen to determine their strength and weaknesses.

b. Students' receive the results of the test through

group and individual counselin'g sessions.

c. An analysis of the diagnostic test data by a student,,

counselor, and instructor can help place an indivi-

dual in a learning situation which promotes his

success.

d. Various activities are provided to insure educational

success.
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(1) Advancement Laboratory

The advancement laboratory is designed for

students who like to work alone rather than in

s
groups. Students use programmed texts and other-

highly organizeddpaterials under the supervision.

of faculty members sildeciatly trained in indivi-
\,

,dualized instruction techniques.

(2) Library

(a) Carrel arcades are provided which contain

-a variety of audiovisual resources. Students

may review video-taped lectures, liSten to

au,diotapes, view films, or study,course

materials on other audio-visual equipment.

(b) The library is a.plae for' independent study.

and research. It is a clearinghouse for a

large variety of instructional packages,

microfilms, special displays, and research

materials in many forms.

(c) Youth-Tutor-Youth

Students who have already mastered course

materials are trained by the professional`

staff to tutor others.

(d) Seminars

The student who prefers the dynamics of group

interaction may:pardcipate in "rap" sessions

with teachers and other students. Other'
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students may prefer a seminar with a faCUlty

member who presents more of a "fatherly"

image and with whom they feel more 'Comfort,

able and confident.

2. Computerized Vocational Information System (CVIS)

The basic purpose of the CVIS Proje t has been and

is to provide students with a sophisticate tool with

which to explore information about self, occupatioris, and

educational opportunities.

a, . Students .able to_interac_t_with _en ..8M, 16.9_,

computer terminal which contains a cathode ray tube.

This device display messages / on a TV-like screen to

which the student responds/by typing,on a typewriter-

' like keyboard. The "conversation" is carried on by

the transmission of data from the cathode ray tube,

over a phone line to the central processing unit 'of

the computer and back to the cathode ray tube. This

process is instantaneous. The student may have a copy

of any message which appears on the screen.br of data

sent directly from the computer by Use of a ,:omple-

mentary printer. Audio-Visual materials an be used

in conjunction with the computerized material, as in

the case of the junior high vocational:exploration

'program.

b. The exploratory experience is made personal to the
o

student by the storage of-his own career plans and by
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the "analytical" design of the computer's program.

3. Advisor-advisee System

Each student is assigned an advisor upon his entrance

into the community college or technical institute. This

system provides closer contact with students to provide

career advice and academic help on an individual basis.

4. Student Orientation

Students are assisted in, developing an understanding

of the numerous opportunities available to him through the

egecur-ricul um.

5. Mini-Courses

Students are encouraged to participate in a mini-course

program which provides opportunities for exploratory

activities in areas of individual interest.
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Evaluation

Evaluation has traditionally served as a method for deter-

mining the extent to which the desired objectives have been accom-

plished and to discover the causal factors as to the actual

results of a program.

In order to begin an effective evaluation process, it is

necessary for the school system or school undertaking a career

education program to have their desired goals and objectives

clearly understoodtefare implementation begins. An administra-

tor,should set up a time during the school year for an evaluation

process to.take place. The following is a suggested plan, for an

evaluation process.

A Internal Evaluation

1. The staff reviews goals and objectives.

2. The staff observes each other in a teaching situation.

3. Student committees should be established to review goals
and objectives and give their recommendations for
improving the program.

4. The staff assesses the degree to which they are meeting
their goals and objectives.

5. The staff identifies areas of strengths and weaknesses in
their program.

6. The staff makes plans to strengthen areas of weakniss.

B. External Evaluation

1. The superintendent or the principal selects a,team of
three educators from outside their system who have some
expertise in career education.

2. The evaluation team members should have had no previous
working contact with the school personnel to assure an
objective assessment of the program.
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3. The evaluation team should be provided a copy of the
goals and objectives of the program several weeks
before' visiting the school.

4. The task given to the evaluation team should be to
provide an objective assessmentof the extent to which
objectives have been achieved and to make recommendations
for the improvement of the program.

5. The staff should compare their internal evaluation
results with the findings of the evaluation team to
determine if proper plans are being made to upgrade
their program.

6. The staff responsible for the evaluation should prepare
a Written report to be forwarded to the superintendent's
office indicating the findings and plans for improvin9
the program.

\I
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- ABSTRACT
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iv

Title: ESTABLISHING AN INFUSIONARY CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM IN A LOCAL
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

The purpose of this,report is to present procedures for establishing

comprehensive career education programs in North Carolina1s local

educational agencies. The'report represents an attempt to provide useful

information to local school board members, administrators, teachers,

Career Education Program personnel,Nand community citizens who are

interested in establishing a comprehenive.career education program.

The report consists of six chapters. Chapter I is entitled,

"`The Concept of 'Career Education' ". This chapter discusses: current

conceptions,and miscorweptions about career education:-program objectives

utilized in the Career Education_ Project established in Caldwell County,

North Carolina; an operational definition of career education; conclusions

regarding the'attainment of program objectives through the career

education activities utilized in the Caldwell Project; and the usefulness

of the concept of,"career education" to educational practitioners

charged with the task of bringin bouti-desired educational outcomes.

Chapter II deals with The Project irectorls Role". Discussion

centers on the tasks which must be faced by the director of a career

education project as he manages 'activities rel ted to program planning,

implementation, and evaluation.'

Chapter is entitled "ProcedureS by which e Career Education

Model was Established". This chapter deals specifical with the Caldwell

Project. The following aspects of the Caldwell Project. e addressed:

funding; general design; time schedule; community populatio characteristics;

and considerations relevant to evaluating the established mode
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The most important chapter of this report for readers seeking

information that should be useful in establishing a career education

programis Chapter IV. This chapter is entitled "Procedures Suggested.'

for Es.tablishing a Comprehensive Career Education Program". Emphasis

is placed on the importance of focusing on community characteristics,.

philosophical considerations, and learning theory as, the career education

model is developed. This chapter contains the fruits of the Caldwell

Project efforts that were addressed to the development of procedures

for establishing comprehensiVe career education programs in North

Carolina' local educational systems.

Chapter V deals with the "Evaluation" of educational programs.

Shortcomings of traditional evaluative techniques are discussed. The

approach to program evaluation utilized and advocated by the writer of

this report is presented. The approach supported views evaluation as

the process of delineating, obtaining, and providing useful infotmation

for judging decision alternatives. Emphasis is placed on viewing

evaluation as a means to program improvement.,

Chapter VI deals with the director's conclusions as to the

effectiveness of the project in the original target schools. The
4- .

chapter presents, in concise statements, the results of the project.

A complete third party evaluation report is available far those who

wish a statistical assessment of the project's effectiveness.

In conclusion, the benefits of the Comprehensive Career Education.

Program established in Caldwell County were in three areas. These

ti

benefits were to: (1) Students; (2) The Local Educational System;

and (3) The Local Community. General conclusions regarding the

benefits of the career education program in each area are listed below.



(1) Benefits derived by students

(A) It was generally agreed that studentsl attitude

toward education improved as a result of the career
education program.

(B) It was agreed that students' "self- image" improved
as a result of the career education program.

(C) As a corollary to (A) and (B), it was agreed that
the infusionary approach to career education
provided a means by which conventional academic
curricula might be "brought to life".

(D) It was agreed that the career education program
contributed to the development of students'
career decision-making process.

(E) It was unanimously agreed that drop-out rates
decreased as a result of the career education
peegram.

() It was unanimously agreed that student school
attendance rates improved as a result of the
career education program.

(2) Benefits derived by the Local School System

(A) It was agreed that teacher attitudes improved
as a result of the career education program.

(B) It was agreed that administrative attitudes
towardeducational change improved as a result
of the career education program.

(C) It was agreed that administrative and teacher
awareness of the need for constant evaluation
as a means to program improvement was increased
as a result of the career education program.

(3) Benefits derived by the Local Community

(A) It'was unanimously agreed that community
involvement in education increased as a
result of the career education program_
(i.e., it was repeatedly asserted that the
school and the community were "closer" as
a, result of-the career education program).

(13) It was unanimously agreed that the local
business and industrial communities increased
their participation in the educational process
as a result of the career education program.
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vii

It was agreed that the local business and industrial

communities improved their understanding of problems
related to the educational process as a result of
the career educa-tion program.
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CHAPTER I

THE CONCEPT OF CAREER EDUCATION

The concept of career education has developed in an atmosphere of

keen interest and intense controversy. Advocates of career education
O

have often been accused of emphasizing "training" at the expense of

"education". Those who favor career education contend that they have

been misunderstood. Instead, they argue'that career education should be

strongly and relevantly undergirded by education in the traditional

academic subjects. In order to understand the concept, and thereby

resolve some of the conflict, a brief review of the functions of

education might be helpful.

SITUATION

At first glance, it might appear that the sole reason for our

education system's existence is to teach students traditional academic

subjects. Upon reflection it becomes apparent that more is involved.

Granted, the teaching of reading, writing, and arithmetic is an important

part of our education system's responsibility. However', such teaching

only equips students with "tools" whereby they might successfully-reach

the overall goals of education.

A major function of education is cultural transmission. Stated

simply, it is through education that a society transmits those beliefs

and skills which individuals must learn if the society'is to maintain

itself. Thus, education is the means by which individuals learn about

career possibilities and acquire the skias needed to paffitipate

effectively and help.maintain our society. Basically, education enables

men to adapt themselves to their environment and survive.

It 'should be noted that the rapidly increasing and changing career

possibilities of our society points to additional responsibility being
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shouldered by the formal educational system. It can no longer be assumed

that adequate career information will be available in the home environment.

One only has to consider the simultaneously increasing instances of job

obsolescence and new career opportunities to realize that adequate home

career education is next`to impossible.

With these functions in mind, it becomes apparent that our society

charges its schools. with the task of exposing students to careers that

are available, and helping students make career decisions, not to mention

actual skill training; In other words, our society expects its schools

to bring about "career education".

Acknowledging career education as an important purpose which the

school should seek to accomplish'points to the need for a framework from

which important, consistent 'objectives might be selected. That is, the

path from career exposure or awareness to career skill attainment or

advancement should be traced in order that important elements of the

career-education process might be identified. it was with this in mind

that career education was placed in a framework following a path of

"awareness ", "information", "exploration", "preparation", and "advancement"

(or specialization). Thus, a career education program was seen as

consisting of the following,basics: (1) the establishment of a broad

foundation of awareness about the world in which the child lives;

(2) providing experiences whereby the child can relate activities in

every subject area to the world of work, and thereby acquire an adequate

information base about careers; (3) assisting career decision-making by

providing opportunities for students to explore their capabilities and

appraise their potentials; (4) preparation for citizenship by providing

job information and skill development, and helping individuals develop

attitudes about-the significance of careers in our society; and,



(5) offering opportunities for'career advancement by providing speci

skills and needed attitudes, re-education for victims of job"ab

and higher levels of skill..

This report is based on an attempt to implement a career educatidh

program which utilized the above stated framework. The program was not

seen as an "addition to" traditional academic subjects. Instead, emphasis

was placed on bringing about a mutually beneficial partnership between

traditional academic subject programs and career education programs.

Therefore, the program is best described as an infusionary approach to

career education.

OBJECTIVES

Objectives were stated by referring to the five basic,components

of the career education framework and delineating those outcomes which

were deemed necessary for/Program success. The objectives were:

(1) To develop a career education mode] that will be transportable.
"Transportable" refers to the feasibility of using the components
in other similar situations in North Carolina.

(2) To introduce students to the world of work.

(3) To provide activities which will develop an opportunity
for self-improvement.

(4) To provide continuous and sequential development of the
career decision-making process.,

(5) To stimulate student understanding of the need for positive

work attitudes.

(6) To stimulate student understandings of the need for,the
evaluation of individual behavior.

(7) To develop appreciations and understandings of democratic

values which are inherent in our free enterpriseesystem.

0

(8) To incorporate career education activities in our curriculums

in the public schools.

(9) To provide relevancy for the entire educational prOcess.
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(10) To reduce high "school drop-out rates'.

(11) To establish a functional career guidance service for
students at the secondary level.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION

Career education is the process by which students become aware,

of the world in which they live., acquire adequate information about

careers, explore personal capabilities and potentials, prepare for

citizenship by developing necessary ;kills and attitudes, and advance

(or specialize) by either acquiring specific skills and'heeded attitudes)

re-education in case of job obsolescence, or higher levels of skill.

CONCLUSIONS

The eyaluation focused on the'usefulness of the infusionary

career education model which was developed. That is!', emphasis was

placed on the development of a comprehensive career education program

that other local educational systems might usie. In other words4 it was

considered to be important that the model be "transportage". It was

with this in mind that the infusionary Career education model was

developed. To facilitate transportability,, the model utilized a frame-

work which stressed the "sequen/ e" by which career education takes place.

Thus, the program addressed itseleto the following career educational

stages: (1) awareness; (2) information;- (3) exploration;

(4) preparation; and, either (5), specialization, job placement, or

further education for all students.

Based on these consideration,, the following conclorions were

reached.

(1) The Infusionary Career Education Model is transportable.
The on-site Evaluation Team and selected administrators
agreed that the model could be implemented in other

educational systems.
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(2) The program provided means by which students might be
introduced to the world of work. For example, 5-8 year
"old children became acquainted with many different forms
of work through such activities aarole-playing,,field
trips, and making career colages from magazine pictures.

The program did provide meansty which opportilpities for
self-improvement activities might be made aVaikable for
students. For example, one of the seventh gradeotudent
activity sheets -= which was "infused" into the shbject
area of health -- involved making a personality check list.
The list was to be,made after reading ,a chapter in the
health textbook which dealt with developing a good
personality. The career area emphasized.by this particular
student activity was "personnel director".

(4) The program provided a means by which continuous and
sequential development of the career decision-making
process might take place. There were several suggested
student activities by which the career decision-making
process might be-developed. One series of activities
Which revealsthe infusionary focus of the program included:
(1) Encourage-children to write stories, poems, etc. about
their career activities (grades K-3); (2) During the year,
each child may keep a file or book on the people and careers
with which they have 'touched base (grades 4-6); (3) In.order
to provide an opportunity for students to become aware of
the need for communications skills as they relate to career
interest, one exploratory activity might involve students
debating the values of a particular career and its
contribution to society (grades 6-9); (4) Taking students
either individually or in small groups to business and
industry people and letting students work side by side with
employees in their area of interest (grades 9-12); and,
(5) Provide opportunities for co-op work experiences and/or
an intern program to provide an alternate career objective
(grades 13-14).

The program provided a means by which student understanding
of the need for positive work attitudes might be stimulated.
For example, the following student activities might be seen
as,stimulatprs af positive work attitudes: (1) Interview
two individuals in the community who have positive attitudes
toward their jobs and report on the effects that attitudes-
have on work (grades 4-6); (2) Students prepare, as a group
or as individuals, a list of rulea for getting along with
people of different types-(e.g., Boss with fellow workers,
new employees, friends whp work on the same job, etc.)
(grades 6-9); (3) Providing special group counseling sessions

_not necessarily vocational counseling -- but self-awareness
and `attitude sessions (for potential dropouts in grades 9-12);

(4) Providing guidance aimed at improving the student's self-
image (offered at grades 13-14, but here as partof the
"Operation Success'High School Diploma Program").

(3)

5

(5)
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(6) The program might contribute to stimulating_ student under-
standings of the need for the evaluation of individual
behavior. This might be accomplished through such suggested
student activities as: (1) Participate in a debate on the
topic "Resolved: Homemakers need to be educated to contribute
to the family goals" (grades 4-6); ,(2) Students identify -=
following teacher demonstration -- an individualized physical
education experience as an opportunity for release of emotions
(grades 6-9); (3) Individual guidance and counseling sessions
to exilore areas of problems with school-, home, and self
(for potential drop-outs in grades 9-12); and, (4) Involvement
of all subject areas as they relate to success in job
opportunities -which will include direct contact with personnel
now employed in a.student's interest area in order to obtain
first-hand information related, to specific career areas.

Theprogram provides a means that might contribute to the
development of appreciations and understandings of democratic
values which are inherent in ourfree enterprise system. The
following suggested activity points to one means by which such,
development might be accompliahed: "Using stick puppets to
portray workers, students will write and present an original
skit entitled 'Who Runs My ComMunityl. Speculate on what' would
happen if one actor in the 'cast' did not do his job adequately."
This student activity was suggested for students in grades 6-9
as a means by which career education might be "ibfused" into the
subject area of Social Studies.

(7)

(8) 11
might be incorporated into pub is school curricula. In addition
to the examples previously cited, the following suggested student
activities are some of the many means of infusing career education
activities into the curricula: (1) Build four language arts
trees (Writing, reading, listening, speaking) and decorate the
trees with pictures of workers who need to use these skills
(grades K-3); (2) Visit a small business in the community --
such as "The Doughnut'Castle" -- and interview the owner,

. , regarding the'kind of math skills needed to (A) measure
ingredients, (B) determine quantity to be produced,
(C) calculate amount of ingredients to purchase, (D) calculate
amount of packaging supplies to purchase, (E) calculate cost
of baked goods to the consumer, (F) calculate sales tax,
(G) calculate amount of rent and.cost of supplies for
maintenance, and (H) calculate earnings of employees (grades
4-6); (3) Students write a definition of unskilled workers,
a definition of semi-skilled workers, skilled workers) and
professional workers ,(grades 6-9); and (4) Resource people
from all areas of the world of work will be brought into
existing high school classes to share their work experiences
with the students as well as tie in the course curriculum with
real occupational needs (grades 9-12).

The career education program provides a means by which the
entire educational process might become relevant. This was
~reflected in several of the previously cited student activity
suggestions - such as the "Doughnut-Castle" example. Another
example is: While studying the jobs.of societies different
from our own, such as Russia, Eskimos or the South American
Indian, the students should make a list of occupations and

lb . 11 . I

(9)
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tell how they contribute to that society (infiffed into the
Social Studies area for students in grades 6-9).

(10) The career education program provided a means of reducing
high school drop-out rates. For example, drop-out rates for
the target schools decreased 40% (from 148 to 89) during the
two years following the implementation of the night high
school program.

. (11), The career education-Program provided a means W4ereby a
functional career, guidance service for students at the
secondary level might be established. For example of 134
students who expressed an interest in employment placement
during the1973-1974 school year, 48.5% were placed in full
or part-time employment.

APPLICATION OR USEFULNESS
(of the concept of "Career Education")

If a concept - such as career education - is to provide a useful

tool for, the practicing educator, there must be an unequivocal delineation

of -:the relationships between education goals and the "real world" situation.

In other words, the usefulness of the concept of."career education" is

predicated on the extent to which it can be applied to real world situations

in order to attain educational goals.

Basically, the major "educational goal" of our society is *to "educate"

people to be "productive" members of our society. The thrust of the eleven

objectives and conclusions stated in the previous section points to the

main function of education as being concerned with providing means by which

members can become "prOductive members of our society". It can be seen

that the relationship between the educational goals of our society and

the real world situation focuses on the productivity. Moreover,

productivity in our society - connotes "career". Thus, by definition,

emphasis is placed on the attainment of skills - via education - needed

for competent career performance. In other words, educational goals and

the real world concern for productivity are inextricably interwoven.

The necessity of the practicing educator's utilizing a concept of "career

education" is obvious.



With this in mind, the need for developing a framework for

ti describing how career education "comes about" or is to ) "brought about"

becomes apparent. As educators look at people who have advanced through

different leirels of "careers", they might ask "What precedes this"? In

order to advance, it follows that a given person had to "prepare" in some

manner. But, how did he become prepared for this career? In our society,

it would be hoped that specific career preparation followed a period

during which the individual "explored" several career possibilities

(with his own interests, talents, limitations, etc. in mind). Of course,t,

in order to explore different career possibilities, a person must possess

"information" about.different careers. Finally, information can only be

acquired about these careers of which the individual, is "aware". Thus,

the move from awareness, to information, to exploration, to preparation,

to advancement is consistent with the educational goals of our society.

In essence, the "career education" concept advanced here*provides

a useful framework for bringing about educationalo goals within our

democratic value orientation. The model is logically consistent and

can be applied to real world situations.

Finally, it should be noted, that the different stages of the career

education model are separated by grade levels for the purpose of emphasis

only. For example, students in grades 10-14 continue to become "aware"

of new career possibilities. Also, it is entirely possible --if not

probable - that a middle aged person who finds himself "jobless" due to

obsolescence, etc., will return to the awareness,. information, exploration,

or preparation stages of career education. The following figure depicts

the process advanced by the infusionary career education model.
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A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR CAREER EDUCATION
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The concept of career education, as presented by Caldwell Career Education is usef

It is easily understood and covers all phases of the curriculum (grades K

The model lends itself to programming (i..e., Objectives can be stated and,le
experiences can be planned,which are based on the stated objectives.

Objectives can be attained through an infusion process. That is, the_infusi
career education model brings the curriculum into realistic focus for each s

All educational personnel have an opportunity to participate. in the developm
secquential program,

This concept does not require additional personnel or facilities.

Classroom teachers plan, evaluate, and supervise all instructional activitie
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A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR CAREER EDUCATION
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.career education as presented by Caldwell Career Education is useful because:

ily understood and covers all phases of the curriculum (grades K 14).

lends itself to programming (i.e., Objectives can be stated and learning
es can be planned which are based on the stated objectives.

a can be attained through an infusion process. That is, the infusionary
ucation model brings the curriculum into realistic-Ucus for each student.

tional personnel have an opportunity to participate in the development of a
al program.

ept does not require additional personnel or facilities.

teachers plan, evaluate, and supervise all instructional activities.
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CHAPTER II

THE PROJECT DIRECTOR'S ROLE

The director of a comprehensiye career education program (or

project) faces the task of managing activities' related to program

planning, implementation, and evaluation. Thus, the project director's

role is - for all intents and purposes - that of "overall educational

programmed". The role requires that the director possess a conceptual

framework which will provide an adequate base for "planning" ways to

identify and bring about desired educational outcomes.

Upon realiiing that his task is to bring about desired educational

outcomes (as stated by the social system via the program funding agency)

the director should tentatively state program objectives. These tentative

objectives. should then be examined in light of philosophical considerations

and principles of learning.

This examination of tentative objectives is important for two reasons.

First, an acceptable philosophy of education will reflect the values of

the culture. Such a philosophy will lead to an integration of the career

education program with prevailing societal.norms. Secondly, the necessity

of relating,tentative objectives to principles of learning becomes obvious

when one realizes that programming without reference to learning principles

would result in a triaL and error appfoach to objective attainment-efforts.

Upon completion of the tentative objectives examination, the objectives ,

of the career education program ,should be stated in more specific form.

This is not td say that clearcut empirical indicators of objective attainment

should be easily deriNed from the more specific objectives. Instead, these

program objectives should provide the base for the model in that they are

O
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based on social system desired educational outcomes (i.e., community needs)

as well as an acceptable philosophy of education and principles of learning.

The process by which the project director reaches the point that

objectives of the comprehensive career education program have been stated

involves the efforts of many people (e.g., staff, advisory boards, etc.).

As mentioned throughout this report, the extent to which the planning,
,,,

implementation, and evaluation of a comprehensive career education program

succeeds will be directly related to the existence of open communication

channels. Thus, the project direbtor must be sure that all people

_ involved in the. career education program are able to make inputs and

receive feedback.

Following the statement of program objectives, the director of a

career education program must develop an organizational fi'amework that

will allow for the selection of learning experiences that will lead to

the attainment of objectives. The director should in effect set up

Mepartments" to deal with selection of learning experiences in different

program areas. For example, one of the departments (or programs) of the

Caldwell Project focused on objectives aimed at reducing the high school

dropout rate. The learning experiences planned resulted in the establishment

of a night high school program. A major task of the director at this point

is to be sure that learning experiences selected are directed at the

objectives and that different programs address different objectives. That

is, the programs should not overlap or duplicate services. Instead, they

should be mutuallysupportive of overall program objective attainment.

Once learning experiences have been selected, the project director

must focus on implementing the program. The,decisions that-Eat be made

by the director of a career education program during the implementation
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phase require constant attention to "evaluation" if maximum results are

to be attained. The approach to evaluation utilized by the_project

director is of paramount importance. Chapter V deals with evaluation,

of career education programs and should serve to adequately reflect the

project director's role during program implementation.
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES BY WHICH
THE CAREER EDUCATION MODEL WAS ESTABLISED

Ct

FUNDING

The Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 (P.L.- 90-576) initiated.

a thrust in public education toward the coordination and integration of

general education and vocational education. The primary thrust-was

directed at meeting the needs of today's youth as they face the demands

of living and working in a rapidly changing technologibal society.

Part C of the 1968 Vocational Amendments (P.L. 90-576) provided

the means for the development of experimental programs designed to meet

the special needs of youth particularly those in economically depressed

communities who have academic, socioeconomic, and/or other handicaps.

The Vocational Amendments required that the Part C funds be divided

r" equally between the states and the Commissioner of Education, the latter

to be used at his discretion.

The record of congressional debate indicated that the members of

the Congress understood that all Part C funds would go directly to the

states. In an attempt to >resolve the conflict between the law and the

apparent intent of the Congress, the Commissioner of Education presented

a plan to the 1971 spring meeting of all chief state school officers.

The plan focused on launching a comprehensive series of toppriority

programs to make careeedubation an integral part of the learning

opportunities available to all students. The chief state school

officers unanimously supported the Commissioner's proposals. Based on

their support, the Commissioner agreed to turn over to the states

the full amount of the Commissioner's discretionary funds upon the\

assurance from each state that at least onehalf of the allocated funds
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would be used to demonstrate, develop, and test a model program for

career education within .each state.

The guidelines for the demonstration, development, and testing of

a career education model emphasized that the research projects should

focus on the establishment of meaningful, comprehensive, well-developed

career education programs, with strong guidance and counseling components.

In October of 1971, the NOrth Carolina Occupational Research Unit,

at the request of the State Director of Occupational Education, submitted

a proposal to the Office a Education requesting North Carolina's share

of the Part C discretionary funds ($294,702). Matching state funds in

the amount of $32,745 brought the proposed project to a total of $327,448.

In addition to the Federal rXimirements, the proposal; (Clemons and Manley,

1971, pp. 9 -10) called specifically for the production of a report which

would serve as the model for establishing comprehensive career educatiOsn

programs in North Carolina's local educational agencies. All requested

funds were approved.

GENERAL DESIGN
O

The plan of operation can be divided into three phases. Phase I

was the "start up" phase and was carried out by the project director and

his secretary. Phase II was the "planning and training" phase during

which the project staff, local administrative staff members of the

advisory committees, teachers, and lay people in the community were

'involved in planning project activities. The project staff conducted a

workshop for teachers and others in order to present the career education

concept 'and deVelop the skills needed for program implementation. Phase

III was the "implementation" phase and involved the actual installation

of the activities planned in the second phase. A general roverview of

the approach utilized to accomplish each phase is presented below.
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PHASg I:, START-UP ACTIVITIES

The start-up' activities were carried out - for the most part - by

the project director. One of the first tasks 'involved the identification

of target schOols. The early tasks involved interviewing prospective

project personnel, consulting with State Advisory Board Members and local

administrators, and identifying grade level coordinators.

The project director worked with the grade level coordinators in

reviewing career education literature and developing a career education

model. As a part of developing the model, the project director and grade

level coordinators visited career education projects in Maryland (Anne

Arundel County). Tennessee (Knox County), North Carolina (Apex), South

Carolina (Camden County), and Mississippi (New Albany).

Other start up activities undertaken by the project director

included disseminating project information to the news media and target

school staffs, attending professional-meetings, consulting with State

agency personnel, and speaking at P.T.A. and civic club meetings.

PHASE II: PLANNING AND TRAINING ACTIVITIES

This phase included finalizing a report entitled "Proposed Career

Education Model for CaJdull County Schools". The-proposed model outlined

the mission of career education as follows:

The mission of career education is to provide all
students opportunities to develop understandings of
the' possibilities for employment, and to build and
strengthen knowledge acquired throughout educational

experience. The career education concept will aid in

developing attitudes for.individual improvement related

to self-determined career objectives and will foster

the understanding for the need of continuous self- _

appraisal necessary for success in the world of work.

(Proposal, 1972, p.])

Other activities completed during the second phase included:

(1) interviewing prospective project personnel: (2) identifying and
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securing materials for implementation of the model in the schools:

(3) planning a teacher workshop; and (4) organizing and meeting with

local advisory committees. Also, a proposal for an evening high school

was prepared by the project director and three staff members of Caldwell

CoMmunity College. This proposal became an addenduth to the proposed

career education model.

Training activities were accomplished through a two-week workshop

L which was conducted by the project staff and consultants. Participation

in the workshop was voluntary. Eighty -seven percent of eligible school

personnel took part in the workshop.

The stated purpose of the workshop was:

To provide teachers in the participating schools
with assistance in methods and procedures for developing
career information material through individualization
and humanization of the curriculum. (Waters, 1972,
Appendix B)

Program areas included "Career Outlook in'Other Communiti4",

"Teacher Directions in.Aiding Students for Career Decisions", "Implementation

of Humanization in the Schooli', "Teacher-Made Materials for Individualized

Instruction", "Career Education in North Carolina", "Students are Human",

and "CareeOutlook in the School CoMmunity". Following the program each

day, career education seminars were held in childhood education, junior

high school education, and secondary school educatical. Consultants who

held sessions were from Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina;

Division of Human Relations, North Carolina State Department of Public

Instruction; Watauga High School, Boone, North-Carolina; Valle Cruces

School, Watauga County, North Carolina; Boylan Heights Elementary School,

Raleigh, North Carolina; and the Executive Director of the North Carolina

State Advisory Council on Vocational Education: Advisory Committee
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members from five Jocal businesses; industries, and civic clubs conducted

C=1

the session on "CareerOutlook in the ,School Communities".

Upon conclusion of the workshop, the project staff' began final

preparations for the opening of school. Activities duriig this

included acquiring instructional materials, meeting wi faculties

the target schools, and holding local advisory committee mekings. An

orientation session for the facultti at Caldwell Community ,'ollege and

Technical Institute concluded the activities of the project staff

during Phase U.

PHASE lll: IMPLEMENTATId ACTIVITIES

The implementation phase focused on the actual installation of the

°

activities planned in the previous phase. Here, the coordinators divided

their time between supervising and assisting classroom teachers and

developing and securing materials related to career education. Coordinators

also assisted teachers, when requested, with arranging and conducting

student field trips and arranging for _local resource people to meet with

students. The project staff also contacted news media and matte presentations

at civic and professional meetings in order to disseminate information about

the project° The project director also focused on administrative tasks

and consulting with the Exe'Cutive Committ!ze of the State Advisory Hoard.

An important implementation activity was the opening of the night

high school at Lenoir Senior High School. The purpose ol the evening

program was to serve youth under 21 years of age who had recently with-

drawn from the schools of Caldwell County. In addition to the standard

high school equivalency program, the program stressed career education;

vocational counseling, job placement, and job development. The evening,

program was conducted by a director, one counselor: a lead teacher and

two assistant teachers.
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Several activities and approaches serve to highlight the efforts

the project. The most significant of these efforts at all

were(1) the utilization of resource speaker's by teachers, (2) class

and 'small group field trips to sites of student interest, and (3) the

dissemination to students of career information through career games

and career materials.

It should be noted that the guidance function was incorporated

into the program at all levels. At the elementary level, career-oriented

guidance rooms were established in the two target elementary schools.

Students worked individually or in small groups with materiaJs designed

to increase their career awareness and produce positive self-concepts.

In the middle grades, the guidance program was designed to Aentify*

potential dropouts and provide students with remedial learning experiences.

Career counseling was provided for students in small group sessions.

Students' career interests were identified and activities such as, field

trips, films and resource speakers were scheduled to assist students in

determining career interests, similar activities were conducted in a

more intensive and'detailed fashion for students at the secondary _level.

Severna innovative programs were established as a result of the

project. Among these.were:

A furniture co-op in which students work one
eek in a _local furniture plaiit and attend

academic classes the next week, alternating
throughou the year.

fi

(2) A shadow program in which the student shadowed
or followed for one day a person working in an
occupation that the student was interested in
pursuing.

(3) "Minimesters" in which classes were suspended
for two weeks and students given the opportunity
to attend short courses in areas of their interest



(4) Nine-week special interest courses conducted
during study halls for students with special
interests.

A final implementation activity that was important involved the

development and installation of a placement service. The task of this

service was to assist all students in selecting and making necessary

adjustments in preparing for careers which would insure placement upon

leaving school in a job and/or additional education.

TIME SCHEDULE

The purposal for this project was developed by Jesse S. Clemons

and Fred W. Manley of the North Carolina Occupational Research Unit.

The proposal was developed at the request of the State Director of

Occupational Education. Specifically, North Carolina's expenditure of

the U. S: Commissioner of Education's discretionary funds of Tart-C'

(of the 196i- Vocational Amendments) was sought. Thus, a document

entitled "A Proposal to Establish and Evaluate a Model for a Comprehensive

Career Education Program in North Carolina" was submitted on October 16,

1971. After negotiatirns, the time frame for the project was set for

January 1, 1972 to December 31i

The S ate Board ,otEducation created' the '"State Advisory Boa d")t

for the Ca(ldwell County Career Education Project on NOvember 5, 19 11.

This Board was to assume the administrati directrip of the project.

The sequence of project activities outlihed/in:the

as follows:

(1) The project director will be employed effective
January 1, 1972. The duties of this director
will include coordinating the efforts of all
components, planning for the evaluation of the ,

project, and providing overall leadership and
direction for the project.
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ComPonent coordinators will be/employed effective
January 1, 1972, to direct the/efforts of each
compone.it of the project.

The director and coordinate s will intensively
investigate-the literature relating to career
education and visit on-going career.education
related projects or acti/ities in other locations.

The director and coordinators will orient teachers,
counselors, students, administrators, and parents
to the,concept of career education.

The director and - oordinators will carefully
select a group composed of teachers, parents,
counselars, administrators, and students to
serve as advisors and reactors in the development
and/implementation of the Components of the
career education program model.

The Coordinators will identify promising
approaches and materials to be used in the
pr/gram.

J/

During April - May, 1972, a limited try-out
of promising approaches anct aterials will
'be made by a selected group o .teachers and
counselors.\

(b) During eddy summer, 1972, the director and
coordinators will develop a working oaline----

the complete career education program
model an employ needed additional staff.

(9) -During late summer, 1972, the project staff
will hold a twa-week workshop to explain the
career education concept to all teachers and
counselors.

\(10) During the. Workshop, the teachers and counselors /'

willrefine the proposed program, if necessary.' /

(11) The project staff in conjunction with third
party evaluators, will develop a scheme for;'
evaluating the project.

.

(12) The project will be operated in its developmental
stage from September, 1972 through December, 1973.
Continuous development and refinement will occur
after the initial 'phase.

(13) The project staff will analyze the evaluative
data, revise and refine the program) and prepare
a final report.

(14) The director will be responsible fpr the-
preparation of a report which will include all
salient aspects of the program model.
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This report will be of such quality that
it can serve as a guide for establishing
career education programs in other locations
in North Carolina.

(15) The project director will be responsible
for all necessary' reports to State and
Federal agencies. (Clemons and Manley,
1971, pp. 2-3).

POPULATION

21

Three criteria were employed by the project staff and the local

administrative units in the selection of target schools for involvement

/ in the Career Education Project. They were:

(1) -the availability of adequate' facilities:

(2j the interest of the school faculty and administration;
and

(3) the extent to which the organizational patterns
of the school lent themselves to the implementation
of a comprehensive career edOcation program:

The three schools selected from the Caldwell County Public School

.System were: Collettsville Elementary (K-8), Gamewell Elementary (7-8),

and Oamewell-Collettpville High School (97-12). During 1972-73, these

schools employed a total of 56 teachers and had a student population of

Lenoir City Ptiblic Schools also 'had the following schools involved

in the project: We.t Lenoir Elementary School (1=6), Lenoir Junior High

1,406 pupils.

School (7-9)) and L noir Senior High School (10-12). During 1:72-73,

these schools employed 63 teachers and had 'a student population of 1,260

pupils.

To complete the comprehensive nature of the proposed project, the

Caldwell Community College and Technica' Institute (13-14) was selected

as a target school. During 1972-73, it employed 37 teachers and had a

student population of 900.

Thus, the project was implemented in seven different schools
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involving three autonomous administrative units (Caldwell County Public

Schools, Lenoir City Public' Schools, and Caldwell County Community

College and *Technical Institute). The project was to have direct

contact with 156 teachers-and 3,556 students.

EVALUATING THE ESTABLISHED MODEL

Evaluation of the model focused on the mission of career education.

Thus, evaluation was based on the extent to which the activities were

provided whereby all students would have opportunities to develop

understandings of the possibilities for employment, and to build and

strengthen knowledge acquired throughout educational experiences.

By its nature, "mission" accomplishment -- as stated here -- was

not susceptible to rigorous statistical analysis. This is not to say,

however, that evaluation was completely impossible. Acceptance of the

"social worth" of such objectives as to "stimulate student understanding

of the need for positive work attitudes" or to develop appreciations and

understandings of ,democratic values which are inherent in our free

enterprise system" points to the need fpr activities designed.to attain

the objectives. Thus, evaluation was based on the extent to which

viable and ,pragmatic activities aimed at accomplishing the objectives

were identified and implemented. In addition, personnel expressed

acceptance of the model was considered to be an important aspect of the

evaluation. Evaluation of the "transportability" of the model was

based on the judgment of the on-,site evaluation team and selected

administrators.

U j t)
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CHAPTER IV

PROCEDURES SUGGESTED FOR ESTABLISHING

/

1 A COMPREHENSIVE CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM

The effectiveness of a career education program will'be dependent -

to a large extent - on how well the personnel charged with establishing

the prOgram are able to delineate the relationships between "community

characteristics" and "program objectives". That is ,,program objectives

should be stated in terms that are meaningful to those which the program

is to serie. It is suggested that program objecti, s ,be derived from

a "community needs analysis". For example, the Cald 1 Pro/ject

incorporated the objectives of "reducing high school drop -opt rates"

when it was learned that the drop-out rates in Caldwell County were

among the worst in the state. Also, the objective to "implement a job

placement service" for students was initiated due to needs analysis

findings which indicated that many students wanted a part-time job. It

should be noted that administrators interviewed unanimously attributed

the drop-out rate reduction to job placement serVice success. It can

thus be seen that the objeCtives of a comprehensive career education

program are interrelated and that attaining a given objective might very

well contribute to the attainment of other objectives.

Establishing a comprehensive career education program should thus
ti

be based on a community needs analysis. It is suggested that community

needs might best be analyzed by utilizing two sources of data. First,

_general information about the demographic characteristics of the

community can be obtained from United States Bureau of the Census

publications. Such characteristics include age, sex, race, level of

education, income, occupation (i.e., industry, service,-government, etc.

types of occupations), and residence (i.e., rural, rural nonfarm, or

urban) distributions.

676
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A second source of data for a community needs analysis is

surveys. For example, a survey of community businesses should be

useful in identifying available careers (and should also be useful in

developing business leaders' support of e career educatiOn-iprogram).

Also, a survey of community leaders (and leaders from all socioeconomic

strata) should help in the identification of community perceived career

educational needs (and should help develop these leaderl support, of. the

career education program).

It is possible that Surveys will point to an incompatibility

between available careers (as stated by business leaders) and community

perceived career educational needs (as- stated by members of given socio

economic strata). For example, personnel of the Caldwell Project found

that textile industry leaders felt that textile careers would be available

to many students. However, community members in general did not perceive

a need for focusing on textile related career education objectives. It

was felt that the discrepancy between these needs was due to the stigma

attached to such work. This discrepancy pointed to the need fora

program objective directed at bringing about student awareness of the

\\.value and dignity of all work.

The statement of program objectives should thus be based on

addressing needs which take community characteristics into consideration.

Objectives that are not meaningful to the community are not likely to be t

attained. Objective attainment is directly related to understanding the

social milieu in which the program is to function. Such an understanding

precludes the use of objectives which "should" he included in all career

education programs.

Finally, the establishment of an effective comprehensive career

67?
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education program is predicated on a "meeting of minds" between members

of Federal Project Staff, and LOcal CoMmunity Committees as to program

funding. This important aspect is actually a corollary to the previously

developed notion that program objectives should reflect local community -

Perceived needs as well as Federal (i.e., the encompassing social system)

objectives. Here, the project staff should fo'cus on establishing

communication channels between Federal and Local funding committees in

order that positions and JiMitations might be well understood. This is

essential if funding problems are to be dealt with in an effective

manner.

THE CAREER EDUCATION MODEL

The development of a career education model is required before a

program can be established. The model provides a theoretical projection

of a possible system of human (career educational) relationships. That._

is, it provides a set of plans from which the program can be est-ablished.

The form that a career education model take is dependent on

philosOphi 1 considerations and learning. priorities derived from learning

theory in conjunction with the community needs analysis. Philosophical

concerns focus on a critical examination of the grounds for fundamental

beliefs and an analysis of the basic concepts employed in the expression

of such beliefs. From such considerations, a statement of philosophy

should be articulated. For example, the Caldwell Project offered the

following statement of phgosophy.
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We believe that career-education in the Caldwell Community
should provide an educational environment of stimulating
learning experiences for every student to the extent that
he develops to the fullest his talents for living, learning,
and working.

A basic assumption underlying the career educatioh
concept in the Caldwell Community is that by increasing
the relevancy of the school environment, through the
'implementation af stated goals and objectives, achievement
in all disciplines will be enhanced.

A second basic assumption is that the transportable
aspect of.career education will reside in a working
model of the process of infusing career education
throughout the curriculum, rather than residing in a

specific packaged curriculum guide. (Proposed Career
Education-Model for Caldwell County Schools: K-44, 1972).

As stated above, the form of the career education mode] is also

dependent on learning priorities derived from leaning theory in

conjunction with the community needs analysis. or example, the Caldwell

Project delineated learning priorities within a framework proposing that

the career education process involved movin froth career awareness, to

information, to exploration, to preparation, to advancement (or

specialization). This framework was derived -.for the most part - from

learning theory. The community needs analysis pointed to two additional

activities which a comprehensive career education model (for the Caldwell

Community) should include. These were: a program to reduce high school

dropout rates; and a career placement service for students.

A career education model must, of course, be developed before a

program can be planned and implemented. It has been suggested here that

the specific form that a model takes should reflect a detailed analysis

of the relationships between philosophical considerations, learning

theory, and 'community needs.

Establishing a comprehensive career education program is not a

lockstep procedure. That is, it cannot be said that there are three,
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four, or any given number of stages that one can - or must - follow in

orden to establish a program. However, for purposes of analysis - and

clarification,- it is here suggested that it is useful to view the
o

process as involving three phases. The remainder of this chapter will

deal with these phases.

PHASE I

The first phase in establishing a comprehensive career education"

program involves what might be most appropriately referred to as "start-.

up activities". Upon authorization to establish a program, a project

director should be appointed. Start-up activities should be carried

out - for the most part - by the project director.

Candid communication between the project director and advisory

board members is of paramount importance. The need for such communication

becomes obvious when it is realized that the criteria selected for

program evaluation must "make sense" to advisory board members if the

program is to survive. In brief, the shortcomings of traditional

research methodology point to the need for honest and open discussion

of evaluation techniques. This problem was succinctly stated and

resolved by Daniel L. Stufflebeamis statement that When a technique
_,

continually produces findings that,ace at variance with experience and
0

common observation, it is tide to call that technique into question."

(P.7) (NOTE: Fortunately, educational decision-makers have not - in

general - been sidetracked by statisticalyaluation reporti. Otherwise,

programs such as the Higher Horizons Project in New York Cit3 _which was

considered excellent by everyone - i.e., administrators, teachers, parent's,

and children - on the basis of experience, -would have been eliminated

(')b' the statistical evaluation findings).

0
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An early task to be faced by the project director involves the

development of commitment to the program by community school board

members and administrators., Such commitment is required if the program

to get off the ground.

Another early task faced by the project director involves the

identification of target schools. A major consideration in selecting

target schools should be the principals' attitude toward the concept

of career education. The importance of the principal of each target

school demonstrating a po'sitive attitude toward career education cannot

be overemphasized. For example, the principals interviewed at the

Coil dwell Project target schools unanimously agreed that the attitude of

the principal was directly associated with teacher attitudes.

Another start-up activity involves interviewing prospective

project personnel. The project coordinators should be selected by the

project director after consultation with the advisory board members.

Other staff members should be selected - in turn by the appropriate

coordinator and the director, afterconsultation with board members.

An important aspect of Phase I is the establishment of open and

acceptable _lines of communication betweeri project personnel and -

cooperating community, state, and Federal agency personnel. Such

communication is necessary if project personnel are to take advantage

of theexperience and expertiseof agency personnel. Moreover, consulting

with agency personnel makes for mutual improvement of commitment or

"we-ness" feeling regarding the attainment of project goals.

A major early focus of Phase I should be the develepment,of a

career education model. This task should be faced by the project director

and other project personnel while consulting with board members and
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cooperating agency personnel. The development of a model is predicated

on a statement of philosophy. Feedback from all sources is necessary

if the statement'is to reflect a critical examination of the grounds

for fundamental beliefs and an analysis of the basic concepts employed

in the expression of such beliefs. In addition to a statement of

philosophy, the project director and other personnel shouid undertake

a review of the literature related to career education. Finally, the

"community needs analysis" shouid be utilized in developing a career

education model. Thus, a career education model represents - in effect -

a synthesis of three tasks. They are: (1) a statement of philosophy;

(2) a review of related literature; and, (i) a community needs analysis.

A career education model, is thus a framework that depicts the relationships

between "what is", "what can be", and "what ought to be".

A related start-up activity entails visiting other career education

projects. This activity is useful in that it brings to light

unanticipated problems. In addition, such visits provide experiences

which shouid'be helpful in solving problems and articulating program

objectives. Usitations should be made throughout,. Phase I. The selection

of project personnel and the development of a career education model will

be aided by visitations.

A final start-up activity entails ''legitimizing" career education

in the community. This activity is of utmost importance. The most well

developed career education model is doomed without community support and

acceptance or _legitimization. No amount of project personnel commitment

will offset community rejection of the\program. Thus, it is important

that project personnel focus on describing and Ocplaining the model

to the media (i.e., newspapers, radio, and television) and civic

organizations (e.g., Kiwanis, Lion, Business and Professional Women,

PTA, etc.). 68 2
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The legitimization of career education in the community is

necessary if the essential ingredient of ,!'community involvement" is

tp be had. Thus, Phase I activities -also include the attainment of

community involvement in the career'education program.

In summary, Phase I of establishing a comprehensive career

education program involves "tooling up" in the sense that personnel

are hired, a model is
.

developed, and community acceptance is sought.

This phase includes - but is not necessarily limited to - the followihg

activities:

(1) Board members (or those responsible) hire project director

(C0) Attaining commitment by school board to the program

(3) The identification of target schools

(4) Interview and hire project personnel

(5) Consult with cooperating community, state, and Federal'
agency persennel

(b) Dey4lop a career education,medel (from statement of
philosophy, review of literature, and community
needs analysis)

(7) Visit other career education projects

"Legitimize career education in the community
' (through mass media and speaking at civic clubs)

(9) Attain community involvement in the program

PHASE 1I

After completion of start-up activities, the next phase in

establishing a comprehensive career education program might be referred

to as "planning and trainig activities". Planning includes stating

objectives that should be attained by `referring to the model developed

in Phase I. That is, desired ends are stated as specifically as possible

to reflect the "letter" of the developed model without violating the
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"spirit" of the model. It is here suggested that discrepancies arising

due to the impossibility of stating observable behavioral objectives

that reflect the general "spirit" of the model be resolved by opting

for the more general statement. That,ds, focusing on strictly

observable objectives limits the scope of possible activities 'to the

point that objectives will riot reflect desired outcomes derived from

any model based on a synthesis of philosophy, related research, and

community needs.

Training activities are a part of Phase II. These activities should

be carried out for the most part - by the project director and staff..

Training is directed mainly at target school administrators and teachers.

For example, a two week teacher workshop was conducted by the Caldwell

Project staff to:

.11 ... provide teachers in the participating schools with
assistance in methods and procedures for developing career
information material through individualization.and human-
ization of the curriculum." (Waters, 1972)

The planning aspect of Phase II is based on an elaboration and

specification of the career education model developed in Phase I. For

exampley the model developed by the Caldwell Project staff delineated

seven components, which were: (1) Career Awareness; (2) Career Information;

(3) Career Exploration; (4) Career Preparation; (5) Career Specialization;

(6) Career Guidance and Counseling; and, (7) Career Information, Placement,

and Follow-up. The thrust of components one through five was on "infusing"

the career education concept into a conventional educational system, such

as the one that existed in Caldwell County. The sixth component (Career

Guidance and Counseling) focused-on interlinking and unifying the entire

project. The seventh component (Career Information, Placement, and Follow-

up) served not only for model closure, but also proVAded a point of
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departure for dealing with two very important aspects of the program

which were identified as a result of the community needs analysis. The

two aspects were: (1) a night high school program was established to

reduce high school drop-out rates when it was discovered that Caldwell

County had a disproportionately high rate of high school dropoutO and,

(2) a career' placement service was established when it was discovered',

that many high school students wanted to work part-time. (It should be

noted that the success in reducing dropout rates. was attributed to both

the night high school and to the plhcement of students in parttime jobs.)

-The point here is that planning activities involve the development

of programs aimed at attaining ends that are compatible and in general

agreement with those of the model developed in Phase 1. It is here

suggested that planning should focus on the model and should include

the following for each component: (I) a mission statement - i.e.,

a statement as to the specific task to which a component should be

addressed or with which the project staff is charged; (2) The

specification of objectives - i.e., a statement of those outcomes which

are thought to be necessary for mission accomplishment: and, (3) a

statement of recommended activities - i.e., statements of educational

procedures designated to stimulate Jehpvingby firsthand experience

which will result in objective attainment and, thereby, mission

accomplishment.

It can be seen that Phase 11 plahning is a deductive process by

which the career education model developed in Phase I is "operationalized".

That is, planning in this phase involves developing ways to apply the

model to a real world situation. Planning here involves moving from the

general tenets of the model to a more specific plan of action in order

that model implementation might occur. Of course, specific plans should
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I

always be made with one

\
\
Another planping a

/

acquisAition of material'

On the model.

neede

involves the identification and

for program implementation. Here aaain,

real world constraint: such as\budget limits, warehouse space. and
i

teacher preference
/

A affectaffect the extent to which materials will

tribute to progi.ansuc ess. Staff members, target school
/

adnu istrators, a I teachers shouldparticipate In \material identification.

I

,
, ,r

hejraining f target school administrators and. teachers is a

.very iiiiiportant Pa e Il activity, As previously mentioned, administrators
I

interviewed ,'at /61e aldweill Project unanimousl greed that the attitude
/

of the head adMinist At r was directly rglated to teacher attitudes

to and carer /education.. his points tOa need for emphasizing the

de elOpment df positive attitudes in adMinistratos,
, It is here

_

s ggested that a series of seminars for administrators and appropriate

I
-06ct personnel be planned. These_ seminars should focus on "ironing

ut" misunderstandings' about the model, establishing rapport betvfeen

/1 prpjert staff membetr-s and school administrators, and the general'
I J 3

/

diveloPment of attitudes, values, and skills deemed necessary 1for
/ /

/pregrawSuccess. Abov
i

ail, it is important that administrators

understand -that the 'p1rpose of the career education programis not to

ake over" the school, but is, instead, to "bring to life" the

c nvent(iona] curriculum by infusion. the provision of guidance and

ounseling, and the provision of such things as a night high school

program and a job placement service.

Once school administrative' cooperation is attained, the focus of

ttaining should shift to teachers. Thus, the need for teacher workshops

iOof great importance. Here again, the need for positive teacher'

attitudes cannot be overemphasized. It is suggested that a two week

686
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teacher workshop be offered for participating teachers. The purpose of

the workshop should be to acquaint teachers with the career education

model and to offer training in methods and procedures to be used in

program implementation. For example, the teacher workshop developed

for the Caldwell Project dealt with the following program areas:

(J) Career Outlook in Other Communities; (2) Teacher Direction in Aiding

Students for Career Decisions; (3) Lmplementation,of Humanization in

the School; (4) TeacherMade Materials for Individualized instruction;

(5) Career Outlook in the School COMffiunity; (0 Career Education in

North Carolina; and (7) Students are-Human. Following the prograft each

day, career education seminars were held in childhood education, junior

high school education, and secondary school education. Consultants for

each session were from a local university, the State Department of Public

Instruction, regionaJ,high schools, the/State Advisory Council on

kocational Education, and local businesses, industries, and civic clubs.

Communication between pro)ect !staff members and local adyisory

-committee members is an important Phase II activity. Advisory committee

members should be consulted 'continuously. Members of advisory committees

provide the,best communication lines between the schools and the community.

,

Members should include people from industry, business, and the professions,

in addition to parents and teachers. These committees should serve in a

rz

counseling and consulting capacity for the Career Education
,

Project.

Moreover, committee members sholpd assist teachers in: planning activities

which will be of interest and value to students; revising the program to

meet the changing needs of students preparing for the world of work;

developing and conducting a good publicxelations program; and, developing

a community resource list. Finally, advisory committees should assist in

evaluating the'Career Education Project. Such evaluation should be



continuous and aimed at ascertaining the extent to which the program is

meeting the needs of students.

A final activity of Phase II is actually a continuation of an

activity begun in'the previous phase. That is, ,meetings and on-site

visits with local businesses and industries, should remain as a high

priority activity throughout the program establishment process. These

activities serve two useful purposes. First, they proVide an ongoing

means by which to maintain - and increase - the legitimacy of the career

education program. Secondly, such meetings and visits should prove to

be an invaluable aid' to personnel responsible for the development of

workshop materials. For example, a furniture manufacturer in the

Caldwell community donated several ,"knock-down" furniture models which

were useful in showing students how furniture is assembled. This act

not only provide&workshop materials, but also indicated that the

industry felt that the career education program was worthwhile (and

thereby "10itimated").

In summary, Phage II of establishing a comprehensive career education

program involves planning project activities and training directed as

presenting the career educlition concept and how it might be implemented.

Included in this' phase are the following activities:

' (J) For each component of the model, develop a mission
statement: specific objectiies, and a statement of
recbmmendedacivities.

(2) Identify and acquire materials needed for program
implementation;

\

\ \

(3) Plan and implement conferences\and seminars ftir
administrators of the ;target schools.

'(I) Plan and implement workshops for teachers at the
tarw schools.

\`\
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(5) Maintain communication and consultation with local advisory
committees.

(6) Continue meetings and on-site visits with local businesses
and industAies.

The activities are not mutually exclusive. For exaMple, it is

important that administrators and teachers be "trained by particOating

in "planning". That is, activities 3 and 4 above involves administrators
..

and teachers engaging in activities 1 and 2:

PHASE III

The activities of Phase III focus on the actual installation of

activities planned in the previous phase. This final phase represents:

the raison d' etre of the two previous phases in the sense that the model

is "brought to life" in a real world situation. Thus, implementation

activities are - in effect - a test of the "goodness of fit" between the

model developed and the actual situation that exists in the community.

During this phase coordinators should divide their time between

supervising and assisting classroom teachers, and developing and securing

materials related to career education. Coordinators should also assist

teachers, when requested,' with arranging and conducting student field"

trips and arranging for local resource people to meet the students.

Dissemination, of project information should also be'carried out by the

project staff through the news media (radio and newspapers and presentations,

at civic and professional meetings.

. During this phase the project director should spend a great deal of

his time handling administrative matters and consulting with Advisory

-Board members. For example, there,will be a need - throughout the

implementation phase - for a continuous review of goals and objectives.
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Such reviews should focus on "formative" evaluation. Formative evaluation

represents an attempt to delineate, obtain, and provide usefuldnformation

for judging decision alternatives which would lead.to program improvement.

Thus, planning continues throughout the project in the sense that there

should be an ever-present concern with the discernment of means that will

increase program success.

Phase III activities thus focus on the "ironing out of problems

that. arise,during the period when the career education program is in

operation. There is no way to state a definitive list of tasks that must

be fared during this period. The nature of problems that arise will be

determined - to a large extent - by the career education model developed

in Phase I. That is& implementation activities should reflect an attempt

to align the model visionary concerns about "what ought to be" with

program limitations which require a concern for'"What can be". With this

in mind, it should be useful to present a general overview of some of the

implementation activities that highlighted the efforts of the Caldwell

Project.

71-e Caldwell Project implementation activities focused on three

major concerlits. These Were: (1) infusing career education into grades

K-12;' (2) ,reducing high school drop-out rates; and, (3) providing career

guidance at the secondary and postsecondary levels.

(1) Infusing Career Education into-Grades K-12

As previously mentioned, principals interviewed at, the Caldwell
rt

Project unanimously agreed that positive teacher attitude was essential

to program success. One principal at a first through nixth grade school

stated that he told his teachers "You're already doing many of these

things. Lets try to expand." He, stated that his teachers were especially

Ga
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pleased with field trips and subsequent student reports, (both oral and/
,

written).

Specifically, the "infUsionary" aspect of the career education/ /

,program was lauded. For example, the principal enthusiastically t of

one field trip - by fifth graders - to the county court house-. ,T

,
/ 'judge saw the students as they entered the courtroom and requested thatthat

the students be seated at the front. Upon calling a one houn coin -t

recess. the judge requested that,the students remain. For Over thirty

minutes the judge talked to the students about our legal syste . The

teachers and principal felt that this trip provided a learning experience

that could not be duplicated by classroom activities aJ ne. Moreover,.

it was agreed that subsequent oral and written student/ reports reflected

the--effects that student enthusiasm can have on acad 1.- performance.

Another example of the worth oT field trips involved a visit to a

local furniture factory. Again, student interest as high anti factory,

managem6t was enthusiasti'. followin4 the visig. company officials
- ,

.

produced and donated .-several models of "knock "wn" furniture which

students used 6 learn abou, how furniture is constructed.

One final example w ll point to the us7Tulness of resource people

in infusing career educa ion into a conventi/onal school situation. An
/

elderly architect was a-k d to visit a ciaAs of fifth graderf, and discuss

his career. He arriv d prepared to tell the students *hat an architect

i7does. Student quest'ons aboutarchitee,/re impressed him so much that he

requested an additi nal visit to show the student architectural tools,

plans, specificati/ons, etc. Again, student reports reflected improved

academic performance.

The Caldwill Project impiementat i on activities which focused on
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infusing career edubation into the conventional K-12 grade school

situation represented an attempt to operationalize the model developed

in Phases I and II. Principals and teachers interviewed were asked to

state their evaluation of the program. Three program outcomes were

stated over and over. These outcomes were: (1) The career education

program contributed to positive changes in students "self-bilages" and

studehts perceptions of the worth of all work. (2) As a result of the

career education program5' the schools were "closer" to th

(3) As a result .of the program, teacher attitudes toward career education

had improved.

(2) Reducing High School Drop-out 'Rates

During the planning and.developmeni stage of the Caldwell Career'

Education Program, an extremely high drop-out rate was found in Caldwell

County schools. The rate at that time (1972)/was appOximately 47;:. It

was decided that one of the prime objectives, of the Caree'r Education

Project would be to reduce this rate to a reasonable level. Implementation

activities focused on stimulating student,interest by making school more

relevant, involving the business and industrial community, and expanding

the classroom to include the community
71

county. and x:egion.

One example of an Extended Day School (i.e., Night High School)

implementation activity involved the establishment of a Sound relationship

with the Caldwell County Juvenile Oourt. The court:supported the objectives

of the high school program and waS generally willing .,to assist in working out

programs whereby youthful offenders might pursue high school credits.

Another high school implementation activity involved establishing,

"co-op" programs with the local business and industrial community. Co-op

programs provided a means 1))4 which students might complete high school while
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simultaneously acquiring "on] the job" training. students participating

An the high school program were provided with time flexibility in that

credits could be ,earned at either the night school or a conventional

community high school.

During the first two years of the program, 110 students graduated

from the night high school. In addition, 62 student's returned to their

original high school after making up work at the night high school. It

was generally agreed that these results should he attributed to the

relationship established kith the Juvenile Court, the establishment of

co-op programs with the local business and industrial community, and the

:time flexibility allowed by offering day or night class attendance.'

,1s -aresult of these, activities over a two year period. the target

schools reported the foll6wing reductions in drop-out rates: (I) Lenoir

Junior High School - from 2)- to 6or a reduction; (2) Lenoir Senior

High School - from 44.to 3l or a 30' reduction; (i) 'Oamewell Junior High

`School - from J4 to 6 Or a 57'," reduction; and, (4)-Camewell-Collettsville

High School - from 62:to 46 or a 29' reduction. It should be noted that

reorganizationat,Lenoir Junior High School contributed to its large drop-

out rate reduction rate. .Through reorganization this school lost its

entire ninth grade class. By the same token, it Should be noted that

Lenoir Senior High School gained a complete ninth, grade class and still

reported a 30 ; reduction in drop-outs.

Three Caldwell County senior high schools were not included in the

target schools ankt,thus did not participate' in the project !high school

program. These three schools reported the following increases in drop-

out rates during the same period of time: (I) Hudson High School -,from

129 to Jb4 or a 2V! increase; (2) Hibriten High School - from 90 to J13

or A 25.5:: increase;, and. (3) Granite Falls High School from 47 to 66 or

a 40': increase.
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It should be noted that the drop -out rate reduction cannot be-

attributed - in a strict methodological sense - to the career education

program. That is, there is no way to know that the program "caused"

drop-out rates to decrease. However, it was generally agreed that a

conclusion of no relationship between the high school program implementation

activities and drop-out rate decreases would be at variance with experience'

and common observation. Therefore, any conclusion of "no significant

differences" in drop-out rate changes of target schools and non-target

schools would be doubted in the sense pointed out by Stufflebeamls, et.al.

statement that "... if comparative studies do not show significant

differences, it seems more reasonable o doubt the validity of the method

than to suggest either that the alternatives do not differ in effectiveness

or that there is no point to asking that question anyway (which certainly

begS,the question)." (Stufflebewn: p. 7).

It was generally agreed by target school administrators and the

project s'zaff that positive changes in teacher attitudes, teaching method

changes, and community involvement contributed to drop-out rate reductions

in the target'schools. Thus, it is here suggested that high school

program implementation activities focus on bringing about positive teacher

attitudes, better teaching methods, and community commitment to program

goal attainment.

(3) Career Guidance at the Secondary Level

'(A) Guidance at the Secondary Level

It was the responsibility of the career counselor to help students

as they made career decisions. The counselor worked with students who

were totally undecided about their future as well-as students who had

made definite career plans.
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Burl F. Duncan, the career guidance coordinator for the CAJ

Project, was in charge of ,implementing the guidance program. -
1

following outline reflects the basic activities found to be effective

in attaining the goals of the career guidance program. These activities

are not necessarily in order of importance, although each contributes to

tie fulfillment of gb uidance program obligations to each student.

40 Faculty Participation

It is absolutely esAntial that a' career guidance program, operates

in an atmosphere of cooperation, enthusiasm, and commitment, if the

program is to be effective. Thus, the attitudes of all school personnel

IS of prime importance. The counselor cannot compensate for faculty

alienation. Acti ities should focus on bringing about faculty willingness

to infuse career orientation into the curriculum.

(ii), Conferences

(a) PrinOpal - The'counselor should keep the principal advised

and upto date on,all planne career_guidance actiyities. It is important

I
that this Pine' of communiciit on be kept open at all times.

(b) Teachers - Discuss ons relating to career &idance activities

should he held periodically with each teacher. Assistance should be

offered for any career education activity (e.g., arrangements for field

, trips. resource speakers, etc.).

(c) Stuciepts - Career exploration and determination can be most

effectively accomplished through individual and/or small group counseling.

Students should be allowed to see, #e career counselor at any time during

release periods or study halls.

G9 b.



(iii) Class Visits

The career counselor should make class visits in order to emphasize

the importance of career planning. During these visits the following

activities are suggested: (1) Career questionnaires designed to reflect

occupational preferences should be obtained from each student: (2) General

interest surveys could be administered: (3) Career clams and related

audiovisual material should be utilized: and, (4) assistance should be

provided through such activities as helping students with career term
4

papers and working with the entire class in determining possibilities

for the use of field trips''and resource speakers.

(iv) Placement Service

(a) Educational Placement

The career counselor must be in a position to assist students

in selecting and in enrolling in post7secondareducational programs.

it is suggested that this might be most efficiently accomplished through

correspondence requesting irVonaation admissions reqiirements, financial
'

aid, school catalogues, etc.

(b) EmployMent Placement

,Employmentcounseling is more complex than educational placement.

li is suggested that the fc\ilowing job placement activities will Contribute

to program success: (7) Obtain Personal Data Sheets on all students in

order to obtain an indication of the extent to which students express
',..

interest in full-time acrd Tart-time employment (see Appendix B):

(2) Contact business and industrial leaders - (NOTE: It is suggested

that Only one counselorcontact these leaders. This counselor should

prepare a file to be used byI other counselors. The file provides a,

means to avoid' duplication o'f effort and excessive consumption of the

G9()
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businessand_industrial leaders' time. Such contacts may be made by

phone or by visits.); (3) Recontact students and attempt to match job

availabilities with job preferences; (4) Utilize introductory or

referral cards when sending a student for an interview (see Appehdix

and, (5) Maintain files that provide an adequate record of (a) employment

availabilities, (b) names of students interested in employrient, and

(c) placements.

(v) Potential High School Drop-Outs

It is suggested that the career counselor consider the follbWing

types of information as he attempts to identify potential drop-outs:

(J) achievement test scores (especially scores on reading tests);

(2) family history of dropping-oue (i.e., grades completed by parents

and older siblings): (i) marital status of parents: and (4) parental

apathy and socio-economic status.

It is also important that career counselors assist with the high

school program impleMentation activities. It is suggested that the

career counselor's carry out the following activities: (I) contact the

drop-out at work or at home to encourage and assist in night school

enrollment or re-enrollment in high school: (2) provide personal

attention for each drop-out through home visits and individual counseling;

and (3) provide individualized instruction for each drop -out in order'

that deficiencies might be decreased.

(vi) Curriculum Recommendations

The career counselor should present his curriculum recommendations to

the principal or school board. Such recommendations should focus-on

delineating courses of actiom aimed at providing effective programs for

6 9 lj
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exceptional, vocationally- oriented, and academic-oriented students.

(vii) facilities

An effective career guidance program should have facilities that

provide a good counseling setting. That is, the facilities should

provide an atmosphere that is conducive to relaxed and confidential

discussion.

(viii) Follow-up

A student questionnaire designed to indicate student perceptions

of the effectiveness of school -functions, curriculum. and career activities

should be sent to all graduated seniors. It is suggested that the best

time to do this would be shortly after the fall item begins. In this

manner.'resf.znses could be tabulated and results or suggestions

incorporated in activities of the new school year.

It can he seen that 'the focus of the career guidance prograJm")

activities was'on providing a comprehensive placement service for

secondary level students. It was generally agreed that the guidance

program contributed significantly to'khe success of the Project High

School Program. That is. many dropouts were provideld with a part-riffle

or fu11 -6me jobs while being simultaneously'encourfiged and assisted in

night school enrollment.

It was unanimously agreed that the employment placement actilvities

of the career guidance program' were successful. For example, during the

1973-1974 school year there were 134 students who expressed an interest

in employment placement assistance. Of this number, 65 or were

placed in either full-time or part -time employment. 'Twenty local

industrial and business firms utilized the Project Employment Placement

Service.

,08
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One final contribution which-the-Career Guidance-Program-made-to-the

success of encompassing a comprehensive career education program should be

noted, According to all administrators and teachers interviewed, the

Career Guidance Program, had a positive effect on teacher attitudes toward

career education. The improved attitudes were attributed to the

demonstration that the objectives Of career guidance are not at odds

with the objectives of the conventional school. To the contrary, the

previously mentioned relationship between drop-out rate reduction and

employment placement, success indicates that conventional school objectives

and career guidance objectives are not only compatiblel'bilt indeed

mutually beneficial.

0) Activities at the Postsecondary Level,

The major activities included the development and operation of the

evening high school; the development of a:personalized approach to

instruction in selected subject areas; the implementation of the concept

of congnitive style mapping and its relation to instruction and guidance;

the implementation, operation, and evaluation of, a computerized vocational

information system; the development and implementation of minicourses; a

workshop designed to improve advisor-advisee relations; and the development

and implementation of a student orientation program.

The evening high school was designed to serve individuals who for

one reason or another had not experienced success in the public school

setting, complete thework for a specific high school diploma or the high

school equivalency diploma. Vocational courses of an introductory nature

were also available for these students. The emphasis in this program was

on the worth and dignity of each individual and the need for him to obtains
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- the skills, necessary to open, educational and /or- alternatives -not presently

available to him.

Programs of a personalized nature were developed and implemented in

the areas of,English, MathematicsI/Acceunting and Sociology. Faculty

members reorganized course content, identified multiple teaching and

learning strategies,: produced and/or Identified appropriate materials and

later incorporated the concept/of cognitive style mapping in the matching

of learners and learners? styles to teaching strategies. The concept of

identification /of student learning styles (cognitive style mapping) was

studied and the procedures for testing implemented. Incoming freshmen

are now given the cognitive style mapping test. The results ar4 discussed

with the.Student and are also made available to the individual's

instructors. borne instructors are now utilizing this information in

planning their teaching strategies. The review of the test results with

the student has provided an excellent vehicle for improving student--

counselor relationships.

L

The concept of providing career information to high school students

through the use ora computer was studied, using a system called the

Computerized Vocational ,Information System (CVIS). A computer terminal

was placed in target high schools and connected to a large computer via,

telephone lines. Students were able to explore major categories of careers

as well as determine the specific nature of occupations, the skills, and

education needed for successful performance of the job.

Minicourses of a vocational and avocational nature were designed to

help provide students,with a saleable skill while working toward the

completion of their college work. The avocational courses were designed

and offered as an attempt to broaden the information base of the students.
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The advisor-advisee workshop was designed to improve the skill's of

advisors in their work with advisees. This included not only academic

advisement but also the human relations aspect of advisement. The workshop

activities included an approach to humanizing all aspects of the students'

(ollege experience.

One of the major components of the project was the development and

implementation of a freshman orientation program. The program consisted

of four major function's which were: Welcome to the college, providing

an opportunity for*ey administrators and new students to meet and become

acquainted with one\fiother; Advisory Group meetings, in which students

and advisors planned programs and worked out problems that may have

occurred during the orientation proceSs; Library Orientation, providing.,

a brief overview of the library funCtions and an opportunity to meet the

library staff; Career Exploration, where students were given an opportunity

to learn something about each of the major programs offered at Caldwell

Community College and Technical Institute. Advisors and their advisees

formed_the basic orientation groups. The advisor and his advisees were

,,,scheduled to stay together throughout the orientation period thus building

a bridge or link etween the-advisor and the advisees. It was felt that

establishment of a positive advisor-advisee relation at the, beginning of

the year might eliminate problems relating to students regarding the.

possibility of their dropping out as the year progressed.

Each of the components described was evaluated both from a formative

and summative vie int. In general, the overall evaluation of the project

was found to be po itive but there.were recommendations for improvement

and change which will be incorporated as the various components are further

implemented.
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In conclusion, it should be reiterated that the form of Phase III

implementation activities will be determined to a large extent by the

career education model developein Phases I and II. Implementation

activities will vary according to the objectives and goals of a given

career education moue. Thus, it is impossible to delineate an exhaustive

list of activities that must be addressed during the implementation phase.

Moreover) the program implementation task is ongoing and requires that

staff members constantly utilize feedback to make "formative evaluations"

that will lead to adjustments aimed at increasing the likelihood that

program objectives will be attained.
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CHAPTER V

EVALUATION

50

The conceptions and operations.that have been called "evaluation,'

by educatorS and social science methodologists have not been adequate,

to meet contemporary evaluation needs, Attempts to utilize the traditional

"scientific method" have focused on evaluation based -on observableoutputs.

This approach to evaluation has been subjected to severe citic -i-sm b

practicing,educators. The criticism has pointed to such shortcomings

as: (1) the narrow instrumental focus; '(2) judgments and the eiliteria

for making them are obscured; (3) variables considered as not Measurable

are eliminated or considered.unimportant (4) the evaluation is placed

in a technical role; (5) elevates behavior, as the Otimate criterion of

every edUcat nal., action; and (b) focuses on evaluation as e terminal,

process.

The thrust of dissa 'sfaction with the 'ientific approach to

evaluation stems from two major ncerns. FirStINeduoational practitioners

point out that long term nature o some program objectives makes \\,

observation impossibl For example, a pro ram objective such as

"to provide continuous and

making process"

uential developmen of the career decision
2

not susceptible o observation at the time of program

ination. Meaningfu observations as tpthe attainment of such

objectives can only be made after program terMi ation_when the consequences

of caregr decisions are manifested. -Secondly, prat 'tioners point out

that many program objectives - by their nature -L are`nOtNsusceptible to
1

/

measurable operati nalization. For example, an objective such as " to

develop appreciations d understandings of democratic values which are

inherent in our'free enterpr e system" is couched in terms that preclude

7
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hat is, the evaluator is first and foremost an attempting

51

full empirical verification of program objective attainment. MoreoVer,,

practitioners point out that inability to empirically observe the/extent

to which such objective's are attained reflects a shortcoming in evaluation

methods not in the objective. That is, programs designed to bring, about

desired educational outcomes should focus primarily on social ysterti,

needs, not on evaluation methodological constraints.

The approach to evaluation utilized bythose people associated

with the Caldwell Project was in general agreement with' the/approach

advanced by Stuffiebeam et. al. in a book entitled Educational Evaluation

and Decision Making. '(NOTE: Any reader interested in an raluation of

the Project that utilized a mdre,traditionalscientific methodological

I

approach should see the third party evaluatiOn reports Iii'sted as numbers

/

4 and 5 in the bibliography of this report.)'' Stufflebeam defines evaluation

as "the process of delineating, obtaining, and providing useful information

1

for judging decision alternatives"./(p.xxv) It can be seen that the thrust

of this approachis on providing information'that will be Useful in decision-

/

1

making. In a word, evaluation is seen as a means to' prOgam improvement.

This,approach views the evaluator as taking an interventionist role.

to povide data which will lead to modification and, hopefully, improvement

of the program. Data are utilize Iimmediately b the ideciaion-makar

(e.g project director) to execute ch es within the system and, thereby,

N,-, Improve stlie operation of the program.

The need for evaluation to function as aivehiCle for program

improvement has often been overlooked or igno ed by tne traditional

evaluator bent on imposing the antiseptic st rility of the laboratory

on the real world. Such an apprOach'may ma e for a fine experiment, but
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does little to improve a program which is often not in its Tint3--
I \

1/1

orm. (Aikih, p.5) /The important point is that - in'the final analysis
,,

the worth of any educational program evaluation will be reflected in

i

the extent to whiCh the evaluation makes for improvement of program

planning and program implementation whiCh will, in turn, lead to

"program improvement".
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DIRECTOR'S CONCLLSION AND SUMMARY

Career education as developed in the Caldwell County Schoqls has

provided a system for,the professional staff to work with all community

agencies, bUsinesses, industries and persons with special interest to

build a relevancy for the total educational process. This concept does

not requie additional facilities, personnel or funding. it can be

worked iito the instructional program without turning a planned curriculum

upside /down. Each classroom teacher can determine the extent and method

for including the concept in the instructional program. This approach

eliminates the fear of having to re-work teaching methods and curricula.

It provi,c es the flexibility necessary to keep the career activities current

an relevant to occupations in the region. This concept also builds

support for and interest, for the educational program by all persons in

the community since theyhave a feeling of .participation in the educational

/process. -

/

/

'..

/

.

This concept provid the schooas ai method for: Q

/
3. Improving s hoof attendance

)

2. Reducing the number of cases of truancy

3. Reducing the 'drop-out rate

4. improving the overall educational climate for
both teachers and students

5. Providing an illustration of realistic needs
for specific subject material

,(1. Keeping the educational materials current

7. Providing the community with an understanding
of tileneeds.of the educational system

,8. Vroviding thecommunity with an oppor4tunity to
participate im.the educational process
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9. Building an appreciation for all occupations

and aiding in the understanding of the educational

requirements necessary for the success by both
teachers and students

10. Providing a realistic approach for the deVelopment
of individualized instructional materials/

'

11. Improving student ,behavior and overall /
discipline in thgischools

/
..

,

12. Improving educat4onal attitudts and prOviding
alternatives for achievement of educational
objectives

t.

ti

Evidence to support that these developments have occurred is based

upon individual conferences with studen'ts, parents, teachers, businessmen,

and industrial leaders involved in the career education project.

Supportive statistical data is also available ,in school records and

attendance reports.

The infusionary approach to career education has proven successful

for the target schools in CaldwelJ County.

41,
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APPENDIX A

THE MISSION OF CAREER GUIDANCE

The mission of career guidance is to assure Ithe continuous provision
for each student at all levels with those appropriate services, activities
and programs which encourage his Wective self development in learning
about, preparing for, entering and progressing in, a career compatible with
his needs, interests, abilitfes, aspirations, and opportunities.

A. K-3 Component of guidance

1

Guidance acti-Vaties at the primary level are provided to,assisi
each child in developing: a) an awareness of himself, b) an awareness
of himself and his relati6nship with others,'c) an awarenessof,the
many facets of the world of work, d) independence and detlYitii7nrakfhg

skills, 3) an attitude that work has dignity and value, and f) an
attitude that leisure-time activities hav6 importance in one's life.

J. Group guidance

a. The counselor works with students in small group sessions
using the following methods and techniques: play, art,
verbal interaction, books, puzzles, kits., written responses,
audio=visual media,' role-playing, puppetry, etc.

b. The cou selor plans with the classroom teacher in developing
activi les which may be correlated with classroom activities.

c. The -t unseloe and classroom teacher periodically evaluate the
group act iv t:.es

2. 'IndiVidu'al guidance

a. Individual counseling with students is an integnal part of
guidance activities but,conducted only as special needs arise.

b. Special needs may be identified by students, teachers, principal
and parents. 4

c. After analysis of the need, appropriate action is taken which
may include making referrals to community agencies.

d. The counselor informs teachers of developments=concerning
individual students which may influence the classroom situation
by sharing appropriate pupil data with due regard to confidentiality
and/cr organizing and conducting conferences regarding a specific
student.

3. Coordination

a. The counselor provides in-service workshops for teachers to

help them infuse career guidance into their classrooms.

7 1 0
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c. The counselor and classroom teacher confer with parents
4 concerning problems in the development of their child.

B. 4-6 Component of guidance

Guidance activities at the elementary level provide;. experiences

which:, a) develop a better self-image, b) increase ability to be independent
and make decisions, c) develop personality traits that will help the child
become a better citizen and worker, d) recognize the differences in his
characteristics and interests and those of others, e) expand his acquaintance

. of the world of work into the larger communities of state, nation and world:
f) develop a better understanding of the relationship between skills learned
in the school setting and his own environment.

1. Group, guidance

a. The counselor works with students in small groups using games,
puziles, role-playingl(yerbal interaction, and sharing common
concerns.

b. The counselor works with students in small groups expanding
their knowledge of, careers by using filmstrips, tape cassettes,
resource speakers, field trips and _booklets.

c. The counselor and classroom teacher periodically evaluate the
group activities.

2. Individual guidance

a. Individual counseling with students is an integral part of
gdidance activities but conducted only as special needs arise.

,b. Special needs may be` identified by students, teachers, ,principal
and parents.

a

c. After analysis of the need, appropriate action is taken which
may include making referrals to community'agencies;

.4

d. The counselor informs teachers of developments concerning
individual studerits which may influence the classroom situation
by sharing appropriate pupil data with due regard to confidentiality
and/or organizing and conducting conferences regarding a specific
student.

3. Coordination

a. The counselor provides in-service workshops for teachers to help
them infuse career,guidance into their classrooms.

b. The counselor assists the librarian in selecting approPriate
career information materials,

c. The counselor and classroom teacher confer with parents concerning'

problems in the development of their child.
M1 _ 711
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C. 7-9 Component of guidance

Guidance activities at this level are designed to help each child
accept himself as he really is and help him to recognize and develop his.
potentiAl. These activities help him to accept others as they are and to
see himself in relation to othets. -Therefore, the individual-becomes
aware,of his own feelings, desires and talents and can then better make .

realistic decisions.

The counselor's role includes that of counseling, consulting and
coordinating.

I. Guidance,

Group guidance

(I) The counselor_ interviews every student in the school. He is
then assigned to a group according to the career he expresses'e
interest in exploring. The counselor -plans activities, i.e.

, resource speakers, field trips,- discussion groups, etc., in
order that each child may receive information concerning this
career. It is important to help the child realize that any
occupation is of worth and value and can make a contribution
to society.

(2) The counselor sets up group sessions with children referred
by the principal and/or teachers. Goals to'be reached are
discussed with the students and teacher. Behavioral modification
techniques are often employed to enable the children to develop
a positive self concept. Boleplaying is quite often used in
these sessions. The counselor helps the teacher to understand
the child's behavior. The counselor also helps the teacher to
understandand-to make adjustments in the classroom,and in .

the, curriculum to enable the child with a learning disability
to control his behavior and to learn with les8 difficulty.

(3) Group sessions are established where students haVe an
opportunity to explore. their feelings, their ideas, their
talents: their interactions with others and to cometoknow and
like themselves better. Roleplaying is often employed as
a technique when working with these students as well as the
other groups.

b. Individual guidance

Individual crisis counseling occurs whenever a student is,
referred by the principal, teacher, or himself.

2. Coordination

a. The counselor is available for help to the teacher to coordinate
career activities with subject matter. The counselor aids in the
selection of materials on various careers and makes suggestions
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.11for o et resources such as speakers and field trips.

. ,

b0.i, The counselor makes referrals, when needed, to other community
agencies such as mental health and social services.

3. Consultation

The counselor works closely with teachers in order to meet the
needs of each student. The counselor is available to the teacher
for consultation about children with behavioral-problems, learning
problems, personality problems, etc.

b. The counselor assists -the principal and classroom teacher in the
placeinentof various pupils and as a consultant in other areas-

,

concerntd with Meeting the individual needs of students.

c. The counselor provides time for conferdnces with parents concerning
their child or;children.

D. 10712 Component ofiguidance

;

The counselor assists all students in selecting and making necessary
adjustments in prepaLing for careers which will insure placement upon
leaving school in either a job and/or additional,edueation.

l. Placement

a. The cohnSelo't assists students in selecting and enrolling in post
secondary education. This is accomplished by securing information
on admission requirements, financial aid, and school catalogs for
student use.

b. Students entering the world, of work may need assistance from the
counselor in,getting a job. Ifthey decide to enter thejob market
upon graduation, awareness of job opportunities should be provided
for them. The counselor can initiate and complete this service by:

locating students.who are interested in employment either full
time or part time.

conducting a survey of'employment needs in, business and industry.

(3) informing the students of the job availibilities.

(4) using_ introductory or referral cards, when sending a student for

ap interview. Informationon these cards should include:
a) the name of the business to be contacted, b). person to be

,contacted, c) studentls name, d) name'of the school, e) date
of the interview. and f) counselor making refetral.

(5) keeping records of past placements.

(b) establishing Communication with local agencies.
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(7) developing an effective public relations program.

(8) involving students in the operational procedures of the
placement service.

2. Group guidance

61

The counselor assists each student in selecting occupational
preferences through the use of career questionnaires, general interest
surveys, resource speakers, career tapes, in writing career research
papers, etc.

3. Individual,, uidance

Career exploration can be accomplished most efficiently through
individual counseling. Students are permittedto,confer with the career
counselor during release periods, study halls and prior to or following
the school d4.

4. Coordination,
,

a. The counselor is available for help to the teacher to coordinate
career activities with subject matter. The 'counselor aids in the
selection of materials on various careers and makes suggestions
for other resources such as speakers and field trips.

b. The counselor makes referrals when needed to other community-
agencies such as mental health and social services,

5. Follow-up activities

A student questionnaire designed to determine the effectiveness
of school functions, curriculum, and career activities are sent to all
graduates enrolled-the previous year. The time to do this is shortly
after th14( fall.term begins. Responses are then tabulated and results or
suggettions could be incorporated in activities of the new school year.

6. Potential drop outs

The career counselor assumed the responsibility'of doing everything
possible to see that students' remain in school to receive their high school
diplomas or enroll in alternate high school prograMs. When a potential
drop out has been identified, the counselor arranges a conference with
the student for the purposes of re-evaluating his abilities, interests,
and self image. The counselor informs' the teachers' involved with the
student of his intent on leaving schop).

E. )3-14 Component of guidance

Guidance activities at the community college and technical
institute level provide experiences which: a) help students to use
knowledge for the expansion Of/ the whole personality, b) help students
respond to others and themsellies as human beings, c) individualize
learning situations, d) implant, nurture, and extend students1 drives,
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interests, and motives, so that college and community resources will
be used to the maximum by students to achieve their educational
purposes, both in and after college, e) implement the career education
concept in classes and programs to provide the students with an
opportunity to develop skills necessary for success in life.

1. Personalizing educational programs utilizing Cognitive Style
Mapping,

a. Cognitive Style Mapping is a three hour evaluation which
is administered by'a counselor to all?inComing freshmen.
to determine their strengths and weaknesses.

b. Students receive the results of the test through group
and 'individual counseling sessions.

c. An analysis ,of the diagnostic test data by a student,
counselor, and instructor can help place an individual
in a learning situation which promotes his success.

d. Various activities are provided to insure educational
successi

(1) Advancement Laboratory

The advancement laboratory is designed-for students
who like to work alone rather than in groups. Students
use programmed texts and other,-highly organized materials
under the supervision of faculty members specially
trained in individualized instruction techl4ques.

-(2) Library

(a) Carrel arcades are provided which contain a variety
of audiovisual resources. Students may review video
taped lectures, listen to audiotapes, view films, or
study course materials on other audioVisual equipment.

(b) 'The llibrary is a place for independent study and
research. It is a clearinghouse for a large variety
of instructional packages, microfilms, special

\displays, and research materials in many forms.

(c) YOUthTutor Youth

\\NN Studen who have already mays tered course materials

are train d by the professional staff to tutor others.

(d) Seminars

The student who pre rs the- dynamics of gr
interaction may parti ipate in "rap" session
with teachers and other\students. Other stude ts
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students may prefer a seminar with a faculty member

,who presents more of a "fatherly" image and with
whom they feel more comfortable and confident.

2. Computerized VoCationalAnformation System (CVIS)_

The basic purpose of the CVIS Project has been and is to provide'
students With a sophisticated tool with which to explore information
about self, occupations, and educational opportunities.

a. Students areable to interact with an IBM 360 computer terminal
which contains .a c thode ray tube. This device display message's

A%on a TV -like scr ( en to which the student responds by typing on a
typewriter -like keyb ard. The "conversation" is carried on by
the transmission of data from the, cathode ray tube over a phone
line to the central processing unit of the computer and back to
the cathode,ray tube. This process is instantaneous. The student
may have a copy'of any message which appears on the screen or of
data sent directly from the computer by use of a-complementary
printer. Audio-visual materials can be used in conjunction with
the computerized material, as in the case of the junior high
vocational exploration program.

b. The exploratory experience is made personal to the student by
the storage of his own career plans and by'the "analytical"
design of the computer's program.

3. Adviser-advisee System

'Each student is assigned an advisor upon his entrance into the
community college or technical institute. This system provides closir
contact with stUdents'to provide tareer advice and academic help on
an individual, basis.

4. Student Orientation

Students are assisted in developing an` understanding of the
numerous opportunities available to him through the community college
curriculum.

5. Mini-Courses

Students are encouraged to participate in a mini-course program
which providesoppOrtunities for exploratory activities in areas of
individual interest.
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APPENDIX a
vi-
1108 PLACEMENT,' F0

EMPLOYMENT /RE RRAL

This will introduce

Who is a

Student, is an applicaOt /for position of:

and wishes Lc remain employment at least 4 months

or longer or At your rrquirements.:

To report for inter iew

Comments

(STUDENT -LS- SIGNATURE

B. Duncan, Placemrt Coordinator

4

71?
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PERSONAL DATA S

Student's Name

Personal Info oration

Age:

Date of Birth:

Height:

ate:

ocial Security Number:

Weight:

Education

Grade:
Grade Average:
COurses Liked Most:
Courses Liked Least:

1\\ Futilre

4-year College:
Name of College

2 -year. College:

Name of College

Name of Organization:
.Duties.:__

Name of Organization:
Dutie:

Technical Skills:
Typing Speed:
Shorthand Speed:
Business Machines:
Other Skills:

Plans

Trade School:

Name of School
Employments:

Type of Work

Work Experience

How Long Employed?

How Long Employed?

Period Subject

1st

2nd
3rd
4th

Class Schedule

Room No. Period 'Subject

5th

6th

7th

Home Room No.

Room No.

If Placed in Employment:
Can you provide your own transportation to and from work?

.DO.NOT WRITE IN SPACE BELOW

Comments
Comments
Comments

Referral
Referral
Referral

J
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APPENDIX C

EXAMPLES OF STUDENT-:ACTIVITY SHEETS
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL:, Kindergarten

SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies (hOme helpers)

CAREER AREA Home helpers

ACTIVITY: 'Acting out And guessing who is the helper.

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 3min.per helper

PREVIEW:

Discuss on-eal'ier day, pictures of these helpers and what are'
their jobs.

EQUIPMENT:

Pictures of these helpers in the home.

INSTRUCTIONS:'

ii Give each child a card or name of a helper which they must pretend
role play. If the class can't guess the helper, the actor can
give them a clue.. Take turns until all the helpers have been fully
tOntified for their jobs.

REVIEW:

Discuss each helper again and see if it,is easier for the children
to identify them.

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

Any it which a certain job can be identified by a particular act.

,COMMENTS: ,

I These'helpers can be used:

, mother grandmother
father grandfather
brother uncle
sister aunt

O
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 1

SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

-CAREER AREA: Doctor; Nurse, Dentist

ACTIVITY: Making "Career, Riddles, Game"

TIME:

PREVIEW:

Discuss how to write a riddle

EQUIPMENT:

1. Folder
2. 5 x 8" cards

INSTRUCTIONS:

^

68

,Write riddles about helpers in the neighborhood on one side of a

card. Put the answer on the other side. Example:

Who works hard and longs,

o keep you well and strong? (DOCTOR)

I wear a white dress. I help you
when you come to see the doctor.
4 vis4A-your-school sometimes..too,. (.NURSE)

REVIEW:

1. Do students know what a riddle is?

2. Does this game help them to know more about Health'Helpers?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD/ E HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:

721
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE: 2

SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

'CAREER AREA: Persor41 Service Occupations

/ACTIVITY: Making and using a career research box

1
APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME:

PREVIEW:

Use this type activity assan.introduction to related career units.

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Kleenex box

2. Small paper rectangles

INSTRUCTIONS:

Use a kleenex box (the kind that opens on the side)

Write suggested careers to be studied in unit on pieces of

construction paper.
Fold and put in the box. When a card is drawn, the student goes
to the library and finds out all he can and writes it down to be
shared with the class at a later. date.

REVIEW:

services jobs available?

iltd this actiity_help students to become aware of personal

Did this activity help students to learn more' about using\the

library?

. Did this activity help students to learn how "6 find out"?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:

Add titles to research box as each unit is introduced.
Add seasonal research suggestions: Abraham Lincoln

George Washington'
Christopher Columbus

(These are certainly in relation to careers)

Mi ;
l Pro
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: '3rd

SUBJECT AREA; Health

CAREER AREA: Nurse

ACTIVITY: Making a nurse's cap

APPROXIMATE/,COMPLETION TIME: 30 minutes

PREVIEW: (

1. What are a nuries duties?

2. Would you, like to be a nurse?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

N

1. A sheet of white stiff paper 8". x 12"
. 2. 'Stapler and 2 hair pins :

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1. Fold over 1/3 of the paper lengthwise.

2. Holding 'the 2 ends on, the side that was not folded pull
them around together and staple together.

3. Pin it in your hair with 2 hair pins.

Why or why no\t?

70

REVIEW:

1. How does a nurse get her cap?

2. Are there any men in the nursing profession?

. 3. Why do nurses wear white?

OTHER JOBS' IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:

7 23
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 4th

SUBJECT AREA: Science

CAREER AR .Biologist

ACTIVITY: Observing, Drawing,land Labeling a Plant

APPROXI TE.COMT,TION TIME: 30 minutes

PREVIEW:

73.

1. Do you think you would like tp be a biologist?
2. Have you ever closely,observed a-plant?.
3. Is it important for a biologists to make close observations?

EQUIPMENT ANDMATERIALS:

1. Small -plant

2. Magnifying glass
/ 3. Drawing paper an

4. Damp pap r towel

INSTRUCTIONS:

pencil

Gi

1. Very carefully remove a small green plant from the ground in
which it is growing.

2. Shake the dirt from the root's.
3. Place the plant on a piece of damp paper so it will not wither

quickly.

4.--Observe the parts-of-the-Plant: -Use -a-magnifying-gl-ass-to-look--
closely at the roots and leaves.

5. Draw the plant you have examined.
6. Label the parts.

REVIEW:

1. Did you do a good job of observing the plani?
2. Is science important to this kind of job?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE USEFUL:

1. Farmer

2. Ecologist
3. Teacher
4. Forest Ranger

COMMENTS:

724



STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 5th

72

SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies UNIT OF STUDY: United States

Enters World
CAREER AREA: Government employee Affairs After.1945

ACTIVITY: Writing secret messages

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 40 minutes

PREVIEW,:

1. Do you like to write messages to your friends?
2. Have you ever written a secret message?

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1: "Lemon Juice

2. Milk

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1. Instead of using ink for writing, use lemon juice, onion
juice, or milk.

2. With a clean pen or brush, write your message on an ordinary
piece of paper, As the writing dries, it becomes invisible.

3. To read the message, your friend will hold the paper over
a light bulb or radiator. The heat will make the writing
turn brown.

REVIEW:

1. Why would a government relay secret messages?

2. What might happen if some government secrets leaked out to the
wrong persons?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:

726
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL:' 6th

SUBJECT AREA: Math and Social Studies

CAREER AREA:- Census Taker UNIT OF STUDY: Government' Workers

ACTIVITY: Research and doing, some math

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 60 minutes
0

PREVIEW:

1. DO'you know what a Census taker does? If sO,

, 2. Why do we have Census takers?
3. What are some of the things they need to know?

WIPMENT_AND MATERIALS:

Encyclopedia or reference, books of some kind, paper and :pencil

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

1. Where does the word Censv.. come from? (Look up)

2. What does census of ToT,57,ation have to do with the number
of representatives we have in the House of Representatives?

3. The first Federal Census-was takel when?
4. Name some of-,the Census Bureaulc activities besides census

of population.
5. How many months -are in a year?'
6. How many weeks are in a year?
7.' What is a decade?
B. How many days in a year?
9. What is a century?

10. Find out how many members are in each sixth graders'
families. (Take a census)

REVIEW:

1. Do you think a Census taker's job is important?
2. Is it a good idea to have a Census Bureau?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:

243
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 7th

SUBJECT AREA: Reading UNIT OF STUDY: Language Arts

CAkEER AREA: Professional Baseball Player

ACTIVITY: Finding an article about a baseball player in the library.

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 30 minutes

.PREVIEW:

1. Have ,you ever met a profetsional baseball player?
2. What'skills does it require to be a ball player?

..EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:
Magazine article from fribirif-y

INSTRUCTIONS: .(Check each item as completed)

1. Find an article about a baseball playekr and, read ft.

2. Does-the article mention the pr4ssure to - succeed that a

player is under?
3. Discuss with a friend and draw conclusions about the

article you read.
4. Tell your teacher 1 fact you learned from the article.

REVIEW:
.

Do you think that playing baseball professionally is more play

than work?,

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULDBE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:



STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: 8

SUBJECT AREA: English

CAREER AREA: Genealogist

ACTIVITY: Looking for name origins

TIME: 1 hour

PREVIEW:

A

UNIT OF STUDY: Language

. Background

1. Do you know what your name Means?
2. Do you know what language your name came from?

MATERIALS:

Dictionary with appendix or name origins.

INSTRUCTIONS:
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1. Write down everyone's firSt name in this class. Put etch name

on a different line.

2. Find a:dictionary that has name origins.

3. Cook up each name.

4. Beside each name, write the language or country the name came

from.

REVIEW:

1. Did you find where your name caw; from?

2. What language did most names-come'from?

OTHER ABS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:

728
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET
0 ,

\

GRADE LEVEL: High School

SUBJECT AREA: Math

CAREER AREA: Surveyor

ACTIVITY: Making and calibrating an odometer

APPROXIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 1 hour

PREVIEW: 1

1, What does an odometer measure?
2'. Give an example of the use of an-odometer.

EQUIPMENTANDMATERIAML-

361",x 2" x 4' piece of wood with a hole drilled in it
a Oiece of plastic cord 2" x 2"
Wheel

4" bolt
2 huts

2 washers

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as Completed)

1. Bolt the wheel on'thewoodeh handle. After tightening,
check to see that the wheel rotates freely on its axle.

2. Attach"a plastic cord to the wheel so that it snaps each
'time it passes the handle.

3. Calibrate the odometer by the following method:
Put a mark on the rim of thewhel.. Carefully place this
mark on a chalk point on the floor. Slowly roll the wheel
along the floor until the mark is again on the floor. Mark
this point, and measure the distance between the two points
on the floor with a tape. This distance is the distance
covered in one revolution of the wheel. Repeat this process
several times and record on' the handle the measurement that
seems most nearly correct, as

1 revolution equals inches.

REVIEW:

1. Measure the length, of your classroom with the odometer and
thenmeasure it with a tape. Are your measures the same?

2. If not, you need to calibrate your odometer again.

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

GRADE LEVEL: High School

SUBJECT AREA: Math'

CAREER AREA: Surveyor

ACTIVITY: Making and calibrating an odometer

APPROXIMATE COOUTION'TIME: 1 hour

PREVIEW:

1. What does an odometer measure?
2. Give an example of'the use of an odometer.

---EQUIPMENT-AND-MATER4ALS4-

3/4" x 2"'x 4! piece of wood with a hole drilled in it
a piece of plastid cord 2" x 2"
Wheel

bolt
2 nuts

2 washers

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item as completed)

REVIEW :

76,

1. Bolt the wheel on the wooden handle. After tightening,
check to see that the wheel rotates freely on its axle.

2. Attach a plastic cord to the wheel so that it snaps each
. time it passes the handle.
A. Calibrate the odometer by the following method:

Put"a mark on the rim of the wheel. Carefully place this
mark on a chalk point on the floor. Slowly roll the wheel
along the floor until the mark is again on the flbor. Mark
this point, and measure the distance between the two points
on the floor with a tape. This distance is the distance
covered in one revolution of the wheel. Repeat this process
several times and record on the handle the measurement that
seems most nearly correct, as

1 .revolution equals inches.,

1. Measure the length of your classroom with the odometer and
then measure it with a tape. Are your measures the same?

2. If not; you need to calibrate your odometer again.
/

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:



STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET,-

GRADE LE EL: High School Basic Math,

SUBJECT AREA: Math

CAREER AREA:' Lumber yard operator

ACTI TY: Findtng the number of board feet in pieces of lumber

APP7 XIMATE COMPLETION TIME: 1 hour

PRE IEW:

1. What is'one board foot?
2. What is the formula for finding board feet?

ERIALS4

Ruler, pencil, several pieces of various sizes of lumber

INSTRUCTIONS: (Check each item Has completed)

1. -Using your ruler or steel tape, get the length, width,
and thickness of the first piece of lumber. Record below.
length width thickness
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2. With these measurements, find-the number of board feet in
that piece of lumber.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each piece of lumber, recording
all data on this sheet.

REVIEW:

How is lumber priced?

OTHER JOBS IN WHICH THIS INFORMATION WOULD BE HELPFUL:

COMMENTS:


